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EMPLOYMENT-UNEMPLOYMENT

FRIDAY, JANUARY 9, 1987

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SD-

628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Paul S. Sarbanes (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Sarbanes and Melcher.
Also present: Dena Stoner, William R. Buechner, Christopher J.

Frenze, and Dale Jahr, professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES, CHAIRMAN
Senator SARBANES. The committee will come to order. I am very

pleased to welcome Commissioner Norwood before the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee this morning to testify on the December employ-
ment and unemployment figures.

I do so in my capacity as the incoming chairman of the Joint
Economic Committee in the 100th Congress, the 12th chairman of
the committee since its establishment in the 79th Congress by the
Employment Act of 1946. It is a great honor to serve as chairman
of a committee which over the years has been served by very dis-
tinguished chairmen, drawn from both the Senate and the House; a
committee which has sponsored and encouraged major research
and inquiry over the last 40 years into virtually every aspect of the
Nation s economy; and which has played an indispensable role in
assuring reasoned and informed debate over the appropriate course
of the Nation's economic policy.

I am pleased also to welcome Senator Melcher, who is a new
member of the committee. John, we are very pleased to have you
here.

Senator MELCHER. Thank you very much, Paul.
Senator SARBANES. Today s hearing is the first by the Joint Eco-

nomic Committee in the 100th Congress. It is also the latest in the
series of monthly employment-unemployment hearings which
began in the 92d Congress nearly 16 years ago, with a hearing on
April 2, 1971, chaired by my distinguished colleague, Senator Prox-
mire of Wisconsin. The witness then was Geoffrey Moore, who at
the time served as Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Since then the monthly unemployment hearings, of which this is
the latest, have been held by each successive chairman of the com-
mittee. The Bureau of Labor Statistics has been represented before
the committee by Commissioner Moore; subsequently by Commis-
sioner Julius Shiskin; and for the last 9 years by Commissioner

(1)
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Janet Norwood-all three Commissioners, I might note, are highly
respected professionals in their field.

In a sense, Commissioner Norwood, it's appropriate that you
should be the first witness before the Joint Economic Committee in
this Congress. Through the years the Bureau of Labor Statistics
and the Joint Economic Committee have had a close and produc-
tive working relationship which has been very important to the
Joint Economic Committee and equally so, I hope, to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. As Commissioner since 1979 and Acting Commis-
sioner for the year before that, you have played a pivotal role in
assuring the integrity of our Nation's labor market data, which are
among the most sensitive economic figures issued by the Federal
Government. You have served Democratic and Republican adminis-
trations alike with great skill, and have won the respect of Mem-
bers in both Houses and on both sides of the aisle. It is always a
pleasure to welcome you before the committee and we now would
appreciate having your comments on the December employment
and unemployment figures and the overall figures for 1986.

Before you begin, Commissioner, I would turn to Senator Mel-
cher if he has any comments he would like to make before you
begin with your testimony.

Senator MELCHER. No, Mr. Chairman, I have no comments at
this time.

Senator SARBANES. Fine. Commissioner Norwood.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET L. NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED BY THOMAS J. PLEWES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSION-
ER, OFFICE OF EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATIS-
TICS; KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER,
OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS; AND GEORGE L.
STELLUTO, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF WAGES
AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Mrs. NORWOOD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It's a very

great pleasure to appear before you. We feel that our relationship
with the Joint Economic Committee is extremely important to us
and, I might add, to the country.

I have, as usual, two experts with me. On my right is Kenneth
Dalton, who is our price expert; and on my left is Thomas Plewes,
who is responsible for employment and unemployment analysis.

THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION

Employment continued to grow moderately in December, and un-
employment declined over the month. The overall jobless rate was
6.6 percent and the rate for civilian workers was 6.7 percent. Both
rates were down two-tenths of a point from their revised November
levels.

As you know, our usual practice, in issuing the data for Decem-
ber is to incorporate new seasonal factors based on the most recent
year's experience-in this case, 1986-which may require revisions
in some previously issued numbers. Although revisions were quite
small, the revised rates do show more clearly than the previously
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published data that a slight decline in the jobless rate occurred in
the second half of 1986.

The over-the-month Seasonally adjusted decline in unemploy-
ment, though small, wYas fairly widespread among major worker
groups. However, the jobless rate for Hispanic workers, which
tends to be quite volatile, returned to the October level. Unemploy-
ment rates for black workers, especially for black teenagers, contin-
ue to be quite high, more than twice the rate of white workers.
Joblessness among blacks, however, showed a greater decline over
the past year.

Civilian employment, as measured by the household survey,
edged up by about 200,000 in December, after seasonal adjustment;
most of the change occurred among adult men. A record 60.9 per-
cent of the civilian population was employed in December, the
same ratio as November. During 1986, employment rose by about
2.2 million-after adjustment for the revised population counts.

Nonfarm payroll jobs, as measured by our business survey, rose
by 270,000 in December after seasonal adjustment. As has been the
case in recent months, virtually all of the increase occurred in the
service-producing sector. The largest changes occurred in the serv-
ices industry itself and in finance, insurance, and real estate. Em-
ployment in retail trade was unchanged after seasonal adjustment;
the number of jobs in eating and drinking places continued to
grow, but the gain was offset by less than usual holiday hiring in
general merchandise stores.

Factory employment continued to edge up in December. The BLS
diffusion index, which is heavily weighted toward manufacturing,
showed, for the second month in a row, that more than 60 percent
of the industries in the index had over-the-month employment in-
creases. Since September, factory job gains have totaled 85,000 but
the level of factory employment in December was still more than
100,000 below the level of last January. A number of manufactur-
ing industries wound up the year with sizable job losses. The larg-
est of these 1986 job losses occurred in the machinery, primary and
fabricated metal, automobile, and electrical equipment industries.

The factory workweek-at 40.9 hours in December-is very high
by historic standards. Aggregate hours in the Nation's factors are
very near the level of a year ago, in spite of the decline over the
year in the number of factory jobs.

Employment in construction changed little over the month after
seasonal adjustment. Jobs in the oil and gas extraction industry,
which had held steady in October and November, declined again in
December. The industry lost nearly 150,000 jobs during 1986, a
quarter of its work force.

Overall, payroll job growth was more moderate last year than
earlier in the recovery. More than 2.4 million jobs were added to
nonfarm payrolls during 1986. The services industry itself, fueled
by sharp job growth in business and health services, accounted for
more than 4 out of every 10 new payroll jobs in 1986. Employment
in retail trade was up by nearly 600,000 over the year, with much
of the growth in eating and drinking establishments. Jobs in fi-
nance, insurance, and real estate rose by 370,000. Growth was espe-
cially rapid in the finance industry, as lower interest rates brought
increased demand for new and refinanced home mortgages.
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Although the labor force was little changed in December, it has
grown by nearly 2 million over the past year. Adult women ac-
counted for a smaller proportion of that growth than in recent
years-about 53 percent. The number of discouraged workers-
those not in the labor force who wanted a job but felt that job
search would be useless-remained at 1.1 million in the fourth
quarter of 1986. There has been very little change in the size of
this group for more than a year now.

In summary, employment, especially in services, continued its
upward trend, and unemployment declined in December. Factory
jobs, although well below the level at the beginning of the year,
have shown small growth in each of the months of the fourth quar-
ter of 1986, and factory hours remain quite strong.

PRODUCER PRICES

Mr. Chairman, we also released this morning the data for the
December Producer Price Index and I have a few comments on
those data.

The Producer Price Index for finished goods showed no change
from November to December after seasonal adjustment. The index
had registered modest increases in each of the 4 previous months.
Prices received by domestic producers of intermediate goods again
moved up slightly, and crude material prices fell back to their Sep-
tember level.

Reviewing Producer Price Index data for the year as a whole, we
see that the dramatic cuts in prices for energy goods-particularly
crude oil, refined petroleum products, and natural gas-were the
driving force behind the unusually large drops in each of the three
major stage-of-processing index groupings during 1986. We are un-
likely to observe further deflationary pressure from this source, at
least to that degree. And although there has been some firming in
prices for petroleum-related products after the most recent OPEC
agreement, I doubt that this development threatens to reaccelerate
inflation to double-digit levels in the immediate future.

While fluctuations in energy prices dominated PPI movements in
1986, I want to emphasize the continuation of a very moderate,
what might be called "underlying" rate of inflation. Prices for fin-
ished goods outside the volatile energy and food sectors, for exam-
ple, rose less than 3 percent for the 4th consecutive year. Further-
more, prices for most industrial materials again showed relatively
modest changes. Our index for intermediate goods less foods and
energy-a broad sample of industrial materials including items
such as steel, aluminum, textile fibers, industrial chemicals,
lumber, cement, and paper-was virtually unchanged over the year
and, in fact, stands at exactly the same level as in December 1984.
Considering that we are now entering the 5th year of economic ex-
pansion, I believe our Nation's recent record on inflation is quite
remarkable.

Of course, I recognize-and I think we all need to-the lower
prices that are so welcome in some segments of our society at the
same time reflect an enormous burden on many of our domestic
producers. In particular, falling prices have constituted a major
problem for many of our farms and our energy industry, while
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profit margins for some manufacturing concerns are being serious-
ly restrained by intense foreign competition.

Mr. Chairman, my colleagues and I would be very glad to try to
answer any questions.

[The table attached to Mrs. Norwood's statement, together with
the press releases referred to, follows:]



Unemployment rates of all civilian workers by alternative seasonal adjustment methods 

Month Unad- Concurrent 
and justed Official (as first 

year rate I procedure computed ) 
(1) (2) (3) 

1985 

December •••• 6.7 7.0 7.0 

1986 

January ••••• 7.3 6.8 6.8 
February •••• 7.8 7.2 7.2 
March ••••••• 7.5 7.2 7.2 
April ••••••• 7.0 7.1 7.1 
May ••••••••• 7.0 7.2 7.2 
June •••.•••• 7.3 7.1 7.1 
July •••••••• 7.0 7.0 7.0 
August •••••• 6.7 6.8 6.8 
September ••• 6.8 7.0 7.0 
October ••••• 6.6 6.9 6.9 
November •••• 6.6 6.9 6.9 
December •••• 6.3 6.7 6.7 

SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF-LABOR 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 
January 1987 

X-ll ARIMA method X-II method 
(official 

Concurrent Stable Total Residual method 
(revised ) before 1980) 

(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 

6.8 6.7 6.8 6.6 6.7 
7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.3 
7.2 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.1 7.2 7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 
7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.0 7.0 6.9 7.0 7.0 
6.8 6.8 6.9 7.0 6.8 
7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 
6.9 7.0 6.9 6.9 7.0 
6.9 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.0 
6.7 6.6 6.7 6.7 6.7 

Range 
(cola. 
2-8) 
(9) 

-

.2 

.1 

.1 

.1 
-
-
.1 
.2 
-
.1 
.1 
.1 
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(1) Unadjusted rot. Unemployment rate for all civilian workers, not seasonally adjusted.

(2) Official procedure (X-ll ARIMA method). The published seasonally adjusted rate for
all civilin sorkers. Each of the 3 major civilian labor force compowents-.gricultural
employmnt, nonagricultural employment and unemployment-for 4 age-sex groups-males and
females, ages 16-19 and 20 years snd over-are seasona ly adjusted Independently using data
from January 1975 forv rd. The data series for each of these 12-cosponents are extended by
a year at each end of the original series using ARIOIA (Auto-Regressive, Integrated, Moving
Average) models chosen specifically for each series. Each extended series Is then seasonally
adjusted with the X-11 portion of the X-1l ARlMA Progrom. The 4 teenage unemployment and
nonagricultural employment components are adjusted with the additive adjustment model,
while the other components are adjusted with the multiplicative model. The unemployment
rate Is computed by snlmmng the 4 seasonally adjusted unemployment components and calculating
that total as a percent of the civilian labor force total derived by summing all 12 seasonally
adjusted components. All the seasonally adjusted series are revised at the end of esch year.
Extrapolated factors for January-June are computed at the beginning of each year; extrapolated
factors for July-December are computed in the middle of the year after the June data hecome
available. EIch set of 6-month fctors are published In advance, in the January and July
issues respectively of Employment *nd Eranegs.

(3) Concurrent (as first computed, S-l ARIMA method). The official procedure for
computation of the rate for all ciJilian workers using the 12 components Is folloved
except that extrapolated factors are not used at all. Each cooponent Is sessonally adjusted
with the X-1l ARIlA progr each month as the most recent data become available. Reates for
each month of the current year are shown as first computed; they are revised only once each
year, at the end of the year when data for the full year become available. For example,
the rate for January 1985 would be based, during 1985, on the djustment of data from
the period January 1975 through January 1985.

(4) Concurrent (revised, X-1l ARIMA method). The procedure used Is Identical to (3)
above, snd the rate for the current month (the last month displayed) will always be the
see In the two columns. However, all previous months are subject to revision each month
bhsed on the seasonal adjustment of alI the components with data through the current month.

(5) Stable (X-11 ARIMA nethod). Each of the 12 civilian labor force components Is extended
using ARIMA models as In the official procedure and then run through the 1-11 part
of the program using the stable option. This option asuses that seasonal patterns
are basically constant from year-to-year and computes final seasonal factors as
unlighted averages of all the seasonal-irregular components for each mouth across
the entire *pan of the period adjusted. As In the official procedure, factors are -
extrapolated In 6,-onth intervals and the series are revised at the end of each year.
The procedure for computation of the rate from the seasonally adjusted components
Is also Identical to the official procedure.

(6) Total (X-Il ARIMA method). This Is one alternative aggregation procedure, In
which total unemployment nd civillan labor force levels are extended with ARIMA models
and directly adjusted with multiplicative djustment models In the X-l1 part of the
progrm. The rate Is computed by taking seasonally adjusted total unemployment a a
percent of seasonally adjusted total civillan labor force. Factors are extrapolated
In 6-month Intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(7) Residual (X-ll ARIMA method). This is another alternative aggregation method, In
which total civilian employment and civilian labor force levels are extended using ARIIA
models and then directly adjusted with multiplicative adjustment models. The seasonally
adjusted unemployment level 1s derived by subtracting seasonally adjusted employment
from seasonally adjusted labor force. The rate Is then cemputed by taking the derived
unemployment level as a percent of the labor force level. Factors are extrapolated In
6-month Intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(8) X-11 method (official method before 1980). The aethod for computation of the official
procedure Is used except that the series are not extended with ARIMA models and the factors
are projected in 12-month intervals. The standard X-1l program 1s used to perform the
seasonal adjustment.

Methods of Adlustment: The X-11 ARIHA method was developed at Statistics Canada by the
Seasonal Adjustment and Tines Series Staff under the direction of Estela Bee Dag-m The
method Is described In The X-Il ARIMA Seasonal Adjustment Method, by Estela Bee Dags,
Statistics Canada Catalogue No. 12-564E, February 1980.

The standard X-ll method is described in X-Il Variant of the Census Method 1t Seasonal
Adlustment Progrm by Julius Shlskkn. Allan Young and John Musgrave (Technlial Paper
No. 15, Bureau of the Census, 1967).
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: DECEMBER 1986

Employment continued Lo rise in December and unemployment declined,
the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported
today. The overall unemployment rate was 6.6 percent and the civilian
worker rate was 6.7 percent; both were down two-tenths of a percentage
point from the revised figures for the prior 2 months.

Nonagricultural payroll employment--as measured by the monthly survey
of esLablishments--rose by 270,000 in December while civilian
employment--as measured by the monthly survey of households--was up by
205,000. Both employment series showed growth in excess of 2 million
during 1986.

Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

The number of unemployed persons declined by 295,000 in December,
after adjustment for seasonality, to 7.9 million. After holding steady for
2 months, the civilian jobless rate fell 0.2 percentage point to 6.7
percent. With the exception of December, the unemployment rate fluctuated
within two-tenths of the annual average of 7.0 percent throughout 1986.
(See table A-2.)

December unemployment rates for adult men (6.0 percent), adult women
(5.9 percent), teenagers (17.3 percent), whites (5.8 percent); and blacks
(13.7 percent) were slightly below those of the previous month. However,
the jobless rate for Hispanics rose to 10.5 percent, offsetting a decline
in November. During 1986, jobless rates for adult women, teenagers,
whites, and blacks declined, whereas those for adult men and Hispanics
showed little or no improvement. (See tables A-2 and A-3.)

The bulk of the December decline in unemployment Look Place among the
medium-term jobless--those out of work 5 to 14 weeks. The mean and median
duration of unemployment were about unchanged at 15.0 and 7.1 weeks,

This release incorporates annual revisions in
seasonally adjusted unemployment and other labor force
series derived from the household survey. The 1986
overall and civilian worker unemployment rates as first
computed and as revised, plus additional information on
the revisions, appear on page 5.
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respectively. Both measures have changed little over the past year. (See
table A-7.)

Civilian Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Civilian employment, at 110.6 million, rose by 205,000 in December.
Over the year, total employment advanced by 2.2 million, with adult women

Table A. Major Indicators of labor market activity, aeasonally'adjuted

Quarterly Monthly data
averages

Category Nov.-
1986 1986 Dec.

III I IV Oct. I Nov. I Dec. change
HOUSEHOLD DATA

Thousands of persons
Labor force 1/.........

Total employment 1/. .
Civilian labor force...

Civilian employment..
Unemployment .........

Not in labor force.....
Discouraged workers..

Unemployment rates:
All workers 1/.......
All civilian workers.

Adult men..........
Adult women........
Teenagers..........
White..............
Black..............
Hispanic origin....

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm employment.....
Goods-producing......
Service-producing....

Average weekly hour,:
Total private ........
Manufacturing........
Overtime............

119,866 120,308 120,163 120,426 120,336
111,675 112,170 111,941 112,183 112,387
118,171 118,558 118,414 118,675 118,586
109,980 110,420 110,192 110,432 110,637

8,191 8,138 8,222 8,243 7,949
62,664 62,807 62,772 62,688 62,961
1,150 1,127 N.A. N.A. N.A.

-90
204
-89
205

-294
273

N.A.

Percent of labor force

6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.6 -0.2
6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.7 -.2
6.1 6.1 6.2 6.2 6.0 -.2
6.1 6.0 6.1 6.1 5.9 -.2

18.1 17.8 17.7 18.2 17.3 -.9
6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 5.8 -. 2

14.5 14.1 14.3 14.2 13.7 -.5
10.8 10.2 10.4 9.6 10.5 .9

Thousands of jobs
100, 316 p10,075 100,826 pl01,065 plOl,

3 3 4
p

2 6 9

24,872 p24,897 24,865 p
2 4 8 9 5

p24,932 p37
75,444 p76,178 75,961 p76,170 p76,

4
02 p232

Hours of work

34.7 p34.7 34.7 p
34

.
8

p34.6 p-0.2
40.7 p40.81 40.7 p

4 0
.
8

p
4
0.9 p.1

3.51 p3.51 3.51 P3.51 P3.61 p.
1

I/ Includes the resident Armed Forces.
p-preliminary.
NOTE: Household data have been revised

based on the experience through December 1986.

N.A.-not available.
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accounting for 55 percent of the increase. (All yearly comparisons are
adjusted for changes in the underlying population estimates introduced in
January 1986.)

The civilian labor force was about unchanged at 118.6 million in
December, after seasonal adjustment. Over the past year, the labor force
rose by 1.9 million. (See table A-2.)

Discouraged Workers (Household Survey Data)

In the fourth quarter of 1986, there were 1.1 million discouraged
workers--persons who wanted to work but did not look for jobs because they
believed that they could not find any. Their number has been essentially
unchanged for more than a year. Seventy-five percent of the discouraged
workers cited job-market conditions as their reason for not looking, while
the remainder cited personal factors. Blacks continued to make up a
disproportionately large share (26 percent) of all discouraged workers.
(See table A-14.)

Industry Payroll Employment (Establishment Survey Data)

Total nonagricultural payroll employment rose by 270,000 in December,
seasonally adjusted, to a level of 101.3 million. For the second month in
a row, increases occurred in about three-fifths of the 185 industries in
the BLS index of diffusion. (See tables B-1 and B-6.)

The service-producing sector accounted for almost all of the
over-the-month job growth, as it has for most months over the past year.
The services industry itself posted another large monthly
increase-140,000. This industry has accounted for 44 percent of the 2.4
million over-the-year expansion in payroll jobs, largely because of the
rapid growth in its business and health services components. Employment
also rose over the month in finance, insurance, and real estate. Over the
past year, this rapidly growing industry has added 370,000 jobs, a 6
percent increase. Employment in transportation and public utilities,
wholesale trade, retail trade, and government were all little changed over
the month, after seasonal adjustment.

In the goods-producing sector, manufacturing employment edged up for
the third month in a row in December. Since September, manufacturing
employment has increased by 85,000, regaining almost half the jobs lost in
the first 9 months of the year. Employment in construction was little
changed, continuing the recent pattern. In mining, there was a further,
although small, job decline in the oil and gas extraction industry,
following 2 months of relatively stable employment.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

Average weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory workers on
private nonagricultural payrolls were 34.6, down 0.2 hour, after seasonal
adjustment. In manufacturing, however, both the average workweek and
overtime hours edged up by a tenth of an hour. (See table B-2.)
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The index of aggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory
workers on private nonagricultural payrolls declined by 0.3 percent to
119.0 (1977-100), after seasonal adjustment. The factory index rose by 0.4
percent to 93.6. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Estabfishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings were about unchanged in December, and average
weekly earnings declined 0.7 percent, seasonally adjusted. Prior to
seasonal adjustment, average hourly earnings slipped 1 cent to $8.85, while
average weekly earnings increased by $1.43 to $308.87. Over the past year,
average hourly earnings have risen by 14 cents, and average weekly earnings
were up $2.28. (See table B-3.)

The Hourly Earnings Index (Establishment Survey Data)

The Hourly Earnings Index (HEI) was 170.8 (1977-100) in December,
seasonally adjusted, a decrease of 0.1 percent from November. For the 12
months ended in December, the increase was 1.8 percent. The HEI excludes
the effects of two types of changes unrelated to underlying wage rate
movements--fluctuations in manufacturing overtime and interindustry
employment shifts. In dollars of constant purchasing power, the HEI
increased 1.5 percent during the 12-month period ended in November. (See
table B-4.)

The Employment Situation for January 1987 will be released on Friday,
February 6, at 8:30 A.M. (EST).
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Revisions of Seasonally Adjusted Household Survey Data

At the end of each calendar year, the BLS routinely revises the
seasonally adjusted labor force series derived from the Current Population
Survey (household survey) to incorporate the experience of that year. As a
result of the recalculation of the seasonal factors, seasonally adjusted
data for the most recent 5 years are subject to revision. (Establishment
data are similarly revised concurrent with annual benchmark adjustments
about mid-year.)

Table B summarizes the effects of the revisions on the overall and
civilian worker unemployment rates in 1986. The 1986 annual averages, 6.9
percent for all workers and 7.0 percent for civilian workers, are, of
course, not affected by seasonal adjustment revisions. Table C presents
revised seasonally adjusted data for major civilian labor force series for
December 1985 through December 1986.

The January 1987 issue of Employment and Earnings will contain the new
seasonal adjustment factors that will be used to calculate the civilian
labor force and other major series for January-June of 1987, a description
of the current seasonal adjustment methodology, and revised data for the
most recent 13 months or calendar quarters for all regularly published
tables containing seasonally adjusted household survey data. Revised
monthly data for the entire 1982-86 revision period for 425 labor force
series will he published in the February 1987 issue. Historical seasonally
adjusted data (monthly and quarterly) may be purchased from the Bureau.
(Contact Gloria P. Green, (202) 523-1959.)

Table B. Seasonally adjusted unemployment rates in 1986 and change
due to revision

As first computed As revised Change due
to revision

Month

Overall Civilian Overall Civilian Overall Civilian

January ........ 6.6 6.7 6.7 6.8 0.1 0
February ....... 7.2 7.3 7.1 7.2 -. 1
March .......... 7.1 7.2 7.0 7.2 -. 1 0
April .......... 7.0 7.1 7.0 7.1 0 0
May ............ 7.2 7.3 7.1 7.2 -. 1 -.!
June ........... 7.0 7.1 7.0 7.1 0 0
July ........... 6.8 6.9 6.9 7.0 .1 .1
August ......... 6.7 6.8 6.7 6.8 0 0
September...... 6.9 7.0 6.9 7.0 0 0
October ........ 6.9 7.0 6.8 6.9 -. 1 -. 1
November ....... 6.9 7.0 6.8 6.9 -. 1 -. 1
December ....... *6.5 *6.6 6.6 6.7. .1 .1

* Not published.
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Explanatory Note

This news release presents statistics from two major surveys,
the Current Population Survey (household survey) and the
Current Employment Statistics Survey (establishment survey).
The household survey provides the information on the labor
force, total employment, and unemployment that appears in
the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD DATA. It is a sample
survey of about 59,500 households that is conducted by the
Bureau of the Census with most of the findings analyzed and
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics 1Bts).

The establishment survey provides the information on the
employment, hours, and earnings of workers on
nonagricultural payrolls that appears in the B tables, murked
ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This information is colected
from payroll records by srs in cooperation with State agencies.
The sample includes 250,0C0 establishments employing over 38
million people.

For both surveys, the data for a given month are actually
collected for and relate to a particular week. In the household
survey, unless otherwise indicated, it is the calendar week that
contains the 12th day of the month, which is called the survey
week. In the establishment survey, the reference week is the
pay period including the 12th, which may or may not corres-
pond directly to the calendar week.

The data in thw release are affected by a number of technical
factors, including definitions, survey differences, seasonal ad-
justments, and the inevitable variance in results between a
survey of a sample and a census of the entire population. Each
of thre factors is expLained below.

Covarage, definllions, and dltfaraice

The sample households in the household survey are selected
so ats to reflect the entire civilian noninstitutional population
16 years of age and older. Each person in a household is
classified as employed, unemployed, or not in the labor force.
Those who hold more than one job are classified according to
the job at which they worked the most hours.

People are classified as employed if they did any work at all
as paid civilians; worked in their own business or profession or
on their own farm; or worked IS hours or more in an enter-
prise operated by a member of their family, whether they wen
paid or not. People are also counted us employed if they were
on unpaid leave because of alnmfs, bad weather, disputes be-
tween labor and management, or personal reasons. Members
of the Armed Forces stationed in the United States are also in-
cluded in the employed total.

People are chlssified as unemployed, regardless of their
eigibllity for unemployment benefits or public assistance, if
they meet all of the following criteria: They had no employ-
ment ouring the survey week; they were available for work at

that time; and they made specific efforta to find employtnat
sometime during the prior 4 weeka. Pertons Laid off from their
former jobs gad Awaiting recall and thoae expecting to report
to a job within 30 days need not be looking for work to be
counted as unemployed.

The Iaborform equals the sum of the number employed and
the number unemployed. The unemployinewl rehr is the
percentage of unemployed people in the labor form (civilian
plus the resident Armed Fores). Table A-5 presents a special
grouping of seven measures of unemployment based on vary-
ing definitions of unemployment and the labor force. The
dermitions are provided in the table. The moot rentrictive
definition yields U-I and the most comprehensive yields U-7.
The overall unemployment nte is U-Sa, while U-5b represents
the same measure with a civilian labor force base.

Unlike the household survey, the entablishment survey only
counts wage and salary employees bhosexnasns appear on the
payroll records of nonagricaltural fum. As a reult, there are
many differences between the two surveys, among which ae
the following:

-Tb buu ny. _bhetd ba a WWaa..,, ,n&O a
bow, n f lbt cr kilue. fb. s -v -i aselknbdvs,
&n enioyd, unsid" tany n pl budnd -uM d
olen utleunie Arned Fue

-T b,, ovy w dt P.e .P. bs -M Sb

inn d. o u.bbn suy dues rsu:

b. boubld y b mned in Wi- U n of _F ad imOt
u mbheusun - i.5r ws id by w.

- Tn. ubd ey bn en o otf n .ba th ia-
divide unuted univ oe Ia bll* -aei wc"I - t
men Onoen. lben onobenk prp b- pau -oMe
io-nd urunu r fu _

Other differences between the two surveys are described in
'Compating Employment Estimates from Household and
Payroll Surveys," which may be obtained from the as upon
request.

Seasonasl adjustmast
Over the course of a year, the size of the Nation's labor

force and the levels of employment and unemployment
undergo sharp fluctuations due to such aeasonal events as
changes in weather, reduced or expanded production, bar-
vests, major holidays, and the opening and closing of schoola.
For enample, the labor force increases by a laW number acb
June, when schools close and many young people enter the job
market. The effect of such seasonal variation cn be very
large; over the course of a year, for exatple. seasonality may
account for as much as 95 percent of the month-to-month
changes in unemployment.
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Because these seasonal events follow a more or less regular
pastern each year, their influence on statistical trends can be
eliminated by adjusting the statistics from month to month.
These adjustments make nonseasonal developments, such as
declines in economic activity or increases in the participation
of women in the labor force, easier so spot. To return so the
school's-out example, she large number of people entering the
labor force each June is likely to obscure any other changes
that have taken place since May. making it difficual so deter-
mine if the level of economic activity has risen or declined.
However, because the effect of students finishing school in
previous years is known, the statistics for the current Year can
be adjusted to allow for a comparable change. Insofar as the
seasonal adjustment is made correctly, the adjusted figure pro-
sides a more useful tool with which so analyce changes in
economic activity.

Measures of labor force, employmeor, and unemployment
contain components such as age and sex. Statistics for all
employees, production workers, average weekly hours, and
average hourly earnings include components based on the
employer's industry. All these statistics can be seasonally ad-
justed cither by adjusting the total or by adjusting each of the
components and combining them. The second procedure
usually yields more accurate information and is therefore
followed by BLS. For example, the seasonally adjusted figure
for the labor force is the sum of eight seasonally adjusted
civilian employment componeots, plus the resident Armed
Forces total (not adjusted for seasonality), and four seasonally
adjusted unemployment components; the total for unemploy-
meat is the sumn of the four unemployment components; and
the overall unemployment rate is derived by dividing the
resulting estimate of total unemployment by the estimate of
the labor force.

The numerical factors used to make the seasonal ad-
justments are recalculated regularly. For the household
survey, the factors are calculated for the January-June period
and again for the July-December period. At the rime the first
half year's factors are calculated (upon availability of data for
December), historical data for the previous 5-year period are
subject to revision. For the establishment survey, updated fac-
tors for seasonal adjustment are calculated only once a year,
along with the introduction of new benchmarks which are
discussed at the end of the next section.

Sampling variabllity
Statistics based on the household and establishment surveys

are subject to sampling error, that is, the estimate of the
number of people employed and the other estimates drawn
from these surveys probably differ from the figures that would
be obtained from a complete census, even if the same question-
naires and procedures were used. In the household survey, the
amount of the differences can be expressed in teems of stand-
and enrans. The numerical value of a standard error depends
upon she size of the sample, the results of the survey, and other
factors. However, the numerical valuo is always such that the
chances are approximately 68 out of 100 that an estimate based
on the sample will differ by no more than the standard error

from the results o' a complete census. The chances are appros-
imtaely 90 out of 100 that an estimate based on the sample will
differ by no more than 1.6 times the standard error from the
results of a complete census. At approximately the 90-percent
level of confidence-the confidence limits used by uLS in its
analyses-the error for the monthly change in total employ-
ment is on the order of plus or minus 328,000; for total
unemployment it is 220,000; and, for the overall unemploy-
ment rate, it is 0.19 percentage point. These figures do not
mean that the sample results are off by these magnitudes but,
rather, that the chances are approximately 90 out of 100 that
the "tee" level or rate would not be expected to differ from
the estimates by more than these amounts.

Sampling errors for monthly surveys are reduced when the
data are cumulated for several months, such as quarterly or
annually. Also, as a general rule, the smaller the estimate, the
larger the sampling error. Therefore, relativly speaking, the
estimate of the size of the labor force is subject so less emor
than is the estimate of the number unemployed. And, among
the unemployed, the sampling error for the jobless rate of
adult men, for example, is much smaller than is the error for
the jobless rate of teenagers. Specifically, the error on monthly
change in the jobless rate for men is .26 percentage point; for
teenagers, it is 1.25 percentage points.

In the establishmeni survey, estimates for the 2 most current
months are based on incomplete retuocs; for this reason, these
estimates are labeled preliminary in the tables. When all the
returns in the sample have been received, the estimates ore
revised. In other words, data for the month of September are
published in preliminary form in October and November and
in final form in December. To remove errors that build up
over time, a comprehensive count of the employed is con-
ducted each year. The results of this survey are used to
establish new benchmarks-comprehensive counts of
employment-against which month-to-month changes can be
measured. The new benchmarks also incorporate changes in
the classification of industries and allow for the foemation of
ne establishments.

Additional statistics and other Information
In order to provide a broad view of the Nation's employ-

ment situation, BLS regularly publishes a wide variety of data
in this news release. More comprehensive statistics are contain-
ed in Employment and Earnings, published each month by
BLs. Is is available for 14.50 per issue or S31.00 per year front
the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
20204. A check or money order made out so the Superinten-
dent of Documents must accompany all orders.

Employment and EarnnMgs also provides approximations of
the standard errors for the household survey data published in
this release. For unemployment and other labor force
categories, the standard errors appear in tables B through J of
its "Explanatory Notes." Measures of the reiability of the
data drawn from the establishment survey and the actual
amounts of revision due to benchmark adjustments are pro-
vided in tables M, 0, P, and Q of that publication.
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Table A-& Empomns siatus of tto emilen population by re., sex, age. and Hispanic origin
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Table B 1. Employes on nonagrlculturl payrolls by Industry
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Table B.2. Avergo weebly hours of production or folSOper.1sory workers' on priatS nonsagecultaral payrolls by Industry
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Table B-L inde.es of aggregate Weekly hours of production or nonsupelaory workers, on private nonagricultural
payrolls by Industry
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United States

Department
Bureau of Labor Statistics Washington, D.C. 20212

FOR DATA ONLY: (202) 523-1221 USDL 87-12
FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION: TRANSMISSION OF MATERIAL IN THIS
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JANUARY 9, 1987

PRODUCER PRICE INDEXES--DECEMBER 1986

The Producer Price Index for Finished Goods showed no change from
November to December seasonally adjusted, the Bureau of Labor Statistics of
the U.S. Department of Labor reported today. The index had registered
modest increases in each of the 4 previous months. Prices received by
domestic producers of intermediate goods moved up 0.2 percent in December,
the same as in November. Crude material prices declined 1.6 percent,
following an increase of the same size in October and no change in
November. (See table A.)

Among finished goods, prices for consumer foods were slightly lower
for the second consecutive month. The index for energy goods edged up

Table A. Percent changes from preceding month in selected stage-of-
processing price indexes, seasonally adjusted'

Finished goods I Intermediate goods I Crude goods I

! j- I I j I Foods I i ,Food- S i
j TotallConsumer (Other (Total S and IOtherS Totall and (Other S

:Month) I foods I I I feedsalX I Ifeed- I I
i I I I I II I IstuffsI I

jDec. i 0.61 1.0 j 0.51 0.41 0.7 1 0.41 -0.31 -0.51 -0.21
I * S

1986
!Jan. 1 -.71 -.6 -.8I -. 5I -.5 I -.5 -1.31 -2.5S -.1I
(Feb. I -1.6I -1.7 1 -1.61 -1.4I -1.4I -1.4S -5.41 -3.61 -7.31
(Mar. ' -1.0' .1 ' -1.31 -1.21 -.2 I -1.21 -2.21 -.9S -3.7I
(Apr. j -.5 .1 j -.8I -1.0I -.8 I -1.0I -3.4I -3.1I -3.6I
'May ' .5. 1.3 ' .21 -.3I .7 I -.3I 2.11 4.45 -.61
(June ) .1j o j .2I o I -.1 I O I -.51 -.71 -.2I
(July ) -.61 1.8 I -1.51 -.61 .2 1 -.61 .41 3.31 -3.51
(Aug. I r.31 r1.6 I r-.11 0 I r1.2 I -.11 r.31 r2.81r-3.4 I
Sept.l r.5 r-.3 I r.71 .5I r.5 I .51 r.21 r-1.51 r2.8 I

iOct. I .31 .9 I .1I -.3I -. 8 I -.31 1.61 2.61 .21
'Nov. I .21 -.1 1 .31 .2I .3 1 .21 0 I -.21 .2 I
jDec. I 0 I -.4 I .21 .2I .4 I .1I -1.61 -2.01 -1.1 1

I~ ~ I_1 1 1 1 1I

.3/ Intermediate materials for food manufacturing and animal feeds.
r= revised. Some of the figures shown above and elsewhere in this
release may differ from those previously reported because data for
August 1986 have been revised to reflect the availability of late
reports and corrections by respondents.
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marginally, after recording no change the month before. Prices for
finished goods other than foods and energy moved up less than in most other
recent months.

Before seasonal adjustment, the Producer Price Index for Finished
Goods fell 0.3 percent in December to end the year at 289.9 (1967=100).

From December 1985 to December 1986, prices received by domestic
producers at all three major stages of processing declined appreciably,
principally because of substantially lower energy prices. The Finished
Goods Price Index moved down 2.5 percent, following advances of less than 2
percent in each of the 3oimmediately preceding years. The Intermediate
Goods Price Index fell 4.4 percent over the year, after rising slowly from
1982 through 1984 and edging down 0.3 percent in 1985. The 1986 decreases
for both these major stage-of-processing indexes were the largest calendar
year declines since 1949. The drop of 9.7 percent in the Crude Goods Price
Index was considerably larger than the declines recorded in 1984 and 1985
and was the largest drop for any calendar year since 1952.

Among major categories within the Finished Goods Price Index in 1986,
the index for energy goods fell 39.1 percent, dwarfing the declines
registered in other recent years. Consumer food prices climbed 2.9
percent, continuing the moderate increases registered for this index in
each year after 1980. The increase in the index for consumer goods other
than foods and energy accelerated from 1.9 percent in 1985 to 2.9 percent
in 1986. Capital equipment prices rose less in 1986 (2.1 percent) than
they had in 1985 (2.7 percent).

Table B. Percent changes in finished goods price indexes, selected
pe-iodsa

Changes from preceding month, seasonally adjusted I I
* I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Change in

* t ) I IFinished consumer goods !finished
I excluding foods Igoods from)

I Capitall Finishedl ; 12 months)
I Finished) equip-I consumer) i I Non- I ago I

Month) goods I ment I goods I Totall Ourablesl durablesl (unadj.) I

: * I I I I

!Dec. I 0.6 1 0.1 1 0.7 1 0.61 -0.1 I 1.1 1 1.8 1

:: JUL :I: I I I
Jan.) -.7 2 -.9) -1.01 -.5 1 -1.4 1.3 )

!Feb.) -1.6 : .1 -2.1 I -2.3) .2 1 -3.7 ) -.2 1
Mar. : -1.0 1 .21 -1.3 1 -2.0) .3 1 -3.3 1 -1.4 1
Apr. I -.5 .3 : -.8 1 -1.2) .9 1 -2.5 : -2.0 1
May) .5 0 .6) .31 -. 2 1 .61 -1.8 1
June ) .1 .2: .1 : .1: .2 1 .1i -1.6 1
July I -.6 .1 -.8 I -2.2) .1 : -3.6 : -2.4 1
Aug. r.3 : 1 .5 I r-.1 rO : r-.1 I -1.8 1

!Sept.) r.5 1 .4 r.5 I r.91 r.8 I rl.O : -.9 1
ioct.) .3 : .5 .3 1 0 1 1.4 1 -.9: -1.4 1
Nov. .2 : .3 .1 1 .3) .2 1 .3I -1.9 1
Dec. 0 : 0 0 I .2) 0 ) .4 -2.5 I

r= revised. Some of the figures shown above and elsewhere in this
release may differ from those previously reported because data for
August 1986 have been revised to reflect the availability of late
reports and corrections by respondents.
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Finished goods

Finished conswnerfgoos. Following a rise of 0.2 percent in
uovemnber, the index or finished consumer goods was unchanged in December
seasonally adjusted, as a slight increase for energy goods offset a small
decline for foods. The index for finished energy goods rose 0.2 percent
after showing no change a month earlier. Prices rose sharply for both home
heating oil and gasoline, following smaller advances in the previous
nonth. In contrast, the natural gas index fell sharply in December, the

ninth consecutive monthly decrease.

The index for finished consumer foods declined 0.4 percent, following
dn even smaller drop in November. After rising sharply a month earlier,
prices turned down for fresh vegetables and eggs. Prices for beef and
veal fell somewhat more than in November. Other decreases were noted for
processed poultry, pork, fresh fruits, and roasted coffee. Prices for
shortening and cooking oils moved up but much less than the month before.
Fish prices turned up after falling in each of the 3 preceding months,
however, while prices for dairy products and processed fruits and
vegetables continued to climb.

Among other kinds of consumer goods, advances were registered for
drugs, sanitary papers, men's footwear, motor homes, and household
glassware. These were largely balanced by declines for passenger cars,
soaps and detergents, small arms ammunition, cosmetics, gold jewelry, and
apparel.

Canital equipment. The Producer Price Index for capital equipment was
unchndged in December. Price increases included heavy motor trucks and
power cranes, excavators, and equipment, while prices for light motor
trucks and transformers and power regulators moved down.

Intermediate goods

The Producer Price Index for Intermediate Materials, Supplies, and
Components moved up 0.2 percent from November to December, seasonally
adjusted. An increase in energy prices, combined with declines in several
other areas, yielded an overall monthly change identical to November's.

The intermediate energy index climbed 1.4 percent, following a small
rise in November. Substantial advances occurred for gasoline, diesel fuel,
residual fuel, and jet fuel. Prices for liquefied petroleum gas fell,
although not as much as the month before.

After registering several consecutive months of small increases, the
index for intermediate goods excluding foods and energy inched down 0.1
percent in December. The construction materials and components index fell
0.3 percent after an equal rise in November. Prices turned down after
advancing in the prior month for softwood lumber, plywood, and gypsum
products. In addition, prices for millwork and asphalt paving mixtures
continued to fall.

The durable manufacturing materials index also recorded a 0.3 percent
decrease. Downward movements were noted for Portland cement, hot rolled
steel sheets and strip, zinc, gold, and silver. Platinum prices dropped
sharply for the third consecutive month. Moderate increases, however, took
place for copper and lead. Among materials used in maufacturing nondurable
goods, substantially lower prices for styrene plastic resins were the
dominant factor. Prices also moved down for paperboard and gray fabrics.
Leather, woodpulp, lead paint pigments, and synthetic rubber advanced,
however.
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The intermediate foods and feeds index rose 0.4 percent, as advances
for animal feeds, crude vegetable oils, and flour more than offset lower
meat prices.

Crude noods

After showing no change in November, the Producer Price Index for
Crude Materials for Further Processing dropped 1.6 percent in December
seasonally adjusted. Many items, particularly foodstuffs, either turned
down or fell faster than in the previous month.

The crude foodstuffs and feedstuffs index decreased 2.0 percent,
following a 0.2 percent decline in November. Prices turned down for
cattle, fresh vegetables, soybeans, and raw cane sugar after rising in the
the preceding month. Prices dropped even faster than in November for hogs,
turkeys, and hay. In contrast, price decreases for chickens and fresh
fruits were such smaller than in the previous month, while prices for
unprocessed fish and wheat turned up following November declines. Corn
prices climbed nearly 10 percent for the second consecutive month, but
still ended the year more than 30 percent lower than their December 1985
level.

Following declines of less than 1 percent in both October and
November, the crude energy materials index dropped 3.0 percent. The
natural gas index fell 6.8 percent, declining again as in most months
during the past 2 years. Prices for crude petroleum edged up in December
but were down more than 50 percent over the year.

The index for crude nonfood materials other than energy rose 1.4
percent, the third consecutive monthly increase ranging between 1 and 2
percent. Raw cotton prices increased substantially, as they have in other
recent months following their record decline in August. Prices rose
moderately for leaf tobacco, lead and zinc ores, and phosphates.
However, wastepaper prices fell more than the month before, and cattle
hides moved up much less than in either October or November.

Net output orice indexes for major industry groups

The Producer Price Index for the net output of the domestic
manufacturing sector was unchanged from November to December, following a
slight rise (0.1 percent) in the previous month. Nearly half of the major
manufacturing industry groups showed no change at all in December. The
index for the net output of the petroleum refining industry group climbed
1.2 percent over the month, far more than its 0.2 percent increase in
November. Prices for the leather and leather products industry group
advanced 0.5 percent, considerably more than in other recent months. These
increases balanced modest declines for several other industry groups, led
by 0.4 percent drops in indexes for both the chemicals group and the
transportation equipment group.

After falling 0.8 percent in November, the index for the net output of
the domestic mining sector dropped 3.4 percent in December. Most of this
downward movement stemned from the 4.9 percent decrease in the index for
the oil and gas extraction industry group. Although the metal mining
industry group index climbed 1.3 percent in December, this was only about
half as large as November's advance of 2.5 percent.
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PPI Weights to be Updated

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has begun updating the value weights
used to calculate Producer Price Indexes for traditional commodity
groupings to reflect more recent production patterns. The revised weights,
which will be introduced when January 1987 data are released in February,
will be based on 1982 shipment values taken from the Census of Manufactures
and other sources. Presently, PPI weights are derived from 1972 shipment
values.

All indexes calculated from traditional commodity groupings (including
all indexes in tables 1, 2, and 3) will be affected by the weight update.
Although the allocation of commodities within the stage-of-processing
framework will continue to be based on the 1972 input-output tables, the
weights of individual commodities and commodity groupings will be revised.
Industry indexes in table 4, which are based on the Standard Industrial
Classification system, will continue to be calculated using 1977 net output
weights.

The weight revision will not change the existing arithmetic reference
period of the PPI index system. The PPI classification system will remain
unchanged. Therefore, the continuity and comparability of PPI indexes will
not be affected.

Producer Price Index data for 1987 will be released on the following
dates (all Fridays) at 8:30 a.m. Eastern time:

Reference Release Reference Release
month date month date

January February 13 July August 14

February March 13 August September 11

March April 10 September October 16

April May 15 October November 13

May June 12 November December 11

June July 10 December January 15, 1988
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Technical Notes

Brief Explanation of
Producer Price Indexes

Producer price indexes iPPI) measure average changes
in prices received by domestic producers of commodities
in all stages of processing. Most of the information used
in calculating she indexes is obtained through the
systematic sampling of nearly every industry in the
manufacturing and mining sectors of the economy. The
Ppi program also includes some information from other
sectors-agriculture, fishing, forestry, services, and gas
and electricity. Because producer price indexes are
designed so measure only the change in prices received
for the output of domestic industries, imports are not
included. The sample currently contains about 3,200
commodities and 75,000 quotations per month.

There are three primary systems of indexes within the
Ppr program: (I) Stage-of-processing indexes; (2) com-
modity indexes and; (3) indexes for the net output of in-
dustries and their products. The stage-of-processing
structure (tables I and 2) organizes products by class of
buyer and degree of processing. The commodity struc-
ture (tables 2 and 3) organizes products by similarity of
end-use or material composition. The entire output of
various industries is sampled to derive price indexes for
the net output of industries and their products (table 4).

Within the stage-of-processing system, finished goods
are commodities that will not undergo further process-
ing and are ready for sale to the final demand user,
either an individual consumer or a business firm. Con-
sumer foods include unprocessed foods, such as eggs
and fresh vegetables, as well as processed foods, such as
bakery products and meats. Other finished consumer
goods include durable goods, such as automobiles,
household furniture, and appliances, and nondurable
goods, such as apparel and home heating oil. Capital
equipment includes producer durable goods such as
heavy motor trucks, tractors, and machine tools.

The stage-of-processing category for intermediate
materials, supplies, and components consists partly of
commodities that have been processed but require fur-
ther processing. Examples of such semifinished goods
include flour, cotton yarn, steel mill products, and
lumber. The intermediate goods category also encom-
passes items that are physically complete but that are
purchased by business firms as inputs for their opera-
tions. Examples include diesel fuel, belts and belting,
paper boxes, and fertilizers.

Crude materials for further processing are products
entering the market for the first time that have not been
manufactured or fabricated and that are not sold directly
to consumers. Crude foodstuffs and feedstuffs include
items such as grains and livestock. Examples of crude
nonfood materials include raw cotton, crude petroleum,
coal, hides and skins, and iron and steel scrap.

The illustration shows examples of how products are
classified by stage of processing.

Producer price indexes for the net output of in-
dustries and their products are grouped according to the
Standard Industrial Classification tstc) and the Census
product code extensions of the sic. Industry price in-
dexes are compatible with other economic time series
organized by sic codes, such as data on employment,
wages, and productivity. Table 4 lists indexes for the net
output of major mining and manufacturing industry
groups at the 2-digit level.

Producer price indexes are based on selling prices
reported by establishments of all sizes selected by prob-
ability sampling, with the probability of selection propor-
tionate to size. Individual items and transaction terms
from thee firms are also chosen by probability propor-
tionate to size. BLS strongly encourages cooperating com-
panies to supply actual transaction prices at the time of
shipment to minimize the use of list prices. Prices are nor-
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mally reported monthly by mail questionnaire for the
Tuesday of the week containing the 13th.

Price data arc provided on a voluntary and confiden-
tial basis; no one but sworn BLa employees are allowed
access to individual company price reports. All pro-
ducer price indexes are routinely subject to revision
once, 4 months after original publication, to reflect the
availability of late reports and corrections by
respondents.

Net output values of shipments are used as weights
for industry indexes. Net output values refer to the
value of shipments from establishments in one industry
to establishments classified in another industry.
However, weights for commodity price indexes are based
on gross shipment values, including shipment values
between establishments within the same industry. As a
result, broad commodity grouping indexes such as the
all commodities index are affected by the multiple coun-
ting of price change at successive stages of processing,
which can lead to exaggerated or misleading signals
about inflation. Stage-of-processing indexes partially
correct this defect, but industry indexes consistently cor-
rect for this at all levels of aggregation. Therefore, in-
dustry and stage-of-processing indexes are more ap-
propriate than broad commodity groupings for
economic analysis of general price trends. Weights for
most producer price indexes currently reflect values of
shipments reported in the 1972 Census of Manufac-
tures; these weights will be updated for 1982 Census of
Manufactures data in 1987.

For further information on the underlying concepts
and methodology of the Producer Price Index, see
chapter 7, "Producer Prices," in BLS Handbook of
Methods (1982), Bulletin 2134-1. Reprints are available
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics on request
(202-523-1221).

Calculating Index Changes

Movements of price indexes from one month to
another are usually expressed as percent changes rather
than as changes in index points because index point
changes are affected by the level of the index in relation
to its base period, while percent changes are not. The
box shows the computation of index point and percent
changes.

Percent changes for 3-month and 6-month periods
can be expressed as annual rates that are computed ac-
cording to the standard formula for compound growth
rates. These data indicate what the percent change
would be if the rate for a given 3- or 6- month span were
maintained for a 12-month period.

Each index measures price changes from a reference
period which equals 100.0 (1967 or some later month).

Index Point Chvnge

Finisshe Goods Ple Index
less previous 'ndle

dquals Mdex paint change

lodex Pecent Chance

Inde, Point change
diiddd by Iye previs. index
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2td 5
285t

35

35s

0012
0.012 X o00
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An increase of 188.5 percent from the reference period
in the Finished Goods Price Index, for example, is
shown as 288.5. This change can also be expressed in
dollars as follows: "Prices received by domestic pro-
ducers of a systematic sample of finished goods have
risen from 1100 in 1967 to S288.50 today." Likewise, a
current index of 300.0 would indicate that prices received
by producers of finished goods today are triple what they
were in 1967.

Seasonally Adjusted
and Unadjusted Data

Because price data are used for different purposes by
different groups, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
publishes seasonally adjusted as well as unadjusted
changes each month.

Seasonally adjusted data usually are preferred for
analyzing general price trends in the economy because
they eliminate the effect of changes that normally occur
at about the same time and in about the same magnitude
every year-such as price movements resulting from
normal weather patterns, regular production and
marketing cycles, model changeovers, seasonal dis-
counts, and holidays. For these reasons, seasonally ad-
justed data more clearly reveal underlying cyclical
trends.

Unadjusted data are of primary interest to users who
need information which can be related to the actual
dollar values of transactions. Individuals requiring this
information include marketing specialists, purchasing
agents, budget and cost analysts, contract specialists,
and commodity traders. It is the unadjusted data that
are generally cited in escalating long-term contracts such
as purchase agreements or real estate leases. (See Escala-
tion and Producer Price Indexes: A Guide for Contrac-
ting Parties, BLS Report 570, available on request from
BLs.)

For more information, sec"Appendix A: Seasonal
Adjustment Methodology at BLS" in the BLS Handbook
of Methods (1982), Bulletin 2134-1.
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Tabie 3. Piocduce, price indexes for selected commodity groupings
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T a.ble 4. Producer price indexes for the net output of major mining and manufacturing industry groups 
--- -- .---- --1.----·-----

Indllsb~y 
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28 
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51 
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55 
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I 
I Industry 1/ 
I 
I 
I 

I 
!Total m1010g industries ..................... . 
I Metal mining ............................... . 
I Anthracite mining .......................... . 
I Bituminous coal and Ugnite m;ning ......... , 
J 0 it arld gas extract i on ..................... . 
I Mining and quarrying of non-metallic 
I mhlerals, except fuels .................... . 
I 
I 
Total mClnufactur;"9 i ndustr; as .............. . 

Food and k i "dr-ed products .................. . 
Tobacco manufactures ....................... . 
Text,lo mill products ...................... . 
Apparel and other finished products made 

from fabrics and similar materials ........ . 
lumber and wood products, except furni turo .. 
Furn i tura and fi xtures ..................... . 
Paper and allied products .................. . 

~~!~~~~I~ :~~l!i~~~~' p~~~u~i!~~~. ~~~~~~~:~~: 
~~~~:~e~~dr:f!~!~ia~~~u~e~!!:~ i ~r;~~~~~t~: : : 
leather and leather products ............... . 
Stone, clay, glass, and concrete products, .. 
Primary metal industries ................... . 
Fabricated metal products, except machinery 
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Transportation equipment ................... . 
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watches and clocks ........................ . 

Mi scellaneous manufactur i"g i ndustr i es ..... . 
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12/851 
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89.5 
97.8 
99.4 
68.6 

12/841 104.4 
I 
I 

12/841 
12/841 
12/841 
12/841 

I 
12/841 
12/841 

112/841 
112/841 
112/841 
112/841 
112/841 
112/841 
12/841 
12/841 
12/841 

I 

97.4 
101 .7 
117.9 
100.5 

102.1 
102.2 
104.5 

99.9 
108.0 
100.2 
56.1 

100.4 
102.9 
105.9 

97.1 

12/841 100.8 
12/841 102.2 

I 
12/841 102.5 
12/841 105.7 

I 
I 

12/841 102.7 
112/851 101.6 
I I 
I I 

71.4 
95.0 
97.9 
98.7 
69.4 

104.6 

98.2 
101 .5 
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100.4 

102.6 
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101 .5 
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57.5 
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97.2 
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69.0 
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97.1 
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(5) 
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-1.5 

-54.0 
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1.8 
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-1.0 
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o 
1.8 

.8 
-1.9 

.2 
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2.1 
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-5.4 
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.9 
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-4.9 

-.5 

-.5 
-.2 
o 

.1 
o 
- .4 
1.2 

.1 

.5 
- .1 
-.1 

o 
-.4 

o 
- .1 

Indexes in thi s table are del" ived fl~om the net-output-wei ghted industry prj ce indexes. 

~~c :i:f l:~ 1 ~~fft~:~cf~d!~e~o~hi~~e a~~d d:Ff~:aa~~~~ t~!~i~i!~~r' c!~:~di~! I 9;~~~i~~;: not match the movements 
f,,/ Data for Aug. 1986 have been revised to reflect the availability of late reports and corrections by raspondents. 

All data al'e subject to revision four months aftar original pUblication, Data are not seasonally adjusted. 
J/ Not ava; lable. 
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Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you very much, Commissioner.
What was the civilian unemployment rate for 1986? Do you have
the figure for the year 1986?

Mrs. NORWOOD. 7.0 percent.
Senator SARBANES. If you could look back, when was the last

time we had an annual unemployment rate at 7 percent or below?
Mrs. NORWOOD. 1979, Mr. Plewes tells me.
Senator SARBANES. And then the rate was--
Mrs. NORWOOD. We don't have all of the annual averages with

us. I think it was 5.8 percent.
Senator SARBANES. So it was 5.8 percent in 1979 and in 1980?
Mr. PLEWES. 7.1 percent.
Senator SARBANES. Then could you just follow it down to the

present.
Mr. PLEWES. In 1981 it was 7.6 percent; in 1982 it was 9.7; in 1983

it was 9.6; in 1984 it was 7.5; in 1985 it was 7.2; in 1986 it was 7.0.
Senator SARBANES. So for the year of 1979 we had an unemploy-

ment rate of 5.8 percent?
Mrs. NORWOOD. As you know, that was an extraordinarily good

year at the labor market.
Senator SARBANES. Then it went to 7.1 in 1980 and 7.6 in 1981,

and then we had, of course, the depression or the deep recession of
1982-83 where we went to 9.7 and 9.6 percent in 2 successive years,
as I recall, the highest unemployment since the depression years of
the 1930's; is that correct?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. And we have now come down to 7 percent,

which is in effect back where we were in 1980, roughly, one-tenth
of a point lower than in 1980?

Mr. PLEWES. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. You commented on the fact that the producer

prices have remained stable and that this was remarkable for the
5th year of a recovery. But is it fair to say that the recovery we
have experienced has been less in its magnitude than recoveries
which took place in earlier economic cycles, certainly at least as
far as the unemployment figure is concerned?

Mrs. NORWOOD. If we compare it with the recovery that is clos-
est, that of the late 1970's, there has been a much sharper decline
in unemployment, but it was very much higher to begin with. Oth-
erwise, there has been less growth generally.

Senator SARBANES. On the growth, as I read your figures, we had
a monthly gain in employment this past month of 205,000 jobs; is
that correct?

Mrs. NORWOOD. In the household survey, yes. Roughly, 200,000 to
270,000 or so in the establishment survey. It's somewhere around
there. You're quite correct.

Senator SARBANES. Now that's about the average monthly gain
in unemployment in 1986, is that correct?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. I think what you're getting at is that the
employment growth has only been about enough to keep up with
the increase in the labor force.

Senator SARBANES. I was really getting at a point beyond that,
which was that with an unemployment growth this month that
was the average of the year, we got a drop of a couple tenths of a
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point in the employment rate, whereas in other months with a
roughly comparable growth we got no change in the unemployment
rate.

So the question is, How do you explain the combination of an av-
erage gain in employment with a decline in the unemployment
rate?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, because of the slower growth in the labor
force. As you know, people are classified either as employed, out of
the labor force, or unemployed, and we had a flat labor force last
month. It declined very slightly, but not in a statistically signifi-
cant manner, and we had employment growth.

Senator SARBANES. What explains the flat labor force last
month?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, that's something I'm not sure about. As
you know, there are a lot of developments that occur in the Christ-
mas season. There usually is a very sharp decline in just about all
of the numbers at this time of the year. This year there seem to
have been, certainly in retail trade, somewhat weaker employment
performance than is usual, and that may be merely that there's
more efficiency in the use of labor in stores. There are longer lines,
it seems to me, in many places when one wanted to go buy some-
thing. But it's hard to tell and I think we need a few more months
to see what is happening. This is only 1 month.

Senator SARBANES. Last year the civilian labor force rose by 2.3
million, is that correct?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. How does this compare with the average in-

crease in the labor force over the last 10 years?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, as we have discussed before, the labor force

growth has been slowing and it is far less than it was during the
1970's. That is largely because of the changing number of young
people and the fact that while women continue to enter the labor
force in large numbers, it is at a slower rate of increase than
before.

Senator SARBANES. I think most economists now seem to take the
view that with the final GNP figure in for 1986, the economy grew
at about 2.6 percent.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. And with this growth rate we made little im-

provement in the unemployment rate over the course of that year.
Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct.
Senator SARBANES. And I take it the current consensus among

forecasters is that the GNP will grow about 2.5 percent in this
coming year. Of course, that's always a hazardous enterprise to
predict.

If the economy were to grow at 2.5 percent in 1987, what would
you expect the effect of that to be on the unemployment rate?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Obviously, the more vigorous the GNP growth,
the easier it is to reduce unemployment. I think that it is generally
agreed that to have sizable reductions in unemployment you need a
very vigorous GNP growth. A growth rate of 2.5 to 3 percent is
fairly moderate, but a great deal will depend upon expectations,
upon our trade position, and upon the behavior of labor force par-
ticipation.
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Senator SARBANES. What are your expectations with respect to
labor force participation?

Mrs. NORWOOD. We anticipate that women will continue to enter
the labor force in large numbers but at a somewhat slower pace-
we saw that last year.

Young people-there are fewer of them than there were in the
1970's and so fewer of them are entering the labor force. But I
think that a large part of the decisions that people make are based
on where the growth is, on the particular geographic areas in
which they live. We have got enormous disparity from one area to
another in this country, particularly in the labor market. So it's
hard to generalize, but we do not expect the vigorous growth that
we had in the 1970's.

Senator SARBANES. You talked about people entering the labor
force and you mentioned women and young people. What about
people leaving the labor force?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, there is clearly a long-term trend for adult
men to be retiring earlier, and our work shows that, at least in the
past, legislation which prohibits mandatory retirement had very
little effect on that trend.

I think that retirement decisions depend in large part on what
happens to pensions in general, but in many of our manufacturing
establishments one of the ways they are trying to cut back their
work forces is to provide some kind of incentive for earlier retire-
ment. Also, as plants close down, some of the older workers have to
leave and they don't find new work. They subsequently may drop
out of the labor force. That happens to some women, too. We found
in our survey of displaced workers, for example, that some of the
older workers dropped out of the labor force. Some of the women
from textile plants, for example, and apparel plants, also dropped
out of the labor force.

Senator SARBANES. On the discouraged workers, a phenomenon
which also constitutes, I take it, a dropping out from the labor
force--

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. That figure is at 1.1 million, is that correct?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, that's correct.
Senator SARBANES. How does that compare historically, in terms

of its level?
Mrs. NORWOOD. It's down from the recession, but it is higher

than in the 1970's, as is the number of part-time workers for eco-
nomic reasons.

Senator SARBANES. Let me put the question this way. Are the
levels of discouraged and part-time workers for economic reasons
at a high level, given that we are in the latter year of a recovery?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. They are very sticky numbers.
Senator SARBANES. When you use the term "part-time" workers,

what's your definition?
Mrs. NORWOOD. There are two kinds of part-time workers. There

are almost 14 million workers who are working part time because
they want to work part time, and that's not an economic problem.
But there are 5.6 million workers who are working part time be-
cause they are unable to find full-time jobs or because their hours
have been cut back, and that group should be a matter of concern.
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Senator SARBANES. How much work are we talking about when
we define someone as a part-time worker for economic reasons?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Less than 35 hours.
Senator SARBANES. And you said that was 5.5 million workers;

correct?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. Do you have them on a scale, in terms of how

much work they are getting?
Mr. PLEWES. We do have that information. We don't have it here

for you, Senator. We can provide it for the record.
Senator SARBANES. I think that would be helpful.
Mr. PLEWES. We have hours, yes.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
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Senator SARBANES. I take it most of them are not at 35 hours but
are well below 35 hours?

Mr. PLEwES. They hover about 20 hours a week.
Senator SARBANES. So they are really working half time, these

part-time workers for economic reasons?
Mrs. NORWOOD. That's one of the reasons that when we calculate

one of the alternative unemployment rates we assume that the
part time for economic reasons is just half time.

Senator SARBANES. When you calculate that 7 percent unemploy-
ment rate, the part-time workers for economic reasons are consid-
ered as employed, not as unemployed; is that correct?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct. Anyone who works, no matter
how many hours, except for unpaid family workers, is included in
the employed category.

Senator SARBANES. So if you're someone looking for a job and
you get something for 10 or 12 hours a week you are employed as
far as the unemployment figures are concerned. Even if you want
to work full time, want a regular full-time job but get just a few
hours work a week and pick up a little bit of income, you are re-
garded as employed, not as unemployed?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct and that's one of the reasons that
we keep emphasizing that the unemployment data really are not
always a measure of economic hardship.

Senator SARBANES. Do you have an index which factors in the
part-time workers for economic reasons on the assumption, I guess,
that they would want to work a 40-hour week, and then estimate
what the unemployment rate would be if you took into account the
fact that someone working 10 hours a week is in a sense three-
quarters unemployed and only one-quarter employed? If you factor
these people in, what unemployment rate do you get?

Mrs. NORWOOD. You would get 9.1 percent in December.
Senator SARBANES. 9.1 percent.
Mrs. NORWOOD. That's including all the full-time jobseekers, plus

half of the part-time jobseekers, plus half of the group who were
working part time for economic reasons. And then we have another
rate which includes, in addition to those groups, the discouraged
workers that were not looking at all, and that's calculated on a
quarterly basis and for the last quarter that was 10.2 percent.

Senator SARBANES. So if you factor in the people who are work-
ing part time for economic reasons but want to work full time, you
get a 9.1 percent unemployment rate. Then, if, in addition, you
factor in the people who are in effect so discouraged they have
dropped out of even looking for a job, you get 10.2 percent?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct.
Senator SARBANES. Senator Melcher.
Senator MELCHER. Commissioner Norwood, do you think this is a

bullish report?
Mrs. NORWOOD. I always like to report data that show that

things are improving. I try not to characterize them, however. I
leave that to you.

Senator MELCHER. Well, is a report where the data are improving
bullish?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, it's certainly better than not to be improv-
ing. Yes, I think that these are good data.
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Senator MELCHER. All right. How does it fit in with the record
Federal deficit? It is bullish because we are spending money that
creates employment, industrial activity, and economic activity?

Mrs. NORWOOD. The state of the economy is obviously very much
affected by fiscal and monetary policy. We have defense expendi-
tures which create jobs and we have other expenditures which
create jobs. So to that extent, the expanionist fiscal policies that we
have been following should be creating jobs quite clearly.

Senator MELCHER. Does the answer mean that-you know, I'm
new on this Joint Economic Committee.

Mrs. NORWOOD. We are delighted to have you.
Senator MELCHER. You will have patience with me I trust as I

ask these questions. Does your response mean that because we are
spending some $200 billion more than we are taking in that we
have set the stage for this rather bullish report?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, I cannot ascribe causal relationships but it
is quite clear to me and I think to every economist that expansion-
ary policies should result in more jobs.

Senator MELCHER. If we spent $200 billion more out of the Feder-
al Treasury, would we have this same report?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I would expect--
Senator MELCHER. Did I state that right? If we spent $200 billion

less out of the Federal Treasury?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Less?
Senator MELCHER. Less, would we have had this bullish report?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, it would have depended on, in the absence

of this infusion of Federal funds into the economy, what happened
to the private economy, and I don't know. But it is possible that
there would be fewer jobs.

Senator MELCHER. So it would be a higher rate and it wouldn't
be a bullish report then?

Mrs. NORWOOD. It wouldn't be as bullish perhaps.
Senator MELCHER. Well, if this--
Mrs. NORWOOD. Two-tenths drop, you know, we are still at--
Senator MELCHER. What if it were two-tenths higher? It wouldn't

be bullish, would it?
Mrs. NORWOOD. As I said before, I would prefer not to categorize

it. We have had a two-tenths drop.
Senator MELCHER. It wouldn't be a good report? We'll use your

lingo.
Mrs. NORWOOD. We've had a two-tenths drop in the unemploy-

ment rate. We are still at a very high level. We need to have data
for several more months to see whether we are really on a down-
ward trend or whether we will just continue at the current level.

So I think before categorizing the report, we really ought to
think about the data in a longer timeframe.

Senator MELCHER. Well, getting back to the basics, it's a good
report, in your judgment-and that would be pretty important
judgment-would it be a good report instead of saying 6.8 if it said
7.1? It would not be a good report?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I much prefer to see unemployment go down
than to see it go up.

Senator MELCHER. Well, that isn't the question, though. If it were
7.1 would you describe it as a good report?
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Mrs. NORWOOD. As I told you, I prefer not to describe the report
as good or bad.

Senator MELCHER. Well, you just did, Commissioner.
Mrs. NORWOOD. The reason that the Joint Economic Committee

is interested in having the Bureau of Labor Statistics' view is be-
cause we try to remain as objective as possible. It is better to report
data that show that more people are working than to report data
that show that more people are unemployed, clearly.

Senator MELCHER. Well, I hope you will be patient with me, but I
want to understand this. I used the word "bullish" and you pre-
ferred not to.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. But then you brought out the word "good"-

it's a "good" report. Now my question is simply this. If it were 7.1,
would you describe it as a good report?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I would say that we are remaining at a very high
level and if it had gone up I would try to look at where that was
happening and again comment to the committee that we would
need to look at this in a longer timeframe to see whether that's
sustained.

Senator MELCHER. Now can I conclude that you don't-you know,
I'm going to get it one way or the other. It's a good report. That's
your term. I don't want to use the word "bad" because that would
be ascribing a word to you that you might- not like to use. But
would you describe it as a good report if it were 7.1?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I really don't think that the Joint Economic
Committee needs to have me characterize the report one way or
the other.

What you want to know is what has happened. What has hap-
pened is that we have had a drop in unemployment now. If we
came back next month and said there was an increase in unem-
ployment, that would be important for you to know, too.

Senator MELCHER. Maybe we ought to strike the word "good."
What about even striking the word "good" since I think that's
what you prefer to do, and--

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, I do. May I just say that when we are talk-
ing about people who are unemployed, if the group goes down,
there are still people who are without jobs who want them and
even if the unemployment rate dropped a great deal, I don't think
those people would think this was a good report. So we need to be
careful about using adjectives.

Senator MELCHER. Well, to return to the Federal deficit, I think I
can assume from your responses that the fact that there was a
high level of spending, including the $200 billion deficit, that that
has something to do with this report being a decline in umemploy-
ment. Now what about the trade deficit? That's $170 billion. Where
does that figure at? How did we get all this improvement if we've
got the two key deficits getting larger?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, the trade deficit has been having, I believe,
two kinds of effects. One is that because of the increased competi-
tion and increased imports, our manufacturing establishments
have been honing down-they have been attempting to make them-
selves more efficient and to drop what they may consider to be un-
necessary labor in order to produce the product. Our production
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has not gone down very much and our output has not gone down
very much, but employment in manufacturing clearly has gone
down quite a lot. So that's one aspect of this issue.

The other, of course, is that trade has had a distinct effect on our
price levels and now that exchange rates are finally seeming to
take some effect, most economists expect that there will be an in-
crease in our exports. That should help to sustain jobs in the man-
ufacturing establishments.

We have had, of course, a lot of growth. Most of the growth has
been in the service-producing sector. That's not unusual for an
economy of our type, but that's where the growth has been.

Senator MELCHER. You know, Commissioner, are you familiar
with what State I come from?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. Montana.
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. There are serious problems in Montana.
Senator MELCHER. I'll say. Let me tell you a conversation I had

with an entrepreneur in Montana. He said, "The tax bill was bad
for me." It removed capital gains and apparently he had a balloon
payment coming in next year on some property. I think he said it
cost him close to a million dollars because capital gains would be
gone.

That paints a picture of a fairly affluent person. I said, "How are
the kids?" He said, "They're both at home and that's what I really
want to talk to you about. The kids are in their mid-20's, out on
their own. They're both at home now. The best jobs they can get
are something less than 30 hours a week, no way of supporting
themselves on that-30 hours a week at low pay at one of the
retail outlets that sell average to low priced merchandise of a great
variety."

As I understood your answers to Chairman Sarbanes, people em-
ployed like that are counted as employed. Is that right?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct.
Senator MELCHER. Did I understand you to say that there are

about 5 million of such people that are employed in similar circum-
stances that really want to work 40 hours in order to attempt to
make a living?

Mrs. NORWOOD. And who have not been able to find full-time
jobs, yes, 5.5 million.

Senator MELCHER. 5.5 million.
Mrs. NORWOOD. 5.6 million.
Senator MELCHER. Is that a pretty accurate figure?
Mrs. NORWOOD. I believe so.
Senator MELCHER. Has it been going up?
Mrs. NORWOOD. No, it has actually been-it depends on what

year you compare it to. It was much, much higher during the very
steep recession of 1981-82. It has come down considerably since
then, but it is extraordinarily high for the beginning of a 5th year
of a recovery.

Senator MELCHER. In other words, ordinarily it would be going
down at this stage?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. One would have hoped that at this stage of
the business cycle that group would be somewhat lower.

Senator MELCHER. That's pretty flat then.
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Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. You know, we have done a supplement to
the current population survey which asked people about multiple
job holding, which is another issue that we are very interested in.
Some people may not have one full-time job. They may be holding
two jobs that may together add up as one full-time job. There has
been a large increase in multiple job holding.

That can be both good and bad. Some people may be trying to
work two jobs because they can't get along on the lower pay of the
first job, but some may be putting-and there is some evidence
that some people may be putting two jobs together because that fits
their schedules better and they may be satisfied with that. There's
a lot of variety out there.

Senator MELCHER. Nevertheless, this 5.5 million-is it 5.5 million
people that you speak of holding jobs at less than 40 hours a week
as part-time jobs-they are not included-where they hold two jobs
to make a full-time job they're not part of this 5.5 million, are
they?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's right.
Senator MELCHER. The 5.5 million are actually people unem-

ployed?
Mrs. NORWOOD. They could be called partially unemployed.
Senator MELCHER. This fellow with these two children, said,

"Where is this country going with the trade deficit, the Federal
deficit? Even in the 1930's real estate appreciated. It hasn't appre-
ciated in 1986 and it likely won't appreciate in 1987. Nor did it ap-
preciate in 1985."

Is that true?
Mrs. NORWOOD. It may be true in Montana. It is not true in some

other parts. It's certainly not true in the Boston area I can tell you.
Senator MELCHER. He was not citing Montana. He was citing na-

tional figures. I just wonder if you know if it's true?
Mrs. NORWOOD. There is a big variety from one area to another.

Clearly, in farm and mining communities, asset values have decel-
erated and really just dropped terribly. In some other central
urban areas, housing prices have gone up. So there is a good deal
of uncertainty caused by the changes in tax legislation, some of
which were retroactive and some of which are only now coming
into effect as to what will happen to construction in general, both
residential and nonresidential.

Senator MELCHER. He was citing national figures. Do you have
national figures?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I can supply that for the record.
Senator MELCHER. That's not part of your data?
Mrs. NORWOOD. No.
Senator MELCHER. Now I want to turn to the inflation comment

you made.
Senator SARBANES. Would the Senator yield just a moment?
Senator MELCHER. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. I think one point that ought to be made here,

which refers to past discussions, is that the unemployment figure
does not take into account the amount of economic suffering that
may take place. A farmer in Montana, or for that matter any-
where else, or a small businessman close to bankruptcy, are regard-
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ed as employed so long as they are still struggling to get by; is that
correct?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's right. So long as he reports that he is
working and that he is not looking for work.

Senator SARBANES. It's only when he goes under, so to speak,
when he crosses that final line and closes up shop or a farm that
he then becomes an unemployment figure?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Even then, Senator Sarbanes, there are a lot of
farmers who are in great difficulty, of course, and therefore have
some job off the farm. So if the farmer were to go under and still
keep the small job or part-time job that he has off the farm, he
would still be counted as employed.

What we try to do in our labor force survey is to collect data-
what we would call hard data. We try to obtain specific informa-
tion. You ask someone if he or she is working, has worked for 1
hour or more during the survey week. That's a specific kind of
question and that's one of the reasons that the data on discouraged
workers-which relate to a state of mind-is something that we
collect but don't include in the unemployment rate.

Senator SARBANEs. Thank you.
Senator MELCHER. I want to turn to the portion of your testimo-

ny that deals with inflation, the Producer Price Index.
The industries that we have in Montana, our major industries, of

course, are basic to the country-agriculture, forest products,
mining metals, and energy. If we have economic recovery for these
basic industries, the prices would be increased. What impact might
that have on the Producer Price Index rate of inflation?

Mrs. NORWOOD. An increase in farm prices would clearly raise
the Producer Price Index to some extent and would raise consumer
prices, particularly food prices.

Senator MELCHER. And energy-the same?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, yes, if there is a large increase in energy.

We certainly saw that in the 1970's.
Senator MELCHER. Would $4 a barrel for oil be a large increase?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Pardon me.
Senator MELCHER. Would $4 a barrel for oil be a large increase?
Mr. DALTON. $4 a barrel would show up in the figures. I can't

recall offhand what the equivalency is for dollars per barrel to the
index, but I think it's roughly a tenth of a percent on the CPI on
all items for a dollar increase.

Senator MELCHER. So it would be four-tenths?
Mr. DALTON. I think so.
Senator MEwCHmI. And metals-I think you mentioned alumi-

num being about the same average price as it was in 1985; copper,
the same. Lumber you say is about the same average, 1986 over
1985?

Mr. DALTON. That's on average for the entire category of inter-
mediate goods.

Senator MELCHER. Is that lumber?
Mr. DALTON. Lumber is in that group. Specifically whether

lumber is at its level of 1984 or not, I don t know; but on average
that group of intermediate goods is now at the level it was in De-
cember 1984.
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Mrs. NORWOOD. I can tell you that, for example, hardwood
lumber is really about 5 percent above the level of last year.
Softwood lumber is 6.5 percent above that level. Mill work is 1.8
percent above the level of last year and plywood only 1.3 percent.
Wood pulp is up quite a lot.

Senator MELCHER. So somehow we've got inflation holding steady
simply because basic industries such as energy and forest products
and agriculture have gone down and the noncrude minerals have
gone down over the past several years and are staying down. So, if
we are to have a recovery, as we must, I believe we have to have a
recovery in these basic industries for the health of the general
economy. Don't we have to have a recovery for these basic indus-
tries for the long-term general health of the general economy of
the United States?

Mrs. NORWOOD. We are seeing a restructuring of industry in this
country. Some of our durable manufacturing industries will proba-
ly not come back, at least to the extent that they did before, espe-
cially in employment. In many cases, they are reducing labor
costs significantly and, as a result, should be able to do well with
lower prices. But that varies from one place to another and from
one industry to another.

For example, we are not seeing that sort of thing happening in
automobiles where prices are continuing to go up in spite of some
of the competitive pressures.

Senator MELCHER. Now let's take energy, just one of these basic
industries.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Energy, of course, is something that is largely
out of our control. It depends in large part on whether the deci-
sions taken by the OPEC group of countries really stick and there
is a lot of speculation that it may not by people who know much
more about that than I do. It is very clear that the double-digit in-
flation that we had in the 1970's was very much affected by the
upward pull of energy prices and it is also clear that a significant
part of our good-I shouldn't use that word-of our lower price per-
formance-our decelerated inflation in recent years has been the
result of downward pull from energy prices. That's quite clear.

Senator MELCHER. Commissioner, I notice you always use the
term "double-digit" inflation. I think we ought to use somewhere in
the range of where we are at now as compared to double-digit. In
other words, what are we at in inflation-about 2? All right. Let's
use somewhere between 2 and 9.

The increase in oil prices by $4 a barrel described, if you use that
rule of thumb, is four-tenths of 1 percent. What if agricultural com-
modities went up 10 or 15 percent average in price? Do we have
any rule of thumb there?

Mrs. NORWOOD. No, I don't think so, because a lot of this depends
on the interaction of these forces. If oil prices go up, for example,
then that generally flows through the economy and that's really
what happened in the 1970's.

One has to look at all the secondary effects as well. We have
found through many years of attempting to analyze price data that
one does not always see price changing through from the various
stages of process-crude, intermediate, and finished-right into
consumer prices. We may have increases in the producer price area
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in producer prices which are not necessarily reflected-at least not
very quickly-in consumer prices.

There are a lot of adjustments that are made. So one needs to
look very specifically at each situation. As I said in my statement,
it's quite clear that there are some elements of the price decelera-
tion that are causing great difficulty for some groups of the popula-
tion.

Senator MELCHER. I'm trying to look at the-if there's going to
be economic recovery in basic industries the price increase is the
only way they are going to get economic recovery for mining, agri-
culture, forest products, or energy.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, on manufacturing, I would expect that re-
covery increases in sales of manufactured products will probably
only take place if we become more competitive, and I think that is
one of the things that is happening with the industry restructuring
that we are seeing.

Senator MELCHER. I'll go on. If we're going to get the price im-
provement or economic recovery, we've got to have the price im-
provement for these basic industries. So I would suspect then we
would be talking about an inflationary rate somewhere above 2
percent and perhaps less than 9 percent. I don't want to lead you
into making a projection that you can't work up from your data on
some sort of figures. But isn't that what we need in this country,
some recovery in these basic industries, and therefore, a higher
rate which will automatically relate to a higher rate of inflation?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I think we need continued growth of jobs and I
think we need also to have programs to help people who are not
able to cope in the labor market. I would hope that we do not
need-in order to do these things, I would hope that we do not
need to rekindle inflation.

Senator MELCHER. Well, that's a hope. If we're going to create-
you're not writing off these basic industries at all, as I understand
your responses. You're just saying tighten your belt and get more
efficient.

Mrs. NORWOOD. What I'm saying is that we seem to be keeping
up production with fewer people. That's a problem for us because
there's an adjustment process. We are still maintaining our output
but there are many people who are in great difficulty. I would be
the first to underscore that.

Senator MELCHER. Well, I will return to where I was. You're not
writing off the basic industries such as energy, forest products, ag-
riculture, and minerals; you're just saying that somehow you hope
they can survive at lower prices? I think that's fair to say that,
based on your comments here.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Senator--
Senator MELCHER. Is that fair to say that, what I have just said?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Senator, I am here to report to you on what our

data show and what we know about what's going on in the econo-
my. I am frankly rather pleased that I am not in a position to be
here to try to tell you what to do about it. That I leave to the very
good judgment of the Congress.

Senator MELCHER. Thank you very much. You're so generous.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator SARBANES. I have just a few questions to follow up on
some of the questions Senator Melcher was asking. In fact, if the
other components of the price index were to turn in a better per-
formance, you could have an increase in the prices in these very
hard-hit sectors and still come out overall without an increase in
prices, could you not?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. I don't think I got the answer to one question

Senator Melcher asked. A 10 percent increase in the price of agri-
cultural products would, by your estimates, have much of an
impact on the Consumer Price Index?

Mr. DALTON. Well, if we look at the CPI food component and
assume that goes up 10 percent, rather than agricultural prices-
the food component is 18.5 percent of the total index. So 10 percent
of 18.5 percent would be its impact, roughly 2 percent.

Senator SARBANES. So that would be- a 2 percent impact on the
CPI?

Mr. DALTON. Right.
Senator MELCHER. Would you yield, Mr. Chairman?
Senator SARBANES. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. I think we're getting mixed up here. A 10 per-

cent increase in corn prices is one thing and a 10 percent-or what
you might project as being a 10 percent improvement in the price
of hogs or cattle. All right. Let's just take cattle, a 10 percent im-
provement in the price of cattle, slaughtered cattle. That will not
reflect-well, I guess maybe it would.

Senator SARBANES. No; 18 percent of the Consumer Price Index
represents the cost of food purchased by the consumer in the store.

Mr. DALTON. That's right.
Senator SARBANES. Now the 10 percent increase we're talking

about is not a 10 percent increase in that price. It's a 10 percent
increase in the price paid to the original producer.

Mr. DALTON. That's why I said let's assume it's a 10 percent in-
crease--

Senator SARBANES. On the 18 percent of the cost of food, what
part is made up of the cost paid to the original producers, as dis-
tinct from everything else that happens in the chain before the
consumer goes to the store? Do we know that?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Mr. Chairman, there have been many people-
lots of people who have worked many years trying to look at the
flow of price change through the various stages of processing and
then into the supermarkets. It's an extraordinarily difficult thing
to do and there are a lot of unknowns. We don't really know what
happens always or what is going to happen in the future between
the time that a product leaves the farm and it arrives on the
shelves for people to buy.

And as you quite rightly point out, Senator Melcher, there are
great differences. There's a big difference in fruits and vegetables
and in meat and fish and we are not equipped I think to do that
kind of analysis.

Senator MELCHER. Mr. Chairman, if you would yield further? I
have lost track of how you are keeping your statistics. For a couple
of decades your statistics took the market basket-or whatever
term you now call it-for food at the retail level.
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Mrs. NORWOOD. That's right.
Senator MELCHER. Don't you do that yet?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, we have done that.
Senator MELCHER. Well, you know, I used to look at that and

look at what you had for beef.
Mrs. NORWOOD. All right.
Senator MELCHER. You had just what the typical housewife

would carry home for the family and you could relate that in-if
slaughtered cattle went up $5 a 100, you had a figure.

Mrs. NORWOOD. No, that's not quite correct.
Senator MELCHER. You don't have that any more? You used to.

You need to have that figure.
Mrs. NORWOOD. The Department of Agriculture used to do some

changes of that kind. What we can tell you is that in our market
basket there no certain cuts of beef, pork and other things. We can
tell you that just because of the way in which the index is calculat-
ed and the weight of each of those items in the index, we can give
you an estimate of what would happen if the price of those cuts of
beef went up by 10 percent or by 5 percent or by 20 percent.

But we cannot tell you what happens if the price at the farm for
hogs, for example, goes up by any particular percentage. The De-
partment of Agriculture used to do work of that kind and, as I indi-
cated to the chairman, there are a lot of people who try to look at
those relationships, but it's extraordinarily difficult and we are not
in that business.

Senator MELCHER. Well, Mr. Dalton, I will ask you specifically,
do you have that historical information? Let's assume that at some
point in 1975 when the price of slaughtered cattle averaged $62, $6
higher than they are now, you had a figure for what that costs at
the retail level, did you not?

Mr. DALTON. We had figures for what the cost of the various cuts
of meat in that basket were-or really what the change in the
price of those items was over some period of time.

Senator MELCHER. Month by month?
Mr. DALTON. Month by month. The question that we really can't

answer with any degree of accuracy is what is the final result in
the supermarket of a price increase that takes place at the farm or
any much earlier stage of production.

Senator MELCHER. Well, you have the historical data. That's all
I'm saying.

Mr. DALTON. Yes. Well, we have historical index numbers that
cover food in the grocery store and food at the farm level and food
at the finished level before retail, and we can look at those rela-
tionships. But what we're saying is that we can't, with any degree
of accuracy, predict what will happen from a given percentage in-
crease in farm prices-what will happen then to retail prices.
That's why I made the asssumption-I wasn't trying to assume
away the problem-but I made the assumption that the food com-
ponent itself went up in the CPI 10 percent and what the impact of
that would be.

Senator SARBANES. But that wasn't the thrust of our question.
Mr. DALTON. Yes, I understand.
Mrs. NORWOOD. We are not able to answer the thrust of your

question.
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Senator MELCHER. But you could relate it to historical data?
Mr. DALTON. You could look at the historical relationships, yes.
Mrs. NORWOOD. I'm not sure how valuable that would be in

today's world, however.
Senator MELCHER. Well, I'm sure you would have to make some

adjustments.
Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, you've got all kinds of intermediate costs.
Senator MELCHER. What the rest of the costs came to, but I think

maybe the point is simply this: a 10 percent price improvement in
slaughtered cattle-and that is the price of what the cattle are
worth on the hoof on the farm-might only result in an increase of
1 percent to the consumer.

Mrs. NORWOOD. It's possible. I really don't know.
Senator SARBANES. Or even less if the price paid the original pro-

ducer is only one-third of the price the consumer pays and the
other two-thirds is added on. If you assume that the add-on costs
will remain constant, which is not necessarily an unreasonable as-
sumption, then if the producer payments go up by 10 percent, even
using your figures, you have about a half a point on the index?
Isn't that correct?

Mr. DALTON. Well--
Senator SARBANES. Six-tenths of a point?
Mr. DALTON. If the raw materials costs, if you will, is a third of

the final price and that goes up 10 percent, then I guess it's rough-
ly 3.3 that you would get in the final product-3.3 percent increase
after it's been through the other intermediate areas-transporta-
tion, retail, et cetera.

Mrs. NORWOOD. But we know that there have been considerable
shifts in the cost of the intermediate points when looking at things
historically. Trucking costs, for example, have gone up a great deal.
There are a variety of ways in which when a price increase occurs
some of it is passed on, some of it is not passed on, depending upon
the particular economic conditions of the moment. All we are
saying is that we are measuring prices at the producer level, we
are measuring prices at the consumer level, and those relationships
and those forecasts are things that we cannot help you very much
with.

Senator SARBANES. Let me ask you, do you maintain figures on
the benefits workers are receiving? In other words, how many of
them have health insurance coverage?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. We have a level of benefits survey which
finds out about the incidence of fringe benefits-life insurance,
health insurance, other things-in the larger establishments. That
does not go down to the small establishments. We cut it off at 100
employees.

We also have had in the past and have been considering in the
future the possibility of adding some questions to the current popu-
lation survey, particularly on some of the issues that appear to be
important now.

Senator SARBANES. Are there any trends as to what's happening
in that area?

Mr. STELLUTO. In the intermediate and large establishments, yes.
We have had that annual survey since 1979 and we have data now
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from 1979 through 1985 and the 1986 data will be out this spring in
preliminary form. So there are trend data.

Mrs. NORWOOD. We will supply it for the record.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]

79-018 0 - 88 - 3
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Preface

This bulletin presents results of a 1985 Bureau of La-
bor Statistics survey of the incidence and provisions of
employee benefit plans in medium and large firms. The
survey-the seventh in an nnua series-provides rep-
resentative data for 20.5 million fuI-time employees in
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initially designed to provide the Office of Personnel
Management with information on private sector prac-
does for use in comparisons with benefits of Federal
workers. The survey's scope, therefore, is the same as
that of an annual Bureau survey of occupational sala-
ries in the private sector-the National Survey of Pro-
fessonal Administrative, TechnicaI, and Clerica Pay,
which provides comparative daft for evaluating Fed-
end pay rates for white-collar occupations Appendix
A provides a detailed description of the scope and sta-

dstical procedures used in the benefits survey.
The analysis in this bulletin was prepared in the Of-
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the Division of Occupational Pay and Employee Bene-
fit Lev&s Computer programming and sytems design
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reponse adjutments, sample error computions, and
other statisti procedures Fieldwork for the survey
was diirected by the Bureau's Assistant Regional Com-
missioners for Operations.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The employee benefits survey collects data on em-
ployee work schedules and develops information on
the incidence and detailed characteristics of 14 private
sector employee benefits paid for at least in part by the
employer. These include lunch and rest periods, holi-
days and vacations; personal, funeral, jury duty, mili-
tary, and sick leave; sickness and accident, long-term
disability, health, and life insurance; and private retire-
ment/capital accumulation plans. In addition, data are
collected on the incidence of 17 other employee bene-
fits, including severance pay, financial counseling, pre-
paid legal services, nonproduction bonuses, employee
discounts, educational assistance, relocation allowances,
and child care. The major findings of the 1985 survey
are reported in this bulletin.

The survey covers full-time employees in medium
and large establishments (generally those with at least
100 or 250 employees, depending upon the industry).
Because data collection is limited to provisions of for-
mal plans, the extent of such benefits as rest periods
and personal leave may be understated. Furthermore,
the data show the coverage of benefit plans but not the
actual use of these benefits; for example, that part of
available paid sick leave actually used.

Data are presented separately for three occupational
groups- professional-administrative, techmical-clerical,
and production workers. This bulletin often discusses
the first two groups jointly as white-collar workers, in
contrast with production or blue-collar workers.

Respondents provide information on the number of
workers covered by specified benefit plans. Workers
are counted as covered by wholly employer-financed
plans that required a minimum amount of service prior
to receiving benefits, even if they had not met the mini-
mum service requirement at the time of the survey.
Where plans-such as health or life insurance-require
an employee to pay part of the cost (contributory plans),
workers are counted only if they elect the plan and pay
their share of the cost Data on insured benefit plans
and private retirement and capital accumulation plans
are thus limited to 'participants." Plans for which only
administrative costs are paid by the employer are not
included in the survey.'

'A. Mos, bowo- i. sde in table 27 aad 45. which tb-
We psfsr~e t lath and lif. m e meC.. Pih aude.
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Highlights
The great majority of full-time workers within the

scope of the survey were provided with health and life
insurance and private retirement plans, as well as paid
holidays and vacations (table 1). Provisions of many
employee benefits differed markedly between white-
and blue-collar workers.

On the average, employees received about 10 paid
holidays each year. The number of days of paid vaca-
tion, increasing with years of service, averaged nearly
16 days at 10 years and 21 days at 20 years. For three
other paid leave benefits available to a majority of the
employees, funeral leave averaged about 3 days per oc-
currence and military leave averaged nearly 12 days a
year; time off for paid jury duty was usually provided
as needed.

Ninety-three percent of all employees had some pro-
tection against temporary loss of income due to illness
or accident through either sick leave or sickness and
accident insurance, or both. Sick leave generally con-
tinned the worker's full salary beginning on the first
day of an illness or accident, while insured benefits re-
placed less than full pay and began after an initial wait-
ing period. Most employees also had some protection
against extended loss of income due to disability; 48
percent had long-term disability insurance, and 41 per-
cent were covered under private defined benefit pen-
sion plans that provided immediate disability benefits.

Virtually all of the participants in health insurance
plans were covered for most categories of expenses re-
lated to hospital and medical care. Life insurance was
provided for nearly all employees, most commonly for
an amount equal to annual earnings, rounded to the
next $1,000.

Eighty percent of the employees in the survey were
covered by defined benefit pension plans, which have
formulas for determining an employee's annuity. Bene-
fits were most frequently based on earnings during the
last 5 years of employment Common eligibility require-
ments for normal retirement were: Age 65 with no
specified length-of-service requirement, age 62 with 10
years of service, and 30 years of service with no age
requirement Virtually all covered employees could re-
tire early with a reduced pension, provided they ful-
filled minimum age and service requirements (most com-
monly, age 55 with 10 years of service).

Fifty-three percent of the employees participated in
one or more of the following defined contribution plans:
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savings and thrifi, employee stock ownership, profit
slaring, money purchase pension, or stock bonus plans.
Twenty-six percent of the employees were in salary re-
duction or 401(k) plans. These plans allow participants
to reduce their taxable income by channeling part of
their salary to retirement funds, deferring income tax
until withdrawal

Free or subsidized parking, and full or parttal defray-

ment of educational expenses were available to at least
three-fourths of the employees. Supplemental un-
employment benefits, subsidized commuting, prepaid
legal services, child care, and company sponsored re-
imbursement accounts for payment of such items as
medical expenses not covered by health insurance were
available to less than one-tenth of the employees
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Chapter 2. Work Schedules
and Paid Time Off

Time off with pay is available to employees in sev-
eral different forms and amounts-from daily rest pe-
riods to annual vacations of several weeks. In 1985,
survey coverage of paid leave benefits was expanded

to include provisions for funeral leave, jury duty leave,
and military leave.

Work schedules (table 2)
Weekly work schedules of 40 hours applied to 83

percent of the employees covered by the survey.'
Eighteen percent of the professional-administrative em-
ployees, 24 percent of the technical-clerical employees,
and 8 percent of the production workers had shorter
workweeks Three percent of the work force was sched-
uled to work other than a 5-day week.

Paid luich and rest periods (tables S and 4)
Ten percent of the employees received formal paid

lunch periods, and 72 percent were provided formal

rest tine, such as coffee breaks and clean-up time. Both
benefits were more common among production em-
ployees than among the two other occupational groups.

Production employees who were covered by paid
lunch plans usually received 20 or 30 minutes a day,
averaging 25 minutes. The 3 percent of white-collar
workers eligible averaged 39 minutes of paid lunch time
each day. Paid rest time, averaging 26 minutes a day
for white-collar employees and 25 minutes per day for
production employees, was provided most commonly
as two daily breaks of 10 or 15 minutes each.

Paid holdays (tables s-7)
Virtually all full-tine employees in each occupational

group were provided paid holidays, averaging 10.1 days
per year. Extended holiday plans, such. as the
Christmas-New Years Day period provided in the auto
industry, floating holidays, and "personal holidays,"
such as employee birthdays, were inclded in the holi-
day plans reported.

When a holiday fell on a scheduled day off, such as

a Saturday or Sunday. another day off was regularly
granted to 85 percent of the employees. Most of the
remaining workers received either another day off or

'Wdk sehedalm hsaud resVaiy hadla . sad pid
l-kaad . a peo- baO s hes e Add fta the 1910-
1914 reys

an additional day's pay, depending on when the holi-
day fell.

Paid vacations (tables 5, 8, and 9)
Virtually all employees in each occupational group

were provided paid vacations. At 15 years of service,

ful-time employees commonly received 20 days of paid
vacation annually. Vacation provisions averaged 8.7

days at I year, 15.9 days at 10 years and 22.3 days at
25 years of service; these averages were virtually un-
changed since 1980-the first year such estimates were

developed. Plans covering professional-administrative
employees generally provided more vacation days than
those for other employees. Sixty-one percent of the
professional-administrative employees, for example, be-
came eligible for at least 15 days of vacation at 5 years
of service; this compared with 37 percent of the pro-
duction employees. Nearly all white-collar employees
received their regular salaries or earnings during vaca-
tion periods About seven-eighths of the production
employees received such vacation pay; 13 percent were
provided vacation payments based on a percentage of
annual earnings; and I percent received lump-sum pay-
ments from vacation funds-

Virtually all employees covered by vacation plans

had to work for a specified period before being able to
take a vacation. The most prevalent length-of-service
requirement was 6 months for white-collar employees
and I year for production employees

Sixteen percent of the plan participants were allowed
to cash in unused vacation time. This option was of-

fered to 10 percent of the white-collar participants and
23 percent of the production participants

Anniversary-year bonus vacation days, such as an ex-
tra week of vacation at 10 and 20 years of service, were
included in the count of regular vacation tine. Extended
vacation plans, providing 10 to 13 weeks off with pay
every 5 years or so in addition to regular vacation, were
excluded. These plans are part of collective bargaining
agreements negotiated in the aluminum and can

industries-

Personsa lem (table 10)
Formal personal leave, which allows employees to

be absent from work with pay for a variety of reasons
not covered by other specific leave plans, was provided
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to one-fourth of the employees. Slightly over one-third
of the white-collar employees received personal leave,nearly twice the proportion of production employees
with this benefit. Most commonly, employees providedpersonal leave were eligible for I to 5 days, averaging3.7 days per year. In cases where personal leave waspart of an "annual leave" plan (combined vacation andpersonal leave) and could not be shown separately, itwas reported as vacation time. The survey did not coverthe extent of informal personal leave.

Funeral leave, jury duty leave, and military leave(tables 11-13)
At least 87 percent of the employees in each occu-pational group were eligible for paid leave to attendfunerals of family members. Pour-fifths of the employ-ees received a set number of days per occurrence, av-eraging 3.2 days. (Three days off were available to amajority of workers in each occupational group.) For

10 percent of the white-colar workers and 3 percentof the blue-collar workers, the number of days off de-pended upon the employee's length of service. Workers

in plans where the number of days off varied by rela-tionship to the deceased were included in the count ofworkers with a set number of days; the maximum num-ber of days off was reported for each plan with thisprovision. Nearly one-fifth of the employees were inthese plans.
Nine-tenths of the workers were eligible for paidleave while serving as a juror. Paid time off for juryduty was usually provided as needed, commonly mak-ing up the difference between the employee's regularpay and the court's jury allowance.
Military leave, providing pay for absence from workto fulfill military training or duty commitments, wasavailable to seven-tenths of the employees. The mostcommon provision was 2 weeks off per year. However,one-fifth of the workers could receive military leave asneeded or according to the type of military duty. Forworkers with a specified number of days off, militaryleave averaged 11.5 work days per year. Pay for mili-tary leave was either regular pay or the difference be-tween regular pay and military pay.
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Chapter 3. Disability Benefits

Through paid sick leave or sickness and accident in-
surance, workers may be protected against loss of in-
come during temporary absences from work due to ill-
ness or accident. During extended periods of disability,
workers' income may be continued through long-term
disability insurance or disability pensions. In 1985,
short-term disability protection was available to 93 per-
cent of all employees in the survey through sick leave,
sickness and accident insurance, or both. Sick leave
usually provides 100 percent of the worker's normal
earnings; sickness and accident insurance usually re-
places 50 to 67 percent of pay. Long-term disability in-
surance (LTD), which typically pays 50 or 60 percent
of earnings, was available to 48 percent of the employ-
ees; 41 percent (some with LTD insurance) were eligi-
ble for immediate disability benefits under their pension
plans, with payments usually determined by credited
service without regard to sge.

For 25 percent of the workers, employers provided
short-term disability coverage by coordinating sick
leave benefits with sickness and accident insurance. This
is done by either starting insurance benefits after sick
leave pay has ended, or paying both benefits concur-
rently. When payments are made from both sources,
sick leave pay is reduced by the amount of the insur-
ance benefits so that the total benefit does not exceed
full salary. Regardless of the method of coordination,
employers offering sickness and accident insurance tend
to allow fewer sick leave days than those without such
insurance. At 5 years of service, for example, annual
sick leave plans coordinated with insurance made avail-
able an average of 15.6 days at full pay-only half of
the days provided by plans without insurance. This gap
widened as years of service increased.'

Long-term disability insurance payments usually be-
gin after sick leave and sickness and accident insurance
are exhausted and continue as long as the person is dis-
abled or until retirement age. Career-ending disabilities
may entitle an employee to an immediate pension, or
the pension may be deferred until other forms of in-
come, such as LTD insurance, have ceased.

Paid sick leave and LTD insurance were most often
provided to white-collar workers, while sickness and
accident insurance and immediate disability pension

'For Nnhter astYr of Nhon-trsi diuaty prosofios, me willi
J. Wi-uowski, "Emptoyee H e Protor6 Agsinat Shonr-teo
Disnblit," M* ohby L-boo Reol. Fe-iry 1985, pp. 32-38.

benefits were more prevalent among blue-collar
workers.

Paid sick leave (tables 14-19)
Seventy-two percent of the employees covered by

paid sick leave plans were allowed a specified number
of days per year (annual sick leave plans). Another 21
percent of the participants were provided sick leave
benefits for each illness (per-disability plans), while most
of the remainder were covered by both annual and per-
disability benefits. The number of days of sick leave
granted varied widely by the type of sick leave plan as
well as by specific provisions of each plan. Within in-
dividual plans, the maximum number of days granted
is either uniform for all covered employees or increases
with seniority.

Because annual sick leave plans do not renew bene-
fits after each illness, two-fifths of the employees cov-
ered were allowed to carry over and accumulate un-
used sick leave from year to year (cumulative plan).
Such plans typically granted fewer days per year than
plans in which unused days were not accumulated. For
example, at 20 years' service, cumulative annual plans
averaged 15.8 days at full pay, while noncumulative
plans averaged 56.0 days. Three-tenths of the workers
with carryover provisions were allowed to accumulate
an unlimnited amount of sick leave; two-thirds had limits
on the amount of sick leave that could be accumulated,
ranging from under 10 days to over 130 days; and the
remainder had carryover provisions that varied by
length of service.

Per-disability sick leave plans generally provided
more days of paid leave for an illness than annual plans.
The average number of days at full pay was 59.9 at I
year of service, 78.9 at 5 years of service, 105.3 at 15
years of service, and 129.6 at 25 years of service. Un-
der annual plans, the average number of days available
was 15.9 days at I year, 25.1 days at 5 years, 37.0 days
at 15 years, and 40.6 days at 25 years.

Slightly over one-fifth of sick leave participants, usu-
ally under per-disability plans, had partial pay benefits
available after ful-pay benefits ended. Another 2 per-
cent of the participants had only partial-pay benefits
available.

Sick leave plans commonly had a short service re-
quirement, generally 3 months, before new employees
became eligible for benefits. Seven-eighths of the par-
ticipants were in plans providing benefits on the first

1l
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day of illness to employees with I year of service. The
remainder typically had to wait I to S workdays, with
the waiting period often decreasing to zero days after
10 years or more of service.

Slckness and accident Insurance (tablea 14,
20-22)

Half of all employees were protected by sickness and
accident insurance plans against absences from work
due to short-term disabilities. More than four-fifths of
the participants had their benefits fully paid by their
employer. The one-fifth who were required to contrib-
ute toward the cost of coverage most often paid a fixed
amount, usually between S2 and S3 a month. Most of
the others paid a percent of monthly earnings, or had
the cost included in the premium for an insurance
package.

Benefit payments under sickness and accident insur-
ance plans were either a percent of employee earnings
or a scheduled dollar amount. The percent of earnings
was usually fixed-typically between 50 and 67 per-
cent-although percents varying by service and length
of disability were also observed. Plans paying a percent
of earnings covered 77 percent of the white-collar par-
ticipants, compared with 35 percent of the blue-collar
participants. These earnings-based plans often had a
dollar limit on the amount of the weekly benefit avail-
able; such limits have risen steadily since they were first
recorded in 1981. For example, 33 percent of the par-
ticipants had maximum weekly benefits of $140 or more
in 1981; by 1985, this proportion had increased to 57
percent. Blue-collar workers were the most common
recipients of scheduled dollar benefits, which provided
either a fixed weekly amount (ranging from under $60
to over 5220), or varying weekly benefits (usually based
on earnings).

The maximum weeks of coverage for each disability
were fixed for all but 7 percent of participants, for
whom duration of coverage varied by length of serv-
ice. Of those participants with benefits lasting for a fixed
period, most had 26 weeks of coverage. Other common
periods were 13 and 52 weeks.

Four-fifths of the employees with sickness and acci-
dent insurance were required to be on the job for a
specified minimum time period before they were cov-
ered by the plan. Service requirements were usually 1,
2, or 3 months. One percent of the participants were in
plans requiring over 1 year of service before coverage.

Sickness and accident insurance, unlike sick leave,
usually requires a waiting period before benefits begin.
The most common provision requires an employee to
be out of work due to illness or injury some short pe-
riod, usually 3 to 7 days, before payments begin. Wait-
ing periods may be shortened or eliminated entirely for
employees involved in an accident or hospitalized.

Workers in two States, New Jersey and New York,

are covered by mandatory temporary disability insur-
ance plans that are at least partisally employer financed.
Both of these State plans pay benefits based on a per-
centage of the worker's earnings for up to 26 weeks
with a limit on the weekly benefit ($145 in New York
and $158 in New Jersey during the 1985 survey period).'

Long-temn dslablllty Insurance (tables 23-25)
Long-term disability insurance continues the income

of employees during extended periods of disability. Gen-
erally, LTD begins after sick leave and sickness and
accident insurance are exhausted and continues as long
as the employee remains disabled, or until retirement
age. If disabled after age 60, however, LTD benefits
usually continue for 5 years or to age 70, whichever is
earlier.

Forty-eight percent of the employees covered by the
study had LTD insurance; one-fifth of the participants
were required to contribute toward the cost of the plans.
The amount of LTD insurance usually varied by earn-
ings, as did the coat to the employee. When a flat rate
was charged, employees usually paid under 0.5 percent
of their earnings. In plans charging a monthly amount
per SIOD0of covered earnings, the rate was always less
than 80 cents.

Service requirements found in LTD plans were usu-
ally more restrictive than for the other insurance bene-
fits. Nearly one-fourth of the participants had service
requirements of from I year to 3 years or more. Be-
cause of the long-term nature of this benefit, more em-
ployers restricted eligibility to employees who had dem-
onstrated some attachment to the company.

The degree of participation varied widely among the
employee groups, with white-collar workers twice as
likely to have LTD insurance as blue-colar workers.
However, many employees not covered under LTD
insurance are eligible for an immediate disability pen-
sion through their retirement plan, two-fifths of the em-
ployees (54 percent of the production workers) were
covered by immediate disability retirement provisions.

Long-term disability benefits were usually 50 or 60
percent of monthly pay. Most of the plans that pay a
percent of predisability earnings had maximum payment
limitations-commonly $1,500 to S5,000 a month.

One-fourth of the participants were in plans that pro-
vided a benefit which was not a fixed percent of earn-
Lngs. These formulas differed sharply by employee
group. Just over one-quarter of the blue-collar partici-
pants were in plans paying a dollar amount that varied
by the level of the worker's earnings. In contrast, one-

'BBoth, St peait an nnployer ti btbfiwite a privn pan Iora the
Ste pa. if th bsettta provided are u esi eqtvtt. In New
Yoart. -y -tpltoye aWe to pay die -nploye-'. tre rf pln
nest. CtirQntiO and Rhad tad .n have h nadatd tenpnnary
dintny imran pln, hat that pla eqnuire an Eplnyee nan-
trfthn and thua, ant tleudd n ts rue eY.
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sixth of the white-collar partcipants were in plans with
other benefit formulas-a variable percentage of earn-
xgs, a fat dollr amount, or a percent of earnings that

varied by length of disability.
A ceiling on income during disability was a common

Imitation to LTD payments, regardless of the type of
plan These ceilings affectd benefits only if the amount
payable from the LID plan plus income from other
sources, such u rehabilitative employment and family
Social Security payments, exceeded a specified percent-
age of predishbility earnings (frequently 70 to 75 per-
cent). Nearly seven-tenths of the LTD participants were
limited by these income ceilings, by the dollar maxi-
mums in plans that pay a percent of ermings, or by a

combination of both.
Survivor benefits after the death of the disabled em-

ployee were available in plans covering 14 percent of
the LTD participant A lump-sum payment, usually
equal to 3 times the monthly LTD benefit, was the most
common survivor benefit provided.

Three-tenths of the participants were in LTD plans
with special limitations on benefits for mental illness
In moet of these cases, benefits were provided for a
limited period (usually 24 months), unless the partici-
pant was institutionalized. In a few cases, benefits were
provided only if the participant was institutionalized,
or benefits were provided for a limited period, regard-
less of institutionalization.

13
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Chapter 4. Health and Life
Insurance

Along with paid holidays and paid vacations, health
and life insurance ar the most widespread employe
benefits in medium and large firms. Both benefits were
provided to 96 percent of all employees, and the extent
of coverage was nearly identical within each of the
three occupational groups

H cutrane
Virtually all of the participants in health insurance

plans were covered for the major categories of medi-
cal care, such as hospital room and board, care by phy-
sfcans and surgeons, diagnostic X-ray and laboratory
work, prescription drugs, and private duty nursing (ta-
ble 26) Among benefits less commonly provided were
vision care (covering 35 percent of the participants),
hearing care (17 percent), and routine physical exams
(13 percent). Unlike most other employee benefits, there
were few differences in health insurance provisions
among employee groups.

The various categories of medical care are covered
under I of 3 benefit arrangements Basic benefits only,
major medical benefits only, or basic benefits plus ma-
jor medicaL Basic benefit plans cover a specific medi-
cal service (such as hospitalization) and generally do
not require deductible or coinsurance payments by in-
sured individuals.' Conversely, major medical plans
cover many categories of care and usually have both
deductible and coinsurance features. In-hospital care
was most commonly covered by an arrangement that
offered basic coverage plus supplemental major meD-
cal coverage. Certain categories of medical care, such
as private duty nursing, visits to a physician's office,
and prescription drugs, usually were covered only as
major medical benefits. Dental and vision care were al-
most exclusively covered as basic benefits. Regardless
of the benefit arrangement used, most health plans lim-
ited the size of benefit payments.

A majority of the participants were in health plans
extending coverage into retirement:'
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These plans nearly always covered retirees up to age
65, and generally provided the same benefits given to
active employees (table 27). In over nine-tenths of the
cases, retirees remained insured after 65. Again there
was commonly no change in benefit levels, apart from
coordination with Medicare.

Regardless of the retiree's age, premiums for retiree
insurance were fully company-paid in plans covering
nearly three-fifths of covered participants; but for one-
tenth, protection continued only if the retiree paid the
full cost. For one-third of the participants in plans cov-
ering retirees under age 65 and one-quarter in plans
covering retirees age 65 and older, the company shared
the costs with the retirees.

Hospital anbg (tabk 28). The most costly compo-
nent of health care is that provided by a hospital. Nearly
one-half of all personal health care expenditures in the
United States are for hospital care.' VirtuaLy all of the
participants in health plans analyzed in this study re-
ceived coverage for hospital expenses.

For most employees, insuranoe covers all initial hos-
pital room expenses; however, a growing minority must
pay part of the first-dollar coats The percent of health
plan participants with only major medical coverage in-
creased to 33 percent in 1985, from 28 percent in 1984
and 19 percent in 1983. These employees typically must
pay both an initial deductible and a percentage of sub-
sequent hospital room charges. Of the 66 percent of
health insurance participants with basic hospital cover-
age, 13 percent must pay a specified amount per admis-
siOn or, in some cases, pay for the first day of

fron ailte or miry. T-hs -unos fXoftC ithc confine ment
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Of those that received basic hospital coverage, 95
percent were in plans that paid room and board ex-
penses up to the semiprivate rate. providing some pro-
tection against rising hospital charges. Eighty-five per-
cent of the participants in basic hospital pilns had ceil-
ings on the duration of coverage. Two-thirds had plans
which specified the ma-imum number of days covered
per confinement, most commonly 120 or 365 days. Most
of the remaining plan5 limited the duration of coverage
by specifying a maximum dollar amount per admission
or per year.' Additional coverage was usually available
under a major medical plan for cases that exceeded
these limitations.

Surgcal coverage (tabe 29). Seventy percent of health
plan participants had basic coverage for surgery in 1985.
Three-fourths of these participants had plans with pay-
ment based on the "usual, customary, and reasonable"
charge for the procedure performed, up from 69 per-
cent in 1984. Although most of these plans paid 100
percent of such charges, 16 percent of the participants
were in plans that paid between 80 and 95 percent or
imposed an overall dollar limit on surgical payments.
The remaining quarter of participants with basic surgi-
cal benefits were covered by a schedule of payments,
listing the maximum amount payable for each opera-
tion. Charges in excess of the scheduled amount were
usually covered by a major medical plan.

Major medical coverage (tables 30-32). Major medical
benefits, provided to nearly nine-tenths of the health
insurance participants, generally covered a wide range
of medical services both in and out of the hospital.
There are two types of major medical plans: One sup-
plements basic benefits either by covering expenses
which exceed basic benefit limitations or by covering
expenses not paid by the basic plan, the other is com-
prehensive and stands alone without basic plan cover-
age. Comprehensive major medical policies have been
embraced by employers seeking to contain costs of pro-
viding health care. because they may eliminate first-dol-
lar coverage.

With very few exceptions, major medical benefits are
not paid until the participants have paid a deductible,
The purpose of this deductible is to keep the premium
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cost down and discourage unnecessary use of medical
services. A deductible amount of $100 has been the
most common since the survey's inception in 1979, ap-
plying to nearly half of all plan participants However,
29 percent were required to pay deductibles of S150 or
more in 1985, up from 21 percent in 1994 and 12 per-
cent in 1983 (chart 1). Higher amounts were less preva-
lent for blue-collar workera than for white-collar
workers.

Once the worker meets the deductible requirement,
the plan pays a specified percentage (coinsurance) of
incurred expenses. Almost seven-eightis of the partici-
pants were in plans that paid 90 percent of expenses,
with the remaining 20 percent to be paid by the worker.
For over three-fourths of the participants, however, the
percentage paid by the plan increased to 100 percent
after a specified level of expenmes was incurred during
a year. For example. a plan might pay 90 percent of
the first $5,000 of covered expenses and 100 percent
thereafter, thus limiting the employee's "out-of-pocket"
cost to S1,000 (n addition to the deductible). Incidence
of this protection has increased each year since 1979,
when less than one-half of the major medical partici-
pants were covered."

Benefits for 82 percent of major medical participants
were subject to a ceiling on the amount payable by the
plan, usually a lifetime maximum. In 1985, the most
common limitation was $1 million; $250,000 had been
the most prevalent limit in previous years. The average
lifetime maximum was S5

3
0.000-an increase of nearly

$200,000 since 1982.

Dental coverage (tables 33-36). Over three-fourths of
the participants in health insurance plans received cov-
erage for dental expenses, about the same as in 1984.
This ended a period of strong growth in dental care;
in 1979, one-half received coverage. Nearly all dental
pins covered a wide range of services including ex-
aminations, X-rays, and restorative procedures such as
fillings, periodontal care, and inlays. Plans covering or-
thodontic expenses, at least for dependent children, cov-
ered 73 percent of employees with dental benefits in
1985.

Dental payments were most commonly based on a
percentage of the usual, customary, and reasonable
charge for a procedure. The percentage covered by a
plan generally depended on the type of procedure per-
formed. Less costly procedures such as examinations
and X-rays were usually covered at 80 or 100 percent.
FiUlings, surgery, and periodontal care were most likely
to be covered at 80 percent More expensive proce-
dures-inlays, crowns, and orthodontia-were often
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Chart 1. Trends In selected deductible amount Percent of full-time participants In
major medical plans, medium and lah fimns, 197985
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provided at 50 percent Of the usual customary, And
reasonable charge.

About one-fifth of the dental plan participants were
offered reimbursement based on a schedule of cash al-
lowances. In this type of arrangement, each procedure
is subject to a specified maximun dollar amount that
can be paid to the participant. Preventive procedures
wer less likely to be subject to this type of scedule
than reatorative procedures.

T7wo percent of dental plan participnts had services
covered by an incentive schedule. Under this arrange-
ment, the percentage of dental expenses paid by the
plan increases each year if the participant is examined
regularly by a dentist.

Unlike other basic health benefit, dental plans typi-
cally required participants to pays specified deductible
amount before the plan paid any benefits. The moat
common requirement was a S25 or S50 deductible to

'be met by the participant each year. However, ome
plans required the participant to pay s deductible (-
ally S55) only once while a mnber of the plan rather
than every year Whhe-colr workers were more ikely

than blue-collar workers to have pans with deductible

Ninety percent of dental plan particpants were en-
rolled m plan thet limited the mount of payment each
yesr by specifying a yearly maximum benefit. Although
nlany plans have raised their limits since 1980, there
ws Httle hge between 1984 and 1985. In both years,
the moat common limit was $1.0W. Orthodontic serv-
ices were almot always subject to lifetime maimums.
which have increased since first tabulated in 1980 Life-
time maximum of Sl.000 or more for orthodontia ap-
plied to 44 percent of participants m dental plans pro-
viding this benefit in 1985, up from 17 percent in 1980Q

Moatihu anzf (wbl 37). In 1985, of the par-
ticipants m plans with mnl heath benefits. 57 per-
cent had mor restrictive hospital coverage for ment
illnesses thn for physical ailments, up from 52 percent
in 1984 and 46 percent in 1983. These plans usually re-
duced the duration of the hospital say (often 30 days
for mental health cre in bade hospiatl benefits, e-o
pared to 120 or 365 days for other ilineases) or imposed
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a separate maximum on covered hospital expenses (such
as a lifetime maximum of S25,000 on mental health bene-
fits). Even more restrictive was coverage for mental
health care outside the hospital (psychiatric office
visits). Outpatient mental health care was usually cov-
ered in the major medical portion of a plan, where: (I)
ceilings were often placed on the amounts payable for
each visit and/or each year, and (2) the coinsurance
rate for nonhospital treatment was often 50 percent,
compared to 80 percent for physical illnesses. Also,
limits on annual out-of-pocket major medical expenses
usually did not apply to outpatient mental health care.

Other health benfltr (tables 38-39). The incidence of
alcohol and drug abuse provisions increased sharply for
the second consecutive year. The percent of partici-
pants covered for alcoholism treatment grew from 61
to 68 percent between 1984 and 1985, and for drug
abuse treatment, from 52 to 61 percent (chart 2).

Thirty-five percent of health insurance participants

were covered for vision care expenses in 1985, up from
30 percent in 1984 and 18 percent in 1979. Although
gain were made in all 3 occupational groups, plans for
blue-collar workers were typically more comprehen-
sive than those for white-collar workers.

Hearing care was available to 17 percent of partici-
pants in 1985, up from 14 percent in 1984, and 10 per-
cent in 1983.

Cost containment (table 40). Inline with efforts to con-
tain costs of health care, an increasing number of plans
provided less expensive alternatives to a hospital stay.
Coverage for treatment in extended care facilities in-
creased from 62 percent of plan participants in 1984 to
67 percent in 1985; coverage for home health care rose
from 46 percent to 56 percent, and availability of cov-
erage for hospice care rose from It percent to 23 per-
cet. Lengths of hospital admissions were decreased by
provisions for prehospitalization testing, which covered
nearly half of the participants Other cost containment
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measures, first studied in 1985, encouraged outpatient
surgery as an alternative to inpatient surgery. Cover-
age for treatment at ambulatory surgical centers was
provided to 39 percent of the participants One-fourth
of the participants received higher reimbursements or
paid lower deductible amounts for certain surgical pro-
cedures performed on an outpatient basis.

Second surgical opinions were paid for under plans
covering half the health insurance participants in 1985,
double the percentage when first analyzed only 3 years
earlier. For I in 2 of these cases, incentives were in-
cluded for obtaining an additional surgeon's opin-
ion-plan payments for many types of surgery were
either lower or not made at all if the second opinion was
not obtained.

Other cost containment provisions, such as offering
higher reimbursement for generic prescription drugs
and discouraging nonemergency weekend hospital ad-
mission, were less common.

Emploe contribsaons (table 41). lThe percent of em-
ployees whose health insurance premiums are wholy
paid by their employers remained nearly stable in 1985.
Sixty-one percent of workers had employee coverage
wholly financed by their employers in 1985, about the
same as in 1984. Forty-two percent also could receive
fully employer-paid coverage for their dependents, the
first time this proportion has not fallen since first tabu-
lated in 1980.

Exact data on the amount of an employee's contri-
butions for health benefits sometimes were not avail-
able because payroll deductions applied to an insurance
policy covering both health insurance and one or more
other benefits. However, where the amount was re-
ported, employee premiums for single and family cov-
erage averaged approximately S12 and $38 a month,
respectively-nearly unchanged from 1984 (chart 3).
Employee premiums were somewhat lower for produc-
tion participants than for the other two groups. In some
instances, included in the calculation of average em-
ployee premiums, employees contributed only for a sup-
plemental plan, such as an optional dental plan financed
jointly by employer and employees.

Piraicaon reqsment (able 42) Fifty-four percent
of participants were required to complete minimum
length-of-service periods before joining a health plan.
These service requirements usually were periods of 1,
2, or 3 months. The incidence of service requirements
varied markedly among the employee groups. While
nearly three-fifths of professional-administrative em-
ployees could participate immediatey, two-thirds of
production workers had some waiting period

Fundbig mediun (tbl 43). Employers typically r
range for health care coverage through the purchase

of commercial insurance policies or Blue Cross-Blue
Shield plans. These arrangements covered, for exam-
ple, 60 percent of the health insurance participants with
basic hospitalization benefits in 1985, and 53 percent of
those with major medical benefits-

Self-insured health plans, however, have been grow-
ing in importance. In 1985, at least one-fourth of the
workers receiving the benefits shown in table 43 (basic
hospital, basic surgical, basic medical, major medical,
and dental benefits) were under self-insured plans of in-
dividual employers or labor-management groups This
proportion has doubled since 1980. Such self-insurance
was most prominent as a source of major medical and
dental benefits. Employers commonly contract with
commercial insurers to protect their self-insured plans
against medical claims exceeding a predetermined main-
mum dollar amount.

About 7 percent of the health insurance participants
covered by the survey were enrolled in Health Manu-
tenance Organizations (HtMOs). An HlMO is a prepaid
health care plan that delivers comprehensive medical
services to enrolled members for a fixed periodic fee."

Wfe basrance (tables 44-48)
Nearly all full-time employees within the scope of

the survey participated in life insurance plans in 1985;
almost nine-tenths had the cost of a basic plan paid
wholly by the employer. Life insurance coverage has
kept pace with earnings since 1979, either through an
increase in specified dollar amounts of insurance or
through increased maimumns in formulas linked to
earnings-

Basic coverage for two-thirds of all life insurance
participants was based on their earnings, enabling the
level of protection to automatically increase with a rise
in pay. Earnings-based formulas were much more preva-
lent among white-collar workers (82 percent) than
among blue-colar workers (48 percent). The most com-
mon method of tying life insurance protection to earn-
ings was to multiply the employee's annual earnings by
a factor of I or 2 and round the product to the next
Sl,000. For example, an employee earning 522,700
would receive S46,000 of coverage under a plan pro-
viding two times earaings ($22,700 times 2 equals
S45,400, which is rounded up to $46,000).

Nearly one-half of all employee in mutltiple-of-earn-
ings plans had insurance equal to annual earnings. One-
third had coverage equal to twice annual earnings- Pro-
feasional-administrative participants had the highest
coverage, with plans commonly providing multiples of
two or more times their earnings- Multiple-of-earnings
formulas tended to be higher when employee contrbu-
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Thity-e p er t of ife insurac plan participants
had a flat dollamount of insurance, regardless of
ernings. One-halfof all productionworkerparticipants
were covered by a uniform amount, compared with 14
percent of whiecollar workers. Uniform amounts for
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production workers averaged St0,0006 slightly higher
than the average for the other two groupa. While usu-
ally providing much maier amounts of insurance than
earnin-ased formu flat amount coveage has inn
proved participants in plans providing bendits of 1ns
than SS,000 decreased from 29 percnt in 1981 to 13
percet in 1985; moat of the offsetting increase was in
amounts of S15,COO or more, whicb, during the smee
period, grew in incide from 7 to 18 percent of
workels i d by flat amounts.

If a participant became totally disabled, life insurance
in nearly all plans was continued, either for life or until
age 65. To qualify under disability provisions, the em-
ployee w usually required to be under a specified age
(commonly age 60) at the time of dimbilty. For a few
plans, the amount of covage was payable to the dis-
abled employee in lump-gum or -intlent form.

Almost three-fourths of all life insurance participants
had additional insurance coverage if accidental death
or dismemberment occurred. The anmt of i ce
was usually doubled in the cm of acdentl deah.
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In addition to braic coverage, some employers of-
fered their workers supplemental life insurance that was
at least partially employer financed. The typical sup-
plemental plan provided insurance in multiples of I to
3 times annual earnings. Only 6 percent of the employ-
ees, ranging from 9 percent of professional-administr-
tive workers to less than 3 percent of production
workers, were participants in these plans.

Thirteen percent of participants were in plans which
provided monthly income to surviving fimily members,
nesrly always in addition to life insurance beneit Sur-
veyed for the first time in 19S5, survivor income bene-
fits were usually paid to the spouse, but sometimes d-
ther to the spoue, children, or parents of the deceased
employee. Benefits generally consisted of either a flst
dollar amount or percent of employee earnings, pay-
able for a limited period, such as 24 months. In some
plans, payments were designed to bridge the gap be-
tween the employee's death and the spouse's remarry-
ing or qualifying for other benefits, such as Social
Security.

Life insurance on workers' spouses and unmarried
dependent children also is sometimes available One-
fifth of life insurance participants had employer-fi-
nanced dependent coverage in 1985; in most cases, the
employer paid all of the cost. Nearly all plans covered
dependent children as well as spouses. The most com-
mon coverage for death of esther a spouse or a child

was a fiat am t of SICO. Higer amounts, however,
were available more often for spoases than for child-
ren; Spouse coverage of S2,000 or more applied to one-
half of the participants with dependent life in e,
but similar coverage for a child applied to only one-
fifth of these workers. Instead of a flat amount, cover-
age for a child stisnes increased at specified ages:
For ezsupLe. no covesge until 14 days old, then S250
until 6 months, followed by S5W up to a year, and
S1,000 tereafter.

Minimum lesgth-of-ervice requirusentb for partici-
pation were found in plan covering 53 percent of
workers with life inrnce. The incidence of these pro-
visons has decreased gradually each year from 61 per-
cent in 1981. As is the cae for health and and
accident insurance, service requiresents are generally
3 months or less.

For 62 percet of all participants, basic life inurance
continued after retirement. The preretement amount
of insurance, however, was reduced in nearly all in-
sxtnce' Other forms of life _sursne-accidental
death and dissmnberment, supplemental, and depend-
ent coverage-were seldom available after retirement.
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Chapter 5. Defined Benefit
Pension Plans

Among employees within the scope of the survey,
defined benefit pension plans re the predominant type
of retirement plan sponsored by employers These pans
include a formula for calculating retirement benefits and
obligate the employer to provide the benefits so deter-
mined. In 1985, four-fifths of the employees were cov-
ered by defined benefit pension plans-a proportion that
has held relatively steady since 1980. (Other sources of
retirement income, such as savings plans, will be dis-
cussed in chapter 6.)

Benefit Jfrmsda- (tables 49-53). Earnings-based for-
mulas applied to seven-tenths of the employees covered
by defined benefit pension plans Plans including these
formulas pay a percent of the employee's annual earm-
ings per year of service. Variations are common in the
approach to calculating annual earnings and the rate
paid per year of service. For 82 percent of the partici-
pants with earnigs-based formulas, pensions were based
on earnings in the final years of employment (terminal
earnings formula); for the remainder, an average of ca-
reer earnings was used. Terminal earnings were defined
as the average over a 5-year period for 84 percent of
the participants with terminal earnungs formulas. Such
formulas usually designated the 5 consecutive years
with the highest earnings out of the last 10 years before
retirement.

A majority of participants with earnings-based for-
mulas-half of those with terminal earnings and over
two-thirds with career earnings formulas-were in plans
having benefit rates per year of service that varied ac-
cording to service, earnings, or age. Career earnings
formulas typically applied one rate to annual earnings
below a specified amount, and a higher rate above that
amount. For example, a plan will credit an employee
with I percent of earnings up to the first S12000 in
each year of service pls 1.5 percent of the excess earn-
ings. The annual pension payment is the sum of these
credits. The balance of formulas applied a uniform rate
to all earnings. These uniform rates averaged 1.62 per-
cent per year of service in terminal earnings formulas
and 1.55 percent in career earnings formulas. Thus, ter-
mial earnings formulas not only provide a higher earn-
ings base than career formulas,' but the percentage rates
also are on average higher. However benefits under a
terminal earnings formula were more likly to be offset

by a retirees Social Security payments. (See neat
section.)

Most plans that did not use a percent-of-earnings
benefit formula specified a dollar amount to be paid for
each year of service, such as $15 a month per year of
service, yielding a pension of $450 after 30 years. Dol-
lar-amount formulas-applied to 29 percent of pension
plan participants. While the dollar amount in these for-
mulas sometimes varied with an employee's earnings or
service, the predominant method was to multiply a uni-
form dollar amount by years of service. Uniform
amounts credited per year averaged $14.83 a month.

The basis of payment differed sharply by employee
group. While a large majority of white-collar partici-
pants were provided earngs4based pensions, dol
lar-amount formulas applied to half of the blue-collar
participants.

Thirty-six percent of all participants were in pension
pans providing benefits from either primary or alter-
native formulas, whichever was greater. Alternative
formulas were often included to provide at least a mini-
mum level of benefits for persons with short service or
low earnings. For enample, a plan may have a primary
formula of 1.23 percent of career average earnings times
years of service, and an alternative formula of S15 a
mouth for each year of service. In this case, the alter-
native formula would provide a higher benefit for per-
sons with career average annual earnings less than
S14,400.

Pnimte benefits and Social Secnurty payments (table
54). Employers providing private retirement plans
also share the cost of Social Security coverage equally
with their employees Because many plan sponsors feel
that private pension and Social Security benefits should
not be duplicative, formulas for calculating private pen-
mmon often contain an offset provision requiring part of
the Social Security pension to be subtracted from the
annuity. Other plans have "excess" formulas that apply
lower pension benefit rates to an employee's earnings
below a specified level (which is either the Social Se-

"As HeaPIsYs w ts ored 30 ye with a a-wns pay ire
eeh yea asd enedl sM i. the tai rear y t oervice wosd
have car avera earii of S13.451 a yea, wile the afsl S-year
avea wid be hr22730. The dueo bet- te E Ad
fial avenes 1- with shurte, esta o er
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cutity taxable wage base-usually the career aver-
age-or a dollar amount equal to a past taxable wage
base).

Sixty-one percent of all participants were in plans
where benefit formulas were "integrated" with Social
Security. Terminal earnings formulas of integrated plans
tended to adopt the offset approach, while career earn-
ings formulas tended to incorporate the excess approach.
Dollar amount formulas were rarely coordinated with
Social Security; blue-collar employees, therefore, were
less likely to have integrated benefits."

Maximum benefitprovsions (table 55). The Employee
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) places ceil-
ings on the size of annual pension benefits from defined
benefit plans. This restriction largely affects only highly
compensated employees. Many plans, however, have
provisions that restrict benefit levels for all participants
For example, one-third of participants were in plans
that limited the number of years of service included in
benefit computation; maximums of 30 or 35 years were
most common. For 8 percent of the participants, annual
pensions (usually including Social Security payments)
could not exceed a specified percent of average annual
career or terminal earnings.

Replacement rates (table 56). A commonly used indi-
cator of pension adequacy is the portion of a retiree's
final year's earnings that is "replaced" by the retirement
benefit To calculate replacement rates under 1985 pen-
sion plans, the maximum private benefit under each sur-
veyed plan, not reduced for early retirement or
joint-and-survivor annuity, was determined under sev-
eral aasumed combinations of final annual earnings and
years of service. These benefit levels were then ex-
pressed as percents of earnings in the last year of em-
ployment. The calculations assume employees retired
on January 1, 1985, and final'earnings are for 1984."

Table 56 presents average replacement rates result-
ing from defined benefit pension plans alone and in
combination with primary Social Security benefits (that
is, excluding benefits for spouse and other dependents). '
For private pension formulas that are integrated with
Social Security and for computation of Social Security
benefits, the worker is assumed to have retired at age
65 and paid into Social Security for 40 years. (For

"F.o * atpe _- nanly or (o-ntts with ab l Sonty
tototin batoii -ree Donld Bel -nd Diane Hill, -How
S6du Saity PNytnou Afft ftiv-.t fPo," Mgoauh Lao
Rawe, May 1954, pp. 15s-2.
'E-ninp htoi, n ny for applytag tdi penion fonnbsn,
0 oonslotd ftoo oo fina rings level b.m.d on dat provided

by the So.ial Swsity Adonniati
"The Socid Se-mity qpn brst, bhib in 50 peroest of tie

ptbnay baefit a paid in additon to tbe pritary bedt while bob
patns - h (lnk the ptn a igible fo a lbrger ptinMry
beaelt).

workers who reached age 65 in 1985, however, the So-
cial Security benefit was the same or workers with
similar final earnings who had 25 years or more under
Social Security.)

Chart 4 displays replacement rates based on 30 years
of service for each of the earnings assumptions. Except
for the lowest earnings assumption (S15,000), the pri-
vate pension plan replaced on average about 27 percent
of the final year's earnings; the rate for $15,000 was
about 31 percent

When combined with primary Social Security pay-
ments available at age 65, however, replacement rates
differed substantially as earnings increased-ranging
from nearly three-fourths at the lowest assumed level
to just under one-half at the highest earnings level com-
puted. Except for the two highest assumed levels of fi-
nal earnings ($35,000 and $40,000), the primary Social
Security benefit was larger than the average private
pension.

Although private pension replacement rates for
white-collar employees increased slightly at higher earn-
ings levels, rates for blue-collar workers dropped by
almost a third. Table 49 provides an explanation: Half
of all production workers have dollar amount formulas,
paying workes with the same years of service the same
benefit, regardless of earnings history. The result is a
steady decrease in the replacement rat as final earn-
ings increase. Average replacement rates for earn-
ings-based formulas, on the other hand, increase slightly
with higher final earnings.

While average replacement rates show a consistent
relationship between pensions and service, earnings, and
type of formula, the range of pensions payable is quite
broad. Chart 5 shows that calculated monthly pensions
for employees retiring with 20 or 30 years' service and
final earnings of S30,000 varied from less than $200 to
$1,000 or higher."

Normal retirement (table 57). Although full Social Se-
curity benefits are not available before age 65, most
private pension plan participants were not required to
work to that age for full private pensions (normal re-
tirement). Thirty-three percent were covered by plans
that specified age 65 as the earliest age for normal re-
irement, down from 45 percent in 1980. While employ-
ees in plans speciying age 65 usually did not have to
satisfy a minimum service requirement, plans permit-
ting normal retirement at earlier ages typically had
length-of-service requirements. Ten to fifteen years'
service were required for half of the 38 percent of par-
ticipants who could first retire at ages 60 through 64;
20 or 30 years were typically needed for retirement at
ages 55 through 59 (affecting 6 percent of participants).

"F-.or a nas onsple d of t _dnans n, Doald
0. ai, TodWay. Fd Pfin Hoa Mnh Do They Parr
Mntbl LCar Ret-, Dumbe, 1955, pp. 19-25.
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Another 10 percent of participants could qualify when
the sum of age plus service reached a specific amount,
such as 85. A minimum age of 55 was generally in-
cluded for meeting these requirements. Minimum
lengths of service were less common.

Fourteen percent of all participants were covered by
plans permitting normal retirement at any age with 30
years of service; the major concentration (19 percent)
was among production workers. Plans which featured
such a provision almost always offered other normal
retirement opportunities at specified ages with lower
service requirements. (If a plan had alternative age and
service requirements, the earliest age and associated
service were tabulated for this survey; if one alterna-
tive did not specify an age, it was the requirement that
was tabulated.)

Earl retirement (tables 5 and 59). Virtually all of the
employees participating in a pension plan could retire

before normal retirement age and receive an immedi-
ate, reduced pension. In some cases, employer approval
was required for such early retirement benefits.

The amount of an early retirement pension is lower
for two reasons: First, fewer years of service are ap-
plied to the benefit formula because an employee has
not worked until normal retirement age. Second, be-
cause benefits begin at an earlier age, the retiree is ex-
pected to receive plan payments over a longer period
of time.

The normal benefit is reduced by a percentage (fac-
tor) for each year between the actual and normal re-
tirement ages. If a plan's normal retirement age is 62,
for example, and the reduction factor is 6 percent, a
person retiring at age 59 would receive 82 percent of
the normal formula amount (100 percent minus 3 years
times 6 percent). It should be recognized, however, that
in addition to the 18-percent reduction for early retire-
ment, the annuity in this example would be based on
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fewer years of service and possibly lower earnings than
at age 62.

The reduction factor may be uniform or may vary
by age or service. Reduction factors that differed for
each year of early retirement, based on the employee's
life expectancy at that age (actuarial reductions) were
used in plans covering one-eighth of participants with
early retirement opportunities. Other methods of reduc-
tion, however, often approximate an actuarial reduc-
tion. For example, for over a third of the participants,
the reduction factor differed for age brackets of several
years instead of changing each year. Just under one-
half of the participants had uniform reduction factors,
most commonly 6 percent for each year of early retire-
ment. A few plans applied reduction factors that vary
by length of service.

Two-thirds of all participants were covered by plans

permitting early retirement at age 55; generally, 10 to
15 years of service were required. Twelve percent of
all participants could retire earlier than age 55 if serv-
ice requirements were satisfied. Ten percent of the par-
ticipants in plans with early retirement could qualify
when the sum of age plus service reached a specific
amount. Such plans usually included minimum service
requirements ranging from I to 25 years; age require-
ments of 50, 55, or 56 were sometimes specified.

The early retirement pension for 14 percent of par-
ticipants was supplemented by additional monthly pay-
ments if employees retired after meeting a specified age
or length-of-service requirement higher than the mini-
mum needed to retire. Plan sponsors include these spe-
cial early retirement benefits either to induce older
workers to retire or as a reward for long service. Sup-
plemental benefits from the private pension help to fill
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Chart 5 Monthiy benefits under private defined benefit pension plans: Distribution of participants
assuming earnings of $30,000 In the final year of work, medium and large firms, 198i
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the gap during the period between retirement and the

start of Social Security payments. Generally, supple-

mental payments end when Social Security payments

begin (either reduced payments at age 62 or full bene-

fits at age 65), and the reduced pension is then payable

for life. (At least half of the retirement pension for most
employees in this study will be Social Security pay-

ments-see section on replacement rates.) Other em-

ployers elect to offer similar incentives outside of for-

mal plan provisions to employees who retire within a

specified time period."

Disability retirement (table 60). A career-ending dis-

ability may entitle an employee to a pension before the

normal retirement age. If the disability satisfies the plan's
definition of total disability, pension benefits often be-

gin immediately. When an employer provides other

sources of disability income, such as long-term disabil-

ity insurance, the disability retirement benefit might be

deferred until the other forms of income have ceased.
Eighty-five percent of pension plan participants were

covered by disability retirement provisions in 1985.

Each year since first tabulated in 1980, employees in

plans with immediate disability retirement have out-

numbered those in plans with benefits deferred to nor-

mal or early retirement age. The latter, however, in-

creased by 10 percentage points over the period to 40

percent of the pension participants in 1985.
Seventy-nine percent of the production workers with

disability retirement coverage were iu plans with im-

mediate benefits. White-collar workers with disability

benefits in their pension plans were more likely to be
in plans with deferred benefits. Workers with deferred

benefits were usually given long-term disability insur-

ance (LTD) benefits which typically provided 50 or 60

percent of earnings at the time of disability; this was

more than that generally provided by pension plans

with immediate disability retirement.' Furthermore,

most deferred retirement benefits were greater than im-
mediate pensions, primarily because the time during

which LTD benefits were paid was typically added to

an employee's length of service for computation of pen-

don benefits. (See Chapter 3 for details of LTD bene-
fit plans.)

Requirements for disability retirement were usually

based on specified years of service such as 10 years or

more. Sixteen percent of the participants, however, had
no age or service requirement for disability retirement,

and 20 percent had to meet the qualifications for the
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LTD plan, which usually had a minimal service
requirement

Postponed retirement (table 61). Employees who con-
tinue on the job after age 65 rarely receive private pen-

sions before retirement. Moreover, postponed retire-

ment is rarely fully reflected in the size of pension bene-

fits by both crediting the service after age 65 and ad-
justing pensions upward for the shorter retirement pe-

riod. Nevertheless, slightly less than one-half of the par-
ticipants were in plans that made some allowance for

postponed retirement.
Thirty-nine percent of all participants were in plans

with benefit formulas that included credit for service

after age 65; 20 percent were subject to limits on the

number of credited years (frequently, only years up to
age 68 or 70). A number of plans with earnings-based
benefit formulas recognized earnings levels after age

65, even when service was not credited for these years.
Production workers were more likely than white-col-

lar employees to receive full credit for service after age

65. Collectively-bargained multiemployer plans, ac-
counting for 8 percent of blue-collar participants, fre-

quently provide for employer contributions to the pen-
sion fund for covered employees regardless of age.

In contrast to early retirees, who typically receive

reduced pensions over an extended time period, late re-

tirees seldom receive pensions that are increased to
compensate for the shorter time they will draw bene-

fits. Only 8 percent of the participants were in plans

that actuarially adjust the size of pensions or increase
the payment by a specified percentage for each addi-

tional year of work beyond the normal retirement age.

Postretirementfpension increases (table 62). Inflation can

severely erode the purchasing power of a fixed pension

throughout a worker's retirement years. Forty-three
percent of pension plan participants were in plans which
increased pensions for current retirees at least once dur-

ing the 1980-84 period. Most of these increases were
discretionary, or ad hoc, rather than automatic adjust-

ments. The amounts of ad hoc increases were not di-
recDly linked to a cost-of-living index. Instead, retirees'
current pensions were usually increased by either a per-

centage varying by the length of retirement, or a dol-

lar amount per year of service. The latter type of in-

crease more often affected the pensions of production
workers, and frequently resulted from collective bar-

gaining agreement provisions.
Since the survey reports only the number of current

employees covered by pension plans and not the num-

ber of retirees, it cannot specify the proportion of an-

nuitants actually receiving postretirement pension in-

creases. A rough measure of the incidence of postretire-
ment increases among pensioners can be derived by as-
sminig that the number of retirees is proportionate to
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the number of active plan participan
percent of the pension plan participa
granting ad hoc increases, it can be as
two-fifths of the retirees received pei

The same approach was used to es
pension increases. For each plan gran
crease during the 1980-84 period, the a
was computed using three retiremet
and 15 years) and two monthly pensi
and S750) in effect on December 31
creases were then averaged, using as
ber of active workers participating
veywide estimates for each example.
tabulation below, the length of retiren
cant factor in determining the size c
ments, with larger increases paid tt
longest Also, where maximum incr,
fied, retirees with higher original pe
percentage increaes

MoAth& penn en
D ter 3). 1979

DM:
Avereae pessonn eabter 31 .....
Pernt daa D bemner1. 1979-4 .....

a750:
Av~ e~d rr .o. De-abe 31,1984 ......

ts. Thus, since 41 separation, workers have a vested right in all or a sig-
nts were in plans nificant portion of their accrued pension benefits and
sumed that about may begin receiving benefits years later. Although all
nsion increases. pension participants are entitled to vested benefits un-
tinate the size of der ERISA, some variations exist as to when this oc-
ting an ad hoc in- curs Most pension plans require 10 years of service be-
Lmountofincrease fore benefits are guaranteed. While over two-thirds of
nt periods (5, 10, the participants were covered by the 10-year rule re-
on amounts (S250 gardless of age, one-sixth were affected by the plan
1 1979. These in- sponsores right to exclude years of service before a
weights the num- specified age in determining vesting eligibility.a
* to provide sur- Unreduced vested pension payments begin at a plan's
As shown in the normal retirement age, based on the benefit formula in

sent was a signifi- effect when an employee left the plan. Also, terminated
of pension adjust- and vested participants can receive a reduced pension
t persons retired under a plan's early retirement provision if the partici-
eases were sped- pant had snafied the corresponding service require-
nsions had lower ment when leaving the plan.

For terminated and vested employees who wish to
receive a pension beginning at the early retirement age,

Yea ofln the benefit must be at least the actuarial equivalent of
5 10 15 what would have been received starting at age 65. Al-

though under ERISA the reduction factor used in de-
S286 S306 5322 termining the pension for a terminated employee can

14 29 be more severe than for early retirement, the same fac-
tor was used in plans covering 77 percent of the par-

..S28 3929 S tidipants with early retirement provisions.

The BLS Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage
Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI-W) rose 41 percent
over the 5-year period studied." For retirees in plans
with ad hoc adjustments, and with monthly pensions
and years of retirement shown above, average adjust-
ments were two-thirds or less of the price rise.

Only about 4 percent of all participants were in plans
that provided for automatic increases in pension bene-
fits to compensate for increases in the cost of living. In
most instances, the cost-of-living-adjustment formulas
provided for benefit adjustments proportional to in-
creams in the BLS Consumer Price Index. Neverthe-
less, ceilings on individual increases limited periodic
adjustments to 3 percent or less for most of the cov-
ered workers. Nearly anl of the affected participants
were in plans calling for annual adjustments. Lifetime
ceilings on increases were uncommon.

Vrsing (ruble 63). Even when an employee leaves an
employer without qualifying for either a normal, early,
or disability retirement benefit, a pension may ultimately
be paid. If certain conditions are tsfied at the time of

" Th rate t -e e de by diviie g the aas9a aver-
ve CPI-W fbe 19u4 by nhe a ava CPI-W far 1979. For a
dion of pseiment n e Dwelo 0. Sai,
'a -en d t- nder fea Penadan PRa% MAfen L.
e Rkw, Steptbr 19s4. pp 3-s.

Perredirement surrivr benefits (table 64) ERISA also
requires the availability of a form of pension in which
at least 50 percent of the retiree's payments continue
to the spouse after the retires's death. When this type
of pension-called a joint-and-survivor annuity-is
paid, the employee will receive a lower benefit during
retirement since payments are likely to be made over a
longer period of time. When the retiree dies, the spouse
will receive part or all of the retiree's monthly pension
benefits.'

'7be Rtitnet Eqaity Ac at 1954. Sa ather p bvii,
aneaded IRSA by t.weeina from 25 to 21 the ge afte- wbicb --
piayets aaa enroB worka in dined befetI and dnead rantb-

oni pfa, sad aweeiag ftro 22 tD 18 the age afer ftdcb employ-
ea taunrs vntg rdni. tI ddit.Nt, the at _i tha the
pwse of der vestel etployee be enitled ta ariver he-

ats rerdls t age at deah Fer amoat pla, pvn of the at
were etee fer pla ye be _ng aftr Dtbe, 31, 19U4.
Sic dlline- fo, conptiane wean pead thbtght 1955, p-
ione ERISA al were etl in fectet a the ate etlmahat
-e ed. (CeIvay baaed pla nst tanply b y JanrY

1,1987.)
D JUSA I tha tbe aiot-ad v avnge betec

ftr tm ten em, a tht waiver tof the apn tnu t be eqaed
iwnt-g.& The R entt Eqlay At (ee fore. 22) ftrthre d
tern tha e e.veana c n he w ived anly ff both hobsDd ad
w pfe sn the written qt. Pr a . re naapiete deai.n of ar-
vivor beft, tee -fad Bel lai Any rahan, Suin Sposft
Beft in fPivte Pein t," Moduy Lhb Rer. AfrD 1984,
pp, 23-31.
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Joint-and-survivor annuities are based on an actuarial
or arithmetic reduction of the employee's pension. One-
fifth of the participants were in plans offering only a
joint-and-survivor option that provides a surviving
spouse 50 percent of the retiree's adjusted pension.
Nearly two-thirds of participants had a choice of two
or more alternative percentages (frequently 50, 67, and
100 percent) to be continued to the spouse, with cor-
responding reductions in their annuities

Preredtrement survivor benefits (table 65). Nearly all par-
ticipants were in plans providing for survivor payments
in case the employee died before retirement. Pensions
usually had to be vested before any death benefits were
payable.' For over seven-tenths of the participants, a
surviving spouse would receive an annuity equivalent
to the amount payable if the employee had retired on
the day prior to death with a joint-and-survivor form
of payment in effect. Most survivor pensions of this na-
ture were based on an early retirement benefit and were
provided at no cost to the employee. However, for 15
percent of participants (down from 24 percent in 1980),
preretirement joint-and-survivor protection involved an
extra employee cost and was available only if elected.
The cost was usually paid by the employee through a
small deduction in the pension ultimately payable to ei-
ther employee or spouse.

Employee contributions The employer paid the full
cost of defined benefit pension plans for 90 percent of
the participants Since 1980, the proportion of produc-
tion participants required to contribute to the cost of

i'ee lbobunie 22 for change reqsimd by the Retisesset Equwly
Ac.

their plan has risen from S to 10 percent Of the em-
ployees who had to pay part of the cost, virtually all
paid a percent of earnings. The majority of participants
in contributory plans paid one rate (usually 2 to 4 per-
cent) on earnings above a specified level, and a lower
rate (or frequently zero) below that earnings level. The
annual earnings level at which this break occurred
ranged from 53,000 to $39,680D, the Social Security tax-
able wage base in effect during 1985. Plans with vary-
ing employee contributions usually coordinate private
benefits with Social Security payments; as discussed
earlier, pension benefit rates used in these plans are
higher on earnings above the Social Security taxable
wage base. One sixth of the participants in contributory
plans paid a flat rate-none paid more than 3 percent.

Participation requirements (table 66). Two-fifths of the
employees with pension plans had immediate coverage.
Another one-fourth could participate regardless of age
but had a service requirement, seldom more than I year.
The remaining employees could not enter their em-
ployer's pension plan until they reached a specified age
and completed I year of service, the most restrictive
requirement permitted under ERISA."

Three-fifths of pension participants were in plans with
a maximum age, usually 59; beyond which newly hired
employees were not eligible. Maximum age conditions
are permitted under ERISA regulations as long as the
specified age is within 5 years of a plan's normal retire-
ment age.

Both minimum and maximum age provisions occurred
less frequently in plans covering blue-collar workers
than in plans for white-collar workers.

"S-ee aoViuie 22 egirding the R.6ietir t Equiy Acti rtchge
in ERtISA, effertive during 1985.
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TOM. 5. Oelwd' beei penIon p80,:Averae eplacmen rates for epcilu Mlb emnbg eNd yea of servic
meum. end large wans, Ins-Cmtnibou
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Tale 61. Defined be 0fit p PM=' Percen of
hiulhe l pw111u, by p Provsi for crt fora mvim after
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Table 2.Detotd beneit peso ply:' Pren O eE.be ho EIc 0 b phe nly o a d hoe powfee
mont uuad~ FrACEe ' mem anIend 1 b 1 USge l 1ad

1 1Ch . lf Tadlc 01 1 dxdm P0 .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _II__ _ _ _ 01.ho s . 0SI 30wft

Pnl d 0 ' h Ole. o l can
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$1014.0415000 .= : : 1 2 2 1
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P omd of 1aa ._ _ 1 __ _ D 10
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800_. 05old0 ateS
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Tabe 62. Defined benfit en ponse' Prcent of fbyM* p .Ib hI phlye gauthg ed hoc po*VrWO-
met mi1aty hiaseeem edined rgeflnns 186b-.Cll wed

1~~~~~ 1 mIo.l FP~4esaionuJ~nd Tect"Ca enaw Polchnkwft1ctwcuwdm I m uo1ait mo~wO I~erical I __I_____f

TolS -- 100 IWD 100 100

FI b f o u83 ........... ........ 3 3 6
lMm do nlt ..............._._... _ 3
Loe 10.00VW . .... . ......... I _ 2

S1a~t0 00__....._____ ... __. ,_........... 4' _ 1V1e014Wm- W.eI _ _ 0
Liam OmS20.00 I_
Vft by del of 11Ww __ _m

P. of __bw_ 33 36 38 28
1 e0 n..................... ....... 7 6 8 6
5.0 __ ... 2 I I 2
5S-7.4 .. _........ . 2 2 I I
758.. _______ 3 4 3 2
10.0 ________._ 3 2 0
10.1-14.9 I._.___
YI15l.04 ........... __.___ ................. I 1 IIN0 I I I 1
MWO thI l5. 0 0 0
Volt bydtol e iI ....tof... _ _ _ _ 17 18 21 14

Type of alr e not deltwn*a ..... .. _.... - - 1

1 pse Per yea of ao __.__ 37 42 44 31
W,, doiw 1a 1 2 I
Pau I tbw ___ 38 40 43 31

Lateo2_to__ 7 6 7 7
2.0 _. ..... s 8 5

... . ........ 0 0 0 _
30....... .... _ .............0. 4 S 6 2
4.0 .___._._ 3....................... _ _ 3 3
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Chapter 6. Defined
Contribution Plans

Fifty-three percent of the employees within the scope
of the 1985 survey (two-thirds of the white-collar
workers and two-fifths of the blue-collar workers) par-
ticipated in one or more defined contribution plans.
These plans, which are wholly or partly financed by
employers, are designed to provide retirement income
or asset accumulation, or both. Accordingly, for the
purposes of this survey, BLS classified all defined con-
tribution plans into one of two categories: Retirement
plans or capital accumulation plans. Retirement plans,
as defined in this study, do not allow withdrawal of
employer contributions until retirement age, death, dis-
ability, separation from service, age 59 1/2, or hardship.
Capital accumulation plans, on the other hand, impose
less stringent restrictions for withdrawal of employer
contributions Examples of these less stringent restric-
tions include permitting only I or 2 withdrawals per
year, or imposing a service requirement of 2 or 5 years
before withdrawal. "

Of the 92 percent of employees participating in re-
tirement (including defined benefit pension) or capital
accumulation plans, 71 percent were in retirement plans
only, 20 percent in both retirement and capital accu-
mulation plans, and I percent in capital accumulation
plans only (table 67).

As noted in chapter 5, 8 of 10 employees in medium
and large firms participated in a defined benefit pension
plan. But when defined contribution retirement plans
are considered along with defined benefit pension plans,
retirement coverage rises to 91 percent of employees.

Whether for retirement or capital accumulation, de-
fined contribution plans usually specify a contribution

-The 41-percent fgtr cited in the April 24, 1956 news relse,
*Retrnuent Covege Widesped in Mediumo nd Large Foes,
1955," USDL: 86-166, applied only to dertned contribution retire-
rent plans, as dermed later in this paragraph.

"aBLS med these defititions for analytic purposes, but it should be
noted that mat defined conibutbon plans can be med to provide
retirement iecone or cmulate financial aset. Cpital accumuna-
don phlns may provide retirement incmne, became withdrawals of
the employer's contnbutios are voluntary, not mandatory. Simil rly,
defined contribution retirement plans can be med to accumnulte at-
sets, becsame thew plain nearly always permnt pr-retirement with-
draweal of the employer's contributions (for eanmple, at ae 59 1/2,
upon termination of employmnent prior to retirement, or upon diabil-
ity). Many of these plns also penrit employem to receive a lunp

nm, rather than an nnsuity. upon retirement

rate by the employer, but not a formula for determin-
ing benefits, as in a defined benefit pension plan. In-
stead, individual accounts are set up for participants,
and benefits are based on amounts credited to these ac-
counts, plus investment earnings.

As shown in table 68, various types of defined con-
tribution plans are available for retirement and capital
accumulation purposes 27 percent of the employees
participated in savings and thrift plans, 24 percent in
employee stock ownership plans, 18 percent in profit
sharing plans, 4 percent in money purchase pension
plans, and I percent in stock bonus plans.' Another 3
percent of the employees were either currently pur-
chasing company stock, through payroll deductions, at
less than market price (stock purchase plans) or were
eligible to purchase stock in the future at a designated
price (stock option plans). Many employees participated
in more than one defined contribution plan (table 69).

Nearly seven-tenths of the participants in defined
contribution retirement plans had their benefits wholly
financed by the employer. In contrast, capital accumu-
lation plans were jointly financed for 84 percent of the
participants A large majority of capital accumulation
plans were savings and thrift plans, which involve em-
ployer matching of employee contributions.

Defined contribution plans typically supplement a de-
fined benefit or money purchase pension plan. For ex-
ample, 93 percent of the participants in savings and
thrift plans and employee stock ownership plans
(ESOPs), respectively, were also covered by a pension
plan. Because savings and thrift plans and ESOPs are
relatively recent developments, they have largely been
introduced into medium and large firms which already
had pension plans. However, half of the participants in
profit sharing plans did not have a pension plan. From
the opposite point of view, half of the employees with
pension plans also had one or more defined contribu-
tion plans. White-collar workers were more likely than

'A money purchase pension plao provides for a pension nomsty
or other formt of retirement ascomse that is dtertinsed by fixed con-
tnlmitsoo rates plan earnifig credited to the employee's Ecst. A
stock booss pao is a plan whereby the employcr or the employee
snt the employer jointly contribute to * nutn fnd which invents ta
varios *ecunt Proceeds fromu the investents are usuay paid to
the eployees io the form of coupany stoc Savngs ad thrift. enm
ployce sock ownrship. and profit sharing pI nre described later
in this chapter.
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blue-collar workers to receive a defined contribution
plan in addition to a pension. While five-eighths of
white-collar workers with pensions also had a defined
contribution plan, three-eighths of blue-collar workers
had such coverage.

Salary reduction plans (teb 70)
For the first time, the 1985 survey developed infor-

mation on salary reduction or 401(k) plans that allow
participants to reduce their current taxable income by
channeling part of their salary to retirement plans. As
provided under section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue
Code, income taxes on these employee contributions,
as well as on earnings of invested funds, are deferred
until moneys are eventually distributed. Consequently,
such contributions are referred to as being made with
"pre-tax" dollars

Twenty-six percent of all employees within the scope
of the 1985 survey were in plans with 401(k) features.
Thirty-seven percent of the white-collar and 14 percent
of the blue-collar employees participated. Two-thirds
of all participants (white- and blue-collar combined)
could elect to make their 401(k) contributions to an ex-
isting savings and thrift plan where the employer
matched at least part of the employee's contribution;
the remaining one-third of the participants were in free-
standing 401(k) plans (no employer contribution) (13
percent), profit sharing plans (16 percent), and money
purchase pension plans (4 percent)."

From a different perspective, 42 percent of all par-
ticipants in defined contribution plans could make tax-
deferred (pre-tax) contributions to their plan. The inci-
dence, again, was higher for white-collar (49 percent)
than for blue-collar (30 percent) employees.'

Savings and th"m plans
Just over one-fourth of all employees participated in

savings and thrift plans, the highest participation rate
among the defined contribution plans studied. These
plans were much more prevalent among white-collar
workers (39 and 33 percent, respectively, for profes-
sional and administrative employees and technical and
clerical employees), than among blue-collar workers (17
percent). Under these plans, employees contribute a
predetermined portion of earnings to an account, all or
part of which is matched by the employer. These funds
are invested in various ways, such as stocks, bonds, and
money market funds as directed by the employee or
employer, depending upon the provisions of the plan.

Ematatas i this prsgaph diuff frets the pl y flg
cited in the Aprl 24. 198, ses rlae "R.eti6eest Cveage
Wedprd in Mdist W Large Ft., 1985,g USDL: 8&166.

T1e Ry dEtmitted the aser of eploym Btusy cteib-
stins to fobeat.sdg 401(k) pla. It aso deraed te camber
pani-paicg m estployee-fcd pla alowing e-ployee cc-
bubtss with p dollar, be set thte nmber of uploy-es -
say mabagt seb coatbtis

Although usually designed as a long-term savings pro-
gram, savings and thrift plans allow for withdrawals
subject to specified conditions and possibly, penalties.

Eighty-ax percent of the participants had to meet an
age and/or service requirement prior tojo.ing the plan
(table 71). Seventy percent were required only to meet
a service requirement, moat commonly I year.

Emplyee con trihudoas (table 72-73). Savings and
thrift plans allow the employee to choose from a range
of possible contribution rates. A typical plan allows em-
ployees to contribute (in whole percentages) anywhere
from 2 to 16 percent of their income to the plan. One-
third of the participants could contribute up to 16 per-
oent of their earnings; 10 percent and 12 percent were
other common maximums

Two-thirds of the participants in savings and thrift
plans were aslowed to make pre-tax contributions, as
permitted by section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue
Code. Thirty-six percent were given the option to con-
tribute either pre-tax or post-tax earnings, while 30 per-
cent were required to make contributions on a pretax,
salary reduction basis A majority of participants in
plans mandating pre-tax contributions, however, were
required to contribute only an initial amount pre-tax.
For example, a plan may allow a maximum contribu-
tion of 16 percent with only the first 6 percent required
on a pre-tax basis.

Emnplyer matchimg cuntributions (table 74). Employers
provide an incentive for participation in a savings and
thrift plan by matching all or a portion of the employee
contribution and adding this amount to the employee's
account. Usually the employer matches a portion of the
employee's cotiribution up to a specified percent. For
example, the most common provision found in the 1985
survey was for an employer to match 50 percent of the
employee's contribution up to the first 6 percent. As-
suming the employee contributed 8 percent of earnings,
the employer would add 3 percent (50 percent of the
first 6 percent of the employee contribution). In con-
trast with these straight percentage matches, one-fifth
of the participants received matching contribution rates
varying by length of service. level of employee contri-
bution, or company profits.

Ivetment derionr (table 75). Ne-tenths of the par-
ticipants in savings and thrift plans were allowed to
choose how they wanted their own contributions in-
vested. Common investment vehicles offered by these
plans included company stock, common stock funds,
guaranteed investment contract government securi-
ties, corporate bonds, and money market funds. The
number of choices in these plans varied from two to
five or more, with three choices being the most com-
mon. Employees were nearly always allowed to split
their contributions among the various options offered
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and were allowed to change their investment choices
periodically.

Employees generally had less flexibility when it came
to employer contributions. Only about one-half of the
participants were permitted to choose how the match-

ing contribution was to be invested. Where no choice
was permitted, the plan typically specified that the

matching contribution was invested in company stock.

Vesting (table 76). Savings and thrift plans are subject

to ERISA vesting rules in the same manner as pension
plans. However, employers usually design savings and
thrift plans with more rapid vesting provisions. One-
fourth of all participants were fully vested immediately,
and most plans provided for full vesting at retirement,

death (for employee's survivors), or disability regard-
less of age or service. Class year vesting is the most
common method among savings and thrift plans. In

these plans, contributions for a particular year (class)
become nonforfeitable after a specified period of time-

usually 2 or 3 years. For example, employer contri-

butions made during 1985 would not vest until 1988.

Al vesting schedules apply only to the employer's con-
tribution, because employee contributions are always
100 percent vested.

Withdraaals and loans (table 77). Eight-tenths of the
participants in savings and thrift plans were allowed to

withdraw all or a portion of employer contributions
prior to normal payout (retirement, disability, or termi-
nation of employment). One-fifth, however, were only
allowed to withdraw employer contributions for hard-

ship reasons (medical, educational, home improvements,
etc.). Three-fifths of the participants could withdraw
for any reason. Half of the participants who could with-

draw for any reason were subject to a penalty-usually
suspension of employer and employee contributions for
6 or 12 months.

The ability of the participants to withdraw their own
contributions prior to retirement, death, disability, age

59 1/2, or termination of employment depends upon
whether the money was contributed pre-tax or post-tax.

Pre-tax 401(k) contributions are subject to IRS regula-
tions and can only be withdrawn for hardship. Post-tax

contributions are not subject to IRS hardship rules, and
many plans allow these amounts to be withdrawn for
any reason. However, a penalty in the form of a 6- or

12-month suspension from further contributions to the
plan is common.

Loan provisions applied to one-sixth of the partici-
pants, with one-half eligible for loans from their account
for any reason. Customarily, interest rates were set by
a specified economic indicator (U.S. Treasury bill, prime

rate, etc.) or at the discretion of the plan sponsor.

Dirtribution (table 78). At retirement, savingsand thrift
plans virtually always allowed for payout in the form
of a lump sum, lifetime annuity, or installments over a
specified time period. Many participants were given a
choice from among two or all three of these options.

Employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs)
One-fourth of all employees in medium and large

firms participated in an ESOP.' These plans, funded

entirely by the employer, provide employees with stock
in their company. The employer pays a designated
amount to a fund which is invested primarily in com-
pany stock and makes benefit distributions in either
company stock or cash. The vast majority of par-
ticipants in ESOPs were in payroll-based plans

(PAYSOPs). Companies receive a tax credit of up to
0.5 percent of the plan participants' payroll, for funds
used to purchase company stock to distribute to the
participants' accounts. Current law allows for these tax

credits through 1987.

Profit sharing plans
Eighteen percent of all employees had profit sharing

plans in 1985. There are three types of profit sharing
plans-cash plans (covering I percent of the workers)

deferred plans (14 percent), and plans that offer a com-

bination of cash and deferred benefits (3 percent). In a
cash plan, benefits are paid directly to the participants
in cash, usually at the end of the year, while a deferred
plan holds money in employee accounts until retirement

or another condition stipulated by the plan (disability,
death. etc.). In a combined plan, the employee usually
has an option to take a portion of the profits in cash
and put the rest into a deferred account Twenty-two
percent of participants in profit sharing plans could

make voluntary pre-tax 401(k) contributions to the plan.

"hids propori i limited to plat whe nook wa cedited to

noptoyre aost dnina 1985.
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Table 67. RetIrement and capital accumulaWo plan
conerager Percent of full-tlme employeee by participaioon In
retIrement plans and capital accumulatIon plane, medIum
and large firms, I985

Prf as-_
aional Techni-

Typ. o plan AU em- and cal and Pmrduc-Type o~f plan apby s dminis- clhncl fon an-
moWv employ- ploy..

-epby- ma

Tot ..................... .... 100 100 100 100

Coverd by retarement or capital
accumuation plan ......................... 92 94 94 90

Reatbreninti only ......................... 71 65 68 77
Captal accumubabon' only ........... I ) )
RetIrement and capitol

acc tin ........................ufat .n. 20 28 25 13

Not coraed by rtremant or capItal
aemtdatiorn plan .......................... 8 6 6 10

* Incdudas defand beneflt penaion pilns and deafnd contribotlon plans
auh n mnoney purchase pensin, profi sharing, savings and thrift stock
bonus, and employaa stock rs dprsiP plans in which employ., cortnrb-
hts msnt remin In the perticpans account unIl ratioenent age, death,
disabliy, separaton tromt seric, age 59 1/2, or hardship.

I ncludes plans In which employar conortiutlons may be itdron
bom prhicipnems acount prior to rarnac-t age, death, diasbility. sWpar
ion fron aM c, oge h9 1/2. or hardship Exduden pots cash proft
sharing, stock option. and stock purchase plans.

La.ls than 0.5 perrantL

NOTE: Because of rounding, sums of individual sma mny not aquad to
tals.

Table 68. Defined contributIon and atock plans: Percent of
tUh.late employees participatIng by type of plan, medium
and large firms, 1985

Ploet-
slosal Tachni-

All n- ard cal and Pnrduc-
Type of plot eply... adrnise dlancal htont-

athva employ- ployeea
employ. msa

Money purchase pend on ........ . 4 5 5 2

SAng oand ift ........................ 27 39 33 17

Profith g . ....................... 18 19 22 16
Immedite cash only .................... 1 2 2 1
Oeferred banef only .................. 14 15 17 13
Combination ........................ 3 3 5 3

Employee t-ockoworahip ................- 24 29 28 19
Par"f based emply- *t.c

onship ........................ 2 27 26 ls
Other ......................... 2 2 3 1

Stock bonus .............. I........... 1 1 1 )
Stok oprion ad stock poch . ..... 3 3 3 2

The total may be less gml the um of the I ndid tans because
oame eirpkys parhofyate in more than one type of proM shadng plan.

Lesc i 0.5 perent

NOTE: Because of n xodn, Soon of ndidued itherns nay not equal to-
tells

Table 69. RetIrement and capital accumutatlon plana:
Percent Of tall-tIme pertilcpants by combinatbron of plane,
medium end large firma, 1965

slonal Techni-
Type of plan All par. andis c t hPodpucr-

ticipento Satmire lartici- ticn pavtb nh ce pharwc bMit

pus

Total ... .. . 100 100 100 100

Delind benelth or money purches
pension ......................... S 90 91 00

With:
No othar plan ........................ 45 33 35 57

Proft sh ring ......................... 5 6 9 2
Seinapnd otift ...................... 15 22 19 9
s ............. t........... 9 10 II 8
Prolt sharing and

savings... 1.......................... 1 t)
Proft ahranng and

stock . 4 3 4 4
Savings and slocke ................... 11 10 12 a
Tea or more steak'

plans.C)............... I C)n C
Other cornbinmatons (.)I 1 1 C)

Prom sharing. .......................... 9 7 11
With:

No other plan ......................... 7 S S 9
Saving nd thrilt ...................... 1 1 1
S ~k1 ............................... 1 1 1I
Savongs and tock' ................... ) )
Two o orme stck'

pl ns ........................ C.. ) 1 1 .)

Savings and thrit ........................ 1 2 1 )
with.

No othar plan ..................... 2 1
Stock' .C................. C) C) In

Stock' plan ............. . 1 1

No other plan ............ C.. ) 1 1 C.)

Exdudes pun cash pinto shhdng plans.
Employee Stock Ow-Trship Plans (ESOPs). including Payroll Based

Employee Stock Ownaer p Plans (pAySops). and stock bon. plans.
Lae, than 0.5 perceL

NOTE: Because of rounding. wms of indivul Oems n may not equl to
tls. Oeah indicates no employma in this category.
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Table 70. Saary reduction plants Percent of ful-time
employee participating In plans permittIng employee
contrtbutlone with pre-tax dollars - sectIon 401(k) plane,
medium and large firma, 1985

Protes.
ainul Ted-

Itan, 4 an,- M cal ad ProdcahemeAeee trtv teall aem
noonv employ- ployne

employ- aes

Percent of all aeiploykat in plI-e
ath 401(k) featues ......................... 26 40 34 14

Type of 401(k) Platn

Total . .......................... 100 1O 100 100

Free *ndkg pml' ........................... 13 12 12 15
401 (k) conubton a made to at

5ns ttnd tlitt plPan ........... 68 72 63 66
Protitthangy pha ...................plan 16 12 20 17
Monny pcfhe en pn 4 4 4 2

* Employer contcutions ere not made to the plan.
' Tatedtions sheaw percent of emplyees ponidpapong in plans to which

they my mke cAn. t rItions wth pre-tao doWI-m Not oI panicipnt. may
elect to make uch euntbutifns.

NOTE: OscBuoe of rounding. ma of indrinal - may net equ1 to-
ts.

Table 71. Savings and thrift plane: Percent of full-time
participants by age end length-ol-service requirements for
participation, medium and large firms, 1985

Profes-
ainul Tedn-

Age and sanuce reqremmo , P. arid -c and Produc
pr_.n,' ciptintadnron- debut toll Par-

c ns tie part t i- lants
pteroci- punts
pants

To . .......................... 100 100 100 100

With mrimumo apg end/or etensc
requirement ........................... 86 4 07 88

S3mce reqhrmnt only ........_ . 70 69 70 73

3 montho ..................... 8 0 a
yert. 4.. 40 ........... 4 46 5

25-35 mantts . . ') 3) 6)
3 years .. 2 4 2 4 2

Age20 or less ........................ 4 4 4 5
Nn service req remat . ................. ) ) ) -
1-3 y .on...tl..ofe.. ce ................. 2 2 2 2
t year . 2 2 3 2

Age 20' .it. .............. i2 ) 13 t

No srvice reqiremnart ...... ) C) C)

-monIhs otvere 4f .4............ 2 2 4 3
1 year ................... 0.......... 2 3 5
Ovr 21 .yar . ................. 1 1 2 1

Withort nomum age anid!or
ce rqremenl .......................... 14 16 13 12

If a plan had alternae paticpation requirements noe " iof wich ma
seice only fthl st-ice only reqluirement ens tabctuted
' Le than 05 plrcent.
iThl Rentremet Eqcilp A 01 100 1984 requiieo that, tor pia ye..s begil.

rtngotn 0r 1t.~ Jarury t, 1905. nearly eli pi~an mut id1om pathopuhu
to rcil-crme lmptoyeen alo hrae reached age 21 and who ha-l completed

one lln ol serice Plans may impose a selae lequiromrt 01 up tothrle year- o i the mpIyens nested immediately upon p.cipation. Ala,
coectively bugairnd plans need not comply url tho eoher o0: 1) The en-
pat on dete of the coltectivtn brgatinin agrteement, or 2) Jaunary 1. 1987.

NOTE: 6cause of r Joting. Wsu of ixividual iten mapy nt nqual t
ltt. Dash indicates n emPloyes in thi category.
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Table 72. svbng and rft plIWW Parcant of ftll-tlme
partIcIpants by maximum allowable employs contrlbution,'
medium and large fIrm 1985

Protes-
6onal Tncbl

alloer~tail ~Pmtior9 MPer. a04 cal and Prodoc
Mard.-m tlble cudotontd Otlaf admf tlal teon par~0ta0 5 0 0 ps

Wparo

Tota ....... .... 100 100 100 100
Pecrot of eo earrng-

Lo aVW S percent . .. ) .) 0..
Sp r-nt .. .. ) o')..
6 perc ..t 3 3 2 5
7-9 percent 2 2 2 2
10 pe ..e.t 17 1i 17 20
11 peroart 3 3 4 1
12 panent 12 13 14 6
13-14perent 6 0 6 6
15 pcont . 11 9 3
16 pe.cent 32 30 31 37
17-19 per t 6 9 6 6 6
20 percent gater 3 7 0 3

Speofid dolsa, oourt 2 0 1 5

' Inclus.0 tb. oxd w y not be rndled bpy the eploym.
't fam n cond by plarticiarrl lergth of asoI.. e, or bol, the

hgh pcentage m talolat0d.
' 01,0 0.5 p.hnO. .L

NOTE: Becase of ncrr, mnot s1 ofolMPalems may rot equal to-
,MS.

Table 73. svIngs and trtt pne Percnt Of 11O-1bm
participants by provision. for pre-tax employee conribu-
tions,' medium and large Wrms 19N5

sonal Tedm-
rand .caWl end Prod-

lter. ,All par ado de-al bon PV-
ti tath's pe1J& br0t

Parii Pat
Pants

Total ............................................

Pe-tao co-co ulb or dlowed ......

AN ceob*ra-a rMW~ be

pn~te t ....................................

percet ...............................
6 parcont ................................
ocr 9 percent ........................
Io P.t ................................
II ptt ...............................
12 pete.............................
15 s 1 M ........................ .....
15 percent .............................
Grter than 16 percent
speneo dc4ar eount

tnioal oobibtons mu0 be
poe-tao ......... , _

Mamum pre-ta contlbtlo

4 p et .................................
s p M .................................
6 percet .................................
7 prcent .................................
8o 9 p0 t ........................
l0 peatn ...............................
12 perOent .............................
2.01 -1499 percent ............

15 peret ...............................
16 pecent ... ...........................
Gt eatr then 16 pt rcent

Conttatarre 1 be petao at
ftheno; s op" .............
Maomum pe-tao contriuon

is:
Les, tft. 5 p ent ..............

percent ..............................
6 pecnt .... .
7 p et .................................
6 pe t .................................
9 pe ent .....
10 Percent .............................
12 pa t ...............................
13 p-Cam. .............................
14 p t. ...............................
I5 paC.t ......... ......... ............
10 percent ...............................
B ercent ....

Specdte dollar ..ount

Pwe-tee conribions not dmed....

100

65

13

C1)

32

11
1

i7

^1
14

2

.36

(0)

6

,33

3

2

2

35

100

73

14

03

4

12

18

1I

14

2
12

41

2
5

3

2
2

27

100

65

14

2
12

12

18

2
332

24

13

33

2
8

2

100

s10

3

12

0

2

14

1

05

C2
32

32

8

4

2

I I

II

' P-tao Contbution re ad und rnte tcoan 401Ok1 of thP InlOal
Renen Code.
' 0 O*e m 0W.. by pwrlcoant's lergtl-of-enlce. age, 00 bot0 thP

None p pena me talulated
' Le VWh 0.5 p
* Catouknt amcdmum the npoe-tax lel e dmd oi post-

tAo bti
.b ml plem all omllue map bs e 00be 0 Potao 0 poCt-tao at

tPm a ploy" option a In h. rmeso. en WM Contribution muat be
on a poet bas. f a ctxice btween ptao xrd post-ta conta-
Inee br hi0, Xmneo In the cseCoe Pm bone pestePtop enotabe
tor poem monenono fles h een WAAlat.

NOTE Becaue4 ofl=Kft wom of ttonra Oem maq not equal to-
tal Dea hlcate 00 rwicyese hd 0 o h tlimc.
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Tabe U4. SavkWg rind Uni ptwm P crm. of tul-tb.. " il1pll by Provision for a picyar motcftIl conlotutios
meim .d NW Wwn 1965,

Etltlyg -95lo. u~le' Tta 2p~I eo 5&o0 t79.0. P 00.01] Vn~

Towa ..... ... 100 3 53 9 9 IS 19

up to9 vlofst

3 p mo o . ........... I I -2 -24 PesN .9 ............. 5 1 3 C)I - C5 Pa .o -_.. ........ 14 C) 5 I 2 2 46 9 m . ............... 52 2 27 I 3 7 117 Po. ... . .... 5 - 31 -I -

9 P.. .0 .. .......... . - - -- C10 9o em .. .. 3.. .. 2... ...... . 3
GlawO wn IO ~lpo. ..- I - - -I -SpeCifieddoes,a-owo.... ... 9 - 9 C )-C

p ftni~mwe NWa9~sbfn

Tow .............. .. .. 100 3 45 9 I19

Up to9the lost
2 pe o.m . .............. C C
3 P.009 ................ 4 C)1-2-1

Syopow --- .... ..... 1? C)9 3 3 4Op teI ................... 54 2 27 I4 12 97 PWc.. ............. 6 -3 3 I

9 Po . ...... ... ..............
10 9om m.................. 3 I) I - MCG'0549mm00O9peacs. 1 - - -I -SPS.W odcbonf & M ......... I --- C) -)

TOW ....................... 100 3 005 12 9 195

Up to the flot
2 pa ent. .................. 2 I3 p~om .. ................. 5 C )3-2
4 0.000 .................. 1 3 C)1 )0 po d......... ......... 13 C)5 1 2 2 3Olu P o .5 ................. 2 2 31 I 4 4 9? palomn ................. 4 -2 2 -I-

p0o' d................... 4 -2 I In C9 po'oo t................... I - --- I-l0 poro ......... 3................ 3)
Gr.RW th. 10 p . . . .- ......- I

Osmpeowdomsaoms.o ....... 0 -0

TOWa ..... ................. -- 100 5 59 2 3 5 24

23 29 3) - 243pm- ..0 ... . ........ . 4 2 3 -I -2

5 P m ~~~10 C) 5 CC)I5
a pow .. ..... 48 2 23 I 2 5 147 p m s.... .. 5 - -C

5 pa .0. - I )
l0 powol .- ... 3 -3 C

Gso0o. tPIr. C)' l - - - CSP= s.s.. 9 - 17 I - -

E-Oftoee ouy C955kM. a w. of malay up1 I, auifednu.. bxkdss Ps0.Oap h~dil my by WqM~ of a-Am~ M of cla-sel (see t~f 72Y.ea~. 08 0 O~ 10909u ID be nufdled by ow1 ;"ope 001590190.1. 0 o.14nuyey O9Polomows 9 m. 0.1 neo if the rne00o~ os by pa,"moeff Lms 91.1. OS pm9
WiMgd-.soo. qe. 0 boO1. VW higiee poe*Ie pw.0w.tp~ wa
Ifildelmd NOTE. 9000.0.of rwKWl*1 a-Oe ON kwko19a 0etm0 11,,. eVla71,905.19 Of I l00l~e 02)950 r00 b59590n1 Idded by 001 k945k Dauh klliO l e 00 in.sye ft 0 ca0019..
OD09.5 90O0. 0.0 IP~dfed a NA~,sx wnWs 0041lo00 o091bu9w
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Tate 75 Sa end trlft plKal Prcn Of fLthn partICkltS by povi~on for hrwalnwf of esployerwrd esploys

con ml meI&= d 1e lM, 1ins

A3 Prolosenrat and udrlatw- Tedaalat and d onat

Ch _cersi
Enolfol Entloyo Enel E.pOY- E.doyew Emloyee En.Opld En

lawftwowbudcacatlel 1wbb .lfl~a odAwa cwfb

Total p. PlansdP.g At

doos by oy .. ........................ 49 0 5 92 45 91 39 85

b rusbo -

Total . . .. .| . 100 100 100 100 100 100 10 0

Cortp"y stsok 61 70 64 70 so es 66 74

Cnon ock hi;;nd 65 74 94 62 87 74 64 65

Corpoto bOoda 34 30 26 29 38 32 45 30

Dotmed m of and bonds 13 13 13 1e 13 13 11 10

G-e-,! .not.b 42 35 47 41 35 26 39 32

G.-M-ed oa, C b 64 71 73 72 62 71 s2 69

Ma6 tmit nttt ...................... _ 23 21 22 25 26 22 22 15

' ............................ 4 7 3 6 7 5 4 10

tnvans~wtlc r dd ...ttooasn . .......... .I e) t) 2 1 (.

NW.. of d

To0 , . 100 150 100 158 0 15 165 109 190

Two .. .......................... 20 26 17 16 21 29 26 37

T e ........ ....................... 44 39 43 41 49 40 41 36

Fou ....... ..................... 24 26 30 34 18 22 17 20

Fjon ome.. . 12 9 9 9 d 9 9 9

Inostroamdscenodt nrat81I0 I I g 09 mg 2 1 I 0 0

' Excidos plns l ,nnao.. optn to pwtoiao 69 55 ' Less Mtun 0.5 peLI.
m6 ga-..
* rnotd plrdl0sh0 Of 6e Axe or oa.... real Stat NOTE: B666c80 of iltl 0wa0s oeotfw 0u 61t 1"01150

31n,90 0 d doepmto 0 a.04n oo smW 0oowt t01
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Tabie 76. Savings and thrift plana Percent of full-time
participants by type of vesting schedule, medium and large
firms, 1985

Prof us-
sonal Tacth,,

u pr nd cal ant d FraucTYP e 0f vestot 8cad .11a ti o du. adeas . cliical tarn p a.-
trat0v paro tio- b ft0
Ps~ii Pa
paras _

Tota .......... .00 100 100 100 too
Irr redate htt 1. .. 25 23 27 26C lltastontg' th ht w torgana 12 12 12 131-2 years ............................ 3 3 3 4

34 yers ... ........................... 2 3 2 ()5 Yawns ... . ... 4 2 2 6More ttan S5 yat, . . 3 3 5 2Gladwated wetong.' wdh htt 0508
at.oc ..... ..................... 28 28 30 244 or Inretyens .......... . 4 6 4 1Syr. .... I..................... 16 1i 18 116 9 ynsa, ......... ............... 4 2 3 a

More than 10 ypars 3 2 5 2CLt yrSting.o ail, each clw hdy
verted a05t ......................... 37 39 34 38Iy ear ........................... 3 2 2 4

2 " " .. .... .............. ....... 20 11 20 233 y . .ra .......................... 10 14 8 6tortooha3 yaa'rs ............ 5 4 4 6

BScsaue pta. nay adopt aote-rore ntosfng achwols. 00s01 of par.tlipeIP rcoverad by irndoidol cofing wcJldubs nay 00001 100 parorat.U nlde, a 100f roshng achadul.. an orployeu J. not 005004 to anlybenaefts acotio t 00d10 tha plan un0 il 0a0t00 08 t hlsa req'OrrMona to, 100

Lerss th0n 0.5 perrnct
Gladootad ostorig Ochadoles 0010 an -mploye risght. to a grodoalyirfcrerSirg 0a1r1 of a-crted bonet., detemirmd by yeaus of earvkc erde.?ntourlly reads,

9 100 perceant vostorfig 0a1
Under clactt yeo tig. emptoyers =rA,, tOr a puti.cutY ar 101000) b100001 ront01 0 it.0 1.h alto, salsl gyl ingvhr req ot re ~menSuoineqont years bDcorr Ily h osted as each class mrtura. Incouded1h.80 ue class year whdulrd with both graduatad and 0liff 0thning fea.U.005

Table 77. Savings and thrift plartn Pcent of full-time.
participants by provisions for withdrawal of employer
contrhbutlons prior to diaabillty, retirenent, or termination ofemployment, medium and large firms, 1915

Profile
$kan1 TerI..

Mpar. and 0,0ar1 Pnodec.I-east restrictwa pmon AP., pa d-. Clrica ad onr Pr-

Ongarts pnti

pents
Total . .. 100 100 100 100

With xth.awa p ,ov ...ors .. 80 82 81 78

For hardlio .r.ors' .. . 19 19 22 17Fud Mdr5.a.W no penalty 13 12 le 10Full towrl, wlh p-lty 3 3 2 4Parial withdrwai, no peaaly. I 1 1 -P.rWal wiadshal aith
PnFalty .. .. .. .. *Notdet. e .......... _ 3 2 2 3

F. -ry rasson ................ 61 63 59 elFol rthdraal noapenaVy. 29 28 28 32Fu Ihrid0 a wlh ft penalty 30 32 29 28
partal w-th rl.no pnay. I I I _Not entWnare . ... I 1 2 (r)

Witloot aithdaj priions.......... 20 1s 1 9 22

Co4n oroyasioesd reasons tor thd-ral daarr: ice or tapsrof p "n~ roolnc.- dh5cahion Of -0 olmadrta laripY nfte death orllr in 010 lt.miky or suden ur0urrd bou.
L L0 100n 0.5 parotr1

NOTE 6ucau 01 roming, an, of inoduj0h la, or na t equal to-t2.h Dash irotaa to asylays in afthh Mty.

Table 78. Savings and thrift plan, Percent of ful-time
participants by method of distribution of account atretirement, medium and large firma 1985

Prolas
Moral Tdrn.

Mothods of dro0Ut.oo *valebb 118 p.- r cal a d Prodwc
,ond oad.i.- Plc tiri M.s

haP P00b-10,01tWe paroc.tas

pants
Total .......... 100 100 100 100

Cash distftaion' ........................... 9 8 W9 100
bLotos.at arrouty linclodro

lorot-eod-scroor errr~tl ....................... 923 2d 30 30L rarM s ....................... 5 1Luooqss~n . um 00.................... 9 3 99 e 3 100
Stock da£thbo orV ....................... 1 1 I

Not detw-nabbe .......................... .) )

Tte total as b 010, ~the talt rum oltae b -of d al iteas baoa m abrtysPacnpbst are offraed optional fontls oflrash dirohbehton.
8oEmploysr aod ntPioyoa crtuotrem 80 ortad ably in '..pany

stock. 01, as tuddtctasicaop dirbutad Wm0 ratirement 80 tnrtatiom, 0am,9lo rmt. Stoa noy also be dobutotad undar patar pMoovkinto cash

Leal thral 0.5 percent

NOTE: Because of roradng. aott, Of i .r 0000, nay ne e rea to.
Wab

s0
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Chapter 7. Other Benefits

In addition to the major benefits discussed in previous
chapters, information was collected on a number of
other benefit plans, such as subsidized meals, nonpro-
duction bonuses, and recreation facilities. The data on
these benefits show the percent of workers eligible for
a specific benefit, but do not indicate the proportion of
employees actually taking advantage of such benefits.
Generally, benefits were provided to all or none of the
workers in an employee group (professional and admin-
istrative, technical and clerical, or production workers)
within an establishment (table 79).

Automobile parking (provided at no cost or below
commercial rates) and full or partial payment of edu-
cational expenses were available to at least three-fourths
of the employees. Travel accident insurance and em-
ployee discounts on purchases of the employer's goods
or services covered half of the employees of each group.
Among the benefits surveyed, eligibility was lowest for
supplemental unemployment benefits, subsidized com-
muting to and from work, child care, prepaid legal
services, and company-sponsored reimbursement ac-
counts for payment of items such as medical expenses
not covered by health insurance. Child care (full or
partial defrayment of the cost of nursery, day care cen-
ter, or babysitter for employee's children) was available
to only I percent of the workers.

Incidence of several benefits differed markedly by
employee group, with a larger proportion of profes-
sional-administrative employees usually covered. For

example, full or partial payment of relocation expenses
for transferred or newly hired employees was available
to four-fifths of the professional-administrative employ-
ees but to only two-fifths of the technical-clerical em-
ployees and one-fourth of the production employees.
Severance pay was available to three-fifths of the
white-collar employees, almost twice the proportion of
blue-collar employees covered. Travel accident insur-
ance, financial counseling, subsidized commuting, and
company sponsored reimbursement accounts were other
benefits almost twice as prevalent among white-collar
employees as blue-collar employees. Only supplemen-
tal unemployment benefits and prepaid.legal services
were substantially more common among blue-collar em-
ployees than white-collar employees.

For two benefits, the data distinguish between full
and partial defrayment of the cost of the benefit to the
employee. Fully paid relocation allowances, more com-
mon among eligible white-collar employees-especially
the professional-administrative occupational group, in-
cluded payments for moving and interim living ex-
penses, and the cost of breaking a lease or selling a
house. Employees with partial reimbursement for edu-
cation expenses outnumbered those with full reimburse-
ment by nearly 5 to 3 for white-collar employees and
2 to I for blue-collar workers. Full educational assis-
tance included total cost for books, tuition, and fees,
but not necessarily for worktime lost due to attending.
courses.
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Table 79. Other benelft Percent of full-tme employees
eligible for slecified benefits, medim and large firms,
1985

ian~~~~d

A ional Techni -pby-
B..M AU , ~and caW ard

40,Y ad- dr booA
eampb eealoy-

-M.Y ea
eeS

To o l.. 100 100 100 100

Ircomo ontoubn phlre
Savera payoa . 45 61 57 31

- -5
befs .. . a 4 3 13

Traponboo be-rft:
Par . .g 6. 6 62 77 92
Sobadoed oorml.... 0 5 a 7 3
Travel acd ionoame 52 72 63 36

Gins asd cash bonnet
Go . 14 14 14 14
Nooprodi b ..boroi ... 20 22 20 19

FinRmoa and lgal
FiRundal our..i ..g. 11 13 14 8
Pnpaidogala ~ .. 3 2 2 5

Miacel aooas benefis:
Employee dsc .uns.. 57 54 61 56
10h-se imy .ary. . 46 47 38 S0

reobtssemt a-oe c .... 4 6 5 2
Remeaot fatdies 33 37 31 32
Sl.deed meals 21 28 26 16
ChId ca.e 1 2 1 1
Relocation albeaoce

FodI daloaymeo of peraes 30 63 31 12
Partal delaynMs of

e5 ...... 13 19 10 12
Edocabonal a00tance0

Full defayt of e0eoao 27 32 32 22
PartiW dafrsyoMr o0

eotO .. . 49 54 52 46
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Appendix A: Technical Note

Scope of survey
This survey of the incidence and characteristics of

employee benefit plans covers private sector establish-
ments' in the United States, excluding Alaska and Ha-
waii, employing at least 50, 100, or 250 workers, de-
pending on the industry. Industrial coverage includes:
Mining; construction; manufacturing; transportation,
communications, electric, gas, and sanitary services;
wholesale trade; retail trade; finance, insurance, and real
estate; and selected services (table A-I).

Establishments meeting the minimum size criteria as
of the reference date of the sampling frame are included
in the survey, even if they employed fewer workers at
the time of data collection. Establishments found to be
outside the industrial scope of the survey at the time of
data collection are excluded.

Table A-l shows the estimated number of establish-
ments and employees within the scope of the survey
anid.,the number within the sample actually studied for
each major industry division.

Occupational groups
Data were collected individually for the following

three broad occupational groups:

Professional-administrative: Includes occupations that
require a foundation of knowledge in the theories, con-
cepts, principles, and practices of a broad field of sci-
ence, learning, administration, or management acquired
through a college-level education or the equivalent in
progressively responsible experience. Above entry
levels, the exercise of a high degree of creativity, origi-
nality, analytical ability, and independent judgment to
solve varied and complex problems in the field of work
is characteristic.

Technical-clerical: Includes office and sales clerical,
technical support, protective services, and other such
occupations that do not require full knowledge of a
professional or administrative field of work or the ap-
plication of a high level of creativity, originality, ana-

lFor thi suevey, an establistment is an economic unit which pro-
duced goods or serviems, . centra adninistrative office, or an auxil-
iary unit providing support services to . counpany. In monufacturing
industries, the estbaishment is usually . single physical location. In
nonsoanutfcturing industries, all locations of an individual company
writhin a Metropolitan Statisticat Ares (MSA) or within a nonasetro-
pohtan county are usually considered an estabtishment.

lytical ability, or independent judgment. Job perfor-
mance skills are typically acquired through on-the-job
experience and/or specific training which is less than
that usually represented by a baccalaureate degree.
These skills include the application of a practical knowl-
edge of established procedures, practices, precedents,
and guidelines.

Production: Includes skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled
trades; craft and production occupations; manual labor
occupations; custodial occupations; and operatives.

Excluded from the survey are executive employees
(defined as those whose decisions have direct and sub-
stantial effects on an organization's policymaking); part-
time, temporary, and seasonal employees; and operat-
ing employees in constant travel status, such as airline
flight crews and long-distance truckdrivers.

Benefit areas
Sampled establishments were requested to provide

data on work schedules and details of plans in each of
the following benefit areas: Paid lunch periods, paid
rest periods, paid holidays, paid vacations, paid personal
leave, paid funeral leave, paid military leave, paid jury
duty leave, paid sick leave, sickness and accident insur-
ance, long-term disability insurance, health insurance,
life insurance, and retirement and capital accumulation
plans.

Data were also collected on the incidence of the fol-
lowing additional benefits: Severance pay, supplemen-
tal unemployment benefits, employee discounts, non-
cash bonuses, nonproduction bonuses, relocation allow-
ances, recreation facilities, subsidized meals, educational
assistance, automobile parking, subsidized commuting,
travel accident insurance, financial counseling, prepaid
legal services, company sponsored reimbursement ac-
counts, child care, and in-house infirmaries.

SamplIng frame
The scope of this survey was the same as that of the

Bureau's 1985 National Survey of Professional, Admin-
istrative, Technical, and Clerical Pay (PATC). The list
of establishments from which the sample was selected
(called the sampling frame) was, therefore, the same as
that developed for the 1985 PATC. This sampling frame
was developed by refining data from the most recently
available State Unemployment Insurance (U1) reports
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Table A-1. Estimated number of estabtiahesents and workers within scope of survey and number studied, medium and isrge
firms, United States,' 1985

Minrimu Number of worAers in establishments

Indtry d-r? etab """ Nunber of Profe nal
within 'ooP. of estabhshnanes Technimd [ chncald roduacton

survey adninistrata cloncal

Within scope of ourcey

All industres ..................................... - 42,696 23,120,600 5.513.276 4,904,944 10,071,657

Manufacoting ........... '............................... 10D.250 17.7X0 11,644.567 2.721,391 1.654,133 6,943,863

Ncnrnanaacturing . .......................................... - 24,994 11,476,032 2.791,667 3,250.611 3,127,794
Minig ......... ................................. 250 557 475,911 102.819 54.436 315,776
Consaruction .......................................... 250 587 258,545 73,116 57.841 73,626
Transportation. cominunicasoss eletorc, gas, and ..

sanitary sa 0..................................... 10-250 4,395 2.665.526 616.552 661,124 1,098,026
Wholesale trade 100 5.09563.........................................X5,023 995.633 282,408 249,697 380524
Retail trnde 2507..........................................66 250 4 3607601 40633 575,799 1,085,766
Finance, insorance, and real estat ................................. 100 6.861 2.594,474 847.044 1,375,302 129.937
Selected saruices .. 10..........................................| 5 01 3,419 876,292 463,075 276.611 44.137

Studied'

All indostoes .1.325 4.283.802 1,1 89,825 952,324 1.020.669

Manoflactong ................ ............................ 100-250 625 2.488,897 726.487 388,526 1,344.267

Nonnranlacton.g ... 0................................. _ 7 1,794,905 463,336 563.798 470,421
Mining .......................................... 250 18 37,310 16,240 9.609 10,780
Cons. tcion 0........................................... 250 27 41.752 18,535 11,549 65434
Transponauion, connrunications, elcc, gas, and

sanitary service- ...- 6.................. .100-250 162 801,672 211,535 228,817 335747
Wholesala trade 100.........................9.... ...... |0 91 I 36.633 13,3859 11.167 10461
Retal trade ....................................... 250 142 365,160 38,218 78,157 95,127
Finance, insurene, and real estate 100 187 1346,163 118.940 200245 5,400
Selected senac.s . . . . .... .. 5o1. 73 8 66,215 46,891 24.254 8.466

E.clades Alaska and Hawaii. manufactanog idasrie
As defined in the 1972 edition of the Standard Industrl Classifiction * Minimum employment sice was 100 for railroad tranWonraon local

Manual, U.S Office of ManagementandBudget. lndustryd1ataashownfor and uburbas transit, deep sea foreign and domesto transportabon; Oir
iforma~lnnal purposes only and are subJect to larger than normal sample or transporttion: communications, eloctc, gas, and sanitry" sorvicas and
nIr. Sen sectio0 On reliability of estimates pipelines, and 250 for all other transportation indastha U.S. Postal

This figuro imladies outof -sope orkers. Thesa wohees-eoeuose Seivice is e.cluded from the survey
managemrant, part Sine, temporary. seasonal, and operating personnel In r Unsted to adrntisng; credit repofing and collection agenaes:
constant noel statue (e.g., aine pilobs-ahe ecluded from the coasts of comprelor and data processing services; researh and decelopmnnt
employmenm by occ-pamonal group. laboratories; commercial tfsingf labonatoes; management and public

Number of establishmeets and orkes shows within the scope of elahoro sorica; enginareng and architc.ural seraces; noncomrcial
the sureyare estates. These estmates dioor fron those de-eloped in research organnaionsi and accounting. auditng, and bookkeeping
the 1985 PATC rey., snce each e based on the findings of its seruices.
raspec-ie survey Minimum employment nice was 50 for accouting. nditing, and

Minimam employment e was 100 for chemical and allied producs; bookkeeping services; and 100 in all other solected serices.
petrolnam refrisog and related iidstaeu: iichinep nxcept electrial, These Store refer to all respondents to the surey, whather or not
electrical machineary. pauip-e and supplies, trhanspabon equipment they provded data for oil ites studied See the secton on surey
and instacoats and related prod-st. Minimam nice was 250 in all other response.

for the 48 States covered by the survey and the Dis- required for data collection. The sample of 1,5"9 estab-
trict of Columbia. The reference date of the available lishmentst was selected by first stratifying the sampling
Ul reports was generally March 1983. The refinement frame by broad industry group and establishment size
procedures included an effort to ensure that most sam- group based on the total employment in the establish-
pling frame units corresponded to the definition of an ment. The industry groups consisted of the eight major
establishment developed for this survey. (A small num- industry divisions, as defined by the Office of Manage-
ber of sampling frame units were not refined to corre- ment and Budget, which are covered by the survey and
spond to the definition of an establishment because of shown in table A-I.
limited company reporting ability.)

Sample design 'The number of sample ucots selected in this survey Is at present,
The sample for this survey was a subsample of the largely detenmined by resources and operational constrants and may

1985 PATC sample to reduce the costs and resources be adjusted op or down in future srseys.
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The establishment size groups are defined as follows:

Employnent sie
group

4.....

6...
5. .. .

8.. .
9.....

Is. ..

Esvbliuhmet
emnployment

50-99
I00-249
250-499
500-999

1,000-2,499
2,500-4,999
5,000-9,999

10,000 and over

The sample size was allocated to each stratum (de-
fined by industry and size) approximately proportional
to the total employment of all sampling frame estab-
lishments in the stratum. Thus, a stratum which con-
tained I percent of the total employment within the
scope of the survey received approximately I percent
of the total sample. The result of this allocation proce-
dure is that each stratum will have a sampling fraction
(the ratio of the number of units in the sample to the
number in the sampling frame) which is proportionate
to the average measure of size of the units in the stratum.

A random sample was selected within each stratum
using a probability technique to maximize the probabil-
ity of retaining establishments which were selected in
the 1984 survey.' This method of selection reduced col-
lection costs by decreasing the number of new estab-
lishments in the sample.

Data collection
Data for the survey were collected by visits of Bu-

reau field representatives to the sampled establishments.
To reduce the reporting burden, respondents provided
documents to BLS describing their retirement and capi-
tal accumulation plans and plans covering the four in-
sured benefit areas within the scope of the survey. These
documents included employee handbooks, brochures,
insurance policies, and summary plan descriptions that
employers are required to provide to employees under
ERISA. These were analyzed by BLS staff in Wash-
ington to obtain the required data on plan provisions.
Data on paid leave and other benefits generally were
obtained directly from the employers at the time of the
visit.

Data were collected during the months of January
through July, reflecting an average reference period of
March 1985. Respondents were asked for information
as of the time of the data collection visit.

Data tabulation
The tables presented in this bulletin show the percent

of employees who were covered by paid leave plans,

'Thins ethod oodifies tbe method introduced by Nathai Keyfiu
om Sampling oith Probabilities Propolionl to Si.e Adjusting for
Changes in the Probibilities," Joor-l of the A-.ao Sttatimol A,-
soriod, March 1951, pp. 105-9.

participated in insurance, retirement, or capital accu-
mulation plans, or were eligible for other benefits. Ex-
cept in table 79, counts of workers covered by benefit
plans included those who had not met possible mini-
mum length-of-service requirements at the time of the
survey. Workers were counted as participants in em-
ployee benefit plans that require the employee to pay
part of the cost only if they elected the plan and paid
their share. Plans for which the employee paid the full
premium were outside the scope of the survey, even if
the employer paid administrative costs. When tabulat-
ing the effect of retirement on life insurance and health
insurance coverage, however, cases where the retiree
must pay the full cost of the insurance were counted
since the guarantee of insurability at group rates is con-
sidered a benefit.

Most of the tables in this bulletin show the percent
of workers covered by individual benefit plans or plan
provisions. Percentages are calculated in three ways.
One technique, followed in tables 1-4, 6, 8, 10-16, and
67-68, shows the number of covered workers as a per-
cent of all workers within the scope of the survey. It
is designed to show the incidence of the individual em-
ployee benefit.

A second approach is followed in tables 7, 9, 20-27,
39-40, 42-44, 47-49, 54-55, 57-58, 61, 63-66, 69-74,
and 76-78. These tables show the number of workers
covered by specific features in a benefit area as a per-
cent of all employees who participate in that general
benefit area. They also answer questions concerning the
typical coverage provided to persons with a given in-
surance, retirement, or capital accumulation plan; for
example, what percent of all employees with health in-
surance receive dental coverage?

The third approach provides a close look at an im-
portant feature (tables 21, 28-38, 41, 45-46, 50-53, and
59); for example, what percent of all employees with
dental coverage in their health insurance are covered
for orthodontic work? Tables 60, 62, 70, and 75 com-
bine the second and third types above, indicating in the
first row of data the percent of persons in the benefit
area who have a particular coverage, while the remain-
der of the table is based on all employees with that
coverage. Table 19 uses a similar approach.

This multilevel approach has the advantage of clearly
pointing out typical benefit plan characteristics after the
prevalence of the benefit has been established. Any of
the second or third types of tables, if desired, can be

converted to the first type by multiplying each data cell
by the appropriate factors. For example, to calculate
the percent of all employees with orthodontic cover-
age, multiply the percent of those with dental plans that
cover orthodontia (table 33) by the percent of health
insurance participants with dental coverage (table 26),
and multiply that product by the percent of all employ-
ees who have health insurance coverage (table 1).
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Tables 5, 17-18, and 56 differ from other tables be-
cause they display average benefit values rather than
percentages of workers. These tables present the aver-
ages for all covered employees; calculations exclude
workers without the benefit.

Survey response
Each combination of occupational group and work

schedule or benefit area (e.g., health insurance for pro-
duction employees) was treated as an individual survey
and separate estimates were developed for each. This
treatment facilitated the use of partially completed es-
tablishment reports in the survey. Therefore, the actual
number of responses for the survey varies for each
combination.

The following summary is a composite picture of the
establishment responses to the survey:

Number of esrbhih-enwn.

In sample .......................
Oni of business and out of scope ......
Refusing io respond ................
Nonresponse oiher refusal ...........
Responditg fully than partially ......

1,509
43

123
15

I.325

There are two procedures used to adjust for missing
data from partial schedules and total refusals. First, im-
putations for the number of plan participants are made
for cases where this number is not reported (6 percent
of all participants in the 1985 survey). Each of these
values is imputed by randomly selecting a similar plan
from another establishment in a similar industry and
geographic region. The participation rate from the ran-
domly selected plan is then used to approximate the
number of participants for the plan which is missing a
participation value but was otherwise usable.

For other forms of missing data (or nonresponse), an
adjustment is made using a weight adjustment technique
based on sample unit employment. Under such a tech-
nique, a model is assumed in which the mean value of
the nonrespondents is equal to the mean value of the
respondents at some detailed "cell" level. These cells
are defined in a manner that groups establishments to-
gether which are homogeneous with respect to the
characteristics of interest. In most cases, these cells are
the same as those used for sample selection. The spe-
cific weight adjustments used in this survey were cal-
culated in four stages for each occupational group and
benefit area combination. This allowed a maximum
amount of data from partially completed establishment
reports to be incorporated into survey estimates. For
example, data on the number of an occupational group's
employees in an establishment or participants in a plan,
or information on the existence of a plan, could be used
even if the plan provisions could not be obtained.

Survey estimation methods
The survey design uses an unbiased estimator, the

Horvitz-Thompson, which assigns the inverse of each
sample unit's probability of selection as a weight to the
unit's data. The estimator is modified to account for a
weight adjustment factor developed during the adjust-
ment for nonresponse. The general form of the estima-
tor for a population total is:

n Y

iil P.

where n = sample size
y-= value for the characteristics of the ill unit
P the probability of including the ilh unit in

the sample

The basic form of the estimator, after modification to
account for the weight adjustment factor, fi, developed
during the adjustment for nonresponse, was:

ni ri Yi

y = E;
i=l Pi

where nI = number of responding units

fi = weight adjustment factor for the uh unit.

Appropriate employment or establishment totals are
used to calculate the proportion, mean, or percentage
which is desired.

Reliability of estimates
The statistics in this bulletin are estimates derived

from a sample of 1,500 establishments, rather than tabu-
lations based on all 43,000 medium and large establish-
ments within scope of the survey. Consequently, the
data are subject to sampling errors, as well as norsam-
pling errors.

Sampling errors are the differences that can arise be-
tween results derived from a sample and those com-
puted from observations of all units in the population
being studied. When probability techniques are used to
select a sample, as in the Employee Benefits Survey,
statistical measures called "standard errors" can be cal-
culated to measure possible sampling errors.

This evaluation of survey results involves the forma-
tion of confidence intervals that can be interpreted in
the following manner: Assume that repeated random
samples of the same size are drawn from a given popu-
lation and an estimate of some value, such as a mean
or percentage, is made from each sample. Then, the in-
tervals described by one standard error below each
sample's estimate and one standard error above would
include the population's value for 68 percent of the
samples. Confidence rises to 90 percent if the intervals
surrounding the sample estimates are widened to plus
and minus 1.6 standard errors, and to 95 percent if the
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intervals are increased to plus and minus 2 standard
errors.

Chart A provides standard errors for use in evaluat-
ing the estimates in the 75 tables of this bulletin con-

taining percentage estimates. For example, table 1 re-
ports that 67 percent of all employees participated in

sick leave plans in 1985. Chart A shows a standard er-
ror of approximately 1.6 percent for this estimate. Thus,
at the 95 percent level, the confidence interval for this
estimate is 64 percent to 70 percent (67 plus and minus
2 times 1.6 percent). Standard errors for the four bul-
letin tables not containing percentages-5, 17, 18, and
56-are not yet available

Nonsampling errors also affect survey results. They
can be attributed to many sources: Inability to obtain
information about all establishments in the sample;
definitional difficulties; differences in the interpretation
of questions; inability or unwillingness of respondents
to provide-connect information; mistakes in recording
or coding the data; and other errors of collection, re-
sponse, processing, coverage, and estimation for miss-
ing data. Through the use of computer edits of the data
and professional review of both individual and summa-
rized data, efforts are made to reduce the nonsampling
errors in recording, coding, and processing the data.

However, to the extent that the characteristics of non-
respondents are not the same as those of respondents,
nonsampling errors are introduced in the development
of estimates. Because the impact of these limitations on
the Employee Benefits Survey estimates is unknown,
reliability measurements are incomplete.

For those readers interested in further mathematical
details, the next section describes how chart A was
derived from 1982 survey data.

Mathematical details on estimates and generalized stan-
dard errors chart

Each estimator used in the production of the tables in
this bulletin is approximately normally distributed.

Standard errors for the percentage estimates were com-
puted from the 1982 survey data. To simplify their
presentation, a curve was fitted to the standard error
estimates by regression techniques.

The curve's equation is:

la + b (ln(P)1
2 + c (ln(O0- Pfl

2 + d In(P) In(IOD-P)l
S=e
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where ferences between curves using 1982 and 1983 data are negligible.

S = standard error The equation of the curve was obtained empirically, by
P = percentage estimate from the bulletin, and e and In are using regression methods, and starting with the equation:
notations for the exponential and natural logarithm function.

S = a ph (100 -p)c
For the 1982 Employee Benefits Survey, a = -0.64683,
b = -0.02603, c = -0.017458 and d =0.123726. More information describing survey response and

reliability may be obtained from the Office of Wages
These are regression coefficients. The curve fits the data with and Industrial Relations, Bureau of Labor Statistics,

= 0.83 and no pastern in the residuals. Moreover, dif. U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, DC 20212.
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Appendix B: Availability of
the Survey's Data Base

The tables published in this bulletin present the major
findings of the Employee Benefits Survey; results of ad-
ditional research appear in the Monthly Labor Review.
However, these cover only a portion of the employee
benefits information collected. Persons interested in all
provisions of a particular benefit studied during the an-
nual survey can purchase a set of magnetic tapes con-
taining the survey's data base through the Office of
Wages and Industrial Relations, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Washington, D. C. 20212. The charge for fur-
nishing the data is limited to the cost of producing the
tapes and preparing supporting documentation.

For major benefit items, the BLS survey obtained
plan provisions and employee participation data for
each of three employee groups (professional-
administrative, technical-clerical, and production
workers). Information on employer costs was not col-
lected. The magnetic tapes, which consist of a control
file and plan data files for each benefit area, may be used
to derive national estimates, similar to those published
in this bulletin, for other items on the data base. For
some data items not presented in this bulletin, however,
the dataffle is insufficient to produce reliable national
estimates, because either information on the provisions
frequently was not available or the number of
employees with the provision was very small. Moreover,
the tapes cannot yield reliable estimates for individual
industries, geographic regions, or establishment size
classes. Full documentation accompanies the tapes, in-
cluding examples of estimating formulas. Although
Bureau staff will respond to any questions concerning
the content of the tapes, technical assistance in develop-
ing estimates cannot be provided to purchasers due to
the heavy workload associated with the survey program.

Data users can purchase tapes with details of plans
for one benefit area or all, i.e., health, life, sickness and
accident, and long-term disability insurance; private
retirement and capital accumulation plans; and paid
time-off provisions-lunch time, rest periods,
holidays, personal leave, vacations, funeral leave, jury
duty leave, military leave, and sick leave. (Table 79
presents all of the information that was collected on the
other benefits surveyed.) The plan data file contains
provisions for each plan which was reported and for
which usable information was available. However, plan
identification numbers on the tape are scrambled (and
other identifying information is removed) to protect the
confidentiality of responding establishments.

Purchasers also receive the control file, which con-.
tains establishment information required to produce
estimates from the plan data. Control file records in-
clude establishment sample weights and size codes;
geographic, industrial, and employee group classifica-
tion codes; and the number of workers in the employee
group. The control file also lists all benefit plans offered
in each establishment, with the number of plan par-
ticipants in each employee group. A plan is listed on
more than one control file record if it covers employees
in more than one establishment. Although plan iden-
tification numbers on the control file are scrambled, the
same scrambled numbers appear on the data file so they
can be matched to make estimates. Because establish-
ment schedule numbers on the control file are scrambled
differently for each employee group, it will not be possi-
ble to fink together plans offered to different employee
groups within an establishment.

Benefit provisions obtained from plan documents are
recorded in coding manuals for insurance, retirement,
and capital accumulation plans, and are then entered on
the plan data file. A set of coding manuals and instruc-
dons for completing them are supplied to tape pur-
chasers for interpretation of data on the file. Paid time-
off provisions are reported on collection forms which
are also provided to tape purchasers.

The analysis of insurance, retirement, and capital ac-
cumulation plans is extremely detailed. The following
list of health insurance plan provisions included in the
data base gives an indication of the breadth and depth
of the information available on the magnetic tapes.
Other insurance and pension analysis is similarly
detailed.

Health Insurance data base
Plan participation requirements

When plan participation begins
Waiting period by type of benefit
Maximum age for participation

Employee contribution for employee and family
benefits-percent paid or monthly contribution

Section A
Funding media for major categories of health care

Hospital benefits
Surgical benefits
Medical benefits
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Major medical benefits
Dental benefits

Administrative details
Pre-existing condition
Minimum age of dependent children
Waiting period in case of infant illness
Maximum age of dependent children
Retiree eligibility
Effect of retirement on coverage or contributions
Disabled employees' benefit coverage
Survivors' benefit coverage

Section B
Hospital and extended care coverage

Hospital room and board coverage
Hospital intensive care
Hospital miscellaneous coverage
Extended care coverage
Extended care in licensed extended care facility
Basis of extended care coverage
Extended care by home health care

Surgical and medical benefits
Surgical care coverage
Surgical schedule
Conversion factor for relative value schedule
Selected surgical procedure maximums
Maximum for multiple procedure
In-hospital medical coverage
Medical office coverage

Maternity care benefit
Who is covered
Obstetrical schedule
Voluntary abortion coverage
Miscarriages or therapeutic abortion coverage
Maximum for male sterilization
Maximum for female sterilization
Separate deductibles

Diagnostic X-ray and laboratory testing (DXL)
benefit

DXL coverage
Limitations on DXL coverage
DXL schedule
Selected DXL procedure maximums

Outpatient care and special accident benefit
Outpatient care coverage
Comparison of inpatient and outpatient coverage
Separate limitations
Outpatient charges covered under major medical
Accidental bodily injury-special benefit

Prescription drug and private duty nursing coverage
Prescription drug
Private duty nursing

Mental health care benefits
Mental health care coverage
Hospital confinements due to mental disorders
Hospital confinements due to mental disorders
covered the same as other illnesses

Selected coverages for mental health care
Coverage in special hospital

Dental care benefits
Dental care coverage
Coverage of employees
Coverage of spouses
Coverage of dependent children
Prophylaxis and routine exams
Fillings
Surgery-dental
Inlays
Crowns
Periodontal care
X-rays
Orthodontia
Incentive schedule
Deductible
Maximum coverage
Copayment

Vision care benefits
Vision care coverage
Eyeglasses
Schedule for eyeglasses
Eye exams
Contact lenses
Orthoptics

Other medical benefits
Second surgical opinion
Alcoholism treatment
Drug abuse treatment
Hearing care
Hospice care
Physical examinations

Cost containment features

Section C
Deductible, coinsurance, and/or maximum benefit

provisions
Covered expenses
Deductible expenses
Coinsurance by the amount of incurred expenses
Coinsurance by the number of days/visits
Maximum dollar per day/visit by number of
days/visits
Maximum number of days/visits for specified ex-
penses
Maximum dollar payable for specified covered ex-
penses
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Section C questions are designed to identify and
describe the benefit provisions of covered expenses in
section B that are subject to deductible, coinsurance,
and/or maximum benefit provisions. This section con-
sists of 15 sets of 7 questions. One set of questions is
completed for each covered expense, or group of
covered expenses, with identical deductible, coin-

surance, and maximum benefit provisions. In the first
question of each set, a group of expenses with common
provisions is identified. The remaining 6 questions give
the benefit provisions for the group. Additional sets of
questions are completed until the benefit provisions of
all covered expenses have been described.

... S. fManT G 0RICK! IVG - ...4...43.-43SO
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Senator SARBANES. At some point we may want to do a hearing
or part of a hearing on that. I'm a little concerned that one of the
things that's happening is that while there are a lot of temporary
jobs and a lot of special service organizations that provide workers
being created, a result is that people do not have a traditional ben-
efit program. They may have a job and they may be working often,
according to the study that the JEC has released, but at a lower
income job. A lot of the new jobs being created are at the lower end
of the income scale, disproportionately so from a past comparison;
but in addition, these jobs often don't carry with them the typical
benefit package. People aren't covered on insurance. They aren't
covered on health care. They aren't covered on vacations. Do we
survey vacations as part of the benefit package?

Mr. STELLUTO. Yes, holidays and vacations.
Senator SARBANES. It's interesting that a lot of the European

countries by law mandate 3, 4, and even 5 weeks of paid vacation
for all workers

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. In other words, if you're a worker in that so-

ciety, you get a 4- or 5-week paid vacation time. We have nothing
like that in this country when we compare the total compensation
package.

Mrs. NORWOOD. We do have an industry wage survey of the tem-.
porary help industry underway, so we should have some data on
what is going on-some more data on what is going on in that
area.

Senator MELCHER. Mr. Chairman, I'm assuming that most of the
5.5 million people that are hired, including these two youngsters in
their mid-20's of my friend in Montana, working 20 to 30 hours a
week, are hired specifically at less than full time, less than 40
hours, so the employer is saved from the responsibility of any por-
tion of the health care insurance and any vacation time. That's his
assumption. That's my assumption. Do you have anything or do
you try to find out whether that's true?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, we hope to have more hard information on
that. I know there are lot of assumptions. There may be some quite
valid. I just have nothing to add to that. We are doing a survey of
the temporary help industry and we hope to have more informa-
tion on their earnings.

Senator MELCHER. Well, there would be no advantage to a retail
outlet, when there are applications for the jobs at more than a
ratio of 3 or 4 to 1-there would be absolutely no advantage for the
retail outlet to put people on at 20 or 30 hours unless they are
going to make some savings.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, given the schedules of hours, weekends,
evenings, and so on, there may be some use of less than a full
workweek for those purposes, but you may be quite right. I just
don't have anything on that.

Senator SARBANES. Isn't it a reasonable working hypothesis that
most of the people, if not all, on part-time employment probably
are not getting any benefit package or very little?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That may be. We just don't have any informa-
tion on that.
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Senator SARBANES. Isn't it the case that a fair number of people
employed full-time do not get a benefit package?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. They all get legally required benefits, but
the other benefits are different from establishment to establish-
ment.

Senator SARBANES. Hasn't there been a significant increase in
the number of people who are working but are working in a tempo-
rary classification rather than a permanent classification?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, that's right.
Senator SARBANES. Has there not been a significant increase in

the number of those people?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, that's right. That would affect especially

pension rights and plans, apart from other fringe benefits.
Senator SARBANES. That's another dimension that we didn't even

bring up, but it's also very important.
I guess I have a growing concern that employment opportunities

are being shaped in such a way that while people are being count-
ed as working, and therefore, don't show up in the unemployment
figures that we review with you here, something very different is
happening below the surface.

We have developed a bit this morning what's happening with re-
spect to the part-time employed for economic reasons. If they were
factored in we would be talking about a 9.2 percent unemployment
rate; and then if we take the discouraged workers and add them in,
we're talking about 10.2 percent. But then beyond that-and I
gather we are just beginning to explore this area-is the question
of whether we are getting a change so that while people are osten-
sibly working full time, it means less than perhaps in the past be-
cause they don't get health insurance, life insurance, vacation, and
they don't get a pension. In a sense they're working and we tend to
think doing all right, but beneath the surface it really isn't. The
whole compensation package is being shrunk radically with respect
to those people.

That's something we can perhaps think about pursuing in a very
direct way. Commissioner, we want to thank you for, as usual, a
very professional presentation. Thank you very much.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Thank you, Senator.
Senator SARBANES. The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITrEE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in room SD-

628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Paul S. Sarbanes (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Sarbanes and Melcher.
Also present: William R. Buechner and Dena Stoner, professional

staff members.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES, CHAIRMAN

Senator SARBANES. The committee will come to order. Today the
Joint Economic Committee continues its monthly hearings on the
employment and unemployment situation with the release this
morning of the figures for January 1987. We are pleased, of course,
to welcome Janet Norwood, the Commissioner of Labor Statistics.

Before turning to the January unemployment figures, I would
like to express some concern about the figures on productivity for
the fourth quarter of 1986 and for the year as a whole which the
BLS released last week.

In the fourth quarter of last year, productivity in the nonfarm
business sector fell at an annual rate of 1.7 percent, while manu-
facturing productivity-which had shown significant improvement
in recent months-rose only 0.2 percent. Even if these figures are
revised when the revised GNP figures are published, they will still
be very low.

For 1986 as a whole, nonfarm productivity rose 0.7 percent, fol-
lowing an increase of only 0.5 percent in 1985. While manufactur-
ing productivity grew at a healthier rate-up 2.7 percent in 1986-
it remained below average by the standards of the past 3 years.
And, Commissioner, after we finish with the unemployment fig-
ures, you may want to just discuss those productivity figures a bit.

Turning to the January unemployment figures, today's news is
somewhat more encouraging. The economy apparently created
375,000 jobs in January, after seasonal adjustment. The civilian un-
employment rate remained at the 6.7 percent set in December, al-
though the number of people unemployed rose by 75,000. Apparent-
ly all of the jobs created in January were in service-producing in-
dustries and construction, with no new jobs in manufacturing, and
you may want to address that at some point in your presentation.

The committee will now turn to Commissioner Norwood for her
analysis of the January figures.

(157)
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STATEMENT OF HON. JANET L. NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED BY THOMAS J. PLEWES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSION-
ER, OFFICE OF EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATIS-
TICS; AND KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER,
OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS

Mrs. NORWOOD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Kenneth
Dalton is on my right and Tom Plewes is on my left.

Senator SARBANES. Familiar figures, Commissioner.
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. It's always good to have people with you

who know the data. We are all very pleased to be here, as always.
In January, both employment and the labor force rose, after ad-

justment for seasonality. Unemployment, at 6.6 percent overall and
6.7 percent for civilians, was unchanged, sustaining the improve-
ment of December.

As you know, winter weather conditions in construction and
other outdoor activities, and the end of holiday shopping in retail
trade and services, usually result in employment cutbacks and un-
employment increases in January. This year, the employment de-
clines were much less than usual, making the seasonally adjusted
data quite positive.

Payroll jobs, as measured by the business survey, were up by
450,000 after seasonal adjustment. Construction activity was more
vigorous than usual, in part reflecting favorable weather conditions
and the surge of building permits that occurred at the end of last
year. After several months of nongrowth, construction employment
rose by 140,000 in January.

Employment in manufacturing, which had grown by 80,000 in
the last quarter of last year, was unchanged in January. Although
small gains occurred in lumber, printing, and chemical manufac-
turing after seasonal adjustment, small job losses in many other
manufacturing industries offset these gains. Nevertheless, weekly
factory hours, at 40.9, continued at a high level. As a result, the
index of aggregate weekly factory hours rose by 0.5 percent over
the month.

As has been the case during most of the current recovery period,
a large part of the payroll growth in January was in the service-
producing sector. Employment in retail trade grew by 165,000 after
seasonal adjustment. Fewer workers had been hired during the hol-
iday selling season, and layoffs in the industry, were, therefore,
much smaller than usual. Business and health services continued
to push up employment in the services industry, and gains oc-
curred in finance, insurance, and real estate. Over the past year,
employment in retail trade has risen more than 600,000, jobs in
services were up 1.1 million, and employment in finance, insur-
ance, and real estate grew by nearly 400,000.

Total civilian employment, as measured by the household survey,
rose by 375,000 after seasonal adjustment, as the overall employ-
ment-population ratio hit 61.1 percent. About 200,000 of this in-
crease was among adult women; their employment has risen 1.3
million since last January, accounting for more than 60 percent of
the gain in civilian employment over the year.
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The civilian labor force advanced by 450,000 in January after
seasonal adjustment, bringing the total change over the year to
almost 2.3 million. Adult women accounted for more than half of
the increase; their labor force participation rate rose by nearly a
full percentage point over the year. A substantial labor force in-
crease also occurred among the Hispanic population. Since January
a year ago, their labor force participation rate has risen about 2.5
percentage points.

The number of unemployed workers remained at 8 million in
January. Little change occurred over the month among the major
worker groups.

The present economic expansion reached its 50th month in Janu-
ary. As is typical following a recession as steep as that of 1981-82,
improvements in the labor market were very strong during the
early part of the recovery period; labor market change has been
much slower in the last 2 years.

When we compare the current recovery to the 50 months follow-
ing the 1973-75 recession, some interesting differences become ap-
parent. In both periods, a large number of jobs were added, but in
the recovery period of the late 1970's the number of factory jobs
created was more than double that of the current recovery. As we
have discussed before, labor force growth has been considerably
smaller in the current recovery than in the earlier period. Employ-
ment growth has been higher only for the black population. The
unemployment rate has come down somewhat more sharply in the
current recovery but remains a full percentage point higher than
in May 1979, the 50th month of recovery after the 1973-75 reces-
sion.

In summary, the data for January show weakness in manufac-
turing but strength elsewhere in the economy. The data sustain the
December decline in unemployment, although the number of job-
less persons remains at 8 million.

Since my last appearance here before this committee, Mr. Chair-
man, the Bureau has issued its reports on consumer prices for De-
cember and international prices for the fourth quarter of 1986. I
would like to say just a few things about those data.

The year 1986 saw three important trends in import prices. First,
fuel imports, primarily crude petroleum, registered substantial
price decreases during the year and, despite an upturn during the
fourth quarter, were down about 50 percent from their levels of a
year earlier. Second, prices of goods imported primarily from indus-
trial countries whose currencies have strengthened against the
dollar, have risen substantially-anywhere from 10 to 22 percent.
And third, trade categories affected by increasing competition from
countries whose currencies are tied to the dollar have shown much
smaller price increases.

As we discussed earlier this year, noticeable increases in nonen-
ergy import prices began in the fourth quarter of 1985. For all of
1986, import prices, excluding fuels, rose 8.4 percent. During the
fourth quarter of 1986, however, these price increases slowed to 0.6
percent, the smallest one-quarter rise in this index since the third
quarter of 1985. While the relatively small size of this increase is
perhaps puzzling, it took place in a period when the dollar demon-
strated little movement. The recent steep decline in the dollar
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began after price data for the fourth quarter import indexes had
been collected.

Meanwhile, for the third year in a row, the average price of U.S.
exports moved down. Despite an increase of 1.2 percent during the
fourth quarter, the average price in exports declined 0.5 percent in
1986. When the decline in the trading value of the dollar is fac-
tored in, the price of our exports in foreign currency terms has, of
course, gone down even more. But it does seem that this price de-
cline has not as yet led to any significant rise in the total value of
U.S. exports.

In the area of consumer prices, the CPI-U advanced 1.1 percent
for the 12-month period ended in December 1986. This compares
with increases of about 4 percent in each of the preceding 4 years
and was the smallest annual increase since a 0.7 percent rise in
1961. The sharp drop in energy prices-in particular, petroleum-
based energy-was almost entirely responsible for the deceleration
in the overall index in 1986. Excluding energy, the CPI-U rose 3.8
percent during 1986, compared with increases of 4.0 to 4.5 percent
in each of the prior 4 years.

The release of data for December really marks the last release of
data for the CPI based on the old market basket. It has been our
custom to discuss with the Joint Economic Committee any changes
in our indicators. I will not take your time to read the material
that is here. I just want to say that we expect to introduce an up-
dated and revised CPI for January on February 27. We have been
working very hard on this for several years now and we very much
look forward to issuing the improved and updated CPI which will
have its market basket based upon expenditure data from 1982,
1983, and 1984. We will have a completely new and expanded and
improved housing sample which will improve the home ownership
costs component of the index, and there will be a number of other
important changes.

Now we will be happy to try to answer any questions you may
have.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Norwood, together with an
attached table and the Employment Situation press release, follows:]
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FOR RELEASE: 9:30 A.M.,E.S.T.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1987

Advance copies of this statement are made available to the
press with the explicit understanding that, prior to the
8:30 a.m. Eastern time: (1) Wire services will not move
over their wires copy based on information in this
statement, (2) electronic media will not feed such
information to member stations, and (3) representatives of
news organizations will not contact anyone outside the
Bureau of Labor Statistics to ask questions about or solici
Icomments about information in this statement.

Prepared Statement of

Dr. Janet L. Norwood
Commissioner

Bureau of Labor Statistics

before the

Joint Economic Committee
UNITED STATES CONGRESS

February 6, 1987

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am very pleased to be here this morning to offer the-

Joint Economic Committee a few comments to supplement the

Employment Situation.

In January, both employment and the labor force rose,

after adjustment for seasonality. Unemployment -- at 6.6

percent overall and 6.7 percent for civilians -- was

unchanged, sustaining the improvement that occurred in

December.
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As you know, winter weather conditions in construction

and other outdoor activities, and the end of holiday

shopping in retail trade and services, usually result in

employment cutbacks and unemployment increases in January.

This year, the employment declines were much less than

usual, making the seasonally adjusted data quite positive.

Payroll jobs, as measured by the business survey, were

up by 450,000 after seasonal adjustment. Construction

activity was more vigorous than usual, in part reflecting

favorable weather conditions and the surge in building

permits that occurred at the end of last year. After

several months of non-growth, construction employment rose

by 140,000 in January (seasonally adjusted).

Employment in manufacturing, which had grown by 80,000

in the last quarter of last year, was unchanged in January.

Although small gains occurred in lumber, printing, and

chemical manufacturing after seasonal adjustment, small job

losses in many other manufacturing industries offset these

gains. Nevertheless, weekly factory hours, at 40.9,

continued at a very high level. As a result, the index of

aggregate weekly factory hours rose by 0.5 percent over the

month.

As has been the case during most of the current

recovery period, a large part of the seasonally adjusted

payroll growth in January was in the service-producing

sector. Employment in retail trade grew by 165,000 after

seasonal adjustment. Fewer workers had been hired during
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the holiday selling season, and layoffs in the industry were

therefore much smaller than usual. Business and health

services continued to push up employment in the services

industry, and gains occurred in finance, insurance and real

estate. Over the past year, employment in retail trade has

risen more than 600,000, jobs in services were up 1.1

million, and employment in finance, insurance and real

estate grew by nearly 400,000.

Total civilian employment, as measured by the household

survey, rose by 375,000 after seasonal adjustment, as the

overall employment-population ratio hit 61.1 percent. About

200,000 of this increase was among adult women; their

employment has risen 1.3 million since last January,

accounting for more than 60 percent of the gain in civilian

employment over the year.

The civilian labor force advanced by 450,000 in January

after seasonal adjustment, bringing the total change over

the year to almost 2.3 million. Adult women accounted for

more than half of the increase; their labor force

participation rate rose by nearly a full percentage point

over the year. A substantial labor force increase also

occurred among the Hispanic population. Since January a

year ago, their labor force participation rate has risen

about 2-1/2 percentage points.

The number of unemployed workers remained at 8 million

in January (after seasonal adjustment). Little change

occurred over the month among the major worker groups.
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The present economic expansion reached its fiftieth

month in January. As is typical following a recession as

steep as that of 1981-82, improvements in the labor market

were very strong during the early part of the recovery

period; labor market change has been much slower in the last

2 years.

When we compare the current recovery to the 50 months

following the 1973-75 recession, some interesting

differences become apparent. In both periods, a large

number of jobs were added, but in the recovery period of the

late 1970's the number of factory jobs created was more than

double that of the current recovery. As we have discussed

before, labor force growth has been considerably smaller in

the current recovery than in the earlier period. Employment

growth has been higher only for the black population. The

unemployment rate has come down somewhat more sharply in the

current recovery but remains a full percentage point higher

than in May 1979, the fiftieth month of recovery after the

1973-75 recession.

In summary, the data for January show weakness in

manufacturing but strength elsewhere in the economy. The

data sustain the December decline in unemployment, although

the number of jobless persons remains at 8 million.
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Prices

Since my last appearance before this Committee, the

Bureau has issued its reports on Consumer Prices for

December and International Prices for the fourth quarter of

1986. I would like to take a moment to summarize these data

briefly.

The year 1986 saw three important trends in import

prices. First, fuel imports, primarily crude petroleum,

registered substantial price decreases during the year and,

despite an upturn during the fourth quarter, were down about

50 percent from their levels of a year earlier. Second,

prices of goods imported primarily from industrial countries

whose currencies have strengthened against the dollar, have

risen substantially, -- from 10 percent to 22 percent. And

third, trade categories affected by increasing competition

from countries whose currencies are tied to the dollar, have

shown much smaller price increases.

As I indicated earlier this year, noticeable increases

in non-energy import prices began in the fourth quarter of

1985, a development which coincided with the Group of Five

Finance Ministers' meeting and the subsequent sharp decline

in the trading value of the dollar. For all of 1986, import

prices, excluding fuels, rose 8.4 percent. During the

fourth quarter of 1986, however, these price increases

slowed to 0.6 percent, the smallest one-quarter rise in this

index since the third quarter of 1985. While the relatively

small size of this increase is perhaps puzzling, it took
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place in a period when the dollar demonstrated little

movement. The recent steep decline in the dollar began

after price data for the fourth quarter import indexes had

been collected.

Meanwhile, for the third year in a row, the average

price of U.S. exports moved down. Despite an increase of

1.2 percent during the fourth quarter, the average price of

exports declined 0.5 percent in 1986. When the decline in

the trading value of the dollar is factored in, the price of

our exports in foreign currency terms has, of course, gone

down even more for some of our trading partners. It would

seem, however, that this price decline has not as yet led to

any significant rise in the total value of U.S. exports.

In the area of consumer prices, the CPI-U advanced 1.1

percent for the 12-month period ended in December 1986.

This compares with increases of about 4 percent in each of

the preceding 4 years and was the smallest annual increase

since a 0.7 percent rise in 1961. The sharp drop in energy

prices--in particular, petroleum based energy--was almost

entirely responsible for the deceleration in the overall

index in 1986. Excluding energy, the CPI-U rose 3.8 percent

during 1986, compared with increases of 4.0 to 4.5 percent

in each of the prior 4 years. The food index accelerated

somewhat in 1986, reflecting an upturn in meat and poultry

prices. On the other hand, shelter costs rose somewhat less

in 1986. Excluding food, shelter, and energy, the CPI-U

rose at a modest pace in 1986. Within this group of items,
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charges for services remained in the 5 to 6 percent range

while, in contrast, prices of goods rose only 1.4 percent.

In particular, costs for medical care services, automobile

insurance, and tuition continued to advance sharply in 1986.

The release of the December 1986 figures on the

Consumer Price Index marked the last release of data before

introduction of an updated and revised CPI for January on

February 27. The last major revision of the CPI, in 1978,

moved the market basket to goods and services purchased by

consumers in 1972-73. Since then, Americans have changed

substantially the things they buy and the way they live.

The CPI is being updated to reflect these changes.

After the revision, both the CPI-U and CPI-W will have

expenditure weights based upon data tabulated from 3 years

(1982, 1983, and 1984) of Consumer Expenditure Surveys. In

addition to expenditure shifts among existing goods and

services, products such as personal computers, and compact

disc stereo equipment, which were not available for pricing

in 1972-73, will be introduced into the index.

The January index will also reflect a more current

geographic distribution of consumers. Expenditure patterns

of consumers in the South and West will have a larger

influence on the CPI than before. The January CPI will also

improve the rental equivalence measure used to measure

homeownership costs. In addition, other technical

improvements will be made over the next 2 years.
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As in the past, BLS will publish an old series CPI

based on the old market basket for a 6-month overlap period

to provide index users ample time to adjust to the new

index. We have spent a good deal of time over the past

several years on the CPI revision effort, including a public

information effort to inform interested parties of the

nature, purpose and scope of the program. We very much look

forward to issuing the improved and updated CPI.

My colleagues and I will now be happy to answer any

questions you may have.



Unemployment rates of all civilian workers by alternative seasonal adjustment methods

________ ________ X-11 ARIKA method X-11 method
Month Unad- Concurrent (official Range
and justed Official (as first Concurrent Stable Total Residual method (cols.

year rate rocedure computed) (revised) I before 1980) 2-8)
(1) 2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1986

January..... 7.3 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.7 6.8 6.6 6.7 .2
February.... .8 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.3 .1
March ....... 7.5 7.2 7.2 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 .1
April ....... 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.2 7.1 7.1 7.1 .1
May ......... 7.0 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 -

June ........ 7.3 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 -

July ........ 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 6.9 7.0 7.0 .1
August ...... 6.7 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.9 7.0 6.8 .2
September... 6.8 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 -

October ..... 6.6 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.0 6.9 6.9 7.0 .1
November .... 6.6 6.9 6.9 7.0 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.0 .1
December .... 6.3 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.6 6.7 6.7 6.7 .1

1987

January....7.3 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.8 6.6 6.7 .

SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Bureau of Labor Statistics
February 1987
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(1) Unadjusted rate. Unemploy.nent rare for a11 civ"Ilan workers, not seasonally adjusted.

(2) Official procedure (I-Il ARIMA method). The published seasonally adjusted rare for
all civilian warskers Each of the 3 major civilian labor force compooents--agricoltural
employment, nonagricultural employment and unemployment-for 4 age-sen groups-males and
females, ages 16-19 and 20 years and over-are seaaonally adjusted independeotly using data
from January 1975 forward. The data series for each of these 12 components are entended by
a year at each cnd of the original series using ARIMA (Autn-pegressive Integrated, Moving
Average) models chosen specifically for each series Each extended series is then seasonallyadjusted with the . -Il portion of the X-li ARIMA prograw. The 4 teenage unemployment and
nonagricultural employment components are adjusted with the additive adjustment model
while the other components are adjusted with the multiplicative model. The unemployment
rate is computed by summing the 4 seasonally adjusted unemployment components and calculating
that total ma a percent of the civilian labor force total derived by summing a11 12 seasonally
adjusted components. All the seasonally adjusted series are revised at the end of each year.
Extrapolated factors for January-June are computed at the beginning of each year; extrapolated
factors for July-December are computed In the middle of the year after the June data become
available. Each set of 6-month factors are published in advance, in the January and July
issuis, respectively, of Employment and Earnings.

(3) Concurrent (as first computed X-li A.I.A method). The official procedure for
computation of the rate for all civilian workers using the 12 components is followed
except that extrapolated factors are not used at all. Each component is seasonally adjusted
with the X-il ARIMA program each month as the moat recent data become available, ates for
each month of the current year are shown as first computed; they are revised only once each
year, at the end of the year when data for the full year become available. For example,
the rate for January 1985 would be based, during 1985, on the adjustment of data from
the period January 1975 through January 1985.

(4) Concurrent (revised. X--l ARIIMA method). The procedure used Is Identical to (3)
above, and the rate for the current month (the last month displayed) will always be the
same in the two columns. However, all previous months are subject to revision each month
based on the seasonal adjustment of all the components with data through the current month.

(5) Stable (X-1l ARIMA method). Each of the 12 civilian labor force components is extended
using ARIMA models as In the official procedure and then run through the X-Il part
of the program using the stable option. This option assumes that seasonal patterns
are basically constant from year-to-year and computes final seasonal factors as
unweighted averages of all the seasonal-Irregular components for each month across
the entire span of the period adjusted. As In the official procedure, factors are
extrapolated In 6-onth intervals and the series are revised at the end of each year.
The procedure for computation of the rate from the seasonally adjusted components
is also identical to the official procedure.

(6) Total (X-Il ARIIMA method). This is one alternative aggregation procedure, In
which total unemployment and civilian labor force levels are extended with ARIMA models
and directly adjusted with multiplicative adjustment models In the X-il part of the
progrom. The rate Is computed by taking seasonally adjusted total unemployment as a
percent of seasonally adjusted total civilian labor force. Factors are extrapolated
in -month Intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(7) Residual (X-il ARIMA method). This is another alternative Aggregation method, In
which total civilian employment and civilian labor force levels are extended using ARIMA
models and then directly adjusted with multiplicative adjustment models. The seasonally
adjusted unemployment level Is derived by subtracting seasonally adjusted employment
from seasonally adjusted labor force. The rate is then computed by taking the derived
unemployment level as a percent of the labor force level. Factors are extrapolated in
6-month Intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(8) X-il method (official method before 1980). The method for computation of the official
procedure is used except that the series are not extended with ARtIA models and the factors
are projected in 12-onth intervals. The standard X-li program is used to perform the
seasonal adjustment.

Methods of Adjustment: The X-li ARIMA method was developed at Statistics Canada by the
Seasonal adjustment and Tines Series Staff under the direction of Estels Bee Dagum. The
method Is described In The X-li ARIMA Seasonal Adjustment Method, by Estels Bee Dagu,
Statistics Canada Catalogue No. 12-564E, February 1980.

The standard K-il method is described in X-il Variant of the Censaus Method IC Seasonal
Adjustment Prorra, by Julius Shlskin, Allan Young and John Mungrave (Technical Paper
No. 15, Bureau of the Census, 1967).
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: JANUARY 1987

Employment continued to rise in January and unemployment was
unchanged, the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor
reported today. The overall unemployment rate of 6.6 percent and the
civilian worker rate of 6.7 percent remained at the levels to which they
had declined in December.

Nonagricultural payroll employment--as measured by the monthly survey
of business establishments--rose by 450,000, and civilian employment--as
measured by the monthly survey of households--advanced by 375,000. Both
surveys continued to show over-the-year employment gains in excess of 2
million.

Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

The number of unemployed persons (seasonally adjusted) was about
unchanged in January at 8.0 million, as were the jobless rates for nearly
all major labor force groups. The rates for adult men (6.0 percent), adult
women (5.9 percent), teenagers (17.7 percent), whites (5.9 percent), blacks
(14.3 percent), and Hispanics (10.6 percent) showed little or no change
from December. (See tables A-2 and A-3.)

There were also few changes in the distribution of unemployment by
duration in January, and the mean and median duration figures remained at
15.0 and 7.0 weeks, respectively. The numbers of unemployed job losers and
labor force entrants also were little different from December levels. (See
tables A-7 and A-8.)

Civilian Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Civilian employment, which usually declines substantially from
December to January, fell less than seasonally expected this January. As a
result, employment showed a seasonally adjusted increase of 375,000, and
the proportion of the civilian population that is employed rose to a very
high 61.1 percent. (See tables A-2 and A-4.)

The civilian labor force expanded by 450,000 to 119.0 million in
January, after seasonal adjustment. Over the year, the labor force was up
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by 2.3 million, with adult women accounting for 55 percent of the gain.
The civilian labor force participation rate increased to 65.5 percent.

Industry Payroll Employment (Establishment Survey Data)

Total nonagricultural payroll employment rose by 450,000 in January,
after adjustment for seasonality, to 101.7 million. Over-the-month

Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted

Quarterly Monthly data
averages

Category Dec.-
1986 1986 1987 Jan.

change
III IV Nov. Dec. Jan. _

HOUSEHOLD DATA
I ~ ~ ~ Thuad n-- f rwr - n

Labor force 1/......
Total employment 1/..

Civilian labor force...
Civilian employment..
Unemployment.........

Not in labor force.....
Discouraged workers..

Unemployment rates:
All workers 1/ .......
All civilian workers.

Adult men..........
Adult women........
Teenagers..........
White ..............
Black..............
Hispanic origin....

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm employment.....
Goods-producing ......
Service-producing....

Average weekly hours:
Total private........
Manufacturing........
Overtime............

119,866 120,308 120,426 120,336 120,782 446
111,675 112,170 112,183 112,387 112,759 372
118,171 118,558 118,675 118,586 119,034 448
109,980 110,420 110,432 110,637 111,011 374

8,191 8,138 8,243 7,949 8,023 74
62,664 62,807 62,688 62,961 62.793 -168
1,150 1,127 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Percent of labor force

6.8 6.8 6.8 6.6 6.6 0
6.9 6.9 6.9 6.7 6.7 0
6.1 6.1 6.2 6.0 6.0 0
6.1 6.0 6.1 5.9 5.9 0

18.1 17.8 18.2 17.3 17.7 0.4
6.0 6.0 6.0 5.8 5.9 .1

14.5 14.1 14.2 13.7 14.3 .6
10.8 10.2 9.6 10.5 10.6 .1

Thous nds of lobs
100,3161pll0,062 101,068 p1O1,293 pll,

7 4
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increases occurred in 56 percent of the 185 industries in the BLS index of
diffusion. (See tables B-1 and 8-6.)

In the service-producing sector, after seasonal adjustment, large job
gains were registered in retail trade--165,000--and the services
industry--115,000. Retail employment typically declines in January
following the end of the holiday shopping season. However, because
pre-Christmas hiring this season was less than in the past, post-holiday
job cutbacks were smaller than usual, resulting in a sharp increase in
retail trade employment after seasonal adjustment. Employment also
increased In the wholesale trade and finance, insurance, and real estate
industry, while it was little changed in transportation and public
utilities and government.

Within the goods sector, employment in construction also declined less
than usually expected in January and, after seasonal adjustment, rose by
140,000. Manufacturing employment was unchanged in January, after edging
up in each of the previous 3 months. Changes were small and offsetting
among the 21 industries within manufacturing. Employment in mining, which
has been particularly weak since the beginning of 1986, declined further
over the month.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

Average weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory workers on
private nonagricultural payrolls edged up 0.1 hour to 34.7, after seasonal
adjustment. In manufacturing, both the workweek and overtime hours rose a
tenth of an hour, reaching the relatively high levels of 40.9 and 3.6
hours, respectively. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory
workers on private nonagricultural payrolls rose by 0.7 percent to 119.8
(1977-100), after seasonal adjustment. The factory index rose by 0.5
percent to 93.8. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings were about unchanged in January; while average
weekly earnings rose 0.4 percent, seasonally adjusted. Prior to seasonal
adjustment, average hourly earnings increased 5 cents to $8.88, but, owing
to a seasonal decline in the workweek, average weekly earnings were down
$2.70 to $305.47. Over the past year, average hourly earnings have risen
by 16 cents, and average weekly earnings were up S2.89. (See table B-3.)

The Hourly Earnings Index (Establishment Survey Data)

The Hourly Earnings Index (HEI) was 170.8 (1977-100) in January,
seasonally adjusted, an increase of 0.1 percent from December. For the 12
months ended in January, the increase was 2.0 percent. The HEI excludes
the effects of two types of changes unrelated to underlying -age rate
movements--fluctuations in manufactmmring overtime and interindustry
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employment shifts. In dollars of constant purchasing power, the HEI

increased 1.0 percent during the 12-month period ended in December. (See

table B-4.)

The Employment Situation for February 1987 will be released on Friday,

March 6, at 8:30 A.H. (EST).
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Explanatory Note

This news release presents statistics from two major surveys,
the Current Population Survey (household survey) and the
Current Employment Statistics Survey (establishment survey).
The household survey provides the information on the labor
force, total employment, and unemployment that appears in
the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD DATA. It is a sample
survey of about 59,5w households that is conducted by the
Bureau of the Census with most of the findings analyzed and
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics JLss).

The establishment survey provides the information on the
employment, hours, and earnings of workers on
nonagricultural payrolls that appears in the B tables, marked
ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This information is collected
from payroll records by BLs in cooperation with State agencies.
The sample includes 250,000 establishments employing ouer 38
million people.

For both surveys, the data for a given month are actually
collected for and relate to a particular week. In the household
survey, unless otherwise indicated, it is the calendar week that
contains the 12th day of the month, which is called the survey
week. In the establishment survey. the reference week is the
pay period including the 12th, which may or may not corres-
pond directly to the calendar week.

The data in this release are affected by a number of technical
factors, including definitions, survey differences, seasonal ad-
justments, and the inevitable variance in results between a
survey of a sample and a census of the entire population. Each
of these factors is explained below.

Coverage, definitions, and differences
between surveys

The sample households in the household survey are selected
to as to reflect the entire civilian noninstitutional population
16 years of age and older. Each person in a household is
classified as employed, unemployed, or not in the labor force.
Those who hold more than one job are classified according to
the job at which they worked the most hours.

People are classified as employed if they did any work at all
as paid civilians; worked in their own business or profession or
on their own farm; or worked 15 hours or more in an enter-
prise operated by a member of their family, whether they were
paid or not. People we also counted as employed if they were
on unpaid leave because of illness, bad weather, disputes be-
tween labor and management, or personal reasons. Members
of the Armed Forces stationed in the United States are also in-
cluded in the employed total.

People are classified as unemployed, regardless of their
eligibility for unemployment benefits or public assistance, if
they meet all of the following criteria: They had no employ-
ment during the survey week; they were available for work at

that time; and they made specific efforts to find employment
sometime during the prior 4 weeks. Persons laid off from their
former jobs and awaiting recall and those expecting to report
to a job within 30 days need not be looking for work to be
counted as unemployed.

The laborforce equals the sum of the number employed and
the number unemployed. The unemployment rate is the
percentage of unemployed people in the labor force (civilian
plus the resident Armed Forces). Table A-5 presents a special
grouping of seven measures of unemployment based on vary-
ing definitions of unemployment and the labor force. The
definitions are provided in the table. The most restrictive
definition yields U-I and the most comprehensive yields U-7.
The overall unemployment rate is U-5a, while U-5b represents
the same measure with a civilian labor force base.

Unlike the household survey, the establishment survey only
counts wage and salary employees whose names appear on the
payroll records of nonagricultural firms. As a result, there are
many differences between the two surveys, among which are
the following:

- The hmshot srey. shhagh basd on . -nsn sapLe n a
asen suomo of ihe population; Ihern-bltishwmti urvey escud Sriculurhu
the lritmpyoed. unpaid framily workers, pnue household oke, ensod
nsmebrs or the nidene Arewd Force,:

- The houshold survey includes pe. on unpaid leave nong she
employed; he eiuhlishea raisy does no.:

. The houshold srvey a limited o shore 16 yne rs Of sue and olde; ihe
s-bishiosl soevey isat nreitrd by age:

T The hooshold suvey has no dvphcatlo. ot indvidu-l. bhr. se ach in-
dividual is counted only onm. in the etahbiihw-e rayer, employees working at

ose than one job ornenwan arynaneg on mo. thea one payrox waId be
couvted sepratly for each sppr-ence.

Other differences between the two surveys are described in
"Comparing Employment Estimates from Household and
Payroll Surveys," which may be obtained from the BLS upon
request.

Seasonal adjustment
Over the course of a year, the size of the Nation's labor

force and the levels of employment and unemployment
undergo sharp fluctuations due to such seasonal events as
changes in weather, reduced or expanded production, har-
vests, major holidays, and the opening and closing of schools.
For example, the labor force increases by a large number each
June, when schools close and many young people enter the job
market. The effect of such seasonal variation can be very
large; over the course of a year, for example, seasonality may
account for as much as 95 percent of the month-,o-month
changes in unemployment.
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Because these seasonal events follow a more or less regular
pattern each year. their influence on statistical trends can be
eliminated by adjusting the statistics from month to month.
These adjustments make nonseasonal developments. such as
declines in economic activity or increases in the participation
of women in the labor force, easier to spot. To return to the
school's-out example, the large number ofpeople entering the
labor force each June is likely to obscure any other changes
that have taken place since May. making it difficult to deter-
mine if the level of economic activity has risen or declined.
However, because the effect of students finishing school in

previous years is known, the statistics for the current year can
be adjusted to allow for a comparable change. Insofar as the
seasonal adjustment is made correctly, the adjusted figure pro-
vides a more useful tool with which to analyze changes in
economic activity.

Measures of labor force, employment, and unemployment
contain components such as age and sex. Statistics for all
employees, production workers, average weekly hours, and
average hourly earnings include components based on the
employer's industry. Ag these statistics can be seasonally ad-
justed either by adjusting the total or by adjusting each of the
components and combining them. The second procedure
usually yields more accurate information and is therefore
followed by BLS. For example, the seasonally adjusted figure
for the labor force is the sum of eight seasonally adjusted
civilian employment components, plus the resident Armed
Forces total (not adjusted for seasonality), and four seasonally
adjusted unemployment components; the total for unemploy-
ment is the sum of the four unemployment components; and
the overall unemployment rate is derived by dividing the
resulting estimate of total unemployment by the estimate of
the labor force.

The numerical factors used to make the seasonal ad-
justments are recalculated regularly. For the household
survey, the factors are calculated for the January-June period
and again for the July-December period. As the time the first
half year's factors are calculated (upon availability of data for
December). historical data for the previous 5-year period are
subject to revision. For the establishment survey, updated fac-
tors for seasonal adjustment are calculated only once a year,
along with the introduction of new benchmarks which are
discussed as the end of the next section.

Sampling variability
Statistics based on the household and establishment surveys

are subject to sampling error, that is, the estimate of the
number of people employed and the other estimates drawn
from these surveys probably differ from the figures that would
be obtained from a complete census, even if the same question-
naires and procedures were used. In the household survey, the
amount of the differences can be expressed in terms of stand-
ard errors. The numerical value of a standard error depends
upon the size of the sample, the results of the survey, and other
factors. However, the numerical value is always such that the
chances are approximately 68 out of 100 that an estimate based
on the sample will differ by no more than the standard error

from the results of a complete census. The chances are approx-
imately 90 out of 100 that an estimate based on the sample will
differ by no more than 1.6 times the standard error from the
results of a complete census. At approximately the 90-percent
level of confidentce-the confidence limits used by BLS in its
analyses-the error for the monthly change in total employ-
ment is on the order of plus or minus 328.000; for total
unemployment it is 220,000; and, for the overall unemploy-
ment rate, it is 0.19 percentage point. These figures do not
mean that the sample results are off by these magnitudes but.
rather, that the chances are approximately 90 out of 100 that
the "true" level or rate would not be expected to differ from
the estimates by more than these amounts.

Sampling errors for monthly surveys are reduced when the
data are cumulated for several months, such as quarterly or
annually. Also, as a general rule, the smaller the estimate, the
larger the sampling error. Therefore, relatively speaking, the
estimate of the size of the labor force is subject to less error
than is the estimate of the number unemployed. And, among
the unemployed, the sampling error for the jobless rate of
adult men, for example, is much smaller than is the error for
the jobless rate of teenagers. Specifically, the error on monthly
change in the jobless rate for men is .26 percentage point; for
teenagers, itis 1.25 percentage points.

In the establishment survey, estimates for the 2 most current
months are based on incomplete returns; for this reason, these
estimates are labeled preliminary in the tables. When all the
returns in the sample have been received, the estimates are
revised. In other words, data for the month of September are
published in preliminary form in October and November and
in final form in December. To remove errors that build up
over time, a comprehensive count of the employed is con-
ducted each year. The results of this survey are used to
establish new benchmarks-comprehensive counts of
employment-against which month-to-month changes can be
measured. The new benchmarks also incorporate changes in
the classification of industries and allow for the formation of
new establishments.

Additional statIstics and other Information
In order to provide a broad view of the Nation's employ-

ment situation. BLS regularly publishes a wide variety of data
in this news release. More comprehensive statistics are contain-
ed in Employment and Earnings, published each month by
BLs. it is available for S4.50 per issue or $31.00 per year from
the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C..
20204. A check or money order made out to the Superinten-
dent of Documents must accompany all orders.

Employment and Earnings also provides approximations of
the standard errors for the household survey data published in
this release. For unemployment and other labor force
categories, the standard errors appear in tables B through J of
its "Explanatory Notes." Measures of the reliability of the
data drawn from the establishment survey and the actual
amounts of revision due to benchmark adjustments are pro-
vided in tables M, 0, P, and Q of that publication.
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Table A.6 Selected unemployment Indicaltos, seasonally adjusted
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Teble AX.0 Employment statue of blck end 0t05 kmo
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Table A-1I EmploymYtOt status Of o0s Vltm0n8 nttnsmt arid roowntenso by agO. not seasonally adjusted
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Table A.13. Employment status ot the c13111an populatlon tOr el6vn large States
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Table B.I. E.ployess o. nonagricult.ral payrolls by Industry
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Table B.2. Average wyekly hour5 of produ4tlon or onscpnrPlsory work.,, on prvate nonagrlcultral payrolls by Inldustry
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T0110 B-I. Aisrege hortY aVW weekly earningp of production or nottaupervlsoy wOrks one r private nonagrlctulosu
peyrolle by Indusby
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Senator SARBANES. Well, Commissioner, first, why don't you take
a few moments to outline in a little more detail the changes that
are being made in the CPI?

Mrs. NORWOOD. All right.
Senator SARBANES. As I understand it, you're in the process of

holding briefings around the country on these changes for the press
and for other interested parties, is that correct?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, that's right. As you know, the Consumer
Price Index is used not just by the Federal Government in legisla-
tion but by an enormous number of private users-corporations
who use it for escalation of contracts both for workers and others,
and private individuals who use it in a variety of contracts-quite
apart from the important uses of it as an inflation indicator.

So we have undertaken a rather extensive information program.
We will be having a series of meetings all over the country, includ-
ing in Washington, of all users before the index is issued to explain
the changes.

Basically, what we have done-and it is our practice about once
a decade to do this-is we have updated all of the samples in the
index. The population, for example, the consumers represented in
the index, will be based now on the last decennial census, the 1980
decennial census, and that means that the South and the West will
have somewhat higher weight in the index than before.

I mentioned the improved housing sample. That's a really major
undertaking. It is of tremendous importance given the large weight
of the index that goes into both rent and home ownership.

There will be changes in the city sample in which we collect
data. There will be changes in the items that are in the market
basket. Some things like personal computers and compact disc
stereo players which didn't exist before will have an opportunity to
fall into the sample.

It is, in fact, a massive undertaking, a tremendous job at process-
ing. Also, a whole new computer system has been developed as a
part of it. We were very unhappy at trying to figure out how to
make up for the couple of days that were lost because of the snow
because people have been working day and night on this process in
order to get it done on time.

I am extremely proud of the BLS staff who's been working so
hard on this.

Senator SARBANES. As I understand it, the revised CPI will re-
flect a market basket calculated on data for 1982 through 1984, is
that correct?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct.
Senator SARBANES. And it will reflect the Nation's population

distribution as of the 1980 census, is that correct?
Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct.
Senator SARBANES. The last time you did this, which I take it

was in 1978, did you do any studies on the comparability of data?
In other words, what does it do to our ability to look at a series of
monthly figures and continue to make comparisons? I don't know
what the figures will show, but suppose the figures for the next
month show some significant shift-or even if they don't show a
significant shift-to what extent do we then have to move to a dif-
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ferent base, or can we continue to make reasonable comparisons
about what's happening to the movement of the consumer prices?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's a question, of course, that occurs any time
you make an improvement in a statistical series-what does it do?
What does it do to the historical time series?

What we do in the Consumer Price Index as a matter of histori-
cal tradition is that when there is a major revision we continue to
provide users with 6 months of overlap with the old index, because
many of our users who have embedded the index in the collective
bargaining contracts, for example, need to determine what the
effect of the change is.

So we do always have a 6 months overlap. That's about the best
that we can do. It is an expensive process. This year we are doing it
somewhat differently from the past because we have tried to make
the process more efficient by spreading it out somewhat more so
there will be a few more changes introduced later. But people will
be able to look at this index over the next 6 months and make a
judgment about whether the change has been significant from
their point of view in terms of using it.

In the past, we have done that and the differences were fairly
small. Interestingly, they were not always in the direction that
people expected. Most people assume that when you revise a
market basket and the weights that you will have less inflation.
That is not necessarily true and my recollection is that in 1978 we
found that, in fact, the new index was slightly higher.

This is usually only a few tenths of a percentage point, but in the
CPI, one-tenth of a percentage point has a tremendous effect.
That's why we are spending so much in the way of our time, all of
our senior staff will be out making presentations about the CPI, in-
cluding me, and we believe that this is important because half the
population of this country have incomes that are in some way af-
fected by that indicator.

Senator SARBANES. SO you will run, in effect, a double set of fig-
ures for 6 months?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, that's right.
Senator SARBANES. And you will show the CPI on the old calcula-

tion and the CPI on the new calculation?
Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct.
Senator SARBANES. And it's your view that for discounting pur-

poses 6 months is long enough to establish the relationship be-
tween the new index and the old index?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I think 6 months is a good period. It is what we
have done historically. There was one period in the 1950's when
the Bureau just announced a new index and disbanded the clercial
staff who produced the old one. Congress didn't think that was a
very good idea and I believe it was President Eisenhower directed
the Bureau to go back and rehire all of those clerks-this was
before the CPI was computerized. That's the only time the Bureau
did not try to have an overlap.

It's difficult to say whether 6 months enough? Is 2 years enough?
One really has to make a judgment and our judgment is that our
users seems to be able to make the kinds of analyses that they
need to make with 6 months of data. Obviously, a year would be
more data, but there is a tremendous cost involved here.
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Senator SARBANES. I will probably come back to it. Let me just
ask a couple of questions on the employment figures before I defer
to Senator Melcher.

When you talk about an employment-to-population ratio, what is
the population? What constitutes the population in that ratio?

Mrs. NORWOOD. The working age population.
Senator SARBANES. And what is the definition of the working age

population?
Mrs. NORWOOD. The noninstitutional population 16 years and

over.
Senator SARBANES. So the population figure is everyone in the

country 16 years old or older, is that correct?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, who is not living in an institution, like a jail

or something like that.
Senator SARBANES. And there is no cutoff at the upper end of the

age level?
Mrs. NORWOOD. No.
Senator SARBANES. So someone 85 years old is part of that popu-

lation figure?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, that's correct.
Senator SARBANES. And then you set against that everyone who

has a job, is that correct; and that gives you your employment-to-
population ratio?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, whether part time or full time; everyone
who is classified as employed in the survey.

Senator SARBANES. So this has nothing to do with whether people
are looking for work or not looking for work?

Mrs. NORWOOD. No.
Senator SARBANES. And this ratio is now at 61.1 percent?
Mrs. NORWOOD. That's right.
Senator SARBANES. And as you look at the historical figures,

that's largely because many women now have jobs? They used to be
part of the population ratio since they were of working age but
they weren't working, is that correct?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct. That's probably the largest influ-
ence.

There's been an interesting development over the last year in
particular of Hispanics, particularly Hispanic women, coming into
the labor force in much larger numbers. There's been a slight in-
crease in the employment-population ratios for the black popula-
tion.

Senator SARBANES. What are those ratios?
Mrs. NORWOOD. For the black population?
Senator SARBANES. And the Hispanic and then for the rest of the

population? Do you have those separate from the 61.1 percent
figure?

Mrs. NORWOOD. We have it-it is now 61.9 percent for white
workers; and for blacks--

Senator SARBANES. For the white workers, do you have the figure
as between men and women?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. The ratio for adult men is 74.5, for adult
women 52.4.
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Senator SARBANES. Well, now, when you say adult men, does that
refer to a different definition from the one included in the popula-
tion ratio of 16 and over?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. It's 20 and over.
Senator SARBANES. But was the 61.9 percent figure you gave me

for--
Mrs. NORWOOD. That includes the 16- to 19-year-olds as well.
Senator SARBANES. Then what are the comparable figures for

men and women that go with the 61.9 percent figure? You just
changed the population on me, as I understand it.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, I don't have--
Senator SARBANES. Is that correct?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, that's correct. I changed the population on

you, but I don't have the figures for all men and all women with
me. We can supply them for the record.

What we generally do in looking at this is look at adult men,
adult women, and teenagers, both black and white.

Senator SARBANES. Do you have the figure for adult men and
women, white men and women, the overall figure that goes with
the 74.5 and the 52.4?

Mrs. NORWOOD. We can supply that for the record. We have the
two figures, but we'll calculate it and supply it for the record.

Senator SARBANES. All right. Can we do the same exercise with
respect to the Hispanics and the black population?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, we will supply that for the record.
Senator SARBANES. Could you give me now what you have, which

I take it would be an employment-population ratio overall for 16
and over, but which would have adult men and women in each, is
that right? Do you have that with you now?

Mrs. NORWOOD. No, I do not. What we have with us now for
whites and for blacks is adult men, adult women and teenagers
separately, and the total. And for Hispanics we just have the total.
But we can try to supply all the other information.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]



CIVILIAN EMPL OYMENT -POPULATION RATIO - ALL CIVILIAN HORKERS 
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. ANNUAL 

AVERAGE 
ORIGINAL 

1980 ........•..•.. 58.9 58.9 59.0 59.0 59.0 59.5 59.9 59.6 59.0 59.3 59.2 59.0 59.2 
1981 •...•......... 58.0 58.1 58.6 59.2 59.4 59.6 60.3 59.9 58.8 59.1 58.8 58.2 59.0 
1982 .........•.... 57.1 57.1 57.4 57.5 58.1 58.5 58.9 58.6 57.8 57.7 57.4 57.1 57.8 
1983 .............. 56.1 56.1 56.4 56.9 57.2 58.5 59.2 59.1 58.6 58.7 58.9 58.7 57.9 
1984 .......•...... 57.7 58.0 58.5 58.9 59.7 60.6 60.9 60.4 59.8 60.0 60.0 59.8 59.5 
1985 .......•••.••. 58.8 59.0 59.5 59.7 60.1 60.5 61.1 60.9 60.4 60.7 60.5 60.3 60.1 
1986 ..........•••. 59.5 59.3 59.8 60.1 60.5 61.4 61.9 61.7 60.9 61.2 61.1 60.9 60.7 

60.0' ~o.l, 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED 

1948 ...•••••...•.. 56.6 56.7 56.1 56.7 56.2 57.0 57.1 56.6 56.6 56.5 56.5 56.8 
1949 ......•....•.. 56.2 56.2 56.0 55.7 55.4 55.0 55.0 55.1 55.3 54.9 55.6 55.3 
1950 •••........... 55.1 55.1 55.1 55.8 55.8 56.2 56.1 56.8 56.6 56.9 56.9 56.7 
1951 .•.•.......... 56.9 57.0 57.7 57.3 57.6 57.1 57.6 57.4 57.1 57.3 57.1 57.7 
1952 .............. 57.7 57.7 57.1 57.1 5;' . 3 57.3 57.0 56.8 57.4 56.9 57.5 57.6 
1953 ..••.......... 57.8 58.0 58.1 57.5 51.1 57.4 57.4 57.1 56.8 56.7 56.5 55.7 
1954 .•............ 55.7 56.2 55.7 55.7 55.4 55.2 55.0 55.2 55.5 55.5 55.5 55.2 
1955 .............. 55.7 55.7 55.8 56.2 56.3 56.3 56.9 57.1 57.2 57.2 57.4 57.7 
1956 .............. 57.8 57.5 57.3 57.5 57.6 57.5 57.5 57.6 57.6 57.5 57.3 57.3 
19!\7 ........•..... 57.0 57.5 57.6 57.2 57.1 57.2 57.5 56.9 57.0 56.8 56.4 56.6 
1958 .............. 55.9 55.5 55.3 55.2 55.4 55.2 55.2 55.4 55.4 55.6 55.5 55.5 
1959 .............• 55.7 55.5 56.0 56.3 56.2 56.3 56.3 56.1 56.0 56.1 55.7 56.3 .... 1960 .............. 56.0 56.2 55.4 56.4 56.4 56.5 56.2 56.1 56.4 55.8 56.1 55.7 
1961 ........••.••• 55.7 55.5 55.6 55.2 55.2 55.6 55.2 55.3 55.0 55.3 55.5 55.3 CoO 
1962 .........••••. 55.4 55.7 55.7 55.4 55.7 55.6 55.3 55.7 55.7 55.5 55.2 55.2 ~ 
1963 ......•.....•. 55.2 55.1 55.3 55'.5 55.3 55.3 55.4 55.4 55.5 55.5 55.4 55.3 
1964 ............ 55.3 55.6 55.5 55.9 56.1 55.6 55.7' 55.7 55.7 55.6 55.7 55.6 
1965 ........••..•. 55.7 55.7 55.9 56.0 56.2 56.1 56.5 56.3 56.2 56.4 56.4 56.6 
1966 .............. 56.7 56.6 56.6 56.8 56.7 56.9 56.9 57.0 57.1 57.1 57.4 57.3 
1967 .............. 57.1 57.0 56.8 57.1 57.0 57.3 57.4 57.4 57.4 57.5 57.5 57.6 
1968 .............. 57.0 57.3 57.4 57.4 57.8 57.8 57.6 57.5 57.5 57.5 57.6 57.7 
196 0 ...•......... . 57.6 57.9 57.9 57.9 57.8 58.0 58.0 58.1 58.1 58.1 58.1 58.1 
1970 .............. 58.0 57.9 57.9 57.9 57.5 57.3 57.4 57.2 57.0 57.0 56.9 56.7 
19; .......•••..... 56.8 56.6 56.4 56.6 56.6 56.2 56.5 56.6 56.6 56.6 56.8 56.8 
1972 .•..•...•..... 56.7 56.7 56.9 56.9 57.0 57.0 57.0 57.1 57.0 57.0 57.2 57.3 
1973 .......••••••• 57.1 57.5 57.8 57.7 57.7 58.0 57.9 57.8 57.9 58.1 58.2 58.2 
1974 .•.•••••...... 58.2 58.2 58.2 58.0 58.0 58.0 58.0 57.8 57.7 57.6 57.3 56.9 
1975 .............. 56.4 56.1 56.0 55.9 56.0 55.8 56.0 56.1 56.1 56.1 56.0 56.1 
1976 .............. 56.4 56.5 56.7 56.8 57.0 56.8 57.0 57.0 56.9 56.9 57.0 57.0 
1977 •..•.......... 57.0 57.2 57.4 57.6 57.8 57.9 57.8 58.0 58.1 58.2 58.6 58.7 
1978 .............. 58.8 58.8 58.8 59.2 59.3 59.5 59.3 59.4 59.5 59.7 59.8 59.8 
1979 ...•.•••••••.• 59.9 60.1 60.0 59.8 59.8 59.9 60.0 59.8 60.0 59.9 60.0 60.1 
1980 •........•.••. 60.0 60.0 59.7 59.4 59.1 58.9 58.8 58.8 58.9 58.9 59.0 59.0 
1981 .............. 59.1 59.2 59.4 59.6 59.5 59.0 59.1 59.1 58.7 58.8 58.6 58.2 
1982 .............. 58.2 58.2 58.1 57.9 58.2 57.8 57.7' 57.8 57.6 57.4 57.3 57.2 
1983 .............. 57.2 57.1 57.1 57.3 57.3 57.8 58.1 58.2 58.4 58.4 58.7 58.8 
1984 ....•........• 58.8 59.1 59.1 59.3 59.7 59.9 59.8 59.6 59.7 59.7 59.8 59.9 
1985 ....•......... 59.9 60.1 60.2 60.2 60.1 59.8 59.9 60.1 60.3 60.3 60.3 60.4 
1986 .•..•••••.•.• : 60.6 60.4 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.7 60.8 60.9 60.8 60.8 60.9 60.9 

!~ 1.1' c,p-, 



CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT-POPULATION RATIO - MEN 16 YEARS AND OVER 
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. ANIIUAL 

AVERAGE 
ORIGINAL 

1980 .••••••••••••• 71.5 71.5 71.7 71.6 71.9 73.1 73.7 73.2 71.7 71.9 71 .4 71.1 7?.0 
1981 •••••••••••••. 70.0 69.8 70.6 71.4 71.8 72.6 7 3. 7. 73.2 71.4 71.2 ' 70.3 69.5 71 .3 
1982 .........•.... 68.2 68.1 68.4 68.8 69.7 70.4 71.0 70.6 68.9 68.7 68.0 67.4 69.0 
1983 .•.••••.••.•.. 66.2 66.1 66.6 67.3 68.2 70.4 71.4 71.0 69.7 69.7 69.7 69.4 68.8 
1984 ...••••••••••• 68.3 68.6 69.1 69.7 70.7 72.5 72.9 72.5 71 .3 71 .2 70.9 70.4 70.1 
1985 ..••••..•••..• 69.2 69.1 69.8 70.3 71.2 72.0 72.8 72.6 71.4 71 .3 70.9 70.4 70.9 
1986 .............. 69.7 69.3 69.8 70.3 70.9 72.2 72.9 72.6 71.2 71.1 71.0 70.7 71.0 

hQ·7· "9.7 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED 

1948 .•.••••.•..... 83.8 83.9 83.0 83.3 83.1 83.7 83.8 83.5 83.2 83.5 83.3 83.5 
1949 ....•....•..•. 82.8 82.6 82.1 82.0 81.3 80.9 80.4 80.7 81.0 80.0 81.2 81.0 
1950 ...........•.. 80.7 80.7 80.7 81.1 81.6 81.8 82.0 82.8 82.9 83.0 83.1 83.0 
1951 .....•.....••. 83.1 83.7 84.5 84.1 84.5 84.0 83.9 84.1 84.0 84.1 83.8 8 ft.S 
1952 .•••••....•... 84.4 84.5 84.2 84.0 84.2 84.0 83.7 83.2 83.3 83.4 83.5 84.3 
1953 .•.•.•.•.•••.• 84.1 84.7 84.7 84.0 83.1 83.8 83.8 83.6 83.1 82.9 83.0 82.2 
1954 ...•......•... 82.0 82.0 81.0 81.1 80.8 80.7 80.6 . 80.8 80.9 80.6 80.7 80.6 
1955 .............. 81.0 81.0 81.2 81.2 81.6 81.5 82.1 82.0 82.4 82.3 82.5 82.7 
1956 .............. 82.9 82.6 82.5 82.5 82.4 82.3 82.2 82.3 82.1 82.0 81.7 81.7 
19'57 ..•..•.•.....• 81.5 81.9 82.2 81.8 81.7 81.8 81.8 81.2 81.0 80.7 80.1 80.1 
1958 ..••.•.....••• 79.3 78.7 78.3 78.1 78.3 78.1 78.2 78.3 78.6 78.9 78.7 78.6 
1959 .............. 78.8 78.7 79.3 79.8 79.6 79.5 79.8 79.4 79.3 79.2 78.6 79.7 
1960 ...........•.• 79.4 79.6 78.5 79.4 79.2 78.9 78.7 78.7 78.9 78.5 78.7 78.1 ~ 

1961 .••.•.....•.•• 78.0 17 .4 17 .6 77.2 17 .3 17 .7 17 .3 17 .6' 77. If 77.5 17 .9 77 .8 CO 
1962 ..•....•..•.•• 17 .8 78.2 78.2 17.7 78.1 77.8 17 .5 17.7 77.7 77.7 77 .2 77 .2 C11 
1963 .••........... 17 .0 76.7 17 .0 17 .1 77 .0 77.1 17 .3 17 .3 77.4 77 .2 17 .1 76.9 
1964 .•••••••...... 76.9 77.1 17 .1 77.4 77.7 77.1 77 .5 77.3 77 .4 77 .3 77.3 77 .1 
1965 .....•.••••••• 77 .2 77 .3 77 .4 17 .5 77 .8 77.3 77 .7 77 .5 77 .3 17 .6 77 .6 77.7 
1966 ..•••.••...•.. 77 .8 77 .7 77 .7 78.0 77 .8 18.0 77.9 77 .9 77 .7 77 .9 78.0 77 .9 
1967 .••••......... 78.1 77 .9 77.7 77 .8 77 .8 78.1 78.2 78.1 78.0 78.0 77.9 77.9 
1968 .............• 77 .4 77 .7 77 .6 77.8 77 .9 78.0 78.0 78.0 77.7 77.7 77 .6 77.9 
1969 .••.....•••••• 77.7 77 .9 77 .8 77.7 77 .5 77.6 71.4 71.7. 71.6 71.5 71.5' 77.3 
1970 ......••••.••• 71.3 77.1 71.1 16.1 76.6 76.0 76.0 75.7 75.7 75.4 75.4 75.2 
1971 •.•.......••.• 75.1 74.9 74.7 75.1 75.1 74.6 75.0 74.9 74.8 74.7 74.9 74.7 
1972 ••••••••.•.•.• 74.6 74.6 74.9 74.9 74.9 15.1 15.1 75.3 75.1 75.0 75.1 75.4 
1973 •••••.••••.... 75.1 75.4 75.7 75.5 75.3 75.6 75.7 75.4 75.4 75.7 75.8 75.8 
1974 .............. 76.0 75.8 75.5 75.1 75.3. 75.0 74.8 74.7 74.6 74.4 74.1 73.4 
1975 ............•. 72.6 72.2 71.9 71.6 71.7 71.3 71.7 11.8 71.6 71 .5 71 .4 71.4 
1916 •.••...••.••.. 71.8 71.9 71.9 72.2 72.2 71.8 72.1 72.3 72.1 72.1 72.0 72.0 
1971 •.......•.•••. 72.1 72.2 72.3 72.6 72.6 72.8 72.8 72.9 72.8 73.2 73.5 73.6 
1978 .•......•.••.• 73.5 73.4 73.3 73.6 73.8 74.1 73.8 73.9 13.7 73.8 74.1 73.9 
1979 ...•...•.•.... 74.2 74.3 74.0 73.9 73.8 74.0 73.9 73.7 73.9 73.5 73.4 13.5 
1980 •••••••••••... 73.3 73.4 73.0 72.3 71.9 71.5 71.4 71 .4 71 .4 71 .6 71.6 71.7 
1981 ••..•••••..... 71.7 71.6 71.8 72.1 71.9 71.1 71.5 71.4 71 .1 70.8 70.5 70.0 
1982 ........•••.•. 69.9 69.9 69.6 69.5 69.7 68.9 68.8 68.8 68 :6 68.4 68.2 68.0 
1983 .....•........ 67.9 67.8 67.9 68.0 68.1 68.9 69.2 69.2 69.3 69.4 69.8 70.0 
1984 ..........•... 10.0 70.3 70.4 70.4 7P,7 71.1 70.8 70.7 70.9 70. oj 71 .0 71.0 
1985 .............. 70.8 70.8 71.0 11.0 7 •• 1 7~ .6 70.7' 70.9 71 .0 71 .0 71 .0 70.9 
1986 ...........•• , 11.3 71. 0 71.0 70.9 7".8 70.9 70.9 70.9 70.9 70.8 71 .1 71.2 

f}1'3 . 'II. " 



CTVILTAN EMPLOYMENT-POPULATION RATIO - WOMEN 16 YEARS AND OVER AUG, SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. ANNUAL
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AG SET OC. NV DC.ANNUALE

ORIGINAL 
.0 77

1980 ...... 47.6 47.6 47.6 47.6 47.4 47.4 47.6 47.4 47.7 48.1 48.2 480 7.

1981.... . 47.3 47.6 47.9 48.2 48.2 48.0 48.2 48.1 47.6 48.3 48.4 48.0 48.0

1982 ................... 47.1 47.2 47.5 47.4 47.7 47.8 48.0 47.9 47.8 47.9 47.9 47.8 4.7.7

1983247.0 47.0 47.2 47.5 47.4 47.8 48.3 48.5 48.7 48.9 49.1 49.1 48.0

1984 .48.1 48.6 48. 49.2 49.7 49.8 50.1 49.5 49.6 50.0 50.2 50.3 49.5

1985 . ............. 5 48. 48.9 50.3 50.2 50.1 50.2 50.5 50.3 50.5 51.1 51.2 51.3 50.4

1986 . 50.3 50.3 50.8 50.8 51.0 51.6 52.0 51.8 51.6 52.2 52.1 52.1 51.4

1971 . ............. 50.3 50.34 0. ,

SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
1948 . . 3 0.9 31.0 30.7 31.6 30.9 31.9 32.0 31.3 31.7 31.1 31.3 31.6 -

1 9 7 49......... . 31 2 . 3 4 231.5 31 .57 . 31.0 9 4 2 .6 44 .79 431.1 30.7 31.1 31.2 31.1 31.3 31.6 31.3 -

1950..9 ......... . 31.12 31.1 31.0 32.1 31.6 32.1 31.8 32.5 32.0 32.6 32.6 32.4

19 50 .. ,ww4. .. ..... 4 5 4.1 47 24762462 4 14 3 4 7 470 4 7 2 480

1951 . . 32.7 32.6 33.3 32.9 33.2 32.7 33.8 33.3 32.9 33.2 33.1 33.6 -

1952 . . 33.7 33.5 32.9 33. 1 33.3 33.4 33.1 33.1 34.2 33.3 34.2 33.8 -

1953. . 34.1 33.9 34.1 33.6 33.1 33.7 33.6 33.2 33.1 33.1 32.6 31.9 -

1954.... . 31 5.9 33.0 32.9 32 .7 32.4 -32.2 31.9 32.1 32.7 32.8 32.7 32.3 -

19528 328 33.6 3.3 3..... 34.2 4. 4.6 34.4 34.5 34.7 35.2 -

1955 .............. 32.9 49.8 49.0 393 49 3.3 33.5 98 4. 95 4. 97 4.

196 .. .. 35.0 34.8 34.5 S5.2 35.1 35.0 35.2 35.4 35.2 35.1 35.2

1957 . ... 34.9 35.4 35.4 35.0 34.9 35.0 35.4 34.9 35.2 35.2 35.0 35.3

1958 . . ~~~~34.7 34.6 34.6 34.5 34.6 34.5 34.3 34.6 34.4 34.5 34.6 34.6 -

1959.... . 3.:.. 4.8 34.6 34.8 35.0 35.0 35.2 35.0 35.0 34.9 35.1 34.9 35.1

1960....... 34.9 35.1 34.5 35.7 35.8 36.2 35.8 35.7 36.1 35.3 35.7 35.6 -_

1961.......:.. 35.5 35.6 35.8 35.3 35.2 35.6 35.2 35.3 34.9 35.3 35.3 35.1 -t

1962......... 35.4 35.6 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.6 35.4 35.8 35.9 35.6 35.5 35.4 -0

1963......... 35.6 35.7 35.8 36.0 35.9 35.7 35.8 35.6 35.8 36.8 36.0 35.9 -

1964......... 35.9 36.3 36.2 36.7 36.6 36.5 36.2 36.4 36.2 36.2 36.3 36.4 -

1965......... 36.4 36.4 36.6 36.7 36.9 37.2 37.4 37.3 37.2 37.5 37.5 37.8 -

1966.... . 3... 7.8 37.7 37.7 37.9 37.9 38.1 30.2 38.5 38.7 30.8 39.2 39.0

1967......... 38.6 38.6 38.4 38.9 38.7 38.9 39.0 39.2 39.2 39.3 39.4 39.7 -

1968 . . ~~~~38.9 39.3 39.5 39.4 40.0 39.9 39.7 39.5 39.8 39.7 39.9 39.9 -

1969......... 39.9 40.3 40.4 40.5 40.4 40.8 40.9 40.9 40.8 41.1 410 1. -

1970....... 41.1 41.0 41.0 41 .2 40.6 40.7 40.O9 40.8 4.8.5 40.7 48.5 48.4 -

1971....... 40.6 40.4 40.2 .40 .2 40.2 39.9 400 0. 484 85 4.7 88 -

192 . 408 408 410 409 410 409 40.9 41.0 40.9 40.9 41.1 41.3 -

1973 .... . 41.0 41.6 41.70 41 .9 42.1 42.39 21 4. 22 4. 26 4.

194 . 423 426 427 427 426 427 43.0 42.8 42.7 42.6 42.3 42.15

1975 .... . 42.0 41.7 41.7 41. 4194.9 42.1422 2. 42.3422 2.

196 . 427 428 430 431 434 433 43.0 43.3 45.2 43.2 423. 43.61

1977 .... . 423. 43.8 44.0 442 .7 44.6 44.47 44 4. 48 4 51 4.

198 . 455 457 458 462 463 465 46.3 46.4 46.7 47.8 47.0 47.14

1979 .... . 47.1 417. 4175 471 .8 47.2 47.29 75 4. 76 4. 79 4.

190 . 480 479 478 477 476 475 43.5 47.5 47.6 47.6 47.7 47.6 -

1981... ... :, 47.8 48.8 48.1 48.3 48.4 48.1 48.1 48.1 47.5 47.9 47.9 47.63

1982 . . 47.7 47.3 47.7 47.6 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.5 47.5 47.50

1983 ... .. 47.5 47.7 47.5 47.6 47.5 47.7 48.0 48.4 4.8.7 48.5 48.7 48.8 -

1984 ..... . . 48.7 49.85 9. 49.3 49.9 49.8 49.8 49.5 49.5 49.6 49.7 49.9 -

1985 ....... . 508.1 590. 590. 50.4 50.3 60.1 50.2 50.3 50.6 50.7 58.8 58.9 -

1986 ....... 50.9 50.8 50.9 51.0 51.2 51.5 51.7 51.8 51.6 51.8 51.7 51.7

196 ......... j5 . •Y8 0.



CIVILIAII EMPLOYMENT-POPULATION RATIO - WHITE WORKERS
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. ANNUAL

AVERAGE
CRIGINAL

1980 .............. 59.7 59.7 59.9 59.8 59.9 60.4 60.7 60.3 59.8 60.2 60.0 59.8 60.0
1981 .............. 58.9 59.1 59.6 60.1 60.4 60.7 61.3 60.9 59.8 60.2 59.7 59.1 60.0
1982 .............. 58.0 58.1 58.4 58.6 59.2 59.6 59.9 59.6 58.9 58.8 58.5 58.1 58.8
1983 .............. 57.1 57.0 57.4 57.9 58.3 59.6 60.3 60.2 59.7 59.9 60.0 59.8 58.9
198i .............. 58.8 59.0 59.5 60.0 60.6 61.6 61.9 61.2 60.7 68.9 60.8 68.7 60.5
1935 .............. 59.6 59.9 60.4 60.6 60.9 61.4 61.9 61.7 61.3 61 .6 61.5 61 .2 61.0
1936 .............. 60.4 60.1 60.6 60.9 61.3 62.3 62.7 62.6 61.8 62.0 61.9 61.7 61.5

SEASONALLY ADJUSTED AO' 7 b)I0
1954 .............. 55.5 56.1 55.8 55.3 55.1 54.9 54.7 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.4 55.1
1955 .............. 55.6 55.8 55.7 56.1 56.1 56.1 56.7 57.0 56.8 57.0 57.1 57.3
1956 .............. 57.5 57.2 57.1 57.2 57.4 57.4 57.3 57.4 57.4 57.2 57.2 57.0
1957 .............. 56.9 57.2 57.3 56.9 56.8 57.0 57.2 56.7 56.7 56.6 56.3 56.4
1950 .............. 55.8 55.5 55.3 55.1 55.2 55.0 55.0 55.2 55.2 55.3 55.4 5S
1959 .............. 55.6 55.5 55.8 56.1 56.0 56.0 56.1 55.9 55.8 55.9 55.5 56.1
1960 .............. 55.9 56.1 55.4 56.2 56.2 56.1 56.0 55.8 56.1 55.5 55.9 5S.S
1961 ............... 5.S 55.3 55.5 55.2 55.1 55.5 55.1 55.2 54.9 55.1 55.4 55.2
1962 .............. 55.4 55.6 55.5 55.5 55.5 55.5 55.2 55.5 55.6 55.4 55.1 55S2
1963 .............. 55.1 55.1 55.2 55.3 55.2 55.2 55.3 55.2 55.4 55.5 55.3 55.2
1964 .............. 55.2 55.4 55.4 55.8 55.9 55.5 55.6 55.6 55.5 55.4 55.4 5S.S
1965 .............. 55.6 55.7 55.8 55.8 56.0 56.0 56.3 56.0 55.9 56.1 56.1 56.4
1966 .............. 56.5 56.4 56.4 56.5 56.6 56.7 56.7 56.9 56.8 57.0 57.3 57.2
1967 .............. 57.0 56.9 56.8 56.9 56.9 57.1 57.3 57.5 57.3 57.4 57.3 57.5
1968 .............. 56.9 57.2 57.3 57.3 57.7 57.7 57.6 57.5 57.5 57.4 57.6 576 -
1969 .............. 57.5 57.9 57.9 57.9 57.8 58.1 58.0 58.1 58.0 58.0 58.0 58.1
1970 .............. 58.0 57.9 58.0 57.9 57.5 57.3 57.4 57.3 57.1 57.2 57.0 56.9
1971 .............. 57.0 56.8 56.6 56.8 56.8 56.4 56.7 56.8 56.8 56.9 57.0 57.1
1972 .............. 57.2 57.1 57.3 57.2 57.3 57.3 57.3 57.5 57.4 57.4 57.5 57.7
1973 .............. 57.4 57.8 58.1 58.1 58.1 58.4 58.3 58.1 58.3 58.5 58.6 58.5
1974 .............. 58.5 58.6 58.6 58.4 58.4 58.4 58.5 58.3 58.2 58.1 57.8 57.5
1975 .............. 57.0 56.7 56.6 56.5 56.6 56.5 56.7 56.8 56.7 56.7 56.6 56.7
1976 .............. 57.1 57.3 57.3 57.5 57.6 57.5 57.7 57.7 57.6 57.6 57.6 57 7
1977 .............. 57.7 58.0 58.2 58.4 58.6 58.6 58.6 58.8 58.8 59.0 59.3 59 4
1978 .............. 5 9.5 59.5 59.5 59.8 59.9 60.3 60.0 60.1 60.1 60.3 60.4 60.5
1979 .............. 60.7 60.9 60.7 60.5 60.5 60.6 60.7 60.4 60.7 60.6 60.6 60.9
1980 .............. 60.8 60.8 60.6 60.2 60.0 59.7 59.6 59.5 59.7 59.8 59.8 59.9
1981 .............. 60.0 60.2 60.2 60.4 60.5 60.0 60.1 60.1 59.6 59.8 59.5 59 2
1982 .............. 59.1 59.2 59.1 59.0 59.3 58.9 58.8 58.8 58.7 58.5 58.3 58.2 -
1983 .............. 58.2 58.1 58.1 58.3 58.4 58.9 59.1 59.3 59.5 59.5 59.8 60.0 -
1984 .............. 5 9.9 60.1 60.2 60.3 60.7 60.9 60.7 60.4 60.5 60.6 60.6 60.8 -
1985 .............. 60.7 61.0 61.1 61.0 61.0 60.6 60.8 60.8 61.1 61.2 61.3 61.3 -
1986 .............. 61.4 61.2 61.3 61.3 61.4 61.6 61.6 61.8 61.6 61.7 61.7 61.8 -

{6s.q b;



CaVILIANI EMPLOYMENT-POPULATION RATIO - WHITE MEN 16 YEARS AND OVER
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. ANNUAL

A VER AGE

1980 .............. 72.9 73.0 73.1 73.0 73.3 74.6 75.1 74.5 73.0 73.3 72.8 72.5 73.4
1911 .............. 71.4 71.3 72.0 72.8 73.3 74.3 75.4 74.7 72.9 72.7 71.9 71.0 72.8
1982 .............. 69.7 69.6 69.9 70.4 71.4 72.1 72.6 72.2 70.6 70.4 69.6 69.0 70.6
1933 .............. 67.8 67.6 68.2 68.9 69.8 72.0 73.0 72.6 71.2 71.3 71.2 70.9 70.4
984 . 69. 70.0 70.7 71.3 72.2 74.1 74.5 73.9 72.7 72.5 72.2 71.8 72.1
1985 ........ 70.5 70.5 71.2 71.8 72.6 73.4 74.1 73.9 72.7 72.7 72.3 71.7 72.3
1986 .............. 71.0 70.6 71.1 71.7 72.2 73.6 74.2 74.0 72.6 72.4 72.3 72.0 72.3

D,9' ,7/ §
SEASOPALLY ADJUSTED

1954.......... 82.6 82.7 82.0 81.5 81.3 81.1 81.0 81.1 80.9 81.0 81.3 81.2 -
1955 . ............. 81.6 81.8 81.8 81.8 82.1 81.8 82.3 82.4 82.6 82.7 82.8 82.9 -
1956 .............. 83.4 83.0 83.0 82.9 82.7 82.7 82.6 82.7 82.5 82.4 82.3 82.2 -
1957 .............. 82.1 82.4 82.6 82.1 82.0 82.3 82.1 81.7 81.5 81.3 80.7 80.6 -
195 8 .............. 80.0 79.5 79.0 78.8 79.0 78.8 78.8 79.0 79.2 79.5 79.3 79.3 -
1959 ........ 79.4 79.5 79.9 88.4 88.2 88.1 80.4 88.0 79.9 79.8 79.2 80.2 -
1960 .80.1 80.2 79.3 80.0 79.8 79.4 79.2 79.1 79.2 78.8 79.1 78.6
1961 .............. 78.5 78.1 78.3 77.9 77.8 78.3 78.0 78.3 78.0 78.2 78.5 78.5 -
1962 .............. 78.5 78.8 78.8 78.5 7Z.7 78.5 78.1 78.3 78.3 78.3 77.7 77.9 -
1963 .............. 77.6 77.5 77.6 77.6 77.5 77.8 77.9 77.8 78.1 77.8 77.7 77.5 -
1964 .............. 77.5 77.6 77.5 77.9 78.1 77.6 78.0 77.8 77.9 77.6 77.8 77.7 -
1965 .............. 77.7 77.9 77.9 78.0 78.2 77.8 78.2 77.9 77.8 77.9 77.9 78.2 -
1966 .............. 78.2 78.1 78.3 78.4 78.2 78.5 78.2 78.3 78.1 78.3 78.4 78.4 -
1967 .............. 78.5 78.4 78.3 78.2 78.3 78.4 78.7 78.8 78.5 78.5 78.3 78.3 -
1968 .............. 77.9 78.2 78.1 78.3 78.4 78.5 78.6 78.6 78.2 78.2 78.1 78.4 -
1969 .............. 78.2 78.4 78.3 78.3 78.1 78.1 78.0 78.3 78.2 77.9 78.0 77.9 -
1970 .............. 77.7 77.6 77.7 77.4 77.2 76.7 76.6 76.3 76.3 76.1 76.1 75.9 -
1971 .............. 75.8 75.7 75.4 75.8 75.9 75.5 75.8 75.8 75.6 75.6 75.7 75.7 -
1972 .............. 75.7 75.6 75.8 75.8 75.8 76.0 76.0 76.2 76.1 76.0 76.1 76.3 -
1973........ 76.0 76.3 76.7 76.4 76.2 76.6 76.7 76.3 76.4 76.6 76.6 76.6 -
1974 .76.7 76.7 76.5 76.1 76.3 76.2 75.8 75.7 75.7 75.5 75.2 74.5
1975 .............. 73.7 73.4 73.2 73.0 73.0 72.7 72.9 73.0 72.8 72.7 72.6 72.7 -
1976 .............. 73.0 73.3 73.3 73.6 73.5 73.3 73.4 73.6 73.3 73.4 73.2 73.3 -
1977 .............. 73.3 73.5 73.6 73.9 74.0 74.2 74.2 74.3 74.2 74.6 74.8 74.9 -
1978 .............. 74.8 74.7 74.6 75.0 75.1 75.4 75.0 75.2 74.8 74.9 75.3 75.1 -
1979 .............. 75.5 75.7 75.3 75.2 75.1 75.2 75.1 74.7 74.8 74.6 74.6 74.8 -
1930 .............. 74.6 74.9 74.4 73.7 73.4 73.0 72.8 72.7 72.7 72.9 72.9 73.1 -
191 .............. 73.1 73.2 73.3 73.5 73.3 72.8 73.1 72.9 72.6 72.4 72.0 71.6 -
1932 .............. 71.4 71.5 71.2 71.0 71.4 70.6 70.3 70.4 70.3 70.1 69.8 69.6 -
193 .... I ......... 69.5 69.4 69.3 69.5 69.8 70.6 70.8 70.8 70.9 - 71.0 71.4 71.6
1914 .............. 71.5 71.7 71.8 71.9 72.1 72.7 72.4 72.1 72.3 72.3 72.3 72.4
1965 .............. 72.2 72.2 72.4 72.4 72.6 72.0 72.1 72.1 72.4 72.5 72.4 72.3
1916 .............. 72.6 72.3 72.2 72.2 72.1 72.2 72.1 72.3 72.3 72.2 72.4 72.6

-T's 7S2, 1



'!LI:: EVPLOYMIENT-POPULATION RATIO -WHITE WOMEN 16 YEARS AND OVER
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY' AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. ANNUAL

AVERAGE

Is G: I.!'
.2........ 47.7 47.7 47.9 47.9 47.6 47.5 47.6 47.4 47.8 48.3 48.4 48.3 47.8

............ 47.5 47.9 48.3 48.5 48.6 48.3 48.4 48.4 47.9 48.8 48.7 48.3 48.3
:9~22...... .. 47.4 47.6 47.9 48.8 48.1 48.2 48.4 48.2 48.3 48.3 48.4 4R.2 48.1

............ 47.4 47.4 47.7 47.N 47.8 48.1 48.7 48.9 49.2 49.5 49.8 49.7 48.5
:124.... ,. .. 48.6 49.8 49.3 49.6 58.1 50.1 50.4 49,.7 '49.8 50.3 58.4 50.5 49.8

92......... 49.7 50.2 58.5 50.4 50.2 58.3 58.7 58.5 50.9 51.4 51.6 51.5 50.7
-6 ............ 58.6-. 50.5 51.0 51.1 51.3 51.9 52.1 52.1 51.9 52.5 82.4 52.4 51.7

.9; 1 !.LLY ADJuSTED309 3. 315 15 3i9 15
:11~ ........... 30.9 31.9 32.1 31.5 31.1 31.1 109 1. 3.5 15 3.9 15 -

.755............ 32.1 32.2 32.1 32.7 12.4 32.7 33.4 33.9 33.4 33.6 33.7 34.8

-7 ............ 3.0 34. 34.3 34.0 33.8 34.1 34.6 34.0 34.3 34.3 342 4. -

11~3............ 33.7 33.7 33.8 33.6 33.7 33.5 33.4 .33.6 33.5 33.4 33.6 33.8 -

,L9 ........... 34.8 33.7 33.9 34.8 34.8 34.2 34.1 34.1 34.0 34.3 33.9 34.2 -

33.9 34.2 33.8 34.7 34.9 35.0 34.9 34.7- 35.1 34.3 34.8 34.6 -

............ 34.7 34.7 35.0 34.6 34.5 34.8 34.3 34.4 34.1 34.3 34. 343

............ 34.6 34.7 34.7 34.7 34.7 34.8 34.6 35.0 35.1 34.7 34.7 34.7 -

............ 34.7 34.9 35.0 35.2 35.1 34.9 35.8 34.8 35.0 35.3 35.1 35.0 - '
............ 35i 35. 35.5 35.9 35.9 35.6 35.4 35.5 35.3 35.3 352 35.5

95L7 ........ 37.8 37.8 37.7 38.1 38.0 38.2 38.3 38.5 38.6 38.6 38.7 30.9 -

. ....... 38.3 38.6 38.8 38.7 39.2 39.3 39.0 38.8 39.1 39.0 39.3 39.2 -

. ..... .. ... 39.2 39.6 39.7 39.9 39.9 40.3 40.3 40.2 40.2 40.4 40.4 40.5 -

1970 ...... .. 40.5 40.5 40.5 40.6 40.0 40.1 40.4 40.3 40.0 40.3 40.1 40.0 -

1971 ...... .. 40.3 40.0 39.7 39.7 39.7 39.4 39.5 39.8 39.9 48.0 40.3 40.5 -

1972 ...... .. 40.5 40.5 40.6 40.6 48.7 40.5 40.6 40.8 48.7 40.7 40.8 40.9 -

1973 ...... .. 40.8 41.2 41.4 41.6 41.8 42.1 41.8 41.8 42.0 42.2 42.4 42.2 -

1974 ...... .. 42.0 42.3 42.5 42.5 42.4 42.4 42.9 42.5 42.4 42.4 42.2 42.1 -

19753...... .. 42.0 41.6 41.7 41.7 41.7 41.8 42.0 42.1 42.2 42.2 42.2 42.3 -

1976 ......... 4? 42.7 42.8 42.9 43.3 43.3 43.5 43.3 43.3 43.3 43.5 43.7 -

1977 ...... .. 43.6 43.9 44.1 44.3 44.6 44.5 44.5 44.6 44.8 44.9 45.3 45.2 -

1978 ........ 45.5 45.6 45.7 46.1 46.2 46.5 46.4 46.3 46.7 47.1 47.0 47.1 -

1979 ........ 47.2 47.4 47.4 47.2 47.3 47.3 47.6 47.4 47.8 47.8 47.9 48.1 -

19300...... .. 48.2 48.0 40.0 47.9 47.7 47.6 47.6 47.5 47.8 47.8 47.9 47.8 -

1981 ....... 40.0 48.3 48.4 48.5 48.7 48.4 48.4 48.5 47.8 48.3 48.2 47.9 -

19Z2........ 40.0 48.0 48.1 48.1 48.3 40.3 48.3 48.3 48.2 47.9 47.9 47.08
1923 ...... .. 47.9 47.8 47.9 48.0 48.0 48.2 40.5 48.9 49.1 49.1 49.3 49.4 -

19C4 ........ 49.2 49.5 49.5 49.7 50.3 50.0 50.1 49.7 49.7 49.8 49.9 50.1 -

1985 ...... .. 50.3 50.7 58.8 50.6 58.5 50.3 50.4 58.5 00.8 51.0 51.1 51.1 -

19'6 ...... ... 51.2 51.0 51.2 51.3 51.5 51.9 52.0 52.2 51.9 52.0 51.9 52.0 -



CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT-POPULATION RATIO- BLACK WORKERSSET OC. NV DC.A UA

JAN. PEE. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SET C. NV E. ANNUALE

ORIG5.1 520NA.L5.8 52.0 52.2 53.4 53.3 51.9 52.3 52.2 51.9 52.3

19801...... .. 521. 520. 5 51. 5199 51. 51. 52.5 51.7 51.1 51.3 51.2 50.3 51.3

1982 ...... .. 49.5 49.1 49.0 48.8 49.4 49.6 50.8 50.7 49.3 49.1 49.2 48.8 49.4

1983 ...... .. 47.8 48.3 48.4 48.3 48.9 49.6 51.3 50.8 50.3 49.9 50.5 50.2 49.5

1914 . ~~~~49.6 50.7 50.6 50.7 52.1 52.9 53.4 53.9 53.1 53.2 53.8 53.4 52.3

19845...... .. 52.5 51.0 52.5 52.9 53.2 54.2 54.6 54.8 53.4 53.5 53.4 53.9 53.4

1986 ...... .. 53.1..- 52.8 53.5 53.9 54.5 54.8 53.4 54.3 53.8 54.3 5. 45 3.

SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
1972 ...... .. 53.0 53.2 53.7 53.8 53.9 54.4 53.5 53.6 53.6 53.2 54.1 54.4 -

1973 ........ S3.7 54.6 54.7 54.3 53.9 53.9 54.8 54.7 54.4 SS.1 54.9 54.9 -

1974 ...... .. 55.1 54,.5 33.6 54.0 54.1 53.6 53.4 53.4 53.5 53.3 52.1 51.4 -

1975 ...... .. 50.9 50.4 50.1 49.6 50.0 50.1 50.3 50.0 50.1 49.9 50.0 30.0 -

1976 ...... .. 50.3 50.5 51.1 5i.3 51.1 50.5 50.5 50.9 50.6 50.5 51.2 51.0 -

1977 ...... .. 51.0 51.2 51.2 51.7 51.4 51.7 51.0 51.2 51.2 51.1 51.5 52.9 -

1978 ...... .. 52.7 53.2 53.4 53.4 53.6 53.9 53.5 53.7 54.2 54.2 53.8 53.8 -

1979 ...... .. 53.6 53.5 54.0 53.5 53.4 53.9 54.1 53.7 54.1 54.1 53.8 53.7 -

1900 ...... .. 53.3 53.1 52.7 52.4 52.2 51.8 52.0 52.1 51.8 51.9 51.9 51.8 -

1981 ...... .. 52.2 51.7 51.9 52.5 52.0 51.0 51.1 50.5 50.9 51.0 50.9 50.5 -

1902 . 50.5 30.2 4V.8 49.4 ~~~49.5 49.2 49.4 49.5 49.2 48.9 49.0 48.8 -

1983 .4...... 0.8 5 9.3 49.1 48.94 89 4. 49.9 49.7 50.2 49.0 50.3 50.3 -

1984 ...... .. 50.6 51.0 51.3 51.2 52.1 52.4 52.0 52.9 53.0 53.1 536 3. -

1985 ...... .. 53.5 52.9 53.2 53.4 53.1 53.6 53.3 53.9 53.4 53.5 53.2 53.9 -

1986 ...... .. 54.1 53.9 54.2 54.3 54.3 54.2 54.1 53.5 53.8 54.2 54.2 54.4 -



CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT-POPUI.ATION RATIO- BLACK MEN 16 YEARS AND OVER
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. ANNUAL

AVERAGE

ORIG5.9 597NA.L6.0 60.3 61.0 61.9 61.6 59.8 60.6 60.2 59.6 60.4

19801....... 589 5.9 59.7 6.1 59.60 04 5. 60.7 60.1 59.3 58.9 57.8 57.1 59.1

1902 . ~~~~~~55.4 55.4 55.6 55.8 56.4 56.6 58.2 57.8 55.5 55.3 55.7 54.1 56.0

19823.53.3 53.6...3 54.....0 57.2 58.8 58.1 57.2 57.3 58.3 57.5 56.3

1984 ........ 56.5 57.6 57.3 57.0 59.3 59.9 60.5 61.4 60.2 60.3 60.8 59.5 59.2

1985 ........ 58.3 57.8 58.4 58.9 59.9 61.1 62.1 62.9 60.6 60.0 S9.7 59.7 60.0

1986 ........ 59.2 S8.7 59.7 60.1 61.5 62.0 62.7 61.5 60.1 68.3 60.5 60.8 60.6

SEASONALLY ADJUSTED 670 6. 68 6. 68 6. 68 6.
1972 ........ 65.1 65.7 66.7 67.1 67.0 68.506. 67.2968 666 6. 67.23 1-

1973 ........ 66.7 67.8 68.0 67.5 67.0 67.1 67.4 67.4 67.480 6.9 68.30

1974 ........ 68.6 67.6 67.0 66.6 6-:.6 65.7 65.6 65.2 64.8 65.3 641 3. -

1975 . ~~~~~~62.1 61.4 60.6 59.7 63.4 60.1 60.8 60.7 60.7 60.2 60.1 59.7 -

1 97 6........ 6 0 .2 68.1 6 0. 0 60.9 60.9 59.9 60.5 61.1 68.8 60.6 609 1. -

1 977 ........ 61.5 61.8 61.7 62.3 60.9 62.0 61.1 60.8 68.3 60.6 61.6 62.6 -

1978 . ~~~~~~62.5 62.8 63.3 63.2 63.3 63.5 63.7 62.6 63.6 63.8 63.5 63.5 -

1979 ........ 63.2 63.1 63.2 62.9 63.4 63.8 639 4. 6.4 37 629 26 -

1980 . ~~~~~~61.9 61.6 61.3 60.9 60.3 59.8 59.9 59.7 59.5 60.0 60.1 59.9 -

1981 ........ 60.3 39.8 68.2 60.3 60.5 3. 87 S. 89 5. 7S S.

1982 ........ S7.1 57.2 56.8 56.6 36.4 5S.5 56.1 56.0 53.1 33.0 53.3 54.6 -

1983 ........ 55.0 S5.3 55.4 S5.2 54.9 56.1 56.7 56.4 56.9 57.1 58.8 S8.0 -

1984 . ~~~~~~58.1 59.4 38.3 57.7 S9.2 58.7 58.4 59.7 39.9 60.2 60.6 60.0 -

19845..S..... 9.9 59.6 59.5 59.6 59.6 59.9 60.0 61.3 68.4 60.0 59.5 60.1 -

1986.60.8.60.4 60.9.60.9 61.1 60.7 60.6 S9.9 60.0 60.3 60.4 61.2 -

o /7



CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT-POPULATION RATIO -BLA.CK WOMEN 16 YEARS AND OVER
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. ANNUAL

AVERAGE

ORIGINAL 4. 66 4. 57 4. 57 4.
1980 ........ 45.9 45.8 45.3 45.1 45.3 45.1 4. 66 4. 57 4. 57 4.
1981 ........ 45.3 44.7 44.7 45.7 44.8 44.8 45.8 45.0 44.6 45.2 45.9 45.3 45.1

1912 ........ 44.8 44.0 43.7 43.) 43.8 44.0 44.9 45.0 44.4 44.) 44.0 44.5 44.2
1983 ........ 43.4 44.8 43.6 43.3 44.0 43.6 45.2 44.9 44.8 44.0 4.4.3 44.4 44.)
1984 ...... .. 44.I 45.2 45.2 45.7 46.3 47.2 47.6 47.9 47.4 47.5 48.1 48.5 46.7
1985 ........ 47.9 47.0 4.7.8 48.1 47.9 48.5 48.6 48.2 4.7.6 48.3 48.3 49.2 4.8.)

1986 ........ 48.) 48.8 48.5 48.9 48.9 48.9 49.4 48.5 48.6 49.4 49.4 49.4 48.8

SEASONALLY ADJUSTED426 24 427 23 437 39
1972 ........ 43.) 42.9 42.9 43.0 43.2 42.9 426 4.44. 23 43.7 43.90
1973 ........ 43.) 43.8 43.8 43.5 43.3 43.) 44.5 44.4 4.3.9 44.4 4.2 40 -

1974 ...... .. 44.0 43.9 42.9 43.7 43.9 43.8 43.6 43.9 44.3 43.5 42.3 42.0 -

1975 ........ 41.8 41.4 41.6 41.4 41.5 42.0 41.7 41.4 41.4 41.6 41.8 42.1
1976 ...... .. 42.6 42.6 43.8 43.4 43.) 42.8 42.4 42.5 42.3 42.2 43.3 42.7 -

1977 ...... .. 42.5 42.5 42.8 43.) 43.7 43.3 42.9 43.5 43.8 43.5- 43.3 45.0 -

1978 ........ 44.8 45.4 45.4 45.6 45.7 46.1 45.3 46.6 46.7 46.5 46.0 46.80
1979 ...... .. 45.8 45.8 46.6 45.9 45.4 45.8 46.3 45.3 45.9 46.4 46.5 46.6 -

1980 ........ 46.4 4,6.3 45.8 45.6 45.7 45.4 45.7 46.0 45.7 45.4 4S.3 45.2 -

198) ........ 45.7 45.2 45.2 46.3 45.2 45.) 45.0 44.3 44.6 45.8 45.6 44.9 -

1982 ........ 45.2 44.5 44.2 43.7 44.0 44.2 44.0 44.3 44.4 44.0 43.8 44.1 -

1983 ........ 43.8 44.5 44.0 43.8 44.) 43.7 44.4 44.3 44.8 43.9 44.2 44.)
1984 ........ 44.4 45.7 45.5 46.0 46.3 47.2 46.9 47.4 47.S 47.4 48.0 48.1 -

19853........ 48.4 47.5 48.) 48.3 47.9 48.5 47.9 47.8 47.7 48.2 48.) 48.8 -

1986 ...... .. 48.5 48.6 48.7 48.9 48.9 48.8 48.8 48.3 48.9 49.3 49.2 49.0 -

,/p '
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Senator SARBANES. Well, why don't you give me what you have
now? What do you have for the black population?

Mrs. NORWOOD. The black population, of course, has a much
lower employment-population ratio than the white. Overall, it's
54.5. For adult men, it is 65.7. For adult women, it is 52.0; and for
teenagers, it is 24.2.

Senator SARBANES. What is the figure for white teenagers? You
didn't give me that before.

Mrs. NORWOOD. For white teenagers, it is 49.2. There is an enor-
mous difference in the EP ratios of black and white teenagers.

Senator SARBANES. Yes, a difference of 49.2 versus 24.2.
Mrs. NORWOOD. That's right. I think it's important in analyzing

what's going on with the minority population to look both at the
unemployment rate and at the employment-population ratio. What
that shows, of course, is that there are many fewer black young-
sters with jobs. It is true, of course, that their unemployment rates
are also much higher than the unemployment rates for whites, but
I think the EP ratios show their labor market problems somewhat
more dramatically.

Senator SARBANES. There is also a very significant difference be-
tween white adult males and black adult males?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, that's been traditional.
Senator SARBANES. Of roughly 75 percent versus 65 percent, it

that correct?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. Women is about the same?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. What's happened there is rather interest-

ing. In the past white women had lower employment-population
ratios. As they have moved into the work force in such large num-
bers, they have caught up with the employment-population ratios
of black women who have always worked. The black men, however,
and black teenagers still have very much lower employment-popu-
lation ratios than whites.

Senator SARBANES. SO just over half of all women 20 and older-
these are adult women-are working, although the definition of
working would be even a couple hours a week?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct.
Senator SARBANES. What figures do you have on the Hispanic

population?
Mrs. NORWOOD. For the Hispanics, all we have right now here is

a 59.6 overall employment-population ratio. We can supply break-
downs of that for the record.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]
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Senator SARBANES. You don't have a teenager figure with you?
Mrs. NORWOOD. No, not with us, but the employment-population

ratio for the overall Hispanic population has gone up almost 2 full
percentage points this year, and a large part of that at least, is a
result of Hispanic women coming into the work force.

Senator SARBANES. Are they the three groups on which you
maintain figures?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. The white population, the black population,

and the Hispanic population?
Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct. We don't have as much data as

we would like to have on the Hispanic population. We have been
working very hard to try to improve that and we did introduce
some improvements in the Hispanic population data at the begin-
ning of last year.

Senator SARBANES. Do you do anything to identify the profile of
the percentage of these populations that do not have jobs? In other
words, as I understand it, 25 percent of all all white males 20 or
over do not have employment, according to your figures?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct.
Senator SARBANES. 35 percent of all black males 20 or over do

not have jobs. Do you have any profile of that 25 percent of the
white adult males or the 35 percent of the black adult males?

Mrs. NORWOOD. We don't have any specific studies that respond
to exactly that question. Obviously, these people are either unem-
ployed or they are not in the labor force at all.

Senator SARBANES. Yes. For instance, how many of them would
be over 70 years old or over 65 years old?

Mrs. NORWOOD. We could provide information of that sort for the
record. I don't have it here. We do know that the discouraged
workers, those are not looking for work because they don't think
any is available, are disproportionately minority and they are dis-
proportionately women. We can easily take a look at the age distri-
bution and anything else that we think would be useful.

Senator SARBANES. Could you work on that a bit?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Sure.
[The information referred to follows:]
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A.54. Persoas aot Ia the labor force by reason, sex, and age
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A-5. Persons not In the labor force by reason race, Hispanic origin, age, and en
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Senator SARBANES. I'm pursuing this because I think there's
something to be gained by coming at the employment problem-I
mean, I'm really sounding your refrain to some extent-from the
point of view of participation. As you point out, the black teenager
figure is 24 percent on the participation ratio. When you look at
the unemployment figures, that's not going to be fully reflected be-
cause a lot of them are not actually seeking jobs. They are out
there unemployed and not working, and they're at the age when
they ought be working.

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct.
Senator SARBANES. So somehow we don't do a full count of that.
Mrs. NORWOOD. That's why I feel so strongly that you can't look

at a single number and understand what's going on in the labor
market. One needs to look at employment and at unemployment.
And I think it's only by looking below those numbers at all the dis-
aggregated data that you can determine which are the groups
which need to be targeted for policy purposes. It is always neces-
sary to focus on all unemployed. There's a certain amount of fric-
tional unemployed that will always be there.

Senator SARBANES. Senator Melcher.
Senator MELCHER. The data on table A-7, all of the figures in the

duration column under January 1987, the past January, the month
just preceding this month, show I guess percentagewise substantial
increases, and yet when seasonally adjusted they show decreases,
all but one of the five figures shows decreases from the previous
month.

How reliable is your seasonally adjusted figure?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Our seasonal adjustment process is as reliable as

we can make it. Is it perfect? Certainly not. We keep working on
new approaches. We consult with other countries, and I think that
we do at least as good a job and probably better than many other
countries. But you're quite right that there could be some distor-
tion due to seasonal adjustment. I don't see anything that stands
out as a seasonal adjustment problem this particular month, but
January is a month with very large seasonals-January and June
are the 2 months that are probably the most difficult of all, and it's
for that reason that we always caution users to be sure to look at
several months of data. There really has been no real statistically
significant movement in the duration figures.

I think that, perhaps, the most important information from them
is that the long-term unemployed, 27 weeks or more, has remained
at such a high level, about 1.2 million.

Senator MELCHER. Turning just to mining, the number of unem-
ployed persons in table A-6 increases slightly in January compared
to the preceding December. It increases substantially from January
1987 compared to January 1986. It's substantially higher. Yet, in
the unemployment rates, it shows a slight decline between January
and the preceding December, 0.1 percent, but shows a remarkable
increase in unemployment between January 1986 and January
1987, almost-well, precisely 3.3 percent.

Should that figure, since it's a basic industry, be a caution figure
to us?
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Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, I think it's quite clear that that industry is
in considerable trouble. In looking at industry data, I prefer to look
at the establishment series, and there you will find that--

Senator MELCHER. What table is that?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, that's in the "B" tables, B-1. A year ago,

employment in the oil and gas extraction industry was 564,000.
Current employment is 416,000, before seasonal adjustment. That's
a drop of more than 25 percent in employment. So that industry
really has suffered a great deal. We have talked about that many
times before this committee and it is the oil and gas extracting in-
dustry that's driving the employment figures for mining, of which
it is a part.

Senator MELCHER. Well, as I caught up with you, Commissioner,
you're referring to a figure of January 1986 of 564,000 as compared
to 410,000?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes-well, that's another way of looking at it;
564,000 in January of 1986 and 416,000 in January of 1987. That's a
very significant drop in employment.

Senator MELCHER. All right. What you're saying then I detect is
that you prefer to look at table B-1 as compared to the other table.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, I think that they are consistent in what
they are showing. There has been a severe decline in oil and gas
extraction and mining employment in general over the last year
and I think both of our surveys are showing that. If you want very
detailed information by industry, we find that the payroll survey is
a bit more accurate. But these surveys are showing essentially the
same phenomenon.

Senator MELCHER. And then we should attach great caution to
them?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, I think obviously my role is to tell you to
attach caution to things, but I believe that it is very clear that the
oil and gas extraction industry is in great trouble. It has lost 25
percent or more of its jobs in the last year and there does not seem
to be any general trend to reverse that. So I think that's a clearcut
conclusion that one can come to from these data.

Senator MELCHER. What's the time lag, if you can tell me, on the
status of oil prices, crude oil prices, whether it's a decline or an in-
crease, and reflection in the Consumer Price Index?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, I can't tell you that exactly. Some kinds of
commodities show up more quickly than others. Generally, we have
found that gasoline prices reflect the change soon after any change
in price is announced.

Senator MELCHER. Well, let's assume that's within 30 days, just
for an assumption. What I'm really getting at is what's the others?
Isn't the time lag rather dramatically increased for plastics and so
on?

Mrs. NORWOOD. It take some time for those to filter through the
economy to get at the indirect effects, which is really what you're
getting at-the use of petroleum products in the manufacturing
process. That depends in part on inventories and it depends in part
on how quickly the producers reflect those prices.

But it's quite clear-that we can expect some increase in oil prices
and that that will find its way through the economy in the future.
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Senator MELCHER. My recollection is that for fuel, gasoline and
diesel, it's about 30 days, and for the rest of it it's about a year or a
little more.

Mrs. NORWOOD. That may be. I don't know.
Senator MELCHER. All right. Maybe one or two questions about

agriculture as being separated from agribusiness. Do you do that or
not or do you have a category for agribusiness?

Mrs. NORWOOD. No, we do not. We do very little work with agri-
cultural data. There is a statistical reporting service in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture which is quite expert on all kinds of farm and
rural activities and I'm sure that they make some breakdowns of
that kind.

We specialize in the nonfarm economy.
Senator MELCHER. I've never found-maybe I haven't looked

hard enough-any Agriculture Department data that related to
employment or unemployment tables that could be attached to ag-
ribusiness. Of course, you must catch a lot of it since you have
trucking, retail stores, including supermarkets and whatever.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Sure. And the household survey, of course,
covers the total population. It's just that our business survey is a
nonagricultural survey and our price data are nonfarm data.

Senator MELCHER. Well, returning once more to the question of
the tables and the significance they present, if you can pinpoint
some significant change in the way you gather your data, what dif-
ference is there between 15 years ago and now? Is there any real
significant change that sticks out?

Mrs. NORWOOD. You mean in--
Senator MELCHER. Let me give you an example. How about the

question of how long somebody is unemployed, that time when
somebody is unemployed when his benefits have run out? Has
there been a-just using 15 years ago as a benchmark, has there
been a significant change?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, the unemployment rate has clearly been
ratcheting-upward and if we go back to, say, approximately 1971,
we are going to find a much lower unemployment rate-in fact, at
about 6.1 percent in December 1970, 5.9 percent in January 1971.
So you will find that much less. The labor force, of course, would
have been much smaller, and employment would have been small-
er, and population would have been smaller.

Senator MELCHER. Well, my question referred to the method of
data collection.

Mrs. NORWOOD. There has been no basic change. Obviously, we
have made some improvements in bringing in the population
counts from the new population censuses and things of that sort,
but the basic current population survey is a household survey of
roughly 60,000 households. It is done in much the same way as it
was done then.

The establishment survey is done in a Federal-State cooperative
manner in much the same way as it was done in the past. We
think we have improved some of the statistical techniques, but
those are only technical factors that have changed.

The basic structure of the two surveys is very similar to the way
it was then.
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Senator MELCHER. Did I correctly understand the response to
Chairman Sarbanes a few moments ago that if somebody was em-
ployed for 2 hours a week that that person would be counted as
employed?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, unless he was an unpaid farm worker.
Senator MELCHER. Did you count it the same was 15 years ago?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. It counts as a whole?
Mrs. NORWOOD. It counts as an employed person, but we do note

that it is part time and we publish data on the number of people
who are employed part time voluntarily and those who are em-
ployed part time not voluntarily.

Senator MELCHER. When you make your survey and you find an
18-year-old that isn't working, is that 18-year-old going to say,
"Well, I am employed 2 hours a week on babysitting?"

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, the questionnaire is quite scientifically de-
signed. People are never really specifically asked if they are unem-
ployed, for example. People are classified as either having worked
for pay during the survey week or as looking for work, available
for work and not having worked during the survey week, or as out-
side of the labor force entirely. So there are three categories.

This is a structure or system which is used all over the world,
although the United States has provided the leadership.

Senator MELCHER. Has this questionnaire been changed in that
regard in the last 15 years?

Mrs. NORWOOD. It has been reviewed by two presidentially ap-
pointed commissions, one appointed by President Kennedy in the
1960's, one appointed by President Carter, and both of those com-
missions have made some suggestions for minor changes. We have
put some of their recommendations into effect; others we have not
because of the funds that would be increased, particularly, with
reference to improving state data. I want to emphasize, however,
that each Commission endorsed the overall concepts.

Senator MELCHER. Well, this questionnaire is a written question-
naire or is it by telephone?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, it is a written questionnaire which is admin-
istered by Census Bureau agents. The household survey is one of
the surveys the Census Bureau does for the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics.

The business survey we do with our own agents. There is always
a personal visit at the beginning of the period when the family
comes into the survey. There are followup- interviews done by tele-
phone.

Senator MELCHER. Well, I'm going to make an assumption and I
think it's correct, that part of that questionnaire is going to ask,
"Do you collect unemployment compensation?"

Mrs. NORWOOD. No, sir, we don't ask that question.
Senator MELCHER. You don't ask that?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Only in special supplements for other purposes.

That is not a part of the definition of unemployment.
Senator MELCHER. All right. I'm trying to visualize the quandary

this typical 18-year-old might be in or anybody else of any age,
male or female, drawing unemployment compensation and they re
asked-is this questionnaire being done in person or just by mail?
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Mrs. NORWOOD. No, it's not done by mail at all. It is done either
in person or by telephone.

Senator MELCHER. All right. And it can be done by telephone.
I'm just trying to visualize the quandary of somebody who's draw-
ing unemployment compensation and how he's going to answer,
"Have you done anything that you got $10 for or any amount of
money in the last week?" What are they going to say? They're sup-
posed to report that in most cases, if they got something.

Mrs. NORWOOD. A lot of them do report just those kinds of
things.

Senator MELCHER. They do?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, they certainly do.
Senator MELCHER. They must have great confidence or else

they're reporting that.
Mrs. NORWOOD. The statistical agencies in this country have

worked very hard to develop that kind of confidence among the
citizens of the country. We promise complete and absolute confi-
dentiality. Our interviewers are very well trained. But obviously,
nothing is perfect.

Senator MELCHER. You say "our interviewers," are they yours or
the Census Bureau's?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, there is one statistical system. These par-
ticular interviewers for the current population survey happen to be
on the payroll of the Census Bureau, but we are very much in-
volved in the training process and we are very much aware of all of
the quality factors and work with the Census Bureau very closely
to be certain that that survey is up to the state of the art.

It is a good survey. I would certainly not come here and tell you
that it is a perfect survey. In fact, one of the things that I have
begun is a joint Census Bureau-BLS review of the entire CPS with
a view toward developing a strategic plan for how the CPS should
be conducted in the 1990's. I think it is not too soon to begin to
look at that issue.

This is a tremendously important survey. I believe that there are
changes in social conditions out there which need to be taken into
account. So we have begun a long-range research effort. The Con-
gress will be hearing about it because there will be some costs in-
volved.

Senator MELCHER. Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Commissioner, I have just a few questions.
First-and it follows a bit on the first question that Senator Mel-

cher put-in the table this morning, civilian employment actually
declined by 1.5 million before seasonal adjustment?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, that's correct.
Senator SARBANES. The seasonally adjusted figure showed an in-

crease of 375,000. I guess my first question is, is this gap historical-
ly consistent or does it seem to be a somewhat larger gap? This
leads to the next question, are you concerned that there may be
changes occurring in the seasonal employment patterns in the U.S.
that may raise some questions about the seasonal adjustment
factor that's being used?

Mrs. NORWOOD. The seasonals for the month of January are ex-
traordinarily large. There is normally, for example, a drop in em-
ployment of 1,873,000. That's a very, very large number.
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Now we have gone back, as we always do, to look at what the
seasonal factors are and what employment has been in the last 10
or so years, particularly the last 5 or 7 which are used in the sea-
sonal adjustment process.

There have been some changes, particularly in things like retail
trade, and that's why I commented about the retail trade data.

My view is that there is clearly a good deal of employment
growth. It may not be 450,000 as the business survey has shown,
but it is sizable.

I also think there is a lot of labor force growth. The labor force
tends to move in spurts, and late last year we had a period with
fairly small growth-only about 170,000 between October and De-
cember. So it seems to me that what we are seeing now is quite
realistic.

As I indicated in my testimony, the retail trade and the construc-
tion figures appear to be perhaps slightly stronger-because of the
seasonals-than they might have been under more normal seasonal
conditions. But I think we need another couple of months to be
sure of that.

Senator SARBANES. What was the labor force growth in 1986?
Mrs. NORWOOD. In 1986, it was 2,272,000. I'm sorry. That's from

January to January.
Senator SARBANES. What are you expectations for labor force

growth in 1987?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Based upon population data growth rates, our ex-

pectation is that the labor force will continue to grow more slowly
than it has in the past, but there will be growth and the growth
will probably be from minorities and women in large part, but also
from men.

Senator SARBANES. Is there any way you can project a figure?
Mrs. NORWOOD. I don't have a figure to give you. We have made

projections to 1995 and we expect really a bit more growth, I be-
lieve, in the rest of this decade and then a little less in the early
part of the 1990's. I can try to provide a paragraph for the record.

Senator SARBANES. Assuming the labor force grew in 1987 at the
rate that it grew in 1986, how much would real GNP have to grow
in order to maintain an unemployment rate where it is now?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I don't really have the answer to that. There are
a lot of people who feel the GNP growth has to be at least 3 per-
cent in order to have a downward effect on the unemployment
rate. But those relationships were developed many years ago. We
have a very different structure of the economy now and I'm not
sure that they still hold up.

What I think we have seen clearly is that the growth that we
have had over the last year has really not been enough to change
the unemployment rate very much. That's quite clear.

Senator SARBANES. On prices, I wanted to make sure I followed
this analysis. But for the sharp drop in energy prices, the CPI
would have gone up almost 4 percent, is that correct?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct. The CPI would have been at
about the rate that it has been for other years in the last few
years, but that's, of course, as you know, a sharp deceleration from
the very high rates of the 1980 s.
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Senator SARBANES. Now let me ask this question. If you assume
that the price movement and the rest of the economy in 1987 will
be what it was in 1986-the rest of the economy other than energy
that is-and that energy prices will go back up to the level that
they were at before they dropped so sharply in 1986 and contribut-
ed to this very sharp decline, would the CPI then increase about 7
to 8 percent in 1987?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I don't really know. Perhaps Mr. Dalton can
speculate about that. We can't tell you really very much about the
indirect effects. As energy prices go up, they filter through the
economy. All manufacturing costs increase. And there are models
that can be run with assumptions, but we just don't know that off-
hand.

All we could really tell you is that if the energy prices that are
in the CPI rose "x" percent what the effect on the index would be.
What is the weight?

Mr. DALTON. It's about 11 percent of the overall CPI. If you look
at the performance of the energy component in 1986, it declined
19.7 percent. And I think what you're suggesting was that what
would happen if that were to turn around and that it roughly went
up 20 percent.

Senator SARBANES. Right.
Mr. DALTON. Energy is about 11 percent of the index, as I said, so

a quick calculation-it's going to add 2 percent to the overall infla-
tion rate. So you will then go from 3.8 to 5.8 or around 6 percent, if
that were to occur. And as the Commissioner points out, that is
just the direct impact of higher energy costs themselves. It doesn't
account for the secondary effects of higher energy prices through-
out the economy and those have been variously estimated, but the
consensus is that the indirect effects are about equal to the direct
effects.

Mrs. NORWOOD. But they take more time to have an effect.
Mr. DALTON. Right, to filter through.
Senator SARBANES. Well, as I understand it, you say the drop was

responsible for 2.7 percent, is that correct?
Instead of 3.8 we had 1.1.
Mr. DALTON. Correct.
Mrs. NORWOOD. That's right.
Senator SARBANES. And you say the sharp drop in energy prices

was almost entirely responsible for the deceleration in the overall
index.

Now if you just reverse the assumption, that the energy prices
will go back to where they were, is it then reasonable to assume
that that's going to contribute 2.7 percent to the CPI, just like the
drop away from it?

Mr. DALTON. It isn't perfectly symmetrical, but, yes, it's in that
neighborhood.

Senator SARBANES. Okay. So in effect, you would then have to
add that to the roughly 3.8 or 4 percent to get what the next year's
figure would be?

Mr. DALTON. Right.
Senator SARBANES. So you're really looking at a situation where

you could anticipate the Consumer Price Index going up 6.5 to 7
percent?
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Mrs. NORWOOD. If energy prices went up quite that much. I don't
think any of the speculation at least that I've read about is sug-
gesting that large an increase in energy prices.

Mr. DALTON. But the reasoning is essentially correct.
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, your reasoning is quite correct.
Without the drop in energy prices, the 1986 inflation would have

been essentially the same really as the rate of inflation from 1982
on.

Senator SARBANES. My final question has to deal with the factory
workweek, weekly factory hours, which is really at quite a high
level, is it not?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, it's extremely high.
Senator SARBANES. What is your explanation for that?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Part of the explanation I think is--
Senator SARBANES. Let me preface is with this question. Is it a

higher level historically than you would expect at the levels of un-
employment that we have?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, it is.
Senator SARBANES. Because my understanding historically is that

as you get the uneployment rate down lower and lower, you tend to
get the longer work week.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. What is your explanation for that?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, I think that part of the explanation at

least is that employers are being much more careful now than they
were in the past about hiring employees, and certainly the employ-
ment data for manufacturing show that. They are expanding hours
in part as a substitute for hiring more employees. Labor costs are
high. The fringe benefits associated with the actual wage costs are
such that I think employers are being extraordinarily careful and
two things are happening. One is that they are increasing hours,
and the other is that they are using more temporary help.

Some of this may be related to some of the attitudes that were
developed during the period of extraordinarily high interest rates
so that there is a feeling that inventories needs to be kept very
lean. Even though interest rates have gone down, there is still an
expectation problem.

So all in all, it seems to me that it can be explained in large part
by-one could call it-a rational behavior of manufacturers or em-
ployers.

Senator SARBANES. Are you saying, in a sense, that it's cheaper
to pay overtime than to pay additional workers benefits?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, I think it is cheaper and, more important,
there is no obligation then to worry about reducing the employ-
ment later should it be necessary to do so. You can cut back hours
more easily than you can cut back employees.

Senator SARBANES. Do you have anything else?
Senator MELCHER. Yes. Commissioner, turning to the establish-

ment data in the series of B tables, I note that in B-2 you admit
that there's no use in trying to have seasonally adjusted figures for
mining and construction because they are such small components
relative to the trend cycle and/or an irregular component, so you
don't measure it.
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Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. That's another way really of saying that the
not-seasonally adjusted data are the same as the seasonally adjust-
ed data.

Senator MELCHER. On table B-3, B-5, and B-4 also, you're able to
do that and see very little difference between the components and
the evaluations and the trends in table B-2 compared to B-5?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's because B-3 and B-4 are dominated by
the earnings data more than the hours. Table B-2 is on weekly
hours only.

Senator MELCHER. B-5 is the one I'm thinking of in particular,
and that's weekly hours of production.

But at any rate, let me see if I understand this correctly in read-
ing that B-5 table. We look at January 1986 for mining at 104.3
and January 1987 preliminary at 79.7. That means percentage of
1977, is that correct?

Mrs. NORWOOD. No. That's an index-that's the level of the
index, so there is a drop.

Senator MELCHER. All right. I meant to say the same thing,
based on 1977.

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct.
Senator MELCHER. Now in mining, I presume that mining in-

cludes coal production, is that correct?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Overall mining does, yes.
Senator MELCHER. Hard rock minerals?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. And oil and gas?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. In 1977, using that as a base year, it might be

instructive for oil and gas, but I wonder if 1977 wouldn't have re-
flected-by 1977, there must have been a very significant drop in
employment in hard rock minerals.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Senator, we use 1977 as 100 for the arithmetic
base for most indexes because that is the standard that has been
adopted for all statistical agencies by order of the statistical policy
group of the Office of Management and Budget.

But one can very easily change those numbers by dividing
through by some different year. The numbers remain essentially
the same. You can change the base and then, of course, the num-
bers will be different, but the percentage changes should be essen-
tially the same.

Senator MELCHER. If the base year for hard rock minerals was
1967, what would be the difference now?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, we can supply that for the record.
Senator MELCHER. I wish you would.
Mrs. NORWOOD. We just don't have the data here.
Senator MELCHER. I believe that we may be looking at the wrong

base year for hard rock minerals in order to get a true picture of
the scope of the decline.

Mrs. NORWOOD. We can easily calculate that and provide it for
the record.

Senator MELCHER. Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, Commissioner.
Mrs. NORWOOD. Thank you.

79-018 0 - 88 - 8
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[Whereupon, at 10:55 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
.[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]



METAL MINING (SIC 10)

INDEX OF AGGREGATE HOURS
BASE-1967

YEAR JAN PER MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC ANNUAL
AVG

67 112.5 113.6 114.3 113.7 114.2 '118.5 117.1 85.7 79.7 77.7 77.1 76.8 100.0
68 74.8 79.4 80.4 111.1 115.3 119.8 120.6 117.8 114.7 112.3 110.0 110.3 105.5
69 110.3 111.8 112.7 113.8 116.3 118.1 118.9 120.5 119.9 118.3 117.2 118.7 116.3
70 118.0 117.0 119.3 120.5 122.2 125.9 125.9 125.0 122.0 120.8 120.2 122.2 121.6
71 118.3 117.3 117.1 117.5 117.5 123.0 80.6 95.9 102.2 112.1 111.7 108.4 110.1
72 102.7 101.7 101.6 102.0 101.8 104.3 99.4 98.4 103.4 102.6 103.0 103.0 102.0
73 103.0 102.6 103.6 106.6 107.5 110.8 107.8 109.6 111.8 110.3 111.4 115.1 108.3
74 114.6 113.0 113.4 115.6 116.8 120.9 121.0 106.8 122.7 122.2 121.6 123.5 117.6
75 118.7 115.0 112.3 111.8 110.8 114.2 107.6 106.6 109.6 110.2 109.0 110.1 111.3
76 104.6 104.6 105.1 110.5 110.9 117.0 116.7 114.5 116.6 115.3 112.4 111.6 111.6
77 114.3 114.7 113.9 116.2 117.7 121.0 102.5 88.1 84.2 86.3 87.7 103.0 104.1
78 107.4 107.7 110.1 110.4 109.4 111.9 112.7 112.3 114.5 114.4 114.6 116.3 111.7
79 115.0 114.7 115.0 115.8 114.4 122.0 121.2 122.4 121.4 121.7 123.8 124.7 119.3
80 122.4 122.7 123.7 122.4 123.2 124.8 93.2 84.1 98.0 97.3 111.6 122.1 112.1
81 121.2 121.9 122.1 119.6 119.0 124.2 119.1 119.7 118.9 112.0 112.2 110.1 118.3
82 105.8 101.4 100.1 95.6 84.3 82.8 70.9 62.6 59.9 56.6 58.3 60.4 78.2
83 62.2 59.7 60.2 59.9 61.3 62.4 58.7 58.6 58.3 60.2 60.9 61.6 60.3
84 62.9 62.1 62.8 63.1 64.6 64.7 62.3 58.5 59.1 57.3 57.5 55.1 60.9
85 53.2 53.9 55.1 54.9 54.9 55.2 51.9 51.6 50.6 50.1 50.7 50.0 52.7
86 50.1 50.3 50.3 50.4 49.6 49.1 48.0 44.9 46.2 46.1 46.4 48.3 48.4,
87 49.7



COAL f-1NTNC (SIC 11,12)
INDEX OF ACCRFCATF HnI0RS

BAFF-1 967

YEAR JAN FFB MlAR APR MAY JIUN .1111. A VC SEP OCT Nov' oFf ANNI'Al.
A VC

67 1 02.3 99.1 7I.2 97.0

68 98.6 98.0 99.0 97.0

69 98.0 95.7 89.8 96.7

70 99.7 101.4 100 .9 103.4
71 115.5 113.9 114.6 115.6

72 119.7 118.1 117.3 114.2
73 116.7 113.3 107.7 i08.9

74 123.4 123.7 117.8 128.2

75 133.1 135.8h 135.7 128.7
76 197.8 160.1 162.4 153.4

77 164.4 160.0 172.6 173.2

78 410. 42.4 48.5 170.2

79 8I2.8 178.3 183.5 183.6

80 179 175.3 171.4 1(7.1
81 170.3 170.4 153.4 60.2

82 177.5 17q.8 179.2 171.9
13 129.5 121.4 122.9 121.8

P4 134.0 131.9 134.9 135.0

85 123.5 124.6 l"1.O 130.8

86 129.2 124.9 124.0 121.6

87 113.3 . .

98.5 In2.6 Ill.4 11.(0 1o0.2 9R.7 107.0 no0.5 In1.0

96.9 Q9.q 99.3 97.6 96.9 44.8 96.2 n6.q 93*5

99. I 83.2 8R.R8 7.9 1)7. 6 9R.2 98. 1 01.1 *0
99.5 105.6 101.4 106.1 10.1 I 11.4 111.1 111.4 109.3

113.0 114.5 115.1 1IS.I 114.2 7.9 16.1 II.7 I0l.7

1 17.1 11IR.2 10.R I 5.4 117.1 114. 4 7.

lq.3 1 14.2 1 10.9 113.5 114 .1 19S.9 I IR.7 127.5 1 1l.

131.9 130.4 127.0 133.8 131.2 138.7 S7. 112.7 178.4

151.8 155.S 14q.7 14R.R 194.4 1SP.6 199.3 157.5 147.2
16. 3 158.0 198.2 106.7 16R.2 161.7 167.51 1.2 6 16.7

170.1 179.6 174.5 156.7 191.4 193.0 19S.4 48.3 163.0
176.2 178.2 174.7 171.7 171.S 176.2 11.3 1I7.4 141.S

1 72.6 182.2 164.1 17q.6 1O0.7 100.9 170.1 17I. 181.o

161.4 14{7*.4 149.48 I 14. 168.6 14 7.1 IhP.27 169. 7 16P.8p
h n 8 1 1 R 4 I 6 9 . 7 II 1 6 .6 n6 7I R 6 . 5.1 I I R 6 .7 I S1.t

In H 162. R I S2.1 1 1 14S.7 144.1 11S.4 11

17.0 426.1 173.9 129.R 131.S hO5.? 130.9 133.6 1?7.4

1 37. 1 1319.I 132.5 139.5 13R.R 120.9 17.I 170.0 131.1
1 31.6 1136.6 127.7 129.7 1113 . 12. 7 1,71.6 126.72 1 2.I1

118.8 Il19.4 111I.0 116.9 117.5 117.6 114.1 11.3 170.

0



BITUMINOUS COAL MINING (SIC 12)
INDEX OF AGGREGATE HOURS

sAS1-1967

YEAR JAN PFE MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC ANNUAL
AVG

67 102.1 99.0 97.3 97.1 98.7 101.2 99.8 101.3 100.1 98.8 103.3 101.1 100.0
68 98.9 98.8 99.5 97.7 97.4 100.7 100.0 98.2 97.6 42.7 96.6 97.7 93.8
69 98.3 96.4 90.4 97.4 95.6 83.6 89.8 99.0 98.4 99.0 99.0 101.7 95.7
70 100.3 102.2 102.3 104.5 100.9 107.2 104.5 107.1 109.1 112.5 112.2 114.8 106.4
71 117.2 115.7 116.2 117.5 114.6 116.2 117.0 116.8 115.7 29.9 33.6 120.8 102.7
72 122.1 120.7 119.8 118.9 119.5 120.8 113.1 117.8 119.9 116.6 121.3 117.9 119.6
73 119.0 115.5 109.7 110.6 111.3 116.5 113.1 115.7 116.2 118.0 121.2 125.1 116.2
74 126.0 126.4 120.6 131.3 135.2 133.7 130.3 137.4 134.7 142.5 57.2 83.8 121.2
75 136.8 139.6 139.2 134.1 156.1 160.0 153.8 152.9 158.8 163.1 164.0 162.3 151.8
76 162.4 165.0 167.4 158.1 161.0 162.8 163.1 109.2 173.5 168.7 172.4 170.4 161.5
77 165.5 164.8 178.1 178.9 175.4 185.3 180.0 161.5 197.7 199.4 202.0 48.1 169.0
78 40.4 42.0 48.4 175.9 182.3 184.5 181.1 177.7 177.3 182.3 194.9 188.6 148.1
79 189.1 184.4 189.8 190.1 188.7 188.3 169.6 184.5 186.7 186.4 185.8 185.2 187.2
80 185.8 181.1 177.0 172.7 166.4 172.8 150.0 168.4 174.0 172.3 173.4 175.0 174.1
81 175.7 175.8 158.1 60.3 62.6 142.3 174.6 185.6 190.0 191.0 191.4 192.7 158.5
82 183.0 185.3 184.8 177.4 174.1 167.8 156.6 151.3 149.9 148.5 139.2 135.2 1'63.2
83 133.3 125.3 126.7 125.7 126.8 130.1 128.1 134.1 135.8 135.0 135.2 138.0 131.4
84 138.5 136.2 139.3 139.5 141.7 144.6 137.1 144.2 143.5 124.7 120.8 124.6 136.6
85 127.4 128.6 135.3 135.1 135.9 141.3 126.6 134.6 138.4 133.6 128.3 131.0 133.7
86 134.1 129.4 128.5 125.8 122.9 124.0 114.7 120.6 121.6 121.7 117.9 123.3 124.5
87 117.1



NONMETALLIC MINERALS. EXCEPT FUELS (SIC 14)
INDEX OF AGGREGATE HOURS

BASE-1967

YEAR JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC ANNUAL
AVG

67 88.3 85.4 89.9 97.9 101.9 107.4 108.7 110.6 108.8 105.8 101.7 93.8 100.0
68 80.4 86.1 87.3 96.9 100.7 104.2 105.3 105.6 103.2 100.1 94.2 91.9 96.4
69 83.6 84.7 88.8 96.8 100.3 103.7 104.4 104.8 104.2 101.2 98.0 92.8 97.0
70 80.3 83.5 88.1 94.5 97.4 101.5 103.4 102.7 99.6 97.7 94.2 89.6 94.4
71 80.9 78.8 85.0 92.7 97.0 301.8 102.5 101.9 99.5 99.6 96.1 89.7 93.8
72 82.2 81.4 87.1 91.5 96.1 101.2 101.9 103.4 102.1 100.1 94.8 87.0 94.1
73 79.9 81.9 89.3 94.8 99.6 105.7 106.0 106.6 105.8 104.7 100.8 96.7 97.6
74 84.6 90.8 94.0 97.5 103.5 106.4 105.4 105.8 104.8 103.0 99.0 92.7 98.9
75 82.6 80.7 80.1 88.5 95.1 95.8 96.4 96.7 95.6 96.0 90.0 86.2 90.3
76 79.4 79.6 83.3 89.5 91.7 95.7 96.8 96.6 95.8 94.3 90.5 86.4 89.9
77 72.2 78.0 84.1 92.6 96.5 101.0 301.0 100.2 98.9 97.9 94.9 87.9 92.1
78 73.1 78.2 84.6 94.2 97.1 103.8 105.0 104.6 103.3 102.7 100.5 93.5 95.1
79 81.0 84.1 92.7 97.5 103.2 107.5 106.2 107.9 106.5 106.1 102.6 99.3 99.6
80 87.0 86.4 91.8 94.2 97.3 98.2 98.2 96.8 97.6 96.4 94.7 90.9 94.2
81 80.1 77.5 83.7 89.5 92.1 92.7 93.9 93.6 91.8 90.7 87.2 82.4 88.0
82 64.2 69.6 74.4 79.3 84.0 86.8 87.6 87.3 87.0 84.5 80.3 73.7 79.9
83 65.8 62.4 68.8 74.3 79.7 83.5 84.3 84.5 85.2 83.8 81.4 75.6 77.4
84 67.8 68.9 73.6 80.5 85.7 89.9 90.9 91.6 92.6 90.1 86.9 80.4 83.1
85 70.3 69.1 77.6 84.1 89.6 91.2 92.1 91.5 91.4 88.7 85.6 78.6 84.2
86 71.3 67.7 75.0 84.9 88.6 89.5 90.1 91.3 90.9 88.6 84.6 79.5 83.5
87 73.3



EMPLOYMENT-UNEMPLOYMENT

FRIDAY, MARCH 6, 1987

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SD-

138, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Paul S. Sarbanes (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Sarbanes and Proxmire; and Representatives
Solarz and McMillan.

Also present: Judith Davison, executive director; and William R.
Buechner, Christopher J. Frenze, and Dena Stoner; professional
staff members.

Senator PROXMIRE [presiding]. The committee will come to order.
Chairman Sarbanes has been delayed and he has asked us to go
ahead so that we can move as rapidly as possible.

Without objection, Chairman Sarbanes' opening statement will
be put in the record at this point.

[The written opening statement of Senator Sarbanes follows:]

(225)
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WRITTEN OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES, CHAIRMAN

BEFORE THE

JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

"FEBRUARY EMPLOYMENT SITUATION"

March 6, 1987

This morning the Joint Economic Committee resumes its

monthly hearings on the employment and unemployment situation

with the figures for February 1987. We are pleased as always to

welcome Janet Norwood, Commissioner of Labor Statistics.

Yesterday the Joint Economic Committee released its Annual

Report, which discusses in detail the economic problems that face

the United States in 1987. Today, we will look at several of

those problems, particularly high unemployment and the recent

surge in inflation.
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First, with respect to inflation, it must be noted that in

January both the Producer Price Index and the Consumer Price

Index showed disturbing increases. Producer prices for finished

goods rose 0.6 percent, after actually falling 1.5 percent in

1986. This rise occurred despite a 2 percent decline in food

prices. The indec for intermediate goods rose 0.9 percent in

January and the index for raw materials rose 2.9 percent.

At the same time, the Consumer Price Index rose 0.7 percent

in January. The increase in the CPI for the entire year in 1986

was 1.1 percent.

Falling oil prices last year were largely responsible for

the lowest inflation rate in 25 years. Oil prices rose somewhat

at the end of the year, and OPEC is continuing its renewed

efforts to keep prices up. The CPI figure for January reflects

some upward movement, and raises questions about the trend in oil

prices in the months ahead.

Apart from oil prices, there appear to be other upward

pressures on prices. Even excluding energy, consumer prices in

January rose 0.5 percent.
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This trend is particularly disturbing because factory

utilization rates have been trending downward since 1984, the

high point following the 1982 recession, and are currently below

80 percent. Unemployment has not fallen significantly, and as

the BLS reported this morning the unemployment rate in February

was 6.7 percent, precisely the same as in January. Unemployment

fell slightly for adults but rose for teenagers. There were some

good signs -- employment rose by more than 300,000 in both the

payroll and household surveys and manufacturing employment rose

by 50,000. But there are still 8 million Americans unemployed

and that remains a major problem for our economy.

The Committee will now hear from Commissioner Norwood.
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Senator PROXMIRE. Congressman McMillan, do you have a state-
ment of any kind?

Representative McMILLAN. I have a brief statement.
Senator PROXMIRE. Go right ahead, sir.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE MCMILLAN
Representative MCMILLAN. It gives me great pleasure to welcome

Commissioner Norwood here this morning again on your monthly
visit, and once again Mrs. Norwood brings encouraging news.

Employment as measured by the household survey rose 371,000
last month. This increase pushed the level of civilian employment
to 111.4 million, a new record. More Americans are working now
then ever before. -

Another positive sign is the increase in the employment-popula-
tion ratio. This important measure of the ability of our economy to
provide enough jobs rose to 61.2 percent and this is another record
high.

Some of the recent economic figures haven't been all that posi-
tive, but these may have been distorted by tax consideration. In
this regard, the healthy 335,000 jump in payroll employment, an
important coincident indicator, is especially reassuring.
- To date this expansion has created over 12 million new jobs for
American workers. Today's report indicates that the strong em-
ployment performance continues.

Furthermore, this morning's figures should dispel some of the
doom and gloom we have been hearing lately about the health of
the U.S. economy, and I thank you for coming this morning.

Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you, sir. Go right head, Commissioner.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET L. NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED BY THOMAS J. PLEWES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSION-
ER, OFFICE OF EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATIS-
TICS; KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER,
OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS; AND JEROME A.
MARK, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF PRODUCTIVITY
AND TECHNOLOGY
Mrs. NORWOOD. Thank you, it's always a pleasure to be here to

offer the Joint Economic Committee a few comments to supple-
ment our Employment Situation news release.

In February the labor force rose and more people found jobs. Un-
employment held steady; for the third consecutive month, the over-
all jobless rate was 6.6 percent and the civilian rate was 6.7 per-
cent. These rates are half a percentage point below the levels of a
year ago. Indeed, they are the lowest since the spring of 1980.

Both the business survey and the household survey showed
strong employment growth from. January to February. Nonfarm
payroll employment rose by 335,000 and total civilian employment
in the household survey by 370,000. Since last October employment
has increased by 1.2 million in both surveys.

The pattern of job growth in the business survey continues to
show expansion in the service producing industries. In February
employment in retail trade rose by 130,000 with nearly half of the
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growth in general merchandise stores. Employment in the services
industry rose by 115,000 with sizable gains in business services and
health services. Employment was also up in the rapidly growing fi-
nance, insurance, and real estate industry.

On the goods-producing side, the number of factory jobs rose by
50,000 in February, but most of the increase represented the return
to work of persons who had been involved in labor-management
disputes in the previous month. Nevertheless, factory hours rose
sharply reaching 41.2 hours in February, the highest level in two
decades. Largely as a result of the increase in the workweek, the
index of aggregate hours in manufacturing rose by 1 percent.

Seasonally adjusted employment growth has been especially
strong this year in the household survey. The proportion of the ci-
vilian working-age population with jobs reached a new high of 61.2
percent in February. Over the past year, that measure has risen by
nearly a percentage, point, with all groups, blacks, whites, and His-
panics, sharing in the employment increase.

The labor force has risen by 2.2 million over the past year.
Blacks have entered the labor force at almost twice the rate of
whites, and the rate of labor force increase for the Hispanic popu-
lation has been even greater than that of the black population.

Indeed, the increases in labor force participation for both Hispan-
ic men and women were greater than for either their white or
black counterparts. A sizable number of Hispanic workers have
found jobs over the past year. Although they comprise only about 7
percent of all U.S. workers, Hispanics accounted for 23 percent of
the overall increase in employment.

The jobless rate for Hispanic workers fell a full percentage point
in February to 9.6 percent, about halfway between the 14.3 percent
jobless rate for blacks and the 5.7 percent for whites. In fact, the
Hispanic rate was the only one among all the major population
groups which showed any significant change from January to Feb-
ruary. The number of Hispanic workers is relatively small, howev-
er, and we need several months of data to indicate that a trend has
occurred.

Although little movement occurred in unemployment rates for
other groups of the population from January to February, the
median duration of unemployment dropped to 6.6 weeks. Of some
concern, however, is the fact that the number of persons working
part time because they could not find full-time jobs rose to 5.8 mil-
lion in February. This series is more than 30,000 higher than a
year earlier.

In summary, the data for February showed that the labor
market improvement of the last few months continued. Unemploy-
ment rates were unchanged, but considerably lower than early last
year. Both surveys show strong job growth, especially in services
and retail trade. Although the number of factory jobs changed
little over the month, factory hours were in the highest level in 20.
years.

Mr. Chairman, last week the Bureau of Labor Statistics intro-
duced the revised Consumer Price Index. That, as you know, is a
large project. It took 5 years at a cost of something like $45 million.
It was done on time and within budget. You may want to review
with us some of those changes later, but I would like permission to
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insert in the record a short report describing the CPI revision and
its improvement.

Senator PRoxMIRE. Of course. Without objection, so ordered.
Mrs. NORWOOD. And now I and Mr. Dalton on my right, our price

expert, and Mr. Plewes on my left, our employment and unemploy-
ment expert will be glad to try and answer any questions.

[The table attached to Mrs. Norwood's statement; together with
the news release and the CPI report, follows:]



Unemployment rates of all civilian workers by alternative seasonal adjustment methods

X-11 ARIMA method -11 method
Month Unad- Concurrent (official Range

and justed Official (as first Concurrent Stable Total Residual method (colo.
year rate procedure computed) (revised) IIbefore 1980) 2-8)

(1)5 (c2e) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1986

February .... 7.8 7.2 7.2 7.3 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.3 .1
March ....... 7.5 7.2 7.2 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 .1
April ....... 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.2 7.1 7.1 7.1 .1
May ......... 7.0 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 -
June ........ 7.3 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 -
July ........ 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 6.9 7.0 7.0 .1
August ...... 6.7 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.9 7.0 6.8 .2
September ... 6.8 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 -
October .... 6.6 6.9 6.9 6.9 7.0 6.9 6.9 7.0 .1
November .... 6.6 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.0 .1
December .... 6.3 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.6 6.7 6.7 6.7 .1

1987

January ..... 7.3 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.8 6.6 6.7 .2
February .... 7.2 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.6 6.7 6.5 6.7 .2

SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Bureau of Labor Statistics
March 1987

ED
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(1) Unadjusted rate. Unemploymenr rate for all ctivilan workers, or tseanonaly adjonred.

(2) Official procedure (X-li ARIRA method). The published seasonally adjusted rate for
all civilian wrkern. Each of the 3 major civlian labor force cooponents--agricultoral
employment, nonagricultural employment and uneoployment--for 4 age-sem groups--aleu and
females. ages 16-19 and 20 years and over--are seasonally adjusted independently using data
fram January 1975 forward. The data series for each of these 12 components are extended by
a year at each end of the original series using ARIK.A (Auto-Regressie, Integrated M.oing
Average) models chosen specifically for each series. Each extended series is then seasonally
acjusted with the X-li portion of the X-1l ARIMA program. The 4 teenage unemployment and
nonagrIcultural employment components are adjusted with the additive adjustment model,
while the other components are adjusted with the multIplicative model. The uneploym.ent
rate is c-nputed by summing the 4 seasonally adjusted unemployment umuponents and calculalting
that total as a percent of the civilian labor force total derived by .sinnng all 12 seasonally
adjusted components. All the seasonally adjusted series are revised at the end of each year.
Extrapolated factors for January-June are computed at the beginning of each year; entrapulated
factors for July-December are computed in the middle of the year after the June data become
a ailable. Each set of 6-month factors are published in adance, in the January and July
issues respectively of tMPlOYmemt and Earnings.

(3) Concurrent (as first computed U-il ARIMA method). The official procedure for
computation of the rate for all civli-an workers using the 12 components is followed
except that extrapolated factors are not used at all. Each component is seasonally adjusted
with the X-1l ARIMA program each onth as the most recent data become avaIlable. Rates for
each month of the current year are shown an first compured; they are revised only once each
year, at the end of the year when data for the full year become available. For example,
the rare for January 1985 would be based, during 1985, on the adjustment of data from
the perIod January 1975 through Janoary 1985.

(4) Connurrent (revised. X-li ARIMA method). The procedure used is identical to (3)
sbove and the rate for the current month (the last month displayed) will always be the
same in the two columns. However, all previous months are subject to revision each month
based on the seasonal adjustment of all the components with data through the current month.

(5) Stable (X-Ul ARIMA method). Each of the 12 civilian labor force components is eutended
using ARIMA models as in the official procedure and then run through the X-il part
of the program using the stable option. This option assomes that seasonal patterns
are bhsically constant from year-to-year and computes final seasonal factors as
unw eghted averages of all the measonal-irregular components for each month across
the entire span of the period adjusted. As in the official procedure, factors. are
entrapolated in 6-month Intervals and the series are revised at the end of each year.
The procedure for computation of the rate from the seasonally adjusted components
is also Identical to the official procedure.

(6) Total (X-il ARUMA method). This is one alternative aggregation procedure, in
which total unemployment and clvlian labor force levels are estended with ARIMA models
and directly adjusted with multiplitatie adjustment models in the X-li part of the
program. The rate is computed by taking seasonally adjusted total unemployment as a
percent of seasonally adjusted total civilian labor force. Factors are extrapolated
in 6-month Intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(7) Residual (X-il ARIMA method). This is another alternative aggregation method, in
which total civilian employment and civilian labor force levels are extended using ARIMA
models and then dJrectly.adjusted with multiplicative adjustment models. The seasonally
adjusted unemployment level is derived by subtracting seasonally adjusted employment
from seasonally adjusted labor force. The rate is then computed by taking the derived
unemployment level ax a percent of the labor force level. Factors are extrapolated in
6-onnth intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(8) X-ll method (official method before 1980). The method for computation of the official
procedure Is used except that the series are not extended with ARIMA models and the factors
are projenced is 12-month intervals. The standard X-li program is used to perform the
seasonal adjustment.

Methods of Adjustment: The X-li ARIMA method was developed at Statistics Canada by the
Seasonal Adjustment and Times Series Staff under the direction of Estela Bee Daguom. The
method is described in The X-11 ARIMA Seasonal Adjustment Method, by Esteis Bee Dago,
Statistics Canada Catalogue No. 12-564E, February 1980.

The standard S-il m thod is described in X-il Variant of the Census Method II Seasonal
Adjustment Progr, by Julius Shiskin, Allan Young and John Musgrave (Technical Paper
No. 15, Buream of the Census, 1967).
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: FEBRUARY 1987

Employment continued to rise in February, and unemployment was at the

same level for the third straight month, the Bureau of Labor Statistics of

the U.S. Department of Labor reported today. The overall unemployment rate

was 6.6 percent and the civilian worker rate was 6.7 percent; both were

half a percentage point below year-earlier figures.

Nonagricultural payroll employment--as measured by the monthly survey

of establishments--rose by 335,000 in February, while civilian

employment--as measured by the monthly survey of households--was up by

370,000. Both employment series have increased by nearly 1.2 million since

last October.

Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

The number of unemployed persons was unchanged in February, remaining

at a seasonally adjusted level of about 8.0 million. The jobless rate for

civilian workers of 6.7 percent remained at its lowest point in nearly 7

years.

Jobless rates for most major labor force groups--adult men (5.9

percent), adult women (5.8 percent), teenagers (18.0 percent), whites (5.7

percent), and blacks (14.3 percent)--showed little or no movement from

their January levels. The unemployment rate for Hispanics, which is

relatively volatile, dropped to 9.6 percent. (See tables A-2 and A-3.)

The number of persons employed part time for economic

reasons--sometimes referred to as the partially unemployed--increased by

275,000 in February. Their total has generally fluctuated in the 5.5 to

5.8 million range for the past 3 years. (See table A-4.)

Civilian Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Civilian employment rose by 370,000 in February, after seasonal

adjustment, following a similar increase in the prior month, as the

proportion of the civilian population that is employed edged up to a new

high of 61.2 percent. The gain was concentrated among married women, whose

employment rose by 290,000. (See tables A-2 and A-4.)
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The civilian labor force continued to expand, rising by 315,000 to a
seasonally adjusted level of 119.3 million. The labor force participation
rate rose to 65.6 percent, also a new high. Over the year, the labor force
was up by 2.2 million, with adult women accounting for nearly 3 out of
every 5 added members.

Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted

Quarterly Monthly data
averages

Category Jan.-
1986 1986 1987 Febn

_F change
______ III 1 IV Dec. Jan. Feb.

HOUSEHOLD DATA
I Thousands of persons

Labor force 1/.........
Total employment 1/..

Civilian labor force...
Civilian employment..
Unemployment........

Not in labor force.....
Discouraged workers..

Unemployment rates:
All workers 1/ .......
All civilian workers.

Adult men..........
Adult women.......
Teenagers ..........
White.............
Black.............
Hispanic origin....

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm employment.....
Goods-producing ......
Service-producing ....

Average weekly hours:
Total private..
Manufacturing......
Overtime...........

119,866 120,308 120,336 120,782 121,089
111,675 112,170 112,387 112,759 113,122
118,171 118,558 118,586 119,034 119,349
109,980 110,420 110,637 111,011 111,382

8,191 8,138 7,949 8,023 7,967
62,664 62,807 62,961 62,793 62,649

1,150 1,127 N.A. N.A. N.A.

307
363
315
371
-56

-144
N.A.

Percent of labor force

6.8 6.8 6.6 6.6 6.6 0
6.9 6.9 6.7 6.7 6.7 0
6.1 6.1 6.0 6.0 5.9 -0.1
6.1 6.0 5.9 5.9 5.8 -.1

18.1 17.8 17.3 17.7 18.0 .3
6.0 6.0 5.8 5.9 5.7 -.2

14.5 14.1 13.7 14.3 14.3 0
10.8 10.2 10.5 10.6 9.6 -1.0

Thousands of jobs
lu,~1o ii'us Z 10172 ,322 plUI ,641 plo 0,978

24 ,872 24,892 24,920 p25,009 p25,059
75,444 76,180 76,402 p

7
6,

6
32 p

7
6,919

p337
p50

p287

Hours of work

34.7 34.7 34.6 p34.8 p
3

5.0
40.7 40.8 40.8 p40.9 p41.2

3.5 3.5 3.5 p3.6 p
3
.6

1/ Includes the resident Armed Forces.
p=preliminary.

pO.2
p.3

pO

N.A.-not available.
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Industry Payroll Employment (Establishment Survey Data)

Total nonagricultural payroll employment rose by 335,000 in February,

reaching a seasonally adjusted level of nearly 102 million. There have

been increases of at least 240,000 in each of the last 6 months, with the

largest in January and February. As in previous months, the February gain

occurred largely in the service-producing sector, reflecting increases in

the services and retail trade industries, the latter particularly in

general merchandise stores. The finance, insurance, and real estate

industry also experienced an employment increase. (See table B-i.)

Manufacturing employment rose by 50,000, due in large part to the

return of workers after settlement of labor disputes in the steel and

machinery industries. While there was a small rebound in motor vehicles

and equipment, most other factory payrolls, both in durables and

nondurables, were little changed.

Employment in the other goods-producing industries was essentially

unchanged. Mining remained at a very low level, and the construction

industry, which had risen markedly in January after seasonal adjustment,

was unchanged in February.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek of production or nonsupervisory workers on

private nonagricultural payrolls expanded by 0.2 hour to 35.0 hours,

seasonally adjusted. Weekly hours in manufacturing rose 0.3 hour to 41.2.

This was the longest factory workweek since November 1966. (See table

B-2.)

As a result of the increase in both employment and hours of work, the

index of aggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory workers on

private nonagricultural payrolls rose by 1.1 percent to 121.1 (1977-100),

seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing index rose by almost the same

magnitude to 94.5. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings rose 0.5 percent in February, after allowance

for seasonality, while weekly earnings increased 1.0 percent. Prior to

seasonal adjustment, hourly earnings rose by 2 cents to $8H89 and weekly

earnings were up $2.46 to $307.59. Over the year, hourly earnings rose 15

cents and weekly earnings were up $6.93. (See table B-3.)

The Hourly Earnings Index (Establishment Survey Data)

The Hourly Earnings Index (HEI) was 171.4 (1977-100) in February,

seasonally adjusted, an increase of 0.5 percent from January. For the 12

months ended in February, the increase was 1.9 percent. The HEI excludes

the effects of two types of changes unrelated to underlying wage rate
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movements-fluctuations in manufacturing overtime and interindustry
employment shifts. In dollars of constant purchasing power, the HEI
increased 0.9 percent during the 12-month period ended in January. (See
table B-4.)

The Employment Situation for March 1987 will be released on Friday,
April 3, at 8:30 A.M. (EST).
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Explanatory Note

Thin nes rele presentsatistia frome two major surveys.
the Current Population Survey (household urvey) and the
Current Employment Statitics Survey (establithent survey).
The household survey provides the information on the labor
force, total employment, and unemploymen tuat appears in
the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD DATA. It it a sample
survey of about 59,500 households that in conducted by the
Bureau of the Census with most of the findings analyzed and
publisted by the Bureau of Labor Sttistislasts

The establishment aurvey provides the information on the
employment, hours, and earnings of workers on
nonagricutural payrolls that appears in the B tables, marked
ESTABLISHMENT DATA. Thin information it collected
from payroll record by aisincooperation with State agencs.
The sample includes 250,00 establihments employing over 35
million people.

For both surveys, the data for a given month ar actually
collected for and rate to a particular week. In the household
survey, unless otherwite indicated, it b the candar week that
contains the 12tM day of the month, which it called the survey
week. In the establishment survey, the reference work it the
pay period including the 12th, which may or may not corres-
pond direcly to the calendar week.

The data in thin r are affected by a number of technical
factos, Including dft, survey difference, seasonal ad-
justments, and the inevitable variance in results betwen a
survey of a sample and a cemuas of the entire population. Each
of thea factors in eplae below.

C00veamg dttHntiont andel 1t
h a a a, sa v p

The sample households in the bousehold survey are selected
so as to reflect the ntie civilia noninsutional population
16 yearn of age and older. Each person in a household it
clasifled as employed, unemployed, or not in the bMoo force.
Those who hold more than one job ar classified according to
the job at which they worked the most hours.

People ae classified as uemloyed if they did any work at all
as paid civilians; worked in their own business or profeasion or
on their own farm; or worked 15 hours or more in an emer-
prise operated by a member of their famdly, whether they were
paid or not. People are also counted as employed if they wore
on unpaid klav because of illness. bad weather, disputes be-
tween bor and managesent, or personal reaons. Members
of the Armed Force sationed in the United States are also in-
eluded in the employed total.

People are classified as unenwtploYed. regardless of their
eligibility for unemployment benefits or public assistance if
they meet all of the following criteria: They had no enmply-
meentlluring the survey week; they were available for work at

thtat time; and they made apecific efforts to find employnent
sometime during the prior 4 weeks. Persons laid off from their
former jobs and awaiting recall and thos enpecting to report
to a job within 30 days need not be looking for work to be
counted as unemployed.

The liborfoprr equbs the sum of the number employed and
the number unemployed. The oterrnployment rn'e is the
percentage.of unemployed people in the labor force (civilian
plus the resident Armed Forca). Tablo A-5 presents a special
grouping of seven UsaSUr of unemplOyment bhsed on vay-
ing defsisinui of unemployment and the labor force. The
defunitions are provided in the table. The most restrictive
deflnitio yields U-I and the most oomprehensie yields U-7.
The overall unemployment rate Is U-a while U-5b represents
the same mttm, with a civilian lbor force bhse.

Unlike the bousehold survey. the establishtmnt survey only
counts wage and salary employes whose names appear on the
payroll records of nontagicultural fItrms. As a result. there are
many differences betwen the two survy, among which ar
the following:

Th. boud sae. bAt ed S , a
hra . sl&e pershem; mkeaabt*ems amvobdd Wicekr.

O. att-Pb7W. .d ftft .ka W- ua .M mi ad
nedb de midas A..d Fume

-MTh bo-okei soo Wdd.d par c d ksv .. Or

...bfd- _- ,,ea s sob- dn b W.
lb. " sretd amr he. e In One tOru es ai aide

e~~~b rsof fi0b _ .. b1-.. The f.sbi une.6a s~n rdlidt.bs. o s

Other differenes betwemn the two surveys are described in
tComnpaing Employment Estimates from Household and

Payroll Surveys." which may be obtained from the atUs upon
request.

Mltt n
Over the cours of a yenr, the size of the Nation's labor

force and the levels of employment and unemployment
undergo sharp fluctuations due to suck seasonal events as
changes in weather, reduced or enpouded production, ba-
vests. major holidays, and the opening and closing of schoob.
For esample, the Labor force increases by a large number each
June, when rchools close and many young people enter the job
market. The effort of such seasonal variation Caln be very
large; over the course of a year. for examPc. seasonality may
account for as much as 95 percent of the month-to-month
changos in unemployment.
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Because these seasonal events follow a mor or less regular
patter each year, their influence on statistical trends can be
eliminated by adjusting the statistics from month to month.
These adjustments make nonseasonal developments, such as
declines in economic activity or increases in the participation
of women in the labor force, easier to spot. To return to the
school's-out example, the large number of people entering the
labor force each June is likely to obscure any other changes
that have taken place since May, making it difficult to deter-
mine if the level of economic activty has risen or declined.
However, because the effect of students finishing school in
previous years is known, the statistics for the current year can
be adjusted to allow for a comparable change. Insofar as the
seasonal adjustment is made correctly, the adjusted figure pro-
vaes a more useful tool with which to analyze changes in
economic activisy.

Measures of labor force, employment, and unemployment
contain components such as age and sex. Statistics for all
employees, production workers, average weekly hours, and
average hourly earnings include components based on the
entpylyer's industry. All these statistics can be seasonally ad-
justed either by adjusting the total or by adjusting each of the
components and combining them. The second procedure
usually yields more accurate information and is therefore
followed by aLS. For example, the seasonally adjusted figure
for the labor force is the sum of eight seasonally adjusted
civilian employment components, plus the resident Armed
Forces total (not adjusted for seasonality), and four seasonally
adjusted unemployment components; the total for unemploy-
ment is the sum of the four unemployment components; and
the overall unemployment rate is derived by dividing the
resulting estinate of total unemployment by the estimate of
the labor force.

The numerical factors used to make the seasonal ad-
justments are recalculated regularly. For the household
surey, the factors are calculated for the January-June period
and again for the July-December period. At the time the first
half year's factors are calculated (upon availability of data for
December), historical data for the previous 5-year period ace
subject to revision. For the establishment survey. updated fac-
tors for seasonal adjustment ae calculated only once a year,
along with the introduction of new benchmarks which are
discussed as the end of the next section.

Sampling varIabilIty
Statistics based on the household and establishment surveys

are subject to sampling error, that is, the estimate of the
number of people employed and the other estimates drawn
from these surveys probably differ from the figures that would
be obtained from a complete census, even if the same question-
nairs and procedures were used. In the household survey, the
amount of the differences can be expressed in terms of stand-
ard ero. The numerical value of a standard error depends
upon the size of the sample, the results of the surey, and other
factors. However, the numerical value is always such that the
chances are approximately 68 out of lO that an estimate based
on the sample will differ by no more than the standard eror

from the results of a complete census. The chances are approx-
imately 90 out of 100 that an estimate based on the sample will
differ by no more than 1.6 times the standard error from the
results of a complete census. At approximately the 90-peremt
level of confidence-the confidence hmits used by sLs in its
analyses-the error for the monthly change in total employ-
ment is on the order of plus or minus 328,000; for total
unemployment it is 220,0Oi; and, for the overall unemploy-
ment rate, it is 0f19 percentage point. These figures do not
mean that the sample results are off by these magnitudes but.
rather, that the chances are approximately 90 out of 100 that
the "true" level or rate would not be expected to differ from
the estimates by more than these amounts.

Sampling errors for monthly surveys are reduced when the
data are cumulated for several months, such as quarterly or
annually. Also, as a general rul, the smaller the estimate, the
larger the sampling rror. Therefore, relatively speaking, the
estimate of the size of the labor force is subject to less error
than is the estimate of the number unemployed. And, among
the unemployed, the sampling error for the jobless rate of
adult men, for example, is much smaller than is the error for
the jobless rate ofteenagers. Specifically, the error on monthly
change in the jobless rate for men is .26 percentage point; for
teenagers, it is 1.25 percentage points.

In the establishment surey, estimates for the 2 most current
months are based on incomplete returns; for this reason, these
estimates are labeled preliminary in the tables: When all the
returns in the sample have been received, the estimates are
revised. In other words, data for the month of September are
published in preliminary form in October and November and
in final form in December. To remove erors that build up
over time, a comprehensive count of the employed is con-
ducted each year. The results of this surey are used to
establish new benchmarks-comprehensive counts of
employment-against which month-to-month changes can be
measured. The new benchmarks also incorporate changes in
the classification of industries and allow for the formation of
new establishments.

Additional statistlcs and other Intormatlon
In order to provide a broad view of the Nation's employ-

ment situation, BLS regularly publishes a wide variety of data
in this news release. More comprehensive statistics are contain-
ed in Employment and Earnings. published each month by
BLS. I is available for S4.50 per issue or S31.00 per year from
the U.S. Govenment Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
20204. A check or money order made out to the Superinten-
dent of Documents must accompany all orders.

Employment and Earnings also provides approximations of
the standard erors for the household surey data published in
this release. For unemployment and other labor force
categories, the standard erors appear in tabbs B through J of
its "Explanatory Notes." Measures of the reliability of the
data drawn from the establishment surey and the actual
amounts of revision due to benchmark adjustments are pro-
vided in tables M, 0, P, and Q of that publication.
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Table A.2. Employment status. of15 the arill populat1ion by sax anid age
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The Consumer Price Index:
1987 Revision

U.S. Department oi Labor
Bureau of Labor Statistics
January 1987

Report 736

Effective with the release of data for January 1987, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (aLs) began publication of a re-
vised Consumer Price Index (ct). Major objectives of this
revision were: (1) To update the content and weights of the
market basket of goods and services priced for the CPt; (2)
to update the statistical sample of urban areas, outlets, and
uniclue itens used in calsulainmg the CPI; (3) to improve the
statistical methods used for computing a mnber of Cn, com-
ponents; and (4)to Dimprove operating procedures. This report
provides background information and further detail on these
changes.

Btld description of the cI
The cpi measures the average change in prices over time

for a fixed mnarket basket of goods and services. CPI's are
published for two population groups: (I) A CPt for AR
Urban Conasuners (cPr-u), representing the spending habits
of 80 percent of the population of the United States; and (2)
a cpt for Urban Wage Earriers and Clerical Workers
(ct'-w), representing the spending habits of 32 percent of
the population. The Cn u covers, in addition to wage earners
and clerical workers, professional, marngerial, and technical
workers, scaat-tenm and self-employed workers, unemployed
persons, retirees, and others not in the labor force. The
cPI-w covers those conasmer units in which more than one-
half of the income is earned from cerical or wage occupa-
tions, and at least one of the msembers is ermployed for 37
weeks or more in such an occupation. Not covered by ether
index are permoa living in rural arems, members of the
armed services, and persons in institutions.

The CFI is based on a sample of prices of all goods and
services that people buy for day-to-day living. Price changes
are measured by repricing essentially the tanse market basket
of goods and services at regular time intervals. The total cost
of that market basket during one period is compared with
the total aggregate cost i a different period. Prices of most
goods and services are obtained through personal visits by
the Bureau's trained representatives to approximately 21,0C0
retail establishments and 60,0C0 housing units.

The cpn's market basket of goods and services is held con-
st t between revismons in order to nepat price changes frnm
changes in qiraities purchased. The CPI is a measure of price
change and not a mensure of the cost of living. For this reason,
the cm, is nd affected by changes in income taxes, but does
reflect changes in sales taxes and other itlirect taxes.

In calculating the index, pric changes for the various items
in each sampled urban arem are averaged together according
to the weights which represent their importance in the
spending patterns pf the appropriate population group. Data
for the sampled arefs are then combined to form a U.S.
City Average. However, area indexes are not designed to
measure differences in the level of prices or costs of living
among cities; they do measure the average change in prices
for each rea from one period to another.

Uee of the cPI
Since the CPI is a mensure of the price change of a constant

market baket of goods and aervices over time, a principal use
of the cn is as an indicator of inflation: As an economic in-
dicator, it is used by the Executive Branch, the Congress, and
the Federal Reserve Board to determine and evaluate Govern-
ment economic policy. A second use of die cpt is to adjust
dher economic nsues for price change and translate contn-

dollar amoumns hnt inflation-free values. Statistics thdt are
adjusted-or defld-by the cn include retail sales, hourly
and weekly earnings, and personal comnamption expenditures
used no Calculate thie gross natitall product (crNP). All are im-
ptsnt indicators of economic performance.

Another major use of the cpQ is to escalate income
payments. More than 3 million workers are covered bv col-
lective bargaining agreements which provide for increases
in wage rates based on increases in the CPI. In addition to
private secor workers whoae wages or pensions are adjusted
according to changes in the CPt, the index affects dhe income
of about 60 million pernens through Federal expenditures
for social programs: 38 million recipients of Social Security
benefits, over 3 million retired military and Federal civil ser-
vants and their survivora, and about 19 million food stamp
recipients. Changes in the Cn also affect 24 million children
through adjustments to the School Lunch Program. The
official "poverty threshold" estimate, which is the basis of
eligibility in many health and welfare programs of both the
Federal Goverrunent and State and local govemnments. is
updated periodically making use of the cn.

In fiscal year 1986, an increase ot I percent in the cpi
woutld have means a $2.8-billion increase in Federal
expenditures for these programs. In addition, since 1985 the
Cr1-u AD lemts index has been used to adjust the tax bracits
of the Federal income tax in order to prevent inflaiiin
induced tax rate increases. It was estimated by the Otfi-
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of Management and Budget that prior to passage of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, an adjustment for a I-percent increase
in the CPR would reduce potential income tax revenues by
$1.8 billion.

In addition, escalator clause in an increasing number of ren-
tal. royalty, alimony, and child support agreements use the cpt
to adjust payments to an undetermined number of people.

Interpretatoln of the cPI
The CPR measures price change for the goods and services

consumed, on average, by the specified population group.
These items run the gamut from bread and butter to tele-
vision sets and compact discs, from prenatal and obstetric
services to charges for funeral services, from popular paper-
backs to college textbooks.

The CPt is expressed as an index number with a specified
base penod. Currently, for meat items in the index, the base
period is 1967 (1967 = 100). Thus, an index of 150.0 for a
given month means that consumer prices in that month
averaged 50 percent higher than in 1967. If the cRi then rises
from 150.0 to 180.0 in a later month, the prices in the
second month average 80 percent higher than in 1967 and
20 percent higher than in the earlier month when the index
was 150.0-i.e., (180.0-150.0/150.0) x 100.

The constant market basket used in the construction of the
CPI does not imply that consumers wil actually purchase the
same goods and services year after year. Consumers, in fact,
tend to adjust their shopping habits for a variety of reasons.
Since the cPt is predicated on the purchase of a fixed market
basket of goods and services, in the same proportions, month
after month, it is called a price index rather than a cost-of-
living index. In addition, because it is expenditure based
rather than income based, the cpi does not include the
effect of changes in income-related items such as income
taxes or Social Security taxes. Also, it does not reflect non-
cash items, such as certain benefits received as part of a job,
or services supplied by government agencies without pay-
ment of a specific fee.

The consu~mption market basket
The weight of an item in the CPt reflects the importance

of that itern in the budget of the consumer unit and is
derived from expenditures on that item as estimated by the
Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEt). This survey provides
data on average expenditures for every category of consup-
tion by all persons in the relevant population-renters,
homeowners. families with children, couples, and individuals.

Consumers change their purchasing patterns as a result of
changes in a number of factors, including relative prices,
real incorc. dcm )graphic characteristics, and tastes. To en-
sure that thc CPT reflects price change for a market basket
of items thit is -elevant for contemporary consumers, it is
necessary so update the market basket periodically.

Ior F i.ornuioi os ihe n rrectdures ioe in i. ea a.rau5enms.
see U-eg the Co-s.,ver PMe rndx fee -veielio-, ast Repton 732.
Ottrebee 1985,

Price changes over time may differ among items, and these
differences can affect consumer demand. This is illustrated
by rapidly rising prices for energy items through the 1970's
and early 1980's. In the Consumer Price Index for All
Urban Consumers (crps-u), energy products (gasoline, motor
oil, electricity, natural gas, fuel oil, bottled gas, and coal)
rose 259 percent from December 1972 to December 1983,
nearly twice an fast an the average increase for all items.
According to data from the Consumer Expenditure Survey.
urban consumer units reported an increase of 167 percent
for energy expenditures from 1972-73 to 1982-84. This in-
crease was subntantially smaller than the change in energy
prices and implies a reduction in the consumption of energy
items per consumer unit as a result of higher relative prices.
This kind of economic adjustment was also seen in related
consumption, such as the increased demand for smaller and
more fuel-efficient automobiles.

Another factor which can influence consumers' consump-
tion patterns is changing real income. While an increase in
income usually will lead to a rise in total consumption. it
generally will also lead to changes in the proportions spent
on the various items.

Social and deosogrupitic changes can also create changes
in spending pateeus. For example, in 1972, about two-fifths
of married women with a husband present were in the labor
force. By 1983, this had increased to slightly over one-half.
At the same time, the labor force participation rate for mar-
ried women, with husband present and with a child under 6
years of age, increased from less than a third in 1972 to almost
one-half. Demographic changes of this kind affect expenditure
patterns. For example, relative expenditures for such items
as day care, nursery school, babysitting, and eating meals out
have assumed a larger proportion of the family budget.

Other factors, such as technological innovation and pro-
duct modification, also affect the pattern of consumption over
time. For example, in recent years the electronics industry
has influenced consumer purchases through the introduction
of such items as personal computers, video games, and video
recorders. Also, over time, products already on the market
are modified and improved.

Finally, a more subtle phenomenon which contnibutes to
changes in the relative importance of items in the market
basket is the change in consumers' tastes. There are a variety
of ways in which lifestyles and tastes change, such as the
increasing number of persons who use the facilities oi a
physical fitness organization. These shifts in preferences may
also change expenditure patterns for complementary items
such as sports clothing and equipment.

Not only do the consumption patterns of individual con-
sumer units change over time, but also the geographic
distribution of the population iay change. Between 1970 and
1980, the total population of the United States grew II 4
percent, but the population of the South grew 20.53 percent
and the West 23.9 percent. The South and West now have
51.4 percent of the urban population. this compares o..: i7 t)
percent for the 1972-73 market basket.
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Consumer Expenditure Survey
One of the most important elements in the revision of the

CPI is the Consuser Expenditure Survey (CES). which is the
basis for selecting and weighting a new market basket of
goods and services to be priced. For the 1987 cPI revision,
expenditures from the 1982-84 period are being used. The
previous revision, introduced in 1978, used expenditure data
from 1972-73.

The CES is composed of two separate surveys-an inter-
view survey and a diary survey, both conducted by the
Bureau of the Census for Bas. The interview survey is used
to collect data for expenditures which respondents can
remember fairly accurately for periods of approximately 3
otonths. The diary survey is designed to obtain expenditure
information for smnall, frequently purchased items which con-
sumers tend to forget. Approxinately 5.000 consumer units
are contacted each year for each type of survey.

In the interview survey, the respondent is visited in each
of five consecutive quarters. The purpose of the first inter-
view is to collect information on the chtaacteristics of the
consumer ueit and to establish inventories of itemns held by
the respondent-properties, vehicles, major durable goods,
and insurance policies. In subsequent interviews, expenditure
data are collected for a full year on all varieties of consumer
expenses.

The diary survey consists of two consecutive week-long
records of purchases. The goal is to record every purchase
made during the 2-week period by any member of the con-
sunmer unit including spouse or children. The diary is used
primarily to capture information on grocery store purchases,
gasoine, meals, snacks and beverages, many apparel items,
and other small, routine purchases. Spending out of town
is not included in the diary survey. In those cams where the
same expenditures appear in both surveys, the data are
evaluated to determine which source should be used.

The weeks in which diaries are kept are spread throughout
the year. with the sample size being doubled during the ast
6 weeks of the year to obtain better estimates of saesonal
iterns purchased during the Christnas season. The diary
survey, with a 2-week reference period, provides more detail
than the interview survey. The diary survey obtains data for
10,400 survey weeks from 5,200 consumer units, while the
interview survey covers 20,000 survey quarters from 5,000
consumer units.

Each expenditure reported in the two surveys is coded to
one of the 364 entry level items (EU's) which constitute the
most detailed level of the cP classification structure. These
EU-s are grouped to form 184 priced item strata. The
stratum is the lowest level for which expenditure weights are
calculated, and thus, the level at which the market basket
expenditure weights are determined. Allocation of the
samples of prices and of outlets is done at the stratum level.

Strata are combined to form 69 expenditure classes
(EC's)-categories of commodities or services with similar
characteristics. Expenditure classes are joined to form the
seven major groups of expenditures: (I) Food and beverages,

(2) housing, (3) apparel and upkeep. (4) transportation, (5)
medical care. (6) entertaiment, and (7) other goods and
services.

Relative Importarme an the chsangrng market
beaket

The expenditure on each category of consumption in the
base period as a percent of all consumption expenditures is
called the redative inportance of the particular category for
the base period. The relative unportance of an item in the
cPt for a given month is the share of total expenditures that
would occur for that item if quantities consumed remained
consttat and only the prices to consumers changed. Although
the quataity weights remain fixed in the cPI, the relative im-
portance changes over time, reflecting the effect of relafive
price changes.

Table I shows the relative importance of major groups in
the CQ for each revision since 1939, along with those
based on 1982-84 expenditues that have been updated for
price chbnge and used in the January 1987 revision. Table
2 provides the relative importance of each item in the cpi-u
fronm the 198284 base period Consumer Expenditure Survey
and the relative importance from the CQi u for Jlune 1983,
which are based on 1972-73 expenditure weights and updated
for relative price changes. Some of the more significant
changes in relative iurpoetnce that result from this revision
are discussed below.

Items whose prices rise ftster than the average become
relatively more important. Between 1977 and 1982, motor
fue prices rose faster than moss other prices. As a result
in the Cs for AD Urban Consrners, the reative unportance
of moor fuel, which was 4.2 percent in December 1977.
increased to nearly 6.2 percent in December 1982, even
though the sate quantity and quality of motor fuel figured
in the calculation.

Compared with 1972-73 expcnditure data, the 1982-84 data
show a snaller relative importtnce for food and beverages.
Within that major group, however, grocery store bouds
dropped swbStant31lly in relative imporance, while food away
from home maintained its share of total expenditures. This
increased unportance of restaurant meals may. in pars, be
the resudt of the increase in two-earer hotseholds and
smaDler family size. The increase in the relative inportance
for alcoholic beverages reflects improved reporting
techniques.

The relative importance of housing increased to 42.6 per-
cent in 1982-84 expenditures. The largest dcange was in
homeowner costs and resudts from a number of factors. First.
the percentage of the population living in their own homes
rose between 1972-73 and 1982-84. Second. the quality of
these homes increased. Houses became larger and con-
tained more rooms and bathroomns. In addition, more houtse,
were built with central air conditioning. In the revied crt,
owner use of vacation property is included in the weight lor
lodging while out of town.

The revised transportation component bus a snik; rldiivc
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importance than in the 1972-73-based Cpi. The largest
reduction is in the importance of used cars, which results,
at least in patn, from improvements in definitions and in the
derivation of the expenditure weight for used cars.

Prior to the 1987 revision, only some sales of used cars
by crnsumers were subtracted from used car purchases, while
most were subtracted from new cars. In the expenditure data
flrom 1982-84, all sales of used cars by consutmers (including
the market value of new car wade-ins) have been subtracted
from used ear purchases to avoid doumle-cumnting of the same
car. The relative importance of used cars in the index, thus,
is determined by consumer purchases of used cars from
business, governsent, and foreign countries, plus any
markup by used car dealers on sales of cars purchased from
consumers.

The new sample of used cars priced for the cpm also is con-
sistent with this change. It represents purchases by consumers
from the nonconsumer sectors. The average age of cars in
the sample is somewhat lower than before since most
businesses dispose of their cars on a 3-year cycle.

For many years, BLS has made "quality adjustments" for
new car prices. That is to say, price changes resulting from
physical changes to the automobile (e.g. radial tires becom-
ing standard or improved crash resistance of bumpers) have
been removed for index calculation. Beginning with 1987,
similar adjustments are being made for used cars.

One parn of the transportation component that has increased
in importance is new cars. This is, in part, because the value
of all used car trade-ins is now subtracted from the weight
for used cars and not new ears. Another reason is the in-
creased quality of cars that are purchased today compared
with a decade ago. New cars are being purchased with more
features and quality improvements, resulting in an increase
in the relative importance for new cars in the revised ct.

The decline in the weight of transportation in the Cmt is
largely the result of the decrease in the relative importance
foi motor fuel. This change is primarily due to conservation
efforts generated by the sharp increase in fuel prices in the
period between expenditure surveys and to the increased fuel
effeciency of vehicles purchased by consumers.

The medical care component also has declined in relative
importance, in part because of the growth in employer-
provided health insurance over the period 1972-73 to
1982-84. The cPt measures price changes for out-of-pocket
medical expenses. The index does not include the cost of
medical care paid for by employer-financed health insurance.
Health insurance premiums pauid for by the consumer (in-
cluding contributions to employer plans) are in the Cm, but
they are priced in an indirect manner and are not published
as a separate index. The revised index will continue the treat-
ment of health insurance that has been used for some years.
The premium provides the insurance carrier with funds for
two purposes: (I) To pay benefita for health care and (2)
to administer the policy and provide for any profit. The
second element is called retained earnings. In the pre-1987
CPm, the price change for the benefits portion of the premium

came from a composite of the price for covered medical
expenses. The price change for the retained earnings por-
tion is the combination of the price change for the benefits
and the relative of change in the retained earnings rate. Re-
tained earnings data are obtained from secondary sources.

For the 1987 revision, the basic method for pricing health
insurance remains unchanged, but there are some changes
in presentation. Instead of keeping the benefits portion of
premtums under the health insurance classification, the ex-
penditure weight for each class of benefits has been added
to the direct out-of-pocket payments. Thus, the relative im-
portlane of hospital rooms, for example, represents not
only consumer payments to hospitals for rooms, but also
payments for hospital rooms by health insurance carriers
from policies paid for by consumers. As a result, more than
a quarter of the weight for hospital rooms comes from in-
surance benefits. No change was made in the pricing pri-
endure. Before 1987, hospital room prices were the basis
for calcubtng hospital room charges paid by insurance, but
they were not published in the health insurance portion of
the index. Now the ful eonsumer-financed hospital room
expenditure-whether directly out of pocket or from
consumer-paid insurance-is shown as part of the relative
imprtance of hospital rooms, with the insurance-paid por-
ton separately identified.

The unpublished portion of the index for health insurance
now represents only the retained earnings portion of the
premiums. Although the method of pricing continues as
before, the secondary data on retained earnings rates come
from more timely and more accurate sources.

AD of the changes in coverage and definition for item in-
dexes are summarized in table 3. A number of individual
indexes with small relative importance, especially in the food
group, have been combined in the 1987 revision. Combin-
ing them permits construction of a more accurate overall
index AnM makes room for indexes for new or expanding pro-
ducts. Some of the indexes which disappeared in the com-
bining process are stl provided as special calculations. These
special indexes, however, have much smaller samples and
are subject to higher sampling variablity than during the
1978-86 period (see table 3).

New sample
The CM is developed from a series of interlocking sarsples.

Every month, prices for about 100,000 items and data on
about 8,300 housing units are collected.' The specific cases
to be priced have been selected through probability sam-
pling to imsure the most precise cPI possible with these sam-
ple sizes. The sampling process has multiple stages. The first
is a selection of urban areas within which pricing will
occur. For the housing survey, sets of blocks are selected
and thes individual housing units within those blocks. For
other item strata, Eu's are chosen so represent each trlu
stratum in each urban area based on the relativc imponrance

5l ui u4,wv0ri1uul-b Aclrdn'ilwl ..,Y.,, i1 I 2'1iikl
c-w, Ufsr o-C a y-
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of each Eu within the stratum. The outlets (stores, doctors'
offices, public utilities, etc.) are selected where residents of
the urban area shop, and finally the unique items are selected
for pricing within each outlet. The following discussion pro-
vides additional information on each of these sampling
phases.

Urba, area samples. The new urban area sample is based
on the 1980 Census of Population and uses the new Con-
solidated Metropolitan Statistical Area (CMSA) definitions.
Of the 27 urban areas for which individual cpt's are pub-
lished, 5 (Anchorage, Buffalo-Niagara Falls, Honolulu,
Milwaukee, and San Diego) were unchanged in their
geographic coverage. Most of the other areas have larger
geographic coverage. Only Dallas-Fort Worth became
smaller, since Wise County was removed from its official
definition.

Several sampling areas have been significantly expanded.
For example, the New York area now inchudes Danbury and
other pats of Connecticut; Wilmington and Trenton have
been added to the Philadelphia area; Boston now includes
some pats of New Hanmpshire; the Miami area now includes
Fort Lauderdale; the Chicago area has three additional coun-
ties including Kenosha, Wisconsin; Houston has added
Galveston; Los Angeles now includes Riverside-San Bernar-
dino; and San Francisco now includes San Jose. The com-
plete list of counties for each local area published can be
found in table 4.

CMsA's and the Metropolitan Statistical Areas which are
not a part of a CMSA were defined as individual primary
sampling units. All nonmetropolitan counties were grouped
into primary sampling units to allow all urban places with
a population greater than 2,500 outside metropolitan areas
an opportunity to be selected. The overall primary sam-
pling unit design consisted of 278 metropolitan areas and 810
noninetropolitan urban areas, which cover all the urban
population. Primary sampling units with at least 1.2 million
persons were designated "certainty areas." Prices are col-
lected in each of these areas, and each represents itself in
the weighting of the estimates to the total CPI population.
The noncertainty selections have a population weight that
represents the population of all cities (including their own
population) in their stratum-a collection of areas of similar
size in the same geographic region. The 29 largest primary
sampling units and 2 unique areas (Anchorage and Honolulu)
were designated certainty areas.

Prior to the 1987 revision, these largest certainty areas had
been divided into two size classifications: A-I (over 4
million), and A-2 (1.25 million to 4 million). These two
groups have since been combined to form one classification,
A-sized, which is made up of areas of 1.2 million inhabitants
or more.

The remaining primary sampling units in all naJor regions
were assigned to three city-size classes-medium-sizmd
metropolitan areas, small-sized metropolitan areas, and
nonmentropolitan urban areas. The sampling process selected 91

areas-39 new areas and 52 retained from the old sample.
This was an increase from 85 areas in the pre-1987 index.
A comparison of primary sampling units in the old and new
samples by population size and region is shown in table 4.

Table 4 also shows the population weights in terms of con-
sumer units for both the ct-u and cps-w in each of the
published areas as a percentage of their respective national
1980 totals. If these weights are compared with the weights
shown for 1970, one can ascertain the degree of relative
population change for each area since 1970. For example, the
weight for the CPI-u population in the Norhlseast region
declined by about 2.5 points between 1970 and 1980. This
decline reflects the thster rate of population growth in the South
and West in recent years. Even though the definition of the
New York area has been expanded since 1970, table 4 shows
that the relative population weight of the area has declined.

The decision to use sample allocations to produce the most
accurate national CP1 possible within the existing budget cot-
sraints affects the frequency of publishing cpi's for 13 local
areas. Beginning with the January 1987 ct, San Francisco
is being published on a monthly basis along with the other
four largest local areas-New York, Los Angeles, Chicago,
and Philadelphia-while Detroit is being published bimon-
thly in even-numbered months. Bimonthly indexes continue
to be published for each of the next 10 largest areas, with
the Cleveland index changing from even-numbered months
to odd-numbered months. Bimonthly indexes which had been
published for the 12 smaller local areas are no longer
available; they have been replaced with semiannual average
indexes. In addition, the index for Northeast Pennsylvania
(Scranton) has been discontinued. These semiannual average
indexes, which are the averages of the 6-month periods from
January through June and July through December, are
published with the release of the cpT for July and January.
respectively, i.e., in the months of August and February.

The method of calculating the semiannual average index
derives from the one used for calculating annual average in-
dexes which BaS publishes at the end of each year. Because
monthly and bimonthly indexes are not published in areas
with semiannual average indexes, the first step is to calculate
intermediate monthly and bimonthly indexes for use in the
annual average computation. For those items priced
monthly, such as food at home, an intermediate monthly
calculation is prepared for each of the 6 months. These six
calculated numbers are summed and then divided by six to
obtain the semiannual index. A similar but more complex
technique is used for items priced bimonthly in each area.
An intermediate index is compiled for each of the 3 months
in which items are actually priced during the 6-month period.
The monthly index for each of the other 3 months is inter-
polated by calculating a geometric mean of the months adja-
cent to the one being estimated. For example, in an area
priced in even-numbered months, a January interpolation is
estimated by taking the geometric mean between the index
calculations for December and February. Interpolations are
made in a similar manner for March and May. I he three
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intermediate numbers for February, April, and June,
calculated with collected prices, are summed with the three
interpolations and divided by six to obtain the semiannual
average index for the first 6 months of the calendar year.

Semiannual indexes for areas in which items are priced
only in odd-numbered months are calculated by the same
method except that the data for February, April, and June
are interpolated by using the geometric mean between the
calculations of their adjacent months. For example, the June
interpolation would be estimated from the calculations made
for May and July.

Outler and item sampks. Outlets in which items for the Ctt
are to be priced are derived from data collected in the Point-
of-Purchase Survey (pops). Conmner units are inter-
viewed in each of the areas in which prices are collected.
Respondents are asked for informnation on purchases of items
within specific categories during a prescribed reference
period. If a purchase has been made, the name and address
of the outlet is recorded along with the cost of each transac-
ion. ass then selects a probability sample from these outlets

for each expenditure category, using the expendiures at each
outlet as s measure of size. This ensures an unbiased outlet
sample with representation of all types of establishments; the
system also permits estimation of variances and sampling
error.

The outlet sample has, since 1978, bees rotated on a 5-
year cycle, and this rotation process will continue. A POP
survey is conducted each year in about one-fifth of the
urban areas included in the CPI; the reaults are then used to
select a new, more upto-ae sample of oudets and unique
items. This framework also was used to update the area
sample for the 1987 revision.

In previous CPI revisions, all new samples of urban areas,
items, and outlets were introduced at one time. The 1987
revision uses a concept of rolling-in the new area, item, and
outlet samples. Thiat i, tde composition of the area amd item
samples will be gradually updated over a period of 2 years,
rather than substituting the ful as of new area and outlet
samples at the same tine. The system, which in more effi-
cient and easier to manage than the approaches
used in the past, is possible bectuse a continuing Point-of-
Purchase Survey for a systemnatic updating of outlet samples
is now in place, and broader definitions of the characterietica
of items which define stats were developed. The first stage
of rolling-in was the initiation of pricing in 20 new areas
to reflect changes in population distribution.

The new process allows more orme to tramn field represent-
stives and reduce the problems associated with a rapid
expansion and subsequent reduction in staff. More impor-
tant, use of the updating procedures to introduce new outlet
samples on a systematic basis reduees the need for duil opera-
tions during the -imontb period when both the old and the
revised cPi will be published.

Beginning in 19S7, when the outlet samples were updated
for one-fifth of the urban areas and new detailed items were

selected for pricing, the sample of entry level items within
each stratum also was updated, using the 2 most recent years
of Consumer Expenditure Survey data. Although weights at
the item strats level will continue to be held constant
between major revisions of the cPI, relative shifts of con-
sumption among items within a stratum or new products ap-
pearing within the stratums will he represented in the index.
In other words, the entry level item sample will reflect the
chdnea ronurm- amr making in tdi variety of products pur-
chased among those that make up an item stratum of the
index. For example, one of the item strun in the cni includes
expenditures for both books snd magazines, with separate
ELu's for each of them. If consumption should begin to shift
away from magazines to books, then the composition of the
ci sample would also shift over the 3-year rotation cycle
of the outlet sample. The base-period relationship of books
and magazines combined to the overall market basket will.
however, remain the same. The resetection of the item
samples within each fixed-weight category for one-fifth of
the rea sample does not alter the fixed-weight nature of the
CPI hecaus the population-expenditure weights will remain
fixed at the item sta level until the next revision. Thbis ELI
reseleton will not affect entry level items which have a very
large relative titportmnce or are tie only ones in the particular
strata and, therefore, are certain to be priced in all urban
areas. ne samples of unique items in single-eu sterst have,
since 1978, been fully updated by the sample roution
process. In multiple-Eu strata, the sample rotation process
has been confined to updating within Eu's. MTh new pro-
cedure places both types of strata on the same basis.

Enatim eat to the ulbr component
The adoption of owners' equivalent rent to measure

changes in the cost of the shelter component of owner-
occupled homes put the housing component of the cPt on
a flow-of-services conceptual footing, and isolated the con-
sumpton element of owner housing from its investment
celment.' The 1987 CPe revision continues the definitional
4ud -overge features asocinsad with that change while in-
corpeesting somne refinenses. Tbe new index for materials,
suPlIest. Ad egriptnent for home repairs, which combines
three more detaild old indexes, includes for pricing only
those types of iteans that would be purchased by teants and
those tht are associated with the cost of shelter. The index
exchades items purchusd fur c pital improvements.

11e new sbdker sample has been designed to represent
optimally both owners and rentcm. A multistage sampling
proeeidre was used tht stratifes te residtis arms of each
primary sampling unit by tenure (percent owner-occupied)
and rent level. Smaller areas were then defined and
samtpled within each selected are. The bousing units of each
seleced smnal area were screened for tenure arnd sampled
at differential rates according to tenure. In heavily owner-
occupied areas, for example, the renters were selected

e TW i f amas' qWivalmo ron in uvinl in lK CPI -I
in 1983 dad is ie cl-w is 1985.
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frequently in order to find those rental units which are most
like owner units, because it is fromn these units that the best
estimates can be made for changes in the implicit rent of
owner-occupied dwellings. The new shelter sample has been
drawn based on the 1980 Census, updated for new construc-
tion. Because of its dual purpose-support of both owners'
equivallent rent and rent indexes-the new sample includes
almost twice as many remers as the old one.

The calculation of the revised owners' equivalent rent
index has also been improved. Before 1987, the owners'
equivaules rent index was obtained by simply reweighting
rented units in the rent sample to represent all the owners
from the same set of blocks. Beginning in 1987, the rate of
implicit rent charged for each owner unit in a sample of
homeowners is estimated by using a net of rents for housing
from the same geographic area and with similar
cbaracteristics.

The rents used for estimating the owners' equivalent rent
index are adjusted to remove the rost of utilities paid by
landlords. The residential rent index measures contract
rent-i.e., the rent actually paid. If the contract rent includes
some (or all) utilities, then both tbe expenditure weights and
the rent charges for the CPt properly include these utilities
in the proportion that they are included in contract rents in

the population. Owners' equivalent rent expenditure weights
however, exclude all utilities. Utility charges paid by owner,
and paid directly by renters are represested by the appropriate
utility index. By removing utility costs from contract rent
before calculating owners' equivalent rent, the effects of
changes in utility rates will not appear in the owners'
equivalent rent index.

IN CONCLUSION, this revision, as in the past, permits BLS
to introduce the latest advances in sampling, data collection,
processing, and statiatical estimation procedures in addition
to allowing for the updating of the expenditure weights of
the market basket and the updating of the area sample. Once
a revision has been completed, however, the BLS staff must
continue to evaluate procedures, to monitor changes in the
economy which might affect compilation, and to investigate
alternative methods for all phases of the cmt program. It is
only through this constant vigilance that the BLS can con-
tinue to maintain the statistical integrity of the Consumer
Price Index for its numerous different users.

Iapqiries concerning die cmt may be directed to the regional
offices of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, listed at the back
of this report, or to die Office of Prices and Living Condi-
tions, Bureau of Lahor Statistics, Washington, DC 20212.

Tabk 1. Pnm dstribution of the Consumer Price Index mirtkt be" by motor expendiure group, benchmark year
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Table 3. TIht and delldtlan c _am Int the Ctntut er Price Indf ,baj wihd JaNy 1987 data
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TIable 3. Conlnuted-Ie mnd definition dunges In the Consumer Price Inde", beginning ith Jmarwy 19°7 data
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Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you, Madam Commissioner. Madam
Commissioner, the most striking thing it seems to me about our
economy over the last year or so is that it has been growing so
slowly.

Last year the growth in the economy was only 2.5 percent, and
when you consider the enormous stimulative action taken by the
Congress in a most irresponsible fiscal policy in history, and year
after year after year of huge deficits, and then a policy in the last
more than year of the Federal Reserve Board pumping money into
the economy at the most rapid rate relative to the gross national
product ever, in spite of that the economy grew last year by 2.5
percent and in the last quarter by only 1.3 percent.

What I can't understand is how that slow rate of growth and
with an increase in the labor force of 2 percent and with a produc-
tivity growth of 0.6 percent why there is any improvement at all in
unemployment. It isn't much; as a matter of fact, in the last 3
months it has been exactly the same. It didn't improve. Is that
right?

Mrs. NORWOOD. For the last 3 months the unemployment rate
has--

Senator PROXMIRE. It's been flat.
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. But if this slow rate of growth continues, in

view of the growth of the labor force that we can expect, isn't it
likely that unemployment should increase in coming months if
that continues, if the growth rate continues at the present level?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, first, Mr. Chairman, the forecasts that I
have seen, and I try to cover the waterfront of them, all seem to be
forecasting an increase of somewhere around 3 or 3.5 percent for
this coming year. A lot depends, however, on what happens to our
foreign trade account, and that in turns depends in large part on
what happens to the economies of Japan and of Germany. So I
think we have those uncertainties out there. What we are seeing is
a restructuring, a real restructuring of industry which, it seems to
me, is making us somewhat leaner in the goods producing area.

Senator PROXMIRE. Somewhat what?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Leaner and somewhat more efficient. We are

seeing an increase in hours rather than an increase in employ-
ment.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, do we have evidence of a leaner and
more efficient economy when the productivity is up by a pathetic
six-tenths of 1 percent? On the basis of our historic experience
that's a very feeble rate of increase, is it not?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Our overall productivity rate is much slower
than I think any of us would like it to be, but our manufacturing
productivity is doing quite well.

Senator PROXMIRE. Manufacturing I would agree, but manufac-
turing does not account for most of our economy. It's only, what,
about a third?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, that's true, but the point is that we are
seeing growth in services and some small reductions in manufac-
turing employment. We are not seeing growth in manufacturing,
and I think that that is because of the restructuring which is re-
sulting in increased productivity because output is holding up.
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Senator PROXMIRE. Now I would like to refer to your news re-
lease that you gave us this morning, the Employment Situation for
February of 1987. Under percent of labor force unemployment
rates, and taking it by ethnic identification, white employment is
down two-tenths of a percent, black is unchanged, and Hispanic is
down a full 1 percent. Now in view of those drops, why is it that
there is no change in the overall rate? I mean that includes every-
body and the categories are only white, black, and Hispanic. Over-
all they indicate a fall here, and yet you tell us that there is no
change. How do you account for that?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That sometimes happens with composition of the
various groups. We had, for example, very small changes in each of
these groups.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, white is two-tenths of a percent. That's
a significant change, isn't it?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. It's statistically significant but, as we've dis-
cussed many times, we need to look at this over a period of some
time.

Mr. Plewes tells me that there has been some rounding involved
in some of these numbers. I think the important thing is that Jan-
uary is a month with very, very strong seasonals. February is a
month when there is very little seasonality. February data seem to
have supported the stability in the unemployment situation that
we had in January, and I think that is an important thing.

Senator PROXMIRE. Let me ask you this. I think a lot of us were
shocked and surprised to see that the Japanese are moaning and
groaning about an increased unemployment at 3 percent; they're
shocked. They say under these circumstances they have to take
some kind of drastic action. How can it be that the Japanese have
an unemployment rate that has been consistently below 3 percent,
often well below 3 percent, and they haven't had an inflation prob-
lem, and we people argue that if our unemployment rate gets down
much below where it is now, gets down to below 6 or 5 percent that
we're in real trouble. What is the difference in the two economies
that accounts for that startling situation?

Mrs. NORWOOD. There are really extraordinary differences in the
labor markets of the two countries. The Japanese have in the past
at least had a lifetime employment kind of approach in which regu-
lar full-time workers are shielded from unemployment. There is a
large segment of part-time, temporary, and seasonal workers who
tend to bear the brunt of downturns. These nonregular workers
tend to bypass unemployment status, withdrawing from the labor
force when the economy slackens.

A lot has to do with perceptions as well. We have become used to
a little bit higher rates, both for inflation and for unemployment.
But I think something else that is very different is that the mana-
gerial, the white collar workers in Japan are somewhat different.
They have become much more involved in the company than our
managers have. I think that is changing. I think the Japanese are
going to become more like us and we're going to become more like
the Japanese.

But one of the big differences is a dynamic character to our labor
market with lots of movement and more stability in their labor
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market with people taking a job and staying with one company and
being guaranteed a job.

Senator PROXMIRE. That's very helpful and it might be useful for
us to see if there are studies that have been made of the differ-
ences here.

Mrs. NORWOOD. We have done some.
Senator PROXMIRE. What's that?
Mrs. NORWOOD. We have done some.
Senator PROXMIRE. Will you make those available to the commit-

tee?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. I would be very interested in that.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
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[From the Monthly Labor Review, March 1984]

Japan's low unemployment:
an in-depth analysis
A BLS analysis of Japan's laborforce data
concludes, in contrast to a private study,
that Japanese unemployment rates are only
slightly understated relative to U.S. concepts

CONSTANCE SORRENTINO

Japan's unemployment rates have long been among the low-
cst in the world. From 1960 through 1974, joblessness in
Japan averaged 1.3 percent and neverexceeded 1.7 percent,
according to the Japanese labor force survey. Among the
major industrial countries, only Germany had a better labor
market performance. Japan's employment situation wors-
ened after the 1973 world oil cnsis and, since 1975, Jap-
anese unemployment has been more than 2 percent, currently
2.6 percent. By contrast, unemployment rates in most West-
em industrial nations are now 3 to 5 times as high.

These relatively low Japanese unemployment rates, even
in times of recession, suggest that the rates may be under-
stated as compared with Western countries because of def-
initional or conceptual differences. Some recent articles or
studies have come to this conclusion.

For example, a thoughtful article by Koji Taira in the
July 1983 Rerieo' presented a timely analysis of Japan's
low unemployment rate. Using data from Japan's special
March labor force surveys and U.S. definitions of unem-
ployment, Taira adjusted official Japanese rates to approx-
imate U.S. concepts. He concluded that the Japanese jobless
rate would be '"nearly double the official unemployment
rate' if U.S. concepts were used.'

The BLs does not agree with Taira's conclusion. We argue
that he does not give weight to the fact that March is a very
unusual month for the Japanese labor market. March is the

Consiavnc Sornnuino is an noonomioi in sti Division of Foreign taoUr
Siii'sicss .mi Tar&. Bu.ru of Labor Smiasiio.

end of the fiscal year, when firms there traditionally hire
new workers, and the end of the school year, when graduates
flood the labor market.

Taira's major adjustment to the Japanese unemployed is
the addition of March school graduates who are waiting to
start jobs within 30 days. Although he is aware that promises
of employment to graduates in Japan are almost never with-
drawn, Taira proceeds to abstract from this economic and
cultural effect and treat the graduates waiting to start jobs
as if they were in the United States where employment offers
are nowhere near as firm. Moreover, normally no such large
body of persons would be waiting to begin jobs in 30 days;
hence, it is more realistic not to count them as part of the
unemployed. Taking this and some other more minor dif-
ferences with Taira into account, we find that Japanese un-
employment rates are only slightly understated in relation
to U.S. concepts.

Although we challenge Taira's conclusion that Japanese
unemployment is considerably understated, we agree that
the Japanese labor market is, in many ways, unique. Insti-
tutions, attitudes, and economic and social structures are
certainly different in Japan than they are in the United States.
Indeed, it is in these differences, rather than in statistical
methods and-definitions, where we find the real reasons for
the low unemployment rates in Japan. These differences
tend to push Japanese labor slack into underemployment
and hidden unemployment. After a detailed analysis of Tair-
a's work, this article presents expanded unemployment rates-
incorporating several forms of labor undenutilization-which
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draw the Japanese nte somewhat closer to U.S. levels.
Thes expanded rates include severad of Taira's adjustments
according to what we believe is the more appropriate con-
text.

Current ttLs mnehod

Since the early 1960's. the Bureau of Labor Statistics has
prepared and published adjusted unemployment rates ap-
proximating U.S. concepts for major industrial countries,
including Japan.

2 Table I nhows the asnmua figures for 1970-
82 as reported by Jnpan and as adjusted by BLS to approx-
irnate U.S. concepts.

The method of adjustment is explained in detail in a 1978
bulletin, Inemat-onal Coparions of Unenwloyment.' The
bulletin outlines several differences between U.S. and Jap-
anese unemployment concepts, but the Bureau made no
adjustments because relevant data were not then available.
It noted that Japan's method of computing unemployment
-,results in a slight understatement of Japanese unemploy-
ment under U.S. concepts."'

Since that bulletin was published, data from Japan's 1977-
1980 special March surveys have become available, making
it possible, to some extent, to quantify the differences be-
tween Japanese and U.S. unemployment concepts. How-
ever, the March survey results have not been incorporated
into the BLS adjustment method. There are several reasons
for this. First, the data are ambiguous in many respects and,
therefore, subject to different interpretations. Second, the
fact that they are for an atypical month of the year requires
caution in their use. Third, the relevant data are availabte
only for the period 1977 through 1980. Special March sur-
veys were conducted before 1977 and after 1980, but these
surveys used somewhat different questionnaires and the in-
formation required for adjustments was not collected. And
finally, because the BLs analysis of the March surveys for
1977-80 shows that the Japanese unemployment rate is, at

-most, understated by only 0.1 to 0.4 percentage point. it

Table 1. Ja=anese un _r9 a rats, t1tet and
adlusted b.y as to en a s. eonnepta, 1970-82
1 1-1 
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in._-. i tui t ti
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1171 ._....... ... 2 1.2 .3
1972 . .......... ... 14 54 14
1977 ................. 13 13 13

. .7 ... ....... 22 20 210
7 .................. 20 20 22

1r979 ' ' '' 22° 2.3 220

1979 ...... .. ........ 21. 21. 2I1
in 2 22 22

so .................... 2 o 2 4 t 0

was decided that the official Japanese unemploymen9gur\
provided a good enough basis for international compa2onsi
The following tabulation alsows the official Jaae; .
employment rates as published by Japan and as adjusted by
Talrs and aLS to approximate U.S. concepts and rates for
the United States. March 1977-80, including Arned Forces
(the data are not seasonally adjusted):

year
1977 ........
1978 ........
t979 ........
1980 ......

Ofillial
rames

2.4
2.6
2.5
2.2

Taim
method

4.2
4.7
4.5
3.8

*Ls
niethad

2.8
3.0
2.7
2.3

United
States-
7.8
6.5
6.0
6.5

Whether the Japanese rate is 2.4 or 2.8percent, it is still
far lower than in most of the other industrial countries.

BtS makes two adjustments in the official Japanese labor
force to put it on a U.S. basis: (I) unpaid family workers

5

who worked~fewer than 15 hours (about 500,000) are sub-
tracted because such workers are excluded from the U.S.
labor force; and (2) for comparisons of civilian unemploy-
ment rates, the National Defense Force (about 240,000) is
subtracted from the Japanese labor force. These adjustments
have very litle effect, rising the official unemployment rate
by only 0.1 percentage point in a few years.

U.S. and Japanese surveys compared

Until 1967, the Japanese survey closely paralleled the
U.S. Current Population Survey. That year, the cas was
revised so that more specific questions on labor force status
pere asked, and a 4-week time period was specified for
jobseeking activity on the part of unemployed persons.6 No
such questions have been added to dhe regular Japanese
survey.

In the United States, an enumerator visits a home during
the survey week, asks a series of questions, and fills out
the survey form. In contrast, the enumerator in Japan visits
the sample household prior to the survey week and leaves
the survey form for the respondent to complete. At the end
of the survey week, the enumerator visits the household
again and coltects the questionnaire, checking over the en-
tries at that time.

Unemployment. The unemployed in the monthly Japanese
survey are defined as all persons 15 years of age or over
who did not work at all in the reference week and who were
seeking work or awaiting the results of previous employment
applications.

The Japanese questionnaire lists the following answers to
the question "Was this person engaged in work at all during
the survey week?"

I. Engaged mainly in wmrk
2. Engaged partly in woak besides inending school
3. Engaged partly in wark besides bom duties. erc.
4. Had ajob but did not work
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5. Had no job but seeking one
6. Attending school
7. Engaged in home duties
8. Other

Persons checking response number 5-"had no job but
seeking one"-are classified as unemployed. This response
is defined in the survey explanatory notes: "Refers to the
person who had no job but was actually seeking work by
answering advertisements in the newspaper, applying at the
Public Employment Security Office, etc. Also refers to the
person who is waiting for an answer to an application and
is able to take up a job immediately after he finds one.'

The Japanese definition of unemployment appears to be
more restrictive than the U.S. definition. Excluded from the
unemployed in Japan, but included in the United States,
are:

a Persons on layoff who were waiting to return to their jobs
* Temporarily ill jobseekers who were not in a condition

to begin work immediately
* Persons who were actively seeking work in the past 4

weeks, but who took no active steps in the survey week
and were not awaiting the results of a previous job ap-
plication

* Persons without a job and waiting to report to a new job
within 30 days. (In the United States, there is no direct
question on this point, but those who volunteer the in-
formation that they are waiting to start a new job in 30
days are classified as unemployed).

However, there ate persons classified as unemployed in
Japan who would be considered "not in the labor force"
in the United States. The Japanese definition does not require
active workseeking within the past 4 weeks for classification
as unemployed. Such active worksoeking is required in the
U.S. survey, except for persons on layoff who are awaiting
recall and persons waiting to begin a new job. Because these
latter two groups are not within the Japanese concept of
unemployment, all of the reported Japanese unemployed
would be subject to the "workseeking in the past 4 weeks"
criterion for comparability with U.S. concepts.

Laborforce. There are several differences between U.S.
and Japanese concepts of the labor force. The Japanese labor
force consists of all persons age 15 and over who worked,
had a job but did not work, or were seeking work in the
reference week. As nosed, Japan includes and the United
States excludes unpaid family workers who worked less than
15 hours in the survey week. The number of such persons
is regularly reported in the Japanese survey. Persons with
a paid job but not at work during the survey week are in
the U.S. labor force whether or not they receive pay for the
time off; in Japan, these workers must have received pay
to be considered in the labor force (however, we do not
adjust for this because Japanese employees normally receive
pay when absent from work).

The Armed Forces are included in the U.S. definition of
the labor force, effective beginning in January 1983. The
Japanese abor force also includes military personnel. Japan
includes and the United States excludes inmates of insti-
tutions in the survey universe. However, Japan classifies
nearly all inmates as not in the labor force. Again, no ad-
justment is necessary. A number of unemployed persons
officially classified as "not in the labor force"-such as
those waiting to start a new job-should also be added to
the Japanese labor force for comparability with U.S. con-
cepts. However. some of the officially unemployed should
be subtracted. The special March surveys provide these data.

The specIal March suneys

To supplement the regular monthly labor force survey,
the Japanese conducs special surveys each March which
probe deeper into the labor force status of the population
than do the regular monthly surveys. These special surveys
provide much greater detail concerning the conditions of
unemployment and underemployment, reasons for unem-
ployment, jobseeking activities, and time of last job search.
Employed persons are questioned on their desire to change
jobs, and short-time workers are asked about their desire
for more work. The special surveys also delve into the job
desires of persons classified as "not in the labor force."

Reference periods and definitions are identical in both the
special surveys and the regular surveys. Both are self-enu-
merations. The sample size of the March surveys was half
that of the regular surveys until 1980 when the size was
increased to about seven-eights that of the regular survey.
The surveys refer to the week ending March 31.

Results of the special surveys for 1977 through 1980 can
be used to analyze the magnitude of the differences between
U.S. and Japanese unemployment concepts. However, the
results do not allow for a complete and unambiguous ad-
justment of Japanese unemployment to U.S. concepts.

March: a moss unusual monrh. March is a time of exten-
sive churning in an ordinarily calm labor market. The Jap-
anese fiscal year begins on April 1. New hiring of permanent
staff by Japanese firms traditionally occurs in the month or
two prior to the beginning of the fiscal year, to be effective
April 1.7 In addition, graduation from junior and senior high
schools and colleges occurs in the late February to early
March period. The new school graduates receive and accept
job offers several months before leaving school' This prac-
tice of job prearrangement is one of the reasons Japan main-
tains very low levels of youth unemployment compared with
other countries where youth often do not prearrange their
job before leaving school (when they would not be classified
as unemployed because they are not currently available for
work). With graduation generally occurring in early March,
there is a period of a few weeks when the school graduates
arm waiting to begin their new jobs. This explains why the
March surveys report a very large number of persons waiting
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to begin new jobs-they are mainly new school graduates.
The March figures also include other persons who have been
hired to report at the beginning of the fiscal year. In no
other month but March would a similar situation occur.

Labor turnover data by month for 1977 through 1980
show that both accessions and separations are at yearly highs
in April-the accession rate is more than 3 times as high
as the annual average; the separation rate is nearly twice as
high. (See table 2.) Clearly. April is the month in which
labor turnover peaks and March is the month when the
number of persons waiting to begin a new job is the highest.

Also, Japanese monthly unemployment rates for 1977
through 1980 show March as the high month for unem-
ployment. (See table 3.) Seasonal adjustment lowers the
March figuaes by 0.3 to 0.4 percentage point-a larger
seasonal adjustment than for any other month.

Because of the extensive hiring which occurs in March.
the special surveys most likely record larger than usual
numbers of persons who are classified as "not in the labor
force" but who tested the job market that month. These
persons report in the March surveys that they had looked
for work earlier in the month, although not in the survey
week (the week ending March 31), and that they are avail-
able for work. Many of them become discouraged and give
up jobseeking by the time of the survey week. Because they
sought work during the month and were available for work,
they would be classified as unemployed under U.S. con-
cepts. However, their numbers are probably at a seasonal
high in March. They are attracted into the labor force by
the prospect of hiring for the beginning of the fiscal year.
In other months, when hiring falls to more normal levels.
the number of such jobseekers would also fall.
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It is difficult to draw conclusions from Japanese labor
force data which are available only for March. (Unfortu-
nately, the special surveys have not been conducted at any
other time of the year.)

0
Only inferences can be made about

what the March special surveys would show in a more
typical month or on an annual average basis. In the following
section, Bn5 takes into account the timing of the special
surveys and makes some estimates which put the results on
a more typical basis. In several instances, however, results
are presented as "upper limits" because relevant data are
not available on a typical basis.

Adjustment to U.S. concepts
The BtS method of adjusting the special March surveys

to U.S. concepts is compared with the Taira method in table
4. There are four adjustments with regard to Japanese un-
employment. The first. "inactive jobseekers" (Taira calls
them "non-unemployed"), arc subtracted from the Japanese
unemployed count by both BnS and Taira, but the B1. ad-
justment is larger. The second and third, "jobseekers not
in the labor force" (termed "job search in March and cur-
rently available for work" by Taira) and "persons waiting
to begin new jobs," are added to the unemployed under
both methods, but the Bas adjustments are smaller. The
fourth adjustment, persons on temporary layoff (temned
"layoffs, employed but closed down" by Taira) are added
to the Japanese unemployed by Taira but not by nLS.

Both the BLS and Taira adjustments are presented on a
"total labor force" basis which includes the Arted Forces.
(The adjusted rates on a civilian basis are virtually the same
as the rates using the total labor force concept because the
Japanese National Defense Force is relatively small.)

Both nra and Taira exclude unpaid family workers who
worked less than 15 hours. However, the figures differ
somewhat because BaL's figures are based on "actual sta-
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tus.' while Tair's amt based on "usual status." The "ac- awaiting answers to applications for employmentt Thus.
tual status" figures were used because they conform to the persons who made their last request or application for work
U.S. concept of employment. Furthermore. they are gen- over I month ago but are still awaiting the answer (and did
erally closer to the annual average number of unpaid family nol inquire about it) may count themselves as unemployed.
workers working less than 15 hours than the "usual status" According to the March special surveys, nearly 30 percent
figures. The sioe of the labor force is also affected by how of the "minacive workseekers" listed their major job search
many persons "not in the labor force" are reclassified as method as applying to the Public Employment Service. An-
unemployed and how many unemployed are reclassified as other 30 percent applied to employers or made requests with
"not in the labor force." (See table 4.1 schools or acquaintances. Taira and BLS agree that these

two groups-accounting for 6O percent of the "inactiveJnacrio' jobsedo's. These are persons who are reported jobseekers'-should be excluded from the Japanese un-
as unemployed in Japan but who did not actively seek work employment count on the grounds that they did not take
during the month. active steps to find work in March. However. Taira does

In the March special surveys. unemployed persons in not exclude the remaining persons who responded that their
Japan were asked the following question: "When did you main search method was o f(1) study want ads or consult
last request or apply?" Accompanying this question arc the with acquaintances; (2) prepare to start a business; or (3) other.
instructions "include inquiring or demanding the result." BLS disagrees with Taira's inclusion of these remaining
There are three possible responses: (I) within this week; groups in the unemployed. These persons neither took an
(2) in March: and(3) Februaryorearlier. Thusit ispossible active step to find work nor checked on any previous ap-
to determine the number of persons reported as unemployed plications during the month. U.S. concepts require specific
in March whose last active search for work was prior to jobseeking activity within the past 4 weeks. Studying want
that month. There are a large number of such persons, ads in the newspaper is not sufficient; the actual placement
amounting to more than 40 percent of the reported number or answering of an ad is required to be counted as unem-
of unemployed each March. ployed. Checking with friends or relatives is considered as

The explanation for the large number of inactive work- active jobseeking in the U.S. survey if such checking was
seekers in Japan is that the survey questionnaire contains done in the paso 4 weeks. Those Japanese who "consulted
the instruction that unemployed persons may include those with acquaintances" should also be held to the "past 4
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weeks" test.
Thus, the aLs adjustment to exclude "inactive work-

seekers" is higher than Taira's: 540,0.ll in March 1980.
compared with Taira's 310,000.

Jobseekers nor in rhe laborforce. These are persons re-
ported as "not in the labor force" who after further ques-
tioning reveal that they have sought work in the past 4 weeks
and intend to begin work immediately. The BLs adjustment
for these jobseekers is smaller than Taira's because BLs

excludes persons who said they intended to begin work
immediately but who were not available during the survey
week because of housekeeping or school.

In the March special surveys, persons not in the labor
force are asked the following probing questions:

a. Do you wish to do any work? (Question 8)
b. Do you intend to take up a job immediately if you find

one? (Question ga)
c. Why are you not now seeking a job despite your in-

tention of taking up one? (Question 8b)
d. Have you been to the Public Employment Security Of-

fice, applied to other organizations, or consulted with
acquaintances for a job this month? IQuestion 8c)

Responses to these questions show that a substantial num-
ber of persons classified as "not in the labor force" were
actively seeking work during the month and currently avail-
able for work. The reason for this is the wording of the
survey questionaire. Persons who regard themselves as mainly
keeping house, going to school, or retired may check such
responses rather than "secking a job," even though they
have also actively looked for work. This possibility is even
more likely if the workseeking occurred earlier in the month
rather than in the survey week, because the original question
specifies "the survey week."

This entire section of the special survey is ambiguous.
The ambiguities involve subtleties of translation as well as
interpretation by respondents. Among those who said they
"intend to take up a job immediately" in answer to item b
are a number who respond that they are "unable to take up
a job due to housekeeping or school" in answer to item c.
The apparent explanation is that these persons would like'
to take up a job even though they cannot do so in the survey
week. in

For an adjustment to U.S. concepts, it appears that some
persons classified as "not in the labor force" should be
added to the Japanese unemployment count. Taira adds all
of those who said they looked for work in the month and
intended to take it up immediately. Ar the least, BLs believes
that those who were "unable to take up a job due to house-
work or school" should be subtracted from this adjustment
because they were not currently available during the survey
week. Hence, BLs's adjustment for this category is lower
than Taira's, but even this reduced figure may be overstated.
Because March is the traditional hiring period for Japanese

firms, it is likely that a number of persons tested the job
market in March and withdrew the following month after
they found that there was no work available "near home'
or "meeting their ability," and so forth. Thus, although
these people were unemployed under U.S. concepts in March,
they are probably not representative of the average number
of such persons over the course of the year. Some further
downward adjustment seems warranted, but none is made
in table 4 because of the lack of relevant data.

Persons waiting to begin a new job. These are persons
classified as "not in the labor force" who, after further
questioning, say they expect to start work within I month.
Taira adds all of these persons to the unemployed: aLs adds
only a portion of them. adjusting for the oversiatement which
results from the end of Japan's school year.

Under Taira's adjustment, the number of persons waiting
to begin a new job accounts for 35 percent of his adjusted
unemployed. In relation to results for other countries, this
proportion is unusually high. In the United States, Canada,
and France such persons make up only about 2 to 5 percent
of the unemployed. "

In the U.S. survey, persons waiting to begin a new job
within 30 days are classified as unemployed if they are
available to begin work immediately. The reasoning behind
this is that, in many cases, the anticipated job does not
materialize, and the waiting period actually represents the
beginning or continuation of a period of unemployment.

In the regular Japanese monthly survey, no mention is
made of the labor force classification of persons waiting to
begin a new job. They are most likely enumerated as not
in the labor force.
, The special surveys elicit information on such persons in
the question "Do you wish to do any work?" which is
asked of all persons classified as not in the labor force. The
possible responses to this question are as follows:

* Yes, if there is any
* Yes, if conditions are favorable
* A job is already available

to start within one month:
after graduation in March
other

to start after one month

The March surveys record a substantial number of persons
who respond that a job was available within I month. The
great majority are young persons who check "after grad-
uation in March." There is nothing in the survey to indicate
that these school graduates wanted to begin work or were
even available to begin work earlier than April I. In general,
new graduates are not interested in beginning work any
sooner than April 1. They generally travel during their last
school vacation. Although graduation ceremonies are over,
they are formally registered as students at school until March
31. Moreover, it is highly unlikely that there would be any
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of these school graduates in the "waiting to stati a new
job" category during any other month of the year.

The U.S. rationale for counting such persons as unem-
ployed seems inapplicable to Japan, where, as Taira points
out, job promises to school graduates are very firn. and
cancellation of such promises is rare. Data on placement
activities by Japanese employment offices indicate that in
March 1977 through March 1980, there were virtually two
job openings for every school-leaver applicant, and more
than 99 percent of them were placed in jobs. 

t

Thus, it appears reasonable to omit the school graduates
from the upward adjustment of the unemployed for three
reasons: (I) they are probably not available for work prior
to April 1; (2) they would not be included in the count in
any month but March; and (3) there is hardly any chance
that the jobs they are waiting to start will disappear.

Of the 740,000 persons "waiting to begin a new job
within I month" in March 1980, 550,000 were school grad-
uates. BLs has omitted the school graduates from the upward
adjustment of Japanese unemployment. This leaves 190,000
persons who were not school leavers in March who were
also waiting to begin new jobs. Such persons are probably
slightly more open to the nsk of their prospective jobs being
canceled, although the risk would stilt be rather low. If
included in the Japanese adjusted unemployed, they make
up 15 to 20 percent of the total. As mentioned previously,
such persons typically account for only 2 percent of U.S.
unemployment.

The number of nonschool-leavers who are waiting to be-
gin a new job in March is most likely inflated in terms of
an annual average because April is the traditional hiring
month in Japan. sLs includes all of them in the adjustment
shown in table 4. with the reservation that they represent
an upper limit for this adjustment.

Persons on lavoff Taira makes an adjustment to include
persons on layoff in the Japanese unemployment count on
the grounds that such persons are included in the U.S. con-
cept of unemployment. Persons without work and awaiting
recall to their former jobs are included in the U.S. unem-
ployed, whether or not they were actively seeking work.
However, the two countries' concepts and practices of "lay-
off" are so different that sLs believes no adjustment is
warranted. 

t
The reason for this is the overriding difference

in job attachment. Persons awaiting recall are appropriately
counted as unemployed in the United States because they
are "jobless"-they are no longer on the firm's payroll,
many are actively seeking work, and most are collecting
unemployment benefits. By contrast, in Japan persons on
layoff have work contracts or otherwise strong informal
commitments from their employers and continue to receive
their pay (partly subsidized through government payments
to the firm), they do not seek other work, and they answer
surveys to the effect that they have a job.

The sLs exclusion of persons on layoff from the Japanese

unemployed is in accord with the recommendations of the
International Labour Organization's 1982 Conference of La-
bour Statisticians. 'I In its revised standard definitions of
employment and unemployment, the tLO takes into consid-
eration the question of formal job attachment. Under the
tLO standards, persons on temporary layoff are classified as
employed if they have a formal job attachment (as deter-
mined by receipt of wages or salary or other factors). Per-
sons on layoff with no formal job attachment are classified
as unemployed.

sLs recognizes that persons on layoff represent a form of
labor underutilization in all countries, whether they arc
classified as employed or unemployed. To enhance inter-
national comparisons of how labor markets are functioning,
it would be desirable to measure and compare total labor
slack-that is, unemployment, workers on layoff. workers
on part time for economic reasons, and discouraged work-
ers.

The special labor force surveys for March 1977 Ihrough
March 1979 provide data on the number of Japanese class-
ified as "employed, with a job but not at work" who were
on temporary layoff. The category was dropped from the
special surveys in 1980 on the grounds that it was inappli-
cable to the Japanese situation. Taira adds the persons on
layoff to the Japanese unemployed count. Although BLS
believes they should not be added, an alternative adjustment
(11) is constructed in table 4 which includes these persons
in the unemployed.

The outrcome. The ass adjusted rates are considerably lower
than Taira's rates." The largest adjustments are for 1977
and 1978, when the published Japanese jobless rates are
increased by 0.4 percentage point by BLs. In 1979, the
increase is 0.2 and in 1980, 0.1. It should be emphasized
that these include "upper limit" adjustments in two cases-
persons waiting to begin a new job and jobseekers "not in
the labor force." Inclusion of persons on layoff raises the
Japanese rate by another 0.2 to 0.3 percentage point.

The BLs estimates are considerably below the levels es-
timated by Taira even if persons on layoff are included.
This is mainly because BLs has made adjustments to put the
March surveys on a more typical basis by excluding the
new school graduates who were waiting to take up their
jobs. Taira's method has the effect of using the March
surveys as representative of the Japanese labor market over
the course of the year. Such an approach would be similar
to using unadjusted data from a seasonally high unemploy-
mint month for the United States-such as June when stu-
dents flood the labor market-and presenting them as our
typical labor market situation for comparison with average
annual activities in other countries

Unemployment rate double for women

Although the overall Japanese unemployment rate is
changed only slightly in our view when the March survey
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data are adjusted to U.S. concepts. there is a marked dif-
ference in the adjusted unemployment rates for men and
women. The conventional Japanese data by sex show vir-
tually no difference between the unemployment rates for
men and women. According to the BLs method, the male-
female differential is about the same as that obtained by
Taira: the female rates are about double the male rates. Ihe
following tabulation shows unemployment rates for men and
women, March 1977-S0 (based on the civilian labor force.
excluding layoffs):

Perild

1977 .............
1978 .............
1979 .............
1980 ............

As pablished

Men Women

2.4 2.3
2.7 2.4
2.5 2.4

'2.2 2.3

Approximaling
U.S. 90n0eplo

Men Women

2.0 4.3
2.2 4.3
1.9 4.1
1.7 3.3

Thus, the Japanese situation appears more like Western
countries where women usually have higher unemployment
rates than men.

The reason for the wide male-female differential for Japan
after the adjustment is made is that women account for the
great majority of jobseekers classified as not in the labor
force, while men account for most of the reported unem-
ployed who did not actively seek work in the month of the
survey.

Why Is Japanese unemployment low?
Japanese unemployment rates are very low whether U.S.

or Japanese concepts are used. The low Japanese jobless
rates reflect, in pan, the fundamental differences between
the Japanese economic system and culture and those of the
industrialized Western nations. Difference in labor force
mix are also significant.

Lifetimeemploymentsystem. UnderJapan's "lifetime em-
ployment system," regular, full-time workers (mostly men)
are shielded from unemployment. During periods of eco-
nomic difficulties, companies refrain as much as possible
from laying off or dismissing their regular workers. For
example, during the 1974-75 recession and the slow-growth
years of the 1980's, hundreds of thousands of unneeded
workers were kept on company payrolls, with subsidies
provided by the government. These workers were often
moved into jobs in different plants within the same firm or
even lent to other firms.1

6

Japanese corporations, labor, and the government co-
operate to an unusual degree. This cooperation is partly
attributable to the broad social role assumed by Japanese
corporations which provide a wide range of social services,
including housing or financial help with mortgage payments,
recreational facilities, and even wedding halls in which em-
ployees are married. Labor often accedes to wage and other

concessions during economic difficulties. In this social con-
text, the Japanese responses to recession can be understood.

Nonregular bortersk. But what happens to employees who
are not regular workers? There is a large segment of part-
time, temporary, and seasonal workers-mostly women and
"retired" older workers-who tend to bear the brunt of
downturns because they do not come under 'lifetime em-
ployment." These workers provide a degree of flexibility
for Japanese firms, allowing them to accord more permanent
status to their regular employees. As Taira points out, these
"nonregular" workers tend to bypass unemployment status,
moving from employment to "not in the labor force" when
the economy slackens, and then back to employment when
the economy improves. While they are out of the labor force.
they are usually supported by their families. However, many
do show up as unemployed-the jobseekers not in the labor
force in the more probing March survey.

There is indirect evidence of this "hidden" type of em-
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ployment in Japan's labor force data. For example, partic-
ipation rates for women fell off sharply in 1974-75, but
their unemployment rates rose only slightly. In the more
recent sdow growth period, however, female participation
stabilized and even moved upward, as women joined the
labor force to supplement family income (among other ma-
onm). 1" This was more in line with the U.S. situation, where

women continue to flow into the labor market during reces-
sions.

Laborforce mix. Besides the social and cultural factors.
other elements in Japan promote low unemployment rates
vis-a-vis the United States. For instance, the higher pro-
portion of workers in the agricultural sector in Japan means
that a larger segment of the Japanese labor force is practi-
cally immune to unemployment. Agricultural workers may
be underemployed but they are not as subject to unemploy-
ment as are industrial workers because they usually spend
some hours at work each week. Also, the higher share of
self-employed and unpaid family workers in the Japanese
labor force has a similar effect. Furthermore, the share of
youth in the labor force is much smaller in Japan than in
the United States. (In all developed countries, including
Japan, youth under the age of 25 have higher unemployment
rates than adults.) Moreover, young workers in the United
States tend to change jobs much more often than their Jap-
anese counterparts, further increasing the unemployment
differential between the two countries.

An expanded uneemployment concept

International comparisons of conventionally defined un-
employment rates should be understood for what they mea-
sure-they compare the proportion of the labor force in
each country which is without work, available for work,
and actively seeking work. As such, they measure an im-
portant part of labor market health. But they do not show
the entire picture.

Is the efficiency of the Japanese labor market really 3 to
5 times better than that of the Western nations? A strict
comparison of unemployment rates would arrive at that mis-
leading conclusion. However, we have noted that a sub-
stantial part of Japan's labor underutilizaiion falls into the
realm of underemployment (workers on reduced hours,
'temporary layoffs') and discouragement, or labor force
withdrawal. These forms of labor slack do not show up in
the conventional unemployment rate.

A useful international comparison to supplement com-
parisons of conventionally defined unemployment could be
made if the unemployment concept were expanded to en-
compass these other types of labor underutilization. In the
United States, such measures exist within the unemployment
measures designated U- t to U-7 s These monthly measures
include the official unemployment rate u-5. While U-1 to
U-4 represent narrower measures of unemployment, U-6 and
U-7 represent expanded concepts. u-6 incorporates persons

on part-time schedules for economic reasons and u-7 brings
in discouraged workers as well.

Table 5 shows a comparison of u-6 and u-7 for the United
States and Japan. Data from the March 1980 special survey
are used for Japan; annual 1980 data are shown for the
United States. The Japanese figures should be viewed as
only approximate indicator of u-6 and U-7 because they
are partly estimated. One problem is that the March survey
does not give a comprehensive count of persons on part
time for economic masons. The survey reports that of all
persons usually working fewer than 35 hours, 1.53 million
wished to work more hours. This is a good indicator of the
number of persons on part time for economic reasons who
usually work part time. However. the number of persons
usually working full time who were on pan time for eco-
nomic reasons is not fully available. The number on "zero
hours," or with no work at all during the week is reported
in the March 1977 through 1979 surveys, but not in the
March 1980 survey. We can estimate the March 1980 figure
at 130,000, based on the March 1979 proportion. There
must be a considerable number of other normally full-time
workers on reduced hours, but they are not enumerated in
the survey. For purposes of this comparison, we have dou-
bled the number on "zero hours," to 260,000 persons.s9

In the March 1980 survey, respondents not in the labor
force who desired work and were available, but who did
not look for work during the month, were asked why they
were not seeking jobs now. Those responding "not likely
to find work" are close to the U.S. concept of discouraged
workers. Also within this concept are the "inactive job-
seekers" who were excluded from the Japanese unemployed
under U.S. concepts. This group has been added to U-7.

A comparison of the U-6 and U-7 rates in relation to the
conventionally defined rates shows that the Japanese "ex-
panded concept" rates are increased to a greater degree than
the U.S. U-6 and U-7 rates. In other words, there is a con-
vergence in the "unemployment rates" for the two countries
when the definition is broadened. Under the conventional
definition, the U.S. rate is triple the Japanese rate. Ex-
panding the concept to U-6, the U.S. rate is around 2.3
times the Japanese rate. Defining unemployment even more
broadly to encompass discouraged workers (U-7), the U.S.
rate falls to 1.7 times the Japanese rate similarly defined.

Miracle or artifact?
The answer to Taira's question-is Japan's low unem-

ployment an economic miracle or a statistical artifact?-is
that it is neither. Although the Japanese definition of un-
employment is somewhat more restrictive than the U.S.
definition, the regular monthly survey gives a close ap-
proximation of the rate of unemployment under U.S. con-
cepts. Since the monthly surrey understates some groups
and overstates others, the differences tend to cancel out,
with a slight upward adjustment remaining. However, the
Japanese labor force surrey is misleading when it comes to
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measuring women's unemploymenlt. Based on the March

surveys, there is a wide differential between men's and

women's unemployment which is not apparent from the

regular monthly survey. But Japanese unemployment rates

are still extremely low by Western standards, both for men

and for women.

Then, are these low Japanese rates an economic miracle?

The answer here is also "no." jobless rates must be un-

derstood for what they are--only partial measures of total
labor slack. Expanding the unemployment concept to in.
clude other elements of labor slack-economic part-time
and discouraged workers-draws the Japanese rate closer
to U.S. levels. The explanations for the remaining differ.
ential lie in such differences as the composition of the labor
force, levels of frictional unemployment, and economic

growth rates. Q
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Senator PROXMIRE. One other question. At the bottom of table 1
in the January CPI release is a section which breaks the inflation
rate down into commodities and services. It shows that commodity
prices which make up 46 percent of the CPI fell 1.3 percent in the
year whsile the prices of services rose 4.3 percent.

How do you account for the much higher inflation rate in serv-
ices than in commodities and do the January figures suggest any
changes from the pattern of the past year?

Mrs. NORWOOD. We have been seeing for some time higher rates
of inflation in services than we have seen in commodities. That is,
in part, perhaps because of the competition in commodities from
abroad. It's also in part due to the kinds of services that we have.

We all know that health care services have not decelerated very
much, and some of the services that are energy related or are clas-
sified as services in the housing component, for example, have also
had fairly significant rates of inflation over the years. That's not a
surprise. It's consistent I think with the data that we've been re-
porting for many months.

Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you very much.
Senator SARBANES [presiding]. Congressman McMillan.
Representative MCMILLAN. Mrs. Norwood, pursuing a line of

questioning the Senator was on there with respect to real growth
rates in the economy and the growth in employment, could you
give us some comparative figures that would indicate the rate of
growth in the work force that the economy has to sustain in order
to stay even?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, we have had over the last year an increase
of 2.2 million workers coming into the labor force. In the last
month alone, in February we had 315,000 and in January we had
448,000. But more than 2 million a year is a sizable number to find
jobs for.

It is quite clear that because of population growth alone, and the
increased labor force participation rates of some groups of the pop-
ulation, we have to keep running just to stand still. The economy
must create jobs just to keep the unemployment rate where it is,
and I think that that makes the job or reducing unemployment
much more difficult, but it's something we have to face.

Representative MCMILLAN. Is that a figure that is somewhat pre-
dictable in terms of examining prior rates of increase in the work
force so that as a guide to decisions that the Congress needs to ad-
dress we can relate anticipated increases in the work force to what
is desirable and hopefully sustainable in terms of real expansion in
the economy?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, it is quite predictable. There are data avail-
able on birth rates going back some years, and the Bureau of Labor
Statistics does have a program of projections for the future of the
labor force that looks at industry and occupation. We do that about
every other year. We have projections now to 1995. By fall we will
be issuing a new set of projections to the year 2000.

Representative McMiLL&N. It seems to me that one of the real
challenging things we are dealing with is not just the expansion in
the population of the country, which is perhaps, what, on the order
of 1 percent?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I'm not sure.
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Representative MCMILLAN. Somewhere in that range, but we are
dealing with sociological changes that have been going on in this
country for a long period of time that have to do with working
spouses that all contribute to family income that it seems puts us
in a very difficult challenging situation in terms of meeting those
needs, and I think some of the figures in terms of the percent of
the working force participating are a result of those sociological
changes.

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's quite true. We have seen in the 1960's and
1970's an enormous increase in married women in particular
coming into the work force and in women staying in the work force
even after they reach the childbearing years.

We believe that that rate of increase for women will slow down a
bit, but that some increase is going to continue. We are seeing in-
creases in the labor force entry of some of our minority groups.
Particularly over the last year the change in the Hispanic group
has been considerable. We have no idea, of course, what the effects
of the new immigration legislation will be on that. The black mi-
nority has also had some considerable increase in its labor force.
It's increasing at about twice the rate of the whites.

So I think there are a lot of factors suggesting that people will
continue to come into the labor market.

On the other hand, we should recognize that some of those rates
have slowed down in the 1980's. The number of young people, for
example, because of a slowdown in birth rates earlier, has been
sharply reduced in the 1980's. So we have both upward pressure on
unemployment and some downward pull on unemployment.

Representative MCMILLAN. One final question. We were talking
about productivity and you indicated there is evidence of improving
productivity on the manufacturing sector.

It's always been extremely difficult for me to comprehend the
manner in which we measure productivity in the service sector
since so many aspects of the service sector have to do with deliver-
ing intangibles or delivering tangibles in which the cost of their
production is only a fraction of the intangible or tangible product
that they are delivering.

Would you comment upon, let's say the degree to which aggre-
gate productivity may be somewhat modified by the growth of the
service sector and the difficulty in measuring productivity under
those conditions?

Mrs. NORWOOD. The measurement of productivity is a calculation
that requires the measurement of output first and then some other
things as well.

In defining the output of a service industry, there can be very
real difficulties. In all of the statistical agencies of the Government
we have work going on in trying to develop new and better meas-
ures and expanded measures in the service producing area.

There have been a number of people in academia who have also
been working on this and there are some international groups
which are trying to look at how to classify services and how to
define them. I believe that a great deal more needs to be done in
that area, particularly if we look at this industry by industry.

When we get to the broad general sectors of the economy, we
must rely on the data that are used in the gross national product
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accounts, and there are improvements I believe that are needed in
those measurements, but their measurements are reasonably con-
sistent with what has happened in the past. We can at least get
some information on trends. We do have work underway in our
productivity office and in our price office, in particular, to look at
some of these conceptual questions.

Representative MCMILLAN. I guess another question would be
how would you measure the productivity of lawyers in terms of li-
ability lawsuits, for example?

Mrs. NORWOOD. With great difficulty.
Representative MCMILLAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chair-

man.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much.
We are very pleased to welcome Congressman Solarz to the com-

mittee. He is a very able and effective Member of the House, and I
know he is going to bring great strength to the work of the Joint
Economic Committee. He was recently placed on the committee by
the House leadership. Steve, we are pleased to have you here.

Representative SOLARZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I'm very much looking forward to serving on the committee and
particularly to working with you. I can't think of anybody under
whom I would rather serve my inaugural term as a member of the
committee than you.

Let me say, Mrs. Norwood, for years I heard you on the radio
driving into work each month and I never quite knew if you exist-
ed or not. So it's a delight to find out that, yes, Virginia, there is a
Dr. Norwood. [Laughter.]

I have a number of questions. First, how many new jobs do we in
fact have to create a year just to stay even in terms of not increas-
ing the unemployment rate?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, over the past year we've had an increase
on the labor force of a little more than 2.2 million, and then of
course you always have some frictional exchange. So we certainly
would have had to create several million jobs just to stand still.

Representative SOLARZ. But that's a rather imprecise figure. Are
you saying essentially about 2 million jobs a year is what we have
to generate just to avoid increases in the unemployment rate?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, last year the labor force increased by
2,242,000. So you would have had to have at least that number of
jobs to give each of those people a job.

Representative SOLARZ. And do you expect that around 2 million
new people will be coming into the labor force this year and each
year for the next several years based on your demographic projec-
tions?

Mrs. NORWOOD. We anticipate that the rate of increase of the
labor force is going to be somewhat slower or smaller than it had
been in the 1970's because of young people, but that it will contin-
ue for the next several years somewhere around this figure, yes.

Representative SOLARZ. Do you have a working or operative defi-
nition of what would constitute a full-employment economy in
terms of what the unemployment rate would have to be?

Mrs. NORWOOD. No, sir, we do not. We leave that to people who
can make value judgments about the tradeoffs between unemploy-
ment and inflation, which is really what is involved.

79-018 0 - 88 - 10
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Representative SOLARZ. Is there a consensus among economists
these days as to what figures would be the functional equivalent of
full employment?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I don't think there is a consensus. I think there
is agreement that whatever that figure is, it's a little bit higher
than people have thought of it in the past to be.

Representative SOLARZ. Which was 3 percent?
Mrs. NORWOOD. When I first came into the Labor Department I

remember going to a meeting at which there was great discussion
about how could we let the unemployment rate go above 3 percent.
I think most economists today recognize that it would be extraordi-
narily difficult to call that full employment, but how high up you
go I think depends really on the particular judgments you make
about the tradeoffs that would have to occur.

Representative SOLARZ. Right. Now I gather your figure for this
month is 6.7 percent unemployment in the labor force?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct, including the Armed Forces.
Representative SOLARZ. What would that figure be if you added

to it people who are working part time because they can't find full-
time work?

Mrs. NORWOOD. We do have in our release table A-5 which gives
us a whole range of unemployment rates starting with the least re-
strictive definition and assuming that you only count someone un-
employed if he or she has been unemployed 15 weeks or longer and
going up to the most inclusive definition.

Representative SOLARZ. Which table is that. Mrs. Norwood?
Mrs. NORWOOD. That's A-5. The broadest definition includes all

full-time jobseekers, half of the part-time ones and half of the part
time for economic reasons plus discouraged workers.

Representative SOLARZ. What does it come to?
Mrs. NORWOOD. For the last quarter of 1986 it was 10.2 percent.

Now if you exclude the discouraged workers and you just look at
the part-timers of various types you get 9.2 percent. But you can
see in that table a whole range beginning with 1.8 percent and
going all the way up.

Representative SOLARZ. Do you have any estimate as to the
number of jobs that will be filled by American citizens as a result
of the implementation of the immigration legislation--

Mrs. NORWOOD. No, not at all.
Representative SOLARZ [continuing]. And the presumptive depar-

ture of people who are here illegally?
Mrs. NORWOOD. We have been struggling, as a matter of fact, to

figure out how to develop the kind of information needed in reports
required of the Secretary of Labor and Secretary of Agriculture.
Some of that is going to be very difficult to produce, but we're
working on it.

Representative SOLARZ. Now of the 6.7 percent who are unem-
ployed, how many are long term, and a long-term unemployed is a
person who has been unemployed for how many weeks?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, that is also a judgment. I consider those
unemployed 27 weeks or more, which is really 6 months to be the
long-term unemployed, and there are 1,123,000 of those.

Representative SOLARZ. And what percent is that of the total un-
employed?
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Mrs. NORWOOD. 14.1 percent among the total unemployed.
Representative SOLARZ. Among the total unemployed.
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Representative SOLARZ. So that would suggest that the great ma-

jority of unemployed are short-term unemployed?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Representative SOLARZ. Will the great majority of those people in

fact get new jobs rather than sink into the category of the long-
term unemployed?

Mrs. NORWOOD. What we find is that if you look at the pool of
people who are unemployed in our survey in 1 month and then-you
go into the next month, roughly half of those people remain unem-
ployed in the 2d month. Although a quarter of them have found
jobs and a quarter of them have left the labor force.

Representative SOLARZ. Now you said the long-term unemployed
were 14 percent of the unemployed.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Representative SOLARZ. But if you looked at just unemployment

in terms of long-term unemployment, what percent of the labor
force is long-term unemployed?

Mrs. NORWOOD. It's perhaps 1 or 1.5 percent.
Representative SOLARZ. Now how much significance would you

attach to that? I mean obviously of course if a person is out of work
for a few weeks or a month or two, particularly if they are living
off their income, that's a great hardship and there are psychologi-
cal consequences to it as well and emotional.

But if in fact 98.5 percent of the work force is either working or
can expect work relatively soon, how serious a problem is that?
Does it make sense, in other words, to kind of make a sharp dis-
tinction between long term unemployed and less than long term in
terms of the significance of the unemployment rate?

Mrs. NORWOOD. If you are one of those people, it's very signifi-
cant. I feel rather strongly that this is the kind of problem that we
often have when people look at 8 million people who are unem-
ployed and then often try to develop programs that will take care
of this whole group. The whole group does not need help, but I can
tell you that there are 1,123,000 people out there who have been
jobless for 6 months or longer. They are disproportionately minori-
ty, they are people who generally have very little skill, they often
have very little education, they tend to live in areas where there
are very few jobs and they are the prime candidates I think for the
kinds of literacy programs that the Department of Labor--

Representative SOLARZ. So you're saying that one of the things
that would make sense for us to do is to try to focus not only atten-
tion but programmatic remedies on the long-term unemployed be-
cause that's a more serious component of the overall unemploy-
ment problem?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I think what I'm saying is that we should look at
the disaggregated data and we should look at various groups of
people who have particular problems, and to the extent that any
programs are being developed, they ought to be based on the disag-
gregated data.
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In this country we have a great deal of movement in our labor
market. It's very dynamic and many people can help themselves.
The data can help us focus on that.

Representative SOLARZ. Have you ever done any studies on the
difference between the long-term and the short-term unemployed
in terms of what distinguishes the two groups other than the fact
that one is long-term unemployed and the other is not?

Mrs. NORWOOD. We've tried to look at the demographic composi-
tion and the geographic composition of them.

Mr. PLEWES. The last time we took a serious look at it was about
2 years ago in a publication format, and we have the demographic
data that we can update that study at any point.

Representative SOLARZ. Could you get me a copy of the study you
did 2 years ago?

Mr. PLEWES. Yes.
[The information referred to follows:]
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[From the Monthly Labor Review, February 1984]

Recent recessions swell ranks
of the long-term unemployed
During the past seven recessions.
joblessness lasting more than half a year
hasfar outpaced the overall increase
in unemployment and in 1981-82 reached
the highest level of the postwar era

PHiup L. RONES

The recent recession in the United States produced the high-
est unemployment rates in more than 40 years. It also pro-
duced unusually long periods of unemployment for a
workforce that is normally among the most dynamic in the
world.

Millions of Americans move into and out of each labor
force category (employed, unemployed. or not in the labor
force) every month. Generally. about half of the people who
are unemployed in one month are no longer unemployed
the next, some finding jobs arid others ending their job
search for other reasons. These people are then replaced hy
newly unemployed persons. Short-term unemployment is
quite normal in a dynamic economy and, within limits, is
necessary for the normal functioning of the job search pro.
cess.

During 1982, however. as in any recessionary year. fewer
unemployed people could find jobs. and. consequently. more
remained unemployed from one month to the next. As a
result, the number of persons out of work IS weeks or more
rose sharply.

Data on long-term unemployment provide a valuable ad-
dition to the more frequently reported unemployment data.
This article will briefly investigate long-term unemployment
and identify those worker groups most affected by this prob-

PbiMp L. Rouns , mn e-onomis iSh Illo Dwisim of Employmeni nod
Uwoipiroyine Anaiyso. Bnso, of Labor Stijuics

lem. Particular emphasis will be placed on the most recent
recession.'

While an assessment of the causes of lengthy unemploy-
ment is not the focus of this discussion. a few comments
are appropriate. What is being examined here is largely a
cyclical condition, that is. the sharp rise in long-duration
unemployment brought about by the severe 1981-82 reces-
sion. It should be noted. however. that some long-term
joblessness is structural in nature. a result of some basic
problem in the functioning of labor markets unrelated to
cyclical changes. For example. the persistently high un-
employment rate and unemployment duration of some groups
of racial and ethnic minorities are evidence of such structural
unemployment.

It should be kept in mind. then, that in regard to long-
term joblessness. both structural and cyclical forces mav be
at work simultaneously. Some cases are fairly obvious. such
as joblessness among blacks. Some are not. For example.
prior to the two recessions of the 1980's. the incidence of
long-term unemployment among workers in the primary
metals industries was quite low-half the national average.
More recently, long-term unemployment among these work-
ers has become among the worst of any worker group. While
the timing corresponds to a cyclical downturn, considerable
evidence indicates that the Nation's stre] industry is suf-
fering from some basic problems quite unrelated to cyclical
declines in demand. Thus, when structural problems appear
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under the "cloak" of recession. unemployment problem'
sill persist after economic recescry is isell under was

Unemployment duration and the unemployment !cvcl
should not be viewed as completely separate entities. In
fact. the unemploymcnt level is really a function nl tiw-
factors.' The "incidence' of unemployment recfrs to the
number of people who begin a spell of joblessness. Assum-
ing a constant duration, thc number unemployed will decline
if the incidence declines. Conversely. assuming a ciisnani
incidence (a steady flow into unemployment status). the
number of jobless will rise as duration increases,. that is.
persons remain unemployed longer. Thus. the increase in
the unemployment levels during the recent recession (or anv
recession) snas due bhiih in increasing duratiOn and inci-
dence.

The most widely used measures of unenmlisoctn du-
ration are the mean and median duration of a spell ot an-
emplosmeni.' While these indicaiiirs generally rise with
increases in the unemployment rate (with sieic diflerence
in timing). they may hide increases in long-tcrm unen-
ployment during certain periods of the business cycle. For
instance. early in a recession, when there is exiensive joh
loss, the large number of nesihs unemployed may actually
lower these measurces. It is nor until the number of newly
unemployed begins to decline as a proportion of the total
that average duration measures begin a sustained rise Sim-
ilarly. dunng recoveries. the number of newly unemployed
may begin to decline first. putting upward pressure on the
mean and median durations Thus, the long-term unem-
ployed need to be examined directly.

Duration is key to jobless rise

Table I compares the number of newly unemployed (less
than 5 weeks) to total unemployment since 1979 The num-
ber of persons in the two long-duration categories is also
shown. Clearly, the newly unemployed are insufhcient to
account for the dramatic rise in overall joblessness. Since
1979, the average increase in-the newly unemployed neser
exceeded 13 percent in any year and had totaled i2 percent
through 1982. Dunng the same period. total joblessness rose

Table 1. Toal unemployed by selected duratlon, with
percent chauge from prnvious pear. 1979-82 annual

venrages
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by 74 percent and. at the extreme. unempl-oymcnl if longer
than half a yea, nune than tripled.

A similar pattern oecurs in evcry perund of uncmployment
increases During the last seven recessions (starting in the
early 1950l'fs. the iiital of uneniploayed persins rose. un
average. 84 percent from its previous low lo its recession
high.' However. as table 2 shsiws. the number unemployed
15 weeks or more rose almost 3 times as fast and the number
unemployed more than a half year rosc more than 4 times
as fast. It should be noted that the recovery front the 1980
recession was so weak (the unemplovmeni rate only im-
proved hall a posoti that the percentage increase in long-
term johlessncss in the subsequent (191-182 recession was
soinewhai low hy historical standards: the actual lesels
however. wcre lar higher than those in any previous piiswtar
rcccssiun .

Similarly. as a recession comes to an end. lung-term
unemploymcnt coninues to increase. Enploycrs (irts stop
laying ofI new workers and then begin recalling those work-
ers most recently laid olt. This helps to reduce unemploy-
ment of short and medium duration. Those workers who
had become unemployed carl> in the downturn often have
the least skills and the least seniority. and it typicalls re.
quires a sustained period of recosery Ion thens to obtain
eniployment

Thus, there is generally a time lag beiween when the
unemployment rate peaks and when the number of long-
term unemployed peaks. The nature of thai lag. howeser.
has changed The following shows the number of months
the high in long-duration unemployment followed the peak
unemployment rate in the business cycles since 1948:

Uneniplsied /5 fltenplosed 27
Pet iar ,se f sunsd ,s r i.s -t-c ,,d ,i-

(949
( 954
195#
1961
(97:
1975
1980
1982 0

6

Through the early 1960's. (he number of long-term un-
employed peaked within I or 2 months of the unemployment
rate peak. The recessions were followed by relaissel; rapid
and strong recoveries: the unemployment rate declined at
least a percentage point. but generally much more. within
6 months of its peak The recessions since 1970. however.
have generally been followed by slower recoveries, In 1971.
for instance, the rate did not fall a full point from its peak
for a year and a half. After the 1980 recession, the rate did
not even fall by as much as a full point (it recovered only
six-tenths of a point. These weak recoveries do not provide
many job opportunities for people who have experienced
considerable unemploantent Thus. the ranks of those job-
less at least 15 weeks have not tended to decline sufficiently
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fast to offse those who, hecome unemployed just prior to
the uneniployment peak and who subsequently jloin the rank'
of the long-term unemploycd. Movement out ol the sce
long-term unemployed (27 uceks and ovesr h very slow.
and hence this group sometimes peaks more than 3 month'
after the IS- eck -and-over group peaks.

Recovery speeds jobless decline after lag

The 1983 recovery was somewhat different than those
that preceded it While the fall in the jobless raie was fairly
slow for the first half year. long-term johlessness continued
to rise until June. This pattern was similar to the three
presious recoseries In the second halt. hoecscr. the r-
cover gained momentum. and hb December the 12-nonth
unciployiment decline wa aster than ans preious rc'.o-
ery since the 19) -6I recession Very long-terut jtioblesnes
also declined rapidly in the second hall ti. 2.1 miilliin at
yeaeend. compared with a peak ol 2.9 tilli-m.

The exteni of long-duratiin unnoiployntent dtorino the
most recent recession is demosnstrated here hbs esitiparine
data for June 1983 with June 1979. Even though the reces-
sion bottomed in November 1982 (according to the Natitnal
Bureau of Economic Research) and unemployment began
to decline in January 1983. the June data are used because
they represent the peak of unemployment of 27 or more
weeks' duration. June 1979 is used br comparison hbcausc
it is near the low point in unemployment between the 1975
and 1980 recessions. Because data for specific worker groups
are not seasonally adjusted. the same month in ans 2 sears
being compared should be used. This is particularly im-
portant in analyzing long-duration unemployment, which
has a strong seasonal component. A date between the 1980
and 1982 recessions was not chosen because the recovery
from the former recession was so weak. particularly in re-
gard to long-term joblessness. that it could hardly be used
as a companson between relatisely good and bad times In
fact. long-term joblessness in mid-1979 vias half of what it
was at its lowest point in 1981.

No single statistic adequately reflects the extent of long-
term unemployment experienced by different labor force
groups. For this reason. three tspes of measures are used
which address different aspects of the problem.

I. The long-term unemployed as a proportion of a group's
total unemployed answers the question. "'If a person w as
unemployed, what was his or her likelihood of hating
been jobless at least 13 (or 27) weeks?'

2. The long-term unemployed as a proportion of a group's
labor foree combines two factors-the likelihood of being
unemployed and the likelihood of the unemployment
reaching long term. A group could have a high proportion
of long-term unemployed under measure I lahosei but
have a low unemployment rate. (See. for example. per-
sons age 55 and over in column 4. table 3.)

3. The percent distribution ol the lonagtert uncmipli-ed
prouides the demigraphic anti industry sakc-up if this
grtup but is a, imiuch a functitin iif the size tif the labor
force and the unemployment rate of a group as it is a
function of the probability of becoming unemployed IS

ceks o.r More.

Demographic characteristics

In "'gintd times." the long-durati(in unc~nploYed are c(tn-
piosed disprnportionaitly *.1 black sorkers and vtorkers an-
der 25 years of age. rcilecting these groups' high
unenplosuitnt rates As a share .I tle utteiigl-osed. tlh5
slng-terni itblc ss arc mire likely to hb nialc and u-sr 25
sac' iii arc A' the co nnusonis sisrsetis ssni it these rc

laiiinships utensils and iithe iri miderate he lcinplesit
ol Ihei-e relationships is illustrated hb lo)unII usr mt n

One, uneniplised. men hase a higher prihiabilii I stas

ing unempyised at Ilast 15 wck'. particiarls thiisc ;if
primne woirking age and ilder. (See table 3.1 Ihbi is due iii
seceral taciors. including theirgrcater likelihiid ecsccpt ior
those in the oldest age groupsi ti beh persitent in their job
search. The lower duration of unempliymunt nring s oune
ssiirkcrs and c-nten is not a resulr it their muie successful
joh search Rather. it is due to their greater tendcney to end
a period of ob search by withdraw ing from the job nmarket.
For instance. in 1979. 27 percent of women age 25 to 54
who were unemployed in I month had left the labor force
the next A courparable hgure fur persons age 16 to 24 was
25 percent. Hovcwer. only II percent ol men 25 to 54 left
the labor force from unemployment in any given month.
(For 1982. comparable percentages were 22 for women. 23
for youth. and 8 for iten.)

For older unemployed persons. the high probability of
long-term unemployment reflects the panicularly low chance
of hnding a job for those w ho do persist in their job search
An unemplosed man age 25 to 54 had a 50-pereeni better
chance of finding a ob in 1979 than did one age 55 and
over. Esen when mans prinre-working age men were out
of work during the 1981-82 recession. they still stood a
25-percent better chance of hnding a job in 1982 than their
older counterparts.

iirt-n1 eat-it :I aisste tin

Tabte 2. Pernent change in unempioyment' between
renessuon peak and pevious Iow, 1954 to 1982

I''- w impusmwUnenpct rtitticed
Pleakiau taut1 llama. n nk

ufemletitml at amr, a. inate

A-eat 7 -. i t 246 3ai

1i5t 4 XS 94650
'9'538 . 02 297 471
Iis so X s; art
191 92 266 466mrs tm 269 n3o
19r0 43 1i7 tAt
1932 53 iii 1t4
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The situation for blacks is somewhat diflerent. The prob-
erm of long-duration unemployment f(sr blacks is a result

of their higher prtbability (Iof ecoming unemployed in the
hrst place. Because the likelihood of reaching 15 for 271
weeks of unemployment, once jobless. is roughly Ihe same
for blacks and whites (columns 5 and 6. table 3t. the labor
force differences (columns 7 and 81 are priiportionate to the
white/black difference' in their unentployment rate'. In both
1979 and 1982. blacks were from 2 io 3 times a, likely to
be long-teri jobless as were hites. riughbv thc same a'
the relationship for overall unemployment.

Variations by industry

The statstics by induirs shot th e lecto of the recession
trst dramaticall) In 1979. there was little difference among
industries in the probability of a worker becoming unemn-
pnlied for a long inte. Ihis probabilify was generally be-
tween I and 2 percent for 15 weeks or more and ahout 0.5
percent lor27 weeks andi er. Bs 1983. there, eredramaiti
difference' in the long-term unempiynment situation among
the major industry groups. Finance and ser ices continued
to experience relatively low levels of long-term joblessness.
although the levels were triple those in 1979 But some sif
the changes in other industry statistics were striking. niosi
notably the cyclically sensitive construction and durahle
goods industries.

While about 4 percent of the civilian labor force wa
unemplised at least 15 weeks in June 1983. more than 7
percent of the construction and durable goods labor force
had reached that level. And while the average worker was
5 times as likely to have been unemployed more than 6

months in June 1983 compared to 4 years earlier. workers

in construction were 8 times a lkely and thiise in durable
ginids. 9 times In primary sise.tl dI argel, sel. a w-srkes
was nearly 210 times as likely is he jolelcss tsr 15 (sir 271
weeks as 4 years earlier Nearly three-lfurshs tif all jishless
workers in this industry had been jsil-ss at IcVle 15 wceks
and s if If were job-lss utore than tine half sear. 1hcsc
hgurcs demnisstraic the combined effects sof h-lh cyclical
and struclural prshlems in the ernphiy 'nient siluanion in steel.
11 should aJsBs hbe ntcd that auti manufacturing esperienced
a marked impros exnent in its uncslplisyicens ituaitssr during
the first half sif 1983. The sing-ternt duratsin figures shutn
foer June 1983. a hadi a' hies are. a. toalf repsc, ni - 535
percent imprtisiment sn ocI fchrsuas. site indusirss wtrst
nisihr 1hesc deselspientis miake s fearer 'sh. prissie
working agc men 125-54 Near--slds *I crc hardest hii hi
sing-term unsniplhm nieni 1 hcsec tIt1 acctonicil stir ihdl l

the age and salary enph.ol stix dirahlc givid ax, d cien-
stiuction in 1979. cesnsparedf ith inla isne-third of suage
and salary empl-iinsexi in the sercsco-fxdaeint.-sctir

A jish liveJra' mIsc ikely ts reosain uneusplssed
for long ficriids than was a joh leascr or a labsr Isrce
entrant This makes sense. gisen the ssluntar, nature sit a
quit and the mure marginal iii niarkes cois itneni oI. en-
tranis as a griup ,Mivreiserr job usvcrs are likels ts hasc

come frisox the cyclically sensinisc esnids-producing sectiir
Between June i1t 1979 and 1983. jofh locrs had risen Irons
one-half to alnsoss three-isurths of the sing-terem obles

Work experience data
The duration measures discussed thus far come from the

responses to the monthly Cunrent Pspulation Survey que-
tionnaire. Another measure of unemploynent duration oh-

Table 3. Tie long-term unemployed by aeleeted charauterisfics, June 1979 and June 1993, not eausonally adjusted
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tamable frnm the ct-s comes Prom rer.onscs frIni a set nI
s-pplemental quesinins anked each March regarding the rc-
spnndents work experience during the pritir calendar vyar.
Each measure has advantages and disadvantages. The du-
ratinn measure from the mnnthly ct's relalcs in a singic'
conoinunius spell nif unemploymnnt. shdle the March sup-
plement counts the total weeks of unemplniymnt nicer the
course of a year regardlt-ss nil the numnber *-s Nspll l'he
March data. therefore. understate the duratinit nil uneni-
pluynne t r spells that bvgin henire. in c-niinuc alter. a
calendar year. The monthly sursey. hy cnnrasl. prnides
inurc reliable esnianes nil unctipliina nt pinninril h~attis
idicv-nsi entail the prInblerts nI recall assetiated W, tin-urk
experience questi,.ns. lio- eser.-the -unihhls n iks ntis alsin
understate the duratinin nit nemph..liNitm vhen ii in bu okeii
bs a bril perriodn oll epl intent ir laborIn cire inilnail i

While neitherthc ninnlnhl northe annual unirk cperncnte
data nn duratnonltlnblesness are -ithonluimiitaltnn. nhis
c.inhinnnted. they pros ide a Wairly thnrinugh n ic ni Ihe psib.
lem. FI-ir a cyclical persptlic, the niiinthlyuR rscy is gel
crally hetter To assess the estent nif the prnblet inn an
individual basis. the strk experience quesitinnaire i qunie
helplul. In this case. uneniplinnanoent durani.on nl.r 1982 stIl
he compared no 1979. a year nlW relanisely i-t unenipliny-
ment.

Data Irom the stork expericoce nabulations dennstrate
much the same demographic patterns as the mntilhly sur-
neys. In 1982. being male and heing black each added 1I1
percentagepointsnntheprnpiirniino~l hnnsejnhns- lincks
or more in each group. (See table 4.) In other sords. the
poportnion of black women and while men jobless this long
was about 10 points higher than the losest grmup. whine
women. while the proportion of black men was 20 poinot
higher. Hispanic men and women experienced ling-term
joblessness in proportions belseen their shitc and black
counierparts.

Hallfall unemployed personrreponed at Icast 15 seeks

Tsble 4. PropotIon of unemployed who experlenced at
least 15 meeks of unemployment du-ing 1979 ant 1982. byea race. and Hispanic origin
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t s1.an- r an' :. . 7 n' t I I n
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seekn inn linogcr isscncreln liilvcd hs dhe mline ratile ll the
Martch supplement qusesillnnanr-- th hAlt sear rpen, i adl
w nlll intnrels in thin the parrntnlan ealendalar slnt

W\'1111h 1 siR1 I-lOi.R I -,lsl-l.-ts is i-Wn part n the snirnal
lunntiimn ot .amarket e i innt.vlins-te jni ic-hlesies ctan
hase pnitesundod nisqscnia tinrtltc odindual and lainl-
Itnanial. en inmnal. and cien phssnal. The 1981-82
rece in rsuticd in lends nil lung- lrin urtnimplnskstm I4
higher than asN esperienced since the Great Depr-ssinn.

The hardest hit s(irkers sere one. shin typicalls stork
in cvicalls scnsinsec indusiries and sthi tend tin per.seere
in their jtb scarch Ratial minnrilies. shosvenserall jih.
lessness is extensive. experience a similarly large share of
long-term unemployment.

Long-term unemploitment is a cntical policy area not only
during recessions but alsin during expansiins. s hen the fi-
cus shills to the hard-core. r sIructurally. uneniploed. This
aspect nit the unemplnmnent picture r ceines les atientinn
than the overall jinblcss rate mr Itiel hut hears direcils in
the question nit econninii hardship b

- f 'InTci7L 5-
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Representative SOLARZ. Just a few more questions. Do you have
any figures which would indicate what the poverty rate is or the
percentage of the population below the poverty line in the United
States compared to the other industrial democracies?

Mrs. NORWOOD. There is an official OMB approved definition of
poverty and it's calculated by the Census Bureau. I'm not sure
what there is available for other countries, but my guess would be
that the definition would be quite different.

One of the problems that we have in discussing this whole issue
of income adequacy in the labor market is the judgments that need
to be made about what we're talking about. We have median
income and you can divide income distributions into thirds and you
can divide it into quarters and you can divide it into six pieces.

The question is really what does it all mean and where does that
judgment about the level of poverty really apply? Is it the same in
this country as in Spain, for example? I don't know, and that's very
difficult to put together.

Representative SOLARZ. Do you have comparative figures on pro-
ductivity rates on a sectorial basis in the United States in relation
to the productivity rates in other industrial democracies?

Mrs. NORWOOD. We do have a program of comparison of major
broad sectors of the economy of the rates of productivity change in
this country and other countries, the major countries.

Representative SOLARZ. Could you make that available to me?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Surely.
Representative SOLARZ. I would appreciate it.
[The information referred to follows:]



OUTPUT PER HOUR IN MAUFACTURING
12 COUNTRIES, 1960-85

Average Annual Conpound Rates of Change

Country 1960-85 1960-73 1973-85 1973-81 1982-85 1983 1984 1985

United States 2.7 3.2 2.2 1.3 4.7 5.8 4.1 4.4

C'Anaadd 3.4 4.7 1.9 1.6 4.4 6.4 3.7 3.2
.apan 8.0 10.3 5.6 5.5 5.8 5.4 7.0 5.0
IBelgiun 6.5 6.9 6.0 6.4 4.9 6.6 3.5 4.6
I~enmrk 4.8 6.4 3.0 4.0 1.3 2.1 1.0 .7
France 5.5 6.5 4.4 4.4 3.8 4.3 3.9 3.3

C..rrrany 4.8 5.8 3.7 3.5 5.0 5.8 3.7 5.6
Italy 5.4 7.3 3.5 3.6 3.7 2.6 5.4 3.1
Netherlands 6.2 7.4 5'.O 4.6 6.8 6.8 10.7 3.1
I1ocway 3.2 4.3 2.0 1.6 3.1 5.9 2.6 .9
Sweden 4.7 6.4 3.0 2.2 4.9 7.7 4.4 2.7
United Kingdom 3.5 4.3 2.7 1.5 5.1 7.3 4.5 3.4

t~z
CD

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Representative SOLARZ. Now the unemployment rate among
blacks is obviously considerably higher than among whites. What
do you attribute that to?

Mrs. NORWOOD. There are a lot of reasons, some of which are
rather difficult to pin down. It's quite clear that there is a geo-
graphic problem. Blacks tend to be concentrated in particular areas
of the country and there may not be jobs in those areas.

I believe, by the way, that we are going to see in the future much
more disparity from one geographic area to another than we have
in the past, and I think that some of our black population will
suffer from that.

We find that black women are working and have worked. Their
labor force participation rates are somewhat higher than those for
white women, although they have a higher unemployment rate, as
well. I notice that this month the black women have a higher un-
employment rate than the black men.

The black population is also more likely to be discouraged. They
are disproportionately represented among the discouraged workers
and that's because they have a harder time, perhaps because of dis-
crimination, although we have laws which are supposed to prevent
that.

Another factor may be the kinds of opportunities for education
and advancement that they have. It's quite easy to get discouraged
if you're living in a poverty situation.

We know that there are large numbers of black children who are
living in single parent families and if you look at the women main-
taining families, 1 in 3 of them are living in poverty. So I think it's
a whole host of things, including education, training, the kind of
economic circumstances in which they are living, and the areas in
which they live.

Representative SOLARZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, Congressman Solarz.
Mrs. Norwood, I want to follow up on one line of questioning

that Congressman Solarz was pursuing. I'm looking at two charts
that you submitted with your testimony, chart 1, the unemploy-
ment rate of all civilian workers seasonally adjusted, and chart 7,
the long-term unemployment seasonally adjusted in each instance
from 1948 to 1987.

What strikes me is the long-term unemployed. You run two lines,
15 weeks and over and 27 weeks and over. It seems to be a worsen-
ing problem, in terms of its cyclical movement, if you compare it
with the unemployment rate of all civilian workers. At least that's
the first impression that I derive from these charts.

For instance, if you look at the unemployment rate of all civilian
workers, the level now is below even the peaks of some earlier re-
cessions, but if you look at the long-term unemployed, both the 15-
week and the 27-week, that's not the case.

This seems to be a growing problem. In other words, at an earlier
time here obviously long-term unemployment would go up when a
recession occurred and unemployment generally went up, but it
seemed to move back down again, if not in tandem, at least some-
thing approximating it. It's no longer doing that, apparently.

What is the explanation?
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Mrs. NORWOOD. I think what is happening is that is is going
down, but it had gone up to such extraordinary levels in recent
years that it has not come down to low levels. As you can see, the
peaks in the 1973-75 recession were very high and then of course
in the 1981-82 recession it was even higher. But you're quite right,
there is a difference.

Senator SARBANES. Now the long-term unemployed would be
without unemployment insurance, would they not?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, probably, although it depends on the extent
of extended benefits, but yes, in general I think you're right.

Senator SARBANES. Do you have figures on the number of the un-
employed who are drawing unemployment insurance?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, we do. In the regular programs there were
about 3 million in February.

Senator SARBANES. So what percent of the unemployed draw un-
employment insurance?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, if you look at it as a proportion of total un-
employment as we measure it in the current population survey, it's
about 36.2 percent.

Senator SARBANES. 36.2.
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. My recollection is that not too long ago that

figure was over half, or closer to 60 percent; is that correct?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. Has the percentage of the unemployed draw-

ing unemployment insurance dropped significantly over the last
decade?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Over the last decade, yes, it has. It was 67.2 per-
cent in 1975 and it dropped shortly thereafter.

Representative SOLARZ. If the gentleman will yield just for one
question on this point. Why is it that approximately two-thirds of
the unemployed are not getting unemployment compensation?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Partly because of the definitions. For example,
we count as unemployed new entrants to the labor force and reen-
trants to the labor force as well as people who have lost a job and
left a job.

If you took those claiming unemployment compensation as a pro-
portion of the people who have lost their jobs and who would be
most likely to have developed their eligibility, then the proportion
is up to 68.9 percent.

Representative SOLARZ. Well even there that would indicate close
to a third of the people who were presumptively eligible are not
getting benefits.

Mrs. NORWOOD. That is correct.
Representatives SOLARZ. Why is that?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, there may be a variety of reasons, includ-

ing, of course, the fact that they may have already have used up
their eligibility.

Senator SARBANES. I now want to ask about how we relate the
unemployment figures to other economic indicators. Over the last
few days the papers have had one story after another that new
orders for manufactured goods are down, retail sales are down, and
the indicators are down.
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What is your view on the correlation between those figures and
the unemployment figure? Are those figures ahead of the unem-
ployment figures? In other words, if there is a slowdown in econom-
ic activity, which those figures would seem to indicate, is the unem-
ployment rate likely to catch up in the next month? Are the other
indicators in a sense ahead of the cycle, or is your figure clearly a
contrary signal, because coming as it does in a certain timeframe
relative to those figures? The unemployment rate is not going
down, it's staying stable, but these others are going down. To that
degree it's a contrary indication.

Mrs. NORWOOD. The figures to look at in our data are the em-
ployment figures. They would relate more specifically, I think, to
those you mention.

Our data are for February. The data that are out there on all
these other economic issues are either for January or for the last
quarter of the year. So some of them could be indicating a change
that could be going on.

If you look at the specifics of our data, you find that in the goods
producing sector things are either unchanged or somewhat down.
Employment in the mining industry is doing poorly. It's had a neg-
ative employment pattern; small changes, but nevertheless for the
last several months jobs have been down. It's lost 150,000 jobs over
the year.

Manufacturing is not gaining employment. Manufacturing has
however, gained hours in February and that's quite important.
There could be several explanations for that. One is that factory
hours are an important leading indicator, or they have been in the
past, and this could mean that things are going to get much better
in manufacturing.

On the other hand, it could well be that employers are finding it
cheaper and somewhat more sensible to expand hours until they
see whether in fact the durable orders and other data hold up.
That is, they are being extraordinarily cautious before taking on a
lot of new employees.

In retail trade we have had significant employment increases in
the last 2 months, but before that there was not a large change,
and it's quite clear that some of that at least is because we did not
have as much hiring during the holiday season in the retail trade
area as we had in recent years. So we may have a little bit of exag-
geration of the seasonality in those numbers. And the retail trade
data may look better than they actually are.

As Tom Plewes says, the weather has been unusually good. So
we have had fairly good construction employment, but that may
mean that we are borrowing from the springtime expansion and we
may have moved some construction employment forward.

There has also been a great deal of discussion in the literature
about the possible effects of the tax laws on the labor market and
on the economy in general. It's quite clear that some big durable
goods purchases occurred at the end of the year that would normal-
ly have occurred in the first couple of months of 1987. People
bought cars, for example, and other big ticket items that would
give them some sales tax deductions which they are not going to
get now in 1987.
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It's not all clear, however, that there was much of a shift other-
wise. But there is a lot of discussion about it, and I don't know
quite how to assess it.

Senator SARBANES. Let me ask you about chart 1 again, the un-
employment rate of all civilian workers seasonally adjusted, 1948
to 1987. It is clear from that that the trend line on the unemploy-
ment rate has been moving up. In other words, it gets higher with
each recession, and very high in fact in 1982 when it went into
double digits for the first time since before World War II. Then it
comes back down, it doesn't get down anywhere near where it used
to be.

We are now in the 5th year of a recovery. We had very rapid
growth in 1984 but growth has been somewhat sluggish since.
While we've had some growth, the rate is not far below what it was
in the downturn and not in the recovery period.

I'm also interested in the fact that the unemployment rate seems
to move up much more rapidly than it subsequently comes down. If
you take the view, which I'm beginning to take, that the economy
is to some extent moving on thin ice and there is cause for con-
cern-for example, in terms of the overhang of debt and the trade
figures-then even the CPI figure for 1 month, which is not some-
thing we ought to project trends from, is of some concern.

Is it accurate to say that the unemployment rate, once we go into
a downturn, can move up very quickly?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. I think we have had experience of that
going all the way back to 1949 if you look at that chart. Any time
when it does move up it rises steeply.

Senator SARBANES. In 1975, I guess it was. Do you have the
month-by-month figures for the recession of 1975?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, I do. We need to start in 1973. It was in the
4 to 5 percent range and went up very rapidly to 8.6 percent and
then to 9 percent really by May 1975. So it was about 4 percentage
points.

Senator SARBANES. And over what period of time?
Mrs. NORWOOD. We are just trying to look up the National

Bureau of Economic Research's peak, but the peak of the series is a
little bit different. November 1973 was the NBER peak, and the un-
employment rate was 4.8 percent. It reached 9 percent in May
1975. That was a situation where it stayed fairly level for many
months after the NBER had identified a peak and then took off
very sharply.

Senator SARBANES. My recollection is that it ran up very fast in
about a 6-month period. Would that be correct?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's right.
Senator SARBANES. Now I take it in 1982 it was not quite as

sharp, but was fairly sharp nonetheless. In fact in all of these re-
cessions, even if you go back, you find a very sharp runup in the
unemployment rate. Literally in a matter of months we can go
from an unemployment rate that everyone regards with consider-
able satisfaction to one that is a matter of deep concern. Would
that be an accurate statement?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Oh, yes, I think that is quite correct.
Senator SARBANES. Well, my time is up. Congressman McMillan.
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Representative MCMILLAN. Thank you. Pursuing that just a little
further, it strikes me that if you look back over the years, the
1950's forward, I think we all acknowledge that the domestic econo-
my is under particular stress, particularly in the last say decade
and it seems to be increasing because of a lack of competitiveness if
you want to call it that in certain basic industries, and we can
identify them. It seems to me that we are in a different ball game
compared to earlier years in the post-World War II period.

Would you agree that that kind of challenge that we face is
likely to produce a proportionately higher level of long-term unem-
ployment in impacted industries, take steel, automobiles, textiles,
furniture, and you could go on and on in which you have workers
that have been in those industries most of their working lives and
this is a major disruption in their work life in contrast to other in-
dustries where there may be a much higher degree of mobility.

I think it gets back to the suggestion you made earlier that the
challenge we face is targeting our response to that, to those impact-
ed areas of the economy rather than simply viewing it in a macro
fashion in which we may not get to the underlying particular cause
of the problem.

Is that a reasonable way of looking at this, do you think?
Mrs. NORWOOD. It depends, of course, on what the issues are that

we are trying to address. When you look at particular groups of
people who have difficulty in the labor market you want to look at
what their characteristics are and what troubles they are finding.
That I think, is very important and those groups are very different,
one from another. The more macroeconomic problem also needs to
be addressed.

We are experiencing now a tremendous restructuring by indus-
try of our economy and that makes it a little bit difficult some-
times to compare what we are doing now with what happened
before. History is not going to repeat itself in quite the same form.

For example, if you look at the change during the current recov-
ery and compare it to the recovery that followed the recession in
the 1970's, you find that we created nearly three times the number
of jobs in manufacturing in the 1970's, after that recession, than
we have in a similar number of months in the current recovery.

So that's a very real shift and I believe, it will result in, and has
resulted in, some improvement in productivity rates in manufac-
turing because output generally has held up in manufacturing.

So there are some very real changes that are occurring. We also
have a number of industries which even during the recovery, have
been losing employment. Some of that is because of technological
change that's occurring in those industries and some of it is for
other reasons.

Representative MCMILLAN. Well, I think it's rather astounding
that we have been able to reduce the unemployment rate at a time
that we know that there are severely impacted industries. It's oc-
curred in my own district, for example, where we have a very low
unemployment rate, one of the lowest in the country, and yet I can
identify 10,000 textile jobs that we've lost in 5 years within that
district, and my district is not as heavily impacted as some around
it.
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But then you go to Louisiana or go to Texas and look at the un-employment rates and it seems to me that the aggregate figuresare perhaps masking secular problems and focus. Yes, we do haveto deal with both, but we are going to be more successful if we aresuccessful in isolating the particular problems and addressingthem.
Mrs. NORWOOD. That's quite true. Specific industries have oftenbeen located in particular areas, with their feeder industriesaround them, which tends to intensify differences between areas.You have the high-technology area, and you need only look at theState of Texas where you've got one labor market in Houston andone around the Mexican border, and another one in Austin. Thereare very real differences going on all around this country.
Representative MCMILLAN. Shifting gears just a little bit. One ofthe things we are going to be asked to take a look at will be anadjustment in the minimum wage.
Do we have reliable statistics going back over time as to the pro-portion of the work force that is being paid at the minimum wagelevel?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, we do have data on that. We published anarticle recently in the Monthly Labor Review and we'll be glad tosubmit that information for the record.
Representative McMILLAN. I think that would be helpful.
[The article referred to follows:]
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[From the Monthly Labor Review, February 1986]

Hourly paid workers:
who they are and what they earn
More than half of all wage and salary workers
were paid by the hour during 1984;
median earnings were $5.95 per hour, but
a closer look reveals many variations among groups

EARL F. MELLOR AND STEVEN E. HAUGEN

The Bureau of Labor Statistics publishes several different
data series on the hourly earnidgs of workers, each high-
lighting different worker and job-related characteristics. All
but one of these series are based on surveys of payroll and
other records of business establishments. Data from these
series contain considerable industrial detail. In contrast, the
remaining earnings series is based on a nationwide sample
survey of households, and provides detailed information on
hourly earnings by the demographic and social characteris-
tics of the wage earners.' (See the appendix on page 26.)
Moreover, the earnings obtained in the Current Population
Survey (cP's) of households represent only hourly wages
paid to the employee-stripped of any effects of tips,
premium pay for overtime, bonuses, and commissions.
More than half of all wage and salary workers are in this
category.

Who is paid by the hour
Altogether, 92 million American workers were paid

wages or salaries in 1984. and 54 million of them were paid
at hourly rates. The method of remuneration received by
workers is closely linked to the nature of jobs held. For
example, 80 percent of all part-time workers were paid by
the hour, compared with 54 percent of the full-time workers.
The fact that women were more likely than men to work part
time is reflected in the larger proportion of women who were
paid by the hour-62 percent versus 56 percent (table 1).

The same explanation applies to younger versus older
workers. The proportion paid hourly rates was highest for
teenagers-89 percent-and lowest for those in the central
prime age groups, comprising the 35 to 49 population. Even
for those aged 70 and oser. the proportion was far below
that for teenagers and young adults. The high proportion of
young workers paid by the hour reflects their tendency to
work both part time and part year, and in occupations less
likely to be salaried even when they are employed all year
in full-time jobs
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Among while workers, women were more likely than
men to be paid hourly rates, while the reverse was true-
albeil 6o a lesser extent-for blacks and Hispanics. The
following tabulation shows, however, that the situation is
quite different when numbers are reported for full- and part-
time workers.

White ........
Black ........
Hispanic origin

Pereni pmid h-,url rules

Full itme Parn time
Men - omen Men Wmen

....... 52.0 52.5 79.1 8t.2

....... 68.3 64.3 77.5 77.3

....... 69.4 61b6 8O3 W47

For full-time employees. the more hours people ork, the
more likely they are to be in a salaried rather than in an
hourly paid position. About three-fifths of the men who
usually worked exactly 40 hours a week were paid hourly.
compared with just over two-fifths for those uorking 45 t0
48 hours and one-fifth for those working 60 hours or more.
This pattera was similar for women working full time.

The occupational distribution of hourly paid workers
sheds further light on this relationship As shown in table I,
fewer than one-fifth of workers in executise. adminisiratise.
and managerial occupations and about one-fourth ol thise in
professional specialty occupations were paid hourly rates A
substantial numbcr of empli!cr v in thes- occ,,pmlrisn pul in
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long workweeks, with onte-quarter of the two groups (com-
bined) working 49 hours or mote a week.

2
In comtrst, about

nine-tenths of workers employed as machine operators, as-
semblers, and inspectors, and as handlers, equipment clean-
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ers, helpers, and laborers were paid hourly wages. but fewer
than one-tenth put in 49 or mome hours a week.

The dat illustrate the inverse relationship between the
number of hours usually worked and the likelihood of being
paid at an hourly rue. It is beyond the scope of this article.
however, to fully explain the nature of this relationship,
because information is not collected in the cps on several of
the factors which may be involved. These include data on
the oveutisne provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act, the
provisions of collective bargaining agreements, the extent
of nonpecuniary compensation derived from a job, and
productivity.

Median hourly earnings
Median hourly earnings for people who were actually

paid hourly rates in 1984 were S5.95-S7.27 for men and
S5.08 for women. (See table 2.) It is important to under-
stand the significance of what these data represent: Hourly
earmings data ame commonly calculated for all workers
(wage and salary) based on information on their weekly or
annual eartings. These figures will be typically higher tan
would be the case for those whose pay rate is hourly. For
example, the median weekly earnings of all workers putting
in exacrly 40 hours a week-a majority of all workers-was
$312 in 1984; whendivided by 40, this tims out tobe $7.80
an hour. The median hourly wage among workers actually
paid by the bour and reported as usually working 40 hours
a week was $6.95. This difference is to be expected, be-
cause the weekly earnings data include components of earn-
ings beyond straight-time wages and many higher-paying
jobs are salaried.

The overall female-to-male earnings ratio for fuMl-time
workers paid hourly rates-70 percent-is 5 percentage
points higher than that associated with the medians in the
weekly earnings series for all fuil-time workers (65 per-
cent). This finding may be explained by the more homoge-
neous universe for the hourly earnings data mentioned
above; dut is, male-dominated higher-paying occupations
are more likely to be salaried.

Between 1979 and 19F4, the female-to-male earnings
ratio for hourly paid workers rose considerably for whites,
blacks, and Hispanics. whereas the black-to-white and the
Hispanic-to-white earnings ratios were virtually unchanged.
(See table 3.) Regardless of race or ehnicity, the hourly
earnings of men rose by about 25 percent over the period
and those of women about 40 percen the Consumer Price
Index for Ail Urban Consumers rose 43 percent.

Among age groups, median hourly earnings ranged from
$3.64 for teenagers to highs in the $7.17-S7.37 range for
age groups within the 30- to 54-year bracket in 1984. Men's
wages peaked at about $10 an hour for those between 40 and
54 years of age, while the peak for women-S5.81-was
not only much less, but also occurred at a younger age-
among those in their thirties. The female-to-male eamings
ratio, at about 90 percent for teenagers, declined with age to
the 45-to-49 group, and rose thereafter. The higher ratios at
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both ends of the age spectrum may stem fmom the fact that
higher proportions of wage earners in these age groups arc
paid at or near the minimum wage.

Hourly pay is wide-ranging among occupational and in-
dustry groups. Median hourly pay ranged from $4.08 for all
service jobs to $9.42 among the professional specialty jobs.
In the latter group, the median for men was a little more
than a dollar higher per hour than that for women, a gap
much closer than the overall difference. Among the major
industrial groups, median hourly wages of both men and
women were highest in mining, construction, durable goods
manufactunng, and the transportation and public utilities
group. Wages were lowest in retail trade, pnvate house-
holds, personal services, entertainment and recreation, so-
cial services, and agriculture.

Earnings distribution
Clearly, median earnings do not tell the whole story. The

median for two different groups could be similar; yet the
distribution of earnings of one group may be tightly clus-
tered around the median, while that for another group may
be dispersed. Therefore, it is useful to look at distributions
as well. Table 4 shows the percent distribution of hourly
wages for major demographic groups. Regardless of the
median, each demographic group has some people with
earnings of less than $3 an hour and others with as much as
$15 or more. (It should be noted that for some population
groups, the extremes of the distribution may contain only a
small number of sample observations.) The following dis-
cussion focuses briefly on the likelihood of wage earners
receiving $12 an hour or more, the figure that is roughly
twice the overall median of $5.95, and on those earning at
or below the prevailing minimum wage of $3.35, which is
a little more than half the median. Each of these high-paying
and low-paying categories accounts for roughly one-tenth of
all hourly paid workers.

Receising $12 or more per hour. The likelihood of eam-
ing at least $12 an hour in 1984 was over 5 times as great
for men (about 17 percent) as for women (3 percert). The
proportion for white men was about half again as high as
that for black men; among women, both whites and blacks
were about equally as likely to earn this amount (each about
3 percent). Fewer than 2 percent of the workers under age
25 were in this higher paying category. Among workers 25
and over, the proportion rose from 6 percent for those with
only an elementary school education to 23 percent for those
completing 4 or more years of college. Ai each level of
schooling completed, men were more likely than women to
earn $12 an hour or more. However, the disparity narrowed
at successively higher educational levels, as men not com-
pleting high school were more than 10 times as likely as
women to earn this amount. Among those with 4 years of
high school or more, men were 5 times as likely as women
to earn S 12 per hour or more (26 versus 5 percent). The ratio
s-as 2 to I among college graduates (31 sersus 16 percent)

Table 3. Median hourty earmings oT worklrs paid hourty
rat.s bY "SX, vre., and Hiapan neigIn, 1979-4 annual
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About 13 percent of full-time wage earners made at least
$12-19 percent of the men and 4 percent of the women-
but fewer than 3 percent of part-time workers earned this
amount. Among workers putting in more than 40 hours a
week, the proportion was 15 percent-18 percent for men
and 6 percent for women.

Among the major occupational groups, 25 percent of both
professional specialty workers and those in the precision
production, craft, and repair group earned $12 an hour or
more in 1984. At the lower extreme, 2 percent or fewer of
those in sales; service (except protective service); and farm-
ing, forestry, and fishery jobs earned this much.

Minimum and subminimum wage workers. The prevailing
minimum wage, which has been $3.35 per hoar since Janu-
Ury 1981, was established by the 1977 revisions to the Fair
Labor Standards Act (FLSA) of 1938. About 4.1 million
workers were reported as earning exactly S3.35 an hour in
1984, and 1.8 million were reported as eaming less than this
amount. Together, these workers constituted about II per-
cent of all hourly paid workers.

It is important to note at the outset that the presence of a
sizable group of hourly paid workers receiving less than the
minimum wage does not necessarily indicate widespread
violations of the FLSA, as there are a number of exemptions
to its minimum wage provisions. These exemptions are
wide-ranging and include employees in outside sales work,
low volume retail trade and service firms, and seasonal
amusement establishments.

3

For the most part, those earning $3.35 and hour or less
tend to be young. About 60 percent of those with these low
earnings were under age 25-one-third cre teenagers.
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Among teenagers alone, nearly 40 percent earned $3.35 or
less. Persns 65 and over-while representing only 3 per-
cent of the total number of minimum wage earners-also
had a relatively high probability of earning at or below
$3.35, as nearly I out of 5 hourly paid persons in this age
group earned this amount. (See table 5.)

Nearly 15 percent of all women who were paid hourly

rates earned the prevailing minimum wage or below, which
was double the proportion for men. These percentages,
however, differed greatly according to whether the em-
ployee usually worked full or part time, as shown in the
following tabulation:

Pereni al or bel-w $3.35

Bosh -enS Men Women

Total .................. 11.0 7.5 14.8
Purt-time workers ......... 28.0 30.2 27.0
Fult-lime workers ......... 5.2 3.5 7.6

35 to 39 hours .......... 12.1 10.5 12.8
40 hours ............... 4.6 3.3 6.5
41 hours or more ........ 3.7 2.4 8.5

The number of part-time workers earning $3.35 or less,
at 3.9 million, was nearly twice the number working full

time. Given the fact that women made up a disproportionate
share of part-time workers paid hourly rates (69 percent),
those working part time accounted for almost 45 percent of
all low-wage workers in 1984; men working pan time ac-
counted for about 21 percent.

An examination of minimum wage workers by race and
ethnicity shows that only a slightly higher proportion of
blacks than whites and Hispanics earned $3.35 or less.
Nearly 14 percent of the black population were in this earn-
ings group, compared with II percent of both-Hispanics and
whites.

Given the direct correlation of educational attainment and
earnings, the likelihood that a person had hourly earnings at

or below $3.35 per hour diminished with increased school-
ing. Among hourly paid workers aged 25 years and over
with less than 4 years of high school, 10 percent were low
wage earners, compared with 6 percent who finished 4 years
of high school, and less than 4 percent of those with 4 years
or more of college.

Of the four major regions in the United States, the largest
proportion of those at or below the minimum wage lived in
the South (40 percent). Overall, 13 percent of all hourly paid
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workers in the South earned Ihe minimum or less, compared
wiih 12 percent in the North Central region. 9 percent in the
Northeast, and 8 percent in the West

Nearly half of all minimum wage workers held service-
type jobs in 1984 Service azcupations with the highest
concentrations of low-paying jobs included pnvate house-
hold work, food services, and cleaning and building ser-
ices It is notable that persons employed as food service
workers accounted for 31 percent of all workers at or below
the minimum wage; of that number, roughly half worked at
the minimum of $3 35 and half worked belov- this level.
Another area in which there was a large proportion of per-
sons working at or below $3.35 was in sales occupations,

particularly in retail S;lv in which nearly I out of every
4 employees cartild ItI, minimum or less. It should be re-
membered. howescl. thatt Itr many working in sales and
food service ixcupai i...v tips and commissions supplement
(to varying degrees) Iti litiurly wages received

THIS ARTICLE has fowttt.j on e linings as a pure wage paid
to the errpliyee-siri Iwld 22f any effects of tips, premium
pay for overtime. bvti-c. and commissions. As the find-
ings have suggested. Ill ucalth of information available
from the Curreni tlttut2 Survey helps provide a founda-
tion for funher studies which can shed more light on the
conditions of workers paaid hourly rates E
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APPENDIX: Hourly earnings data from the CPS

The Current Population Survey (CPS) is a monthly sample
survey conducted by the U.S. Bureau of the Census for the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, totaling about 59,500 house-
holds, in 50 States and the District of Columbia. Data on
hourly earnings are collected from one-quarter of each
month's cps sample through questions 25B and 25C, which
read:

25B. Is . . .paid by the hour on this job?

25C. How much does . cam per hour?

Although data are collected monthly, the numbers are
aggregated into quarterly and annual averages to increase
their statistical reliability. On a quarterly basis, the data are
tabulated by sex. race, Hispanic origin, age, marital status,
major occupation and industry groups, and usual full- or
part-time status. Annual average data are also tabulated by
region of residence, number of hours usually worked, years
of school completed, and more occupational and industrial
detail. While both the quarterly and annual average tabula-
tions provide distributional data (for example, the number of
workers earting between $5 and $5.99 per hour). the latter
show more wage categories, as well as data for minimum
wage workers.

Beiween 1973 and 1978, hourly earnings data were col-
lected only once a year as part of a supplement to each
May's cPs. Comparability between these and more recent
data is affected by changes in questionnairm design, the
coverage of the wage and salary worker universe, and the
handling of survey nonresponses. As a result, whereas esti-
mates of the proportion of all workers paid hourly rates
between 1973 and 1978 ranged between 49 and 51 percent,
changes introduced in 1979 caused the proportion to jump to

59 percent, where it has remained. In 1983, there were
changes to the entire occupational classification system
which preclude occupational comparisons with previous
years. In addition, a change in the method of estimating
medians introduced the same year affects the comparability
of any medians under $3.00 or over $5.99 per hour.

As is the case with estimates from any sample survey, the
results can vary by chance because a sample, rather than the
entire population, is surveyed. A measure of this variation
is called the standard error. If samples arc repeatedly drawn
and estimates are computed from each sample. in approxi-
mately 68 out of 100 samples the actual population value
will differ from the sample estimate by less than one stand-
ard error. In approximately 90 out of 100 samples, the
population value will differ from the sample estimate by less
than 1.6 times the standard error. All statements of compari-
son appearing in this article are significant at the 90-percent
level or higher. Users are cautioned against drawing conclu-
sions from small differences among numbers for small pop-
ulation groups because of the relatively large sampling
errors associated with estimates based on small sample
sizes. In addition, results are subject to errors of response
and nonreporting-errors possible even in a complete cen-
sus. These can result from differences in the interpretation
of questions, the inability or unwillingness of respondents
to provide correct answers, the rounding of figures, errors
of processing, and errors made in estimating values for
missing data. For more mformation regarding the collec-
tion, processing, merits, and limitations of cps data on cam-
ings, see Earl F. Mellor, Technical Description of the Quar-
ierly Data on Weekly Eamringsfrom the Current Population
Survey, Bulletin 2113 (Bureau of Labor Statistics. 1982).
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Representative MCMILLAN. One final question, and it also has todo with measuring poverty, and I realize the difficulty in compara-tive figures with other nations and even in our own analysis of theproblem.
Would you clarify the degree to which figures could be madeavailable that indicate what the poverty would be were there nopublic service assistance, no public assistance, and what impactpublic assistance has in reducing that poverty on an ongoing basisand is that available?
Mrs. NORWOOD. The Census Bureau, which is responsible for thepoverty data together with the Office of Management and Budget,

has done some research. They are not official figures, but theyhave issued some studies looking at the effect of transfer paymentsof various types of governmental programs, food stamps, for exam-ple, medical assistance, Medicaid, and so on. We could submitsomething from those data of the Census Bureau for the record. We
would be glad to do that.

[The information referred to follows:]
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Tatbe 1. Number of Persons Below The Poverty Level and Poverty Rate-Current Poverty
Definition and Alternative Methods of Valuing Noncash Benefits, by Selected
Characterlstics 1979 to 1982
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Representative MCMILLAN. Mr. Chairman, I think that concludes
my questions. Thank you.

Senator SARBANES. Congressman Solarz.
Representative SOLARZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Norwood, how much of the long-term unemployment do you

calculate is due to what might be characterized as geographical fac-tors where there is depressed industry in that area and there are
simply no jobs available in the community of the area and how
much of it is due to what might be characterized as a lack of skillson the part of the individual who may live in an area where jobs
are available but they don't have the capacity to fill the job?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I don't know. We could take a look at the long-
term unemployment group and see what we can find out. My guess
is that there are probably combinations of circumstances that are
involved.

But I think it is important to recognize that the kinds of jobs we
are creating tend to require more education and not less and moretraining and not less.

Representative SOLARZ. Since I'm the new boy on the ship, as it
were, and I don't know quite how this procedure works, but are
you in a position to look into that and get back to us?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Sure. We try to be of whatever service we canwithin existing resources of course.
Senator SARBANES. And we try to get you adequate resources so

you can be of service as well. We are concerned about that.
Mrs. NORWOOD. I'm not here today asking for more resources

but, yes, that's something we can do quite easily and we'll be glad
to.

Representative SOLARZ. Well, I would appreciate that because itdoes seem to me the implications and certainly the programmatic
implications of this aggregation of the data on long-term unemploy-
ment are quite significant.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for therecord:]
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U. S. Department of Labor ComMissIoner for
Bureau of Lab He Slaslici
Washingion D C 2021)

MAR 261981. ?C PY

Honorable Stephen J. Solarz
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Solarz:

During my testimony at the March 6 Joint Economic Committee
hearing on the Nation's employment situation, you raised
several questions to which I promised a response.

On the subject of long-term unemployment, an average of
2.2 million persons were unemployed for 15 weeks or more in
1986; 1.2 million of them were jobless for 27 weeks or longer
(very long term). Both levels are sharply below their 1983
highs. (The trough of the 1981-82 recession was in November
1982, but long-term unemployment, which lags at cyclical turn-
ing points, reached its highest level in 1983.) Despite its
substantial decline during the current economic recovery,
long-term joblessness--particularly the very long component--
was much higher in 1986 than it was in 1979, just prior to the
1980 and the 1981-82 recessions. Also, as the tabulation below
shows, long-term joblessness has increased as a proportion of
total unemployment over the past 20 'ears.

Unemployed Unemployed
15 weeks and over 27 weeks and over

Number Percent Number Percent
Year (000's) of total (000's) of total

1966 ...... 526 18.3 239 8.3
1976 ...... 2,366 32.0 1,384 18.2
1979 ...... 1,241 20.2 535 8.7
1983...... 4,210 39.3 2,559 23.9
1986 ...... 2,232 27.1 1,187 14.4

The long-term unemployed include relatively high proportions
of men, older workers, blacks, and workers formerly employed in
manufacturing. For example, among all the unemployed, the pro-
portion who remained jobless for 15 weeks or more was 27 percent
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in 1986. However, among unemployed men age 45-64, about
45 percent had been jobless for 15 or more weeks. Similarly,
about 30 percent of unemployed black workers and 32 percent
of persons who last worked in manual occupations were in the
long-term jobless group, as were 35 percent of all those
whose last jobs had been in manufacturing.

Although the distribution of extended unemployment by worker
characteristics clearly shows a structural element, changes in
the number of persons with long-term unemployment over time
primarily reflect the cyclical ups and downs of the economy.
It is, of course, difficult to distinguish between structural,
cyclical, and frictional unemployment. However, frictional
unemployment--that which comes about because of the movement
of workers into and out of the labor force and from one job
to another--is seldom thought of as being of long duration.

With regard to issues associated with the minimum wage, we
have prepared the enclosed bibliography of recent studies.

On the subject of trade, we publish jointly with the Census
Bureau the enclosed publication, Trade and Employment. The
data provided in this report are useful in monitoring changes
in U.S. imports and related domestic'employment. We do not
have specific information on the employment effect of imports,
however, since industry employment trends are affected by many
other factors, such as changing domestic demand, technology,
other productivity improvements, etc. I

Our response on questions relating to productivity trends is
so lengthy that I have included it as an additional enclosure.

I look forward to future contact with you at the monthly hearings.

Sincerely yours,

JANET L. NORWOOD
Commis sioner

Enclosures
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Recent Developments in Productivity

Last month, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) published
the data on productivity as measured by output per hour of
all persons in the business economy for 1986. After rising
substantially for two straight years following the 1982
recession, business productivity rose by 1 percent in 1985
and only showed a alight gain of 0.7 percent in 1986.

The productivity movements for the last few years have been
responses to the cyclical recovery that has occurred follow-
ing the recession ending in the fourth quarter of 1982. The
current upturn, which is now 16 quarters long, has been one
of the longer recovery periods in the post-World War II
period.

There is a cyclical pattern of movement in productivity which
has taken place throughout much of our history and underlies
much of our current developments. During all of our recovery
periods, substantial productivity growth has occurred after
the trough of the recessions. However, since the post-1961
recovery, the productivity growth rate during each succeeding
recovery has been somewhat lower than the previous one. The
current productivity growth rate is the weakest of all the
longer term recoveries, that is, all of those which lasted
16 quarters or more. For example, in this recovery, business
productivity growth has been 1.3 percent (annual rate), in
contrast with an average rate of 2.9 percent for the other
longer term recoveries of previous cycles.

Although the usual acceleration took place during the
recovery phase of the latest cycle, it has had only a small
effect on the longer term rate for the business sector in the
United States since 1973 and has extended the slowdown which
has been occurring in the country since 1973.
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Long-Term Developments

After growing at a rate of about 3 percent per year during
the quarter of a century preceding 1973, productivity growth
since 1973 in the business sector fell to a rate of less than
1 percent per year (0.9). The earlier period was one of
unusually high productivity growth. During every earlier
period of similar length, the average rate was lower--usually
substantially lower. Therefore, the falloff since 1973 was
very large in part because of the exceptionally high rate of
productivity growth in the earlier period.

Nevertheless, by the same historical standards, the average
productivity trend rate since 1973 has been unusually low.
In fact, it has been the lowest rate for such a long period,
all the way back to 1909, the first year for which we have
fairly reliable data.

The productivity slowdown has been pervasive, affecting most
sectors and industries. Some sectors, such as mining and
public utilities, have shown very marked deceleration and
even declines. Other sectors, such as manufacturing, have
experienced some falloff but to a much more limited extent.
Of the 150 industries for which we publish productivity
indexes, over three-fourths had significant declines in
their growth rates. In general, the mining and transpor-
tation, and some specific manufacturing industries, such
as petroleum refining, motors and generators, and aluminum
rolling and drawing, had the largest falloffs in their growth
rates.

Much attention has been focused on the slowdown and many
explanations have been advanced for it. These have included
the effects of shifts in the industrial composition of the
economy, changes in the composition of the work force, an
apparent slowdown in the growth of capital-labor ratios,
the leveling off of research and development expenditures,
the rising price of energy during the 1970's, the diverting
of investment to pollution abatement expenditures, the impact
of other government regulations, the maturation of many
industries with little new technology, and even changes in
attitudes toward work in our society.

There is no simple explanation of the slowdown and no general
agreement as to the quantitative impact of the various factors.
Various researchers have stressed different explanations of the
slowdown, but after careful examination, a significant part
remains unexplained.
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In BLS we have examined some of the factors which might appear

to explain the slowdown. For example, one of the sources

believed to have contributed to the productivity slowdown was

an alleged falloff in the growth of the capital-labor ratio.

Historically, a major source of the growth in output per hour,

the traditional measure of productivity, has been the increase

in the capital stock which the work force has had available to

generate increased output. The slowdown in productivity growth

has been partially attributed by some investigators to a slow-

down in capital formation that has failed to keep up with the

growth in the work force.

In order to assess the effects of changes in the substitution

of capital for labor on output per hour (labor productivity)

movements, other measures of productivity have been developed

by BLS which include in the denominator other inputs beside

labor, such as capital services. The difference in the move-

ments of the output per hour measures and these multifactor

productivity measures indicates the effect of changes in the

substitution rate.

For the business economy, the contribution to the 3 percent

per year growth in output per hour of the growth in the

capital-labor ratio was 1 percentage point from 1948-73. After

1973, despite the fact that the growth in output per hour fell

to 0.9 percent per year, the contribution of the substitution

of capital for labor had only dropped from 0.9 to 0.7 percent

per year. For the nonfarm business sector, the decline in the

capital contribution was even less (from 0.8 to 0.7 percentage

points). There was virtually no slowdown in the substitution

of capital for labor over the last decade and a half to explain

much, if any, of the productivity slowdown.

Similar analyses have been done with regard to impact of the

shift to services, increased Government regulations, etc.,

with the same general conclusion emerging. Their effects were

limited. The sources of the productivity slowdown are still

somewhat of a mystery.

Manufacturing

There is one sector which has been exhibiting a somewhat

different pattern of productivity movement from the rest of

the business economy. In the slowdown after 1973, while there

was a slackening in the productivity growth for manufacturing

as for the rest of the economy, the falloff in manufacturing

was much smaller than for the other sectors. The deceleration
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was 0.6 percentage points (2.8 percent per year from 1943-73
to 2.2), much smaller than that which occurred in almost all
of the other sectors.

In contrast to the business economy as a whole, the growth in
the capital-labor ratio in manufacturing did not decline after
1973. In fact, it accelerated from a rate of 2.6 to 3.5
percent per year. As a result, the contribution of the sub-
stitution of capital for labor to manufacturing output per
hour rose from 0.8 to 0.9 after 1973.

The somewhat lower rate of productivity growth in manufac-
turing ended in 1981 and since then it has accelerated to a
rate greater than that of the entire pre-1973 period. Indeed,
manufacturing productivity growth in recent years has been the
highest of all sectors. These gains reflect output growth
accompanied by actual declines in employment and hours.

International Comparisons

For many years, BLS has provided comparative measures of
labor statistics for the U.S. and other industrialized
countries to shed light on U.S. economic performance relative
to these countries. The principal measures developed cover
labor productivity, hourly compensation, and unit labor costs
for manufacturing for the U.S. and 11 other industrialized
countries (Canada, Germany, France, Japan, the United Kingdom,
Belgium, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, the Netherlands, and Italy).

The comparative manufacturing labor productivity measures are
limited to trend comparisons rather than level comparisons
because the data needs for comparing levels are more rigorous
than for comparing movements. Output and input data within
each country must be carefully matched and coverage and
definitions closely aligned when developing level comparisons.
Some data inconsistencies can be tolerated in comparing trend
measures because their effects are not likely to alter the
movements appreciably. This is especially true when a con-
sistent error of measurement is present within a series over
a period of years. Finally, to compare levels of manufacturing
output, it is essential to have appropriate indexes of the
relative purchasing powers of national currencies. Such indexes
are not available on a basis appropriate to the measurement of
relative manufacturing output.

79-018 0 - 88 - 11
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Compound Annual Rates of Growth in Output Per 
Hour of

All Persons, the Contribution of Capital Intensity,

and Multifactor Productivity, by Major Section
1948 to 1985

Measure 1948-73 1973-85

Private Business
1

Output per hour 
2.9 0.9

Capital effects
2 0.9 0.7

Multifactor productivity
3 2.0 0.2

Private Nonfars Businessl

Output per hour 2.5 0.7

Capital effects
2 0.8 0.7

Multifactor productivity
3 1.7 0.0

Manufacturingl

Output per hour 2.8 2.2

Capital effects
2 0.8 0.9

Multifactor productivity
3 2.0 1.3

1 Excludes government enterprises.

2 Change in capital services per hour times capital's 
share

of current-dollar output.

3 Output per unit of combined labor and capital 
inputs.

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics
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What Do the Data Show?

Looking at the long-term results from 1960 to 1985, output
per hour in manufacturing has risen at annual rates of 2.7
to 8 percent in the 12 countries for which we have prepared
comparative measures. The United States recorded the lowest
rate of gain and Japan the highest. Within Europe, two of the
smaller countries, Belgium and the Netherlands, have shown the
best productivity growth performance.

All 12 industrialized countries have had productivity growth
rate slowdowns since about 1973. As mentioned earlier, the
rate for the U.S. business economy fell from 3 percent per year
before 1973 to less than 1 percent per year. In manufacturing,
the falloff has not been as great--only about 1 percentage
point per year.

With the exception of Belgium, the falloffs in manufacturing
productivity in the other countries have been larger--ranging
from about 2 to 5 percentage points per year--but from higher
pre-slowdown average rates of growth.

The U.S. productivity growth rate for manufacturing of 2.2 percent
per year from 1973 to 1985 was about equal to the productivity
growth rates recorded by Canada and Norway, but still lower than
those of the other countries. However, the productivity gains
recorded by most of the European countries resulted primarily, or
entirely, from reductions in employment and hours, whereas the
U.S. productivity gain--and the gains
of Canada and Japan--resulted largely from rising output.

Recent Developments

Since the recession of 1982, nearly all of the countries have
experienced stronger productivity growth. However, the U.S.,
Canada, and the United Kingdom standout, showing the greatest
acceleration. In these three countries, manufacturing
productivity rose at rates of 4 to 5 percent from 1982 to
1985, compared with rates of about 1 1/2 percent from i973-81.

Japan still had the highest productivity growth rate, nearly
6 percent, but it did not represent much of an improvement
over the 5 1/2 percent rate that it had during the slowdown,
and Japan clearly did not return to the exceptionally high
pre-slowdown rate of over 10 percent. In some of the European
countries, productivity growth actually decelerated in the more
recent years, and, with the exception of the United Kingdom,
none of the others matched their pre-slowdown rates.

Enclosed are a summary table on comparative rates of growth inmanufacturing productivity and a copy of our latest article com-
paring trends in manufacturing productivity and labor costs.
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Table A. Workers paid hourly rates, whose wage is at or below the prevailing

minimum wage, 1979-86

(Numbers in thousands)

At minimum wage Below xinimum we

Percent of Percent of

Minimum hourly hourly

Year Wage Number workers Number workers

TOTAL
1979 $2.90 3,907 7.7 2,846 5.6

1980 3.10 4,581 9.1 3,017 6.0

1981 3.35 4,311 8.3 3,513 6.8

1982 3.35 4,148 8.2 2,348 4.6

1983 3.35 4,261 8.2 2,077 4.0

1984 3.35 4,125 7.6 1,838 3.4

1985 3.35 3, 899 7.0 1,639 2.9

1986 3.35 3, 461 6.0 1,599 2.8

SERVICE-PRODUCING
INDUSTRIES

1979 2.90 2,750 11.2 2,204 9.0

1980 3.10 3,273 13.1 2,352 9.4

1981 3.35 3,068 11.6 2,814 10.6

1982 3.35 3,036 11.3, 1,947 7.2

1983 3.35 3 168 11.4 1,777 6.4

1984 3.35 3,117 10.7 1, 598 5.5

1985 3.35 2, 973 9.8 1 ,428 4.7

1986 3.35 2,643 8.4 1,407 4.5

SOURCE: Current Population Survey
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Representative SOLARZ. Now following up -on Congressman Mc-
Millan's question, do you have any data on the impact of previous
increases in the minimum wage on unemployment?

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's a $64 question. There is a whole literature
on it in which people have tried to look at the effect on jobs and on
various people. We have not done anything in that area, and I
don't think that there is anything that I see that we could add to
that today.

Representative SOLARZ. Well, perhaps you could get me some of
the titles that you think are most illuminating and objective.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Sure.
Representative SOLARZ. I assume the tradeoff is the additional

money that people have to spend as a result of the increase in the
minimum wage which presumably results in greater demand and
that demands greater jobs compared to the loss of jobs because it's
no longer economical for particular employers to hire people at the
higher minimum wage.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, it's clearly that and it's also of course the
possible inflationary pressures and what happens not just to the
minimum wage jobs, but to the relationship of the earnings in the
minimum wage jobs and in other jobs. It's very complicated, but
we'll be glad to let you know about the studies.

Representative SOLARZ. And something which somebody who
didn't major in economics or get a graduate degree in the subject
could have some remote hope of understanding.

[The information referred to follows:]
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Selected Recent Studies of the Effects of the Mini. Wage
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Dynamic Analysis,' American Economic Review, September 1983, 73(4),
pp. 766-778.
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the Minimum Wage," Journal of Labor Research, Winter 1982, 3(1), pp.
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D.C.: National Chamber Foundation, 1983.

Forrest, David. 'Low Pay or No Pay? A Review of the Theory and Practice of

Minimum Wage Laws," Hobart paper #101. London: Institute of Economic

Affairs, 1984.
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Representative SOLARZ. Do you have any estimate of the impact
on unemployment of the recent fall in the value of the dollar over
the course of the last year?

Mrs. NORWOOD. No, we have not made any estimate and I don't
think we could. What we have done is to factor those changes into
our analysis of our export-import price data, but I don't see any
way to attribute particular employment changes to that.

What we are looking at is how competitive we are in terms of
price. That is a specific thing and we can look at the price changes
of imports and of exports, and we do that. We have a program
which we call our International Price Program which covers export
prices and import prices. I think it is a tremendously important
program and probably ought to be better known than it is.

Representative SOLARZ. Well, I would think that you ought to be
able to trace where there is an increase in exports and to what
extent that increase is due to the relative fall in the value of the
dollar and thereby making our goods more attractive to foreign
purchasers and then presumably translate the increase in exports
into the number of jobs it takes to produce those exports.

Mrs. NORWOOD. One can go through that exercise, but I'm not
sure that it has very much meaning because you are shifting all
the factors of production as you are going through that. And it
would be impossible to do for the import side, which is also an im-
portant side of our trade balance.

Representative SOLARZ. Now your figures seem to suggest that
there was a rather dramatic increase, at least in the last month in
the inflation rate. I think it went up like seven-tenths of a percent
or something in that vicinity and last year it was, what, 1 percent
over the year as a whole.

Does this lead you to the conclusion that we're witnessing the re-
birth of an inflation problem in the country?

Mrs. NORWOOD. No, not at all. A large part of that increase was
due to gasoline, and we know that the firming in those prices has
turned around already. So I think we need to be a bit careful in
analyzing those data. I'm not saying that there weren't some other
changes there as well, but an awful lot of the 1 month's change
was gasoline prices which are not holding up.

Representative SOLARZ. And, finally, how much of a problem is
what I gather is this enormous increase in debt, in personal debt
which has been accumulated. I have the impression that in historic
terms we are almost at unprecedented levels of personal and corpo-
rate debt in the country.

Obviously if there were to be a recession, this could be a prob-
lem, but it's not clear to me how concerned ought we to be about
this. Is this a house of cards waiting to collapse the minute things
really begin to go bad and people can't pay their debt and you set
in motion a kind of chain reaction or would we be able to manage
the problems created by a recession in spite of this enormous per-
sonal and corporate debt?

Mrs. NORWOOD. We do have a lot of consumer debt. It's growth
began slowing in the last quarter. Part of that is perhaps the result
of changes in automobile prices. I think it bears watching certain-
ly, but there have been some declines over the last quarter.
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Representative SOLARZ. Well, how is it in historic terms? Is it
substantially higher today by whatever indicia one uses to measure
this than it has been in the past as a percentage of GNP?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. There is no question about it.
Representative SOLARZ. What would you say are the most rele-

vant figures here that would give a sense of the magnitude of the
problem? I I

Mrs. NORWOOD. I don't happen to have those here. I can supply
something for the record.

[The information referred to follows:]
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Representative SOLARZ. Okay, but what would they be, debt in
relationship to GNP or some other ratio?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, probably, but I would like to think about
that a bit.

Representative SOLARZ. Well, thank you very much. Mr. Chair-
man, you said when I first arrived that John Kennedy when he
was in the Senate said that of all the committees he was on this
one was the most fun, and I think he was right. [Laughter.] Thank
you very much.

Senator SARBANES. I just have a couple of areas I want to devel-
op.

I'm really very much intrigued by chart 1 and the question of a
fast runup of the unemployment rate. Of course I've been trying to
calibrate it off of the index at the bottom, which is the geographic
timeframe, and that's a little difficult to do. I'll get the figures and
do it month by month, and take a look at those.

But as I look at these and make my rough calculations, the un-
employment rate can rise 3 points or maybe even more in a year's
time, can't it? That happened apparently back in 1953-54, when it
went from about 2.5 to 6 percent in a year, and in 1957-58 when it
went from 4.5 to 7.5 and in 1974-75 when it went from roughly 5 to
9 percent, and in the last recession from, 8 to 11-all, I think it's
reasonable to say, within a year's time.

That means that if we crack through the thin ice the economy's
skating on that we could go to an unemployment rate of about 10
percent, on the basis of these past trends, within 9 to 12 months. Is
that kind of apprehension reasonable?

Mr. PLEWES. In the last recession we went from 7.2 to 10.8 in 16
months.

Senator SARBANES. From 7.2 to--
Mr. PLEWES. From 7.2 in July of 1981 to 10.8 in December of the

following year. We are at 6.7 now but we don't know what the next
path will be.

Senator SARBANES. So in 16 months the unemployment rate in-
creased 50 percent, if you look at it that way. It's the sort of rapid
movement that causes a very sharp degree of concern when you
look at all the indicators, particularly given the high level at which
we already find ourselves with respect to the unemployment rate.

I wanted to ask just a couple of questions about the CPI. You are
going to run the new market basket and the old weights for how
long?

Mrs. NORWOOD. 6 months.
Senator SARBANES. And in the first month there a one-tenth of a

point--
Mrs. NORWOOD. Two-tenths.
Senator SARBANES. I thought it was 0.7 versus 0.8; is that right?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Between the old and the new CPI, the percent

change from December to January was two-tenths of a percentage
point lower with the revised index than with the old index. Wheth-
er that will continue or not, no one knows.

Senator SARBANES. So the figures would have been 0.7 and 0.9?
Mr. DALTON. No, 0.6 and 0.8. What we are comparing here are

the unadjusted figures, the figures before seasonal adjustment. The
0.7 is the figure after seasonal adjustment for the new series. The
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old series is no longer seasonally adjusted. So the comparison, to
make it strictly comparable, would be 0.6 and 0.8.

Senator SARBANES. Then the difference is greater than I thought.
I had seen a report I guess in the press or somewhere and I
thought the difference was one-tenth of a point. Percentagewise
that would have been about 15 percent, I guess, but it has just dou-
bled on me.

So I guess there is more point actually to the question I'm going
to put, and that is: What change in the market basket caused the
difference? The difference is wider than I thought. Why is that?

Mr. DALTON. It's principally the change in the relative impor-
tance of energy in the new market basket. Energy is smaller in
terms of its weight in the new market basket than it is in the old.
So the rather sharp increase that we had in gasoline prices in Jan-
uary had a larger impact on the old index than it did on the new
index.

Mrs. NORWOOD. On the other hand, when we extrapolate to
longer periods, we should remember that there are other changes.
Food, for example, has a lower weight. Food at home has a lower
weight in the revised index than it did in the older index.

On the other hand, housing has a higher weight. So you've got
energy with a lower weight, food at home with a lower weight and
housing with a higher weight, and if you will remember, Mr. Chair-
man, in the 1970's particularly the late 1970's and the early 1980's
it was food, energy, and housing which brought about our inflation.
So the shift in those weights and the result of those shifts will
depend in large part on the relative shifts of the prices that we
face.

I should point out that there were other changes made in the
index as well. We've improved the sampling, and particularly we
have improved the homeownership component. It is a much better
and much larger component and sample design, particularly the
owner-occupied housing, than we have had in the past.

Senator SARBANES. You mean you've improved the quality of the
sample?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. Have you decreased the quantity of the

sample?
Mrs. NORWOOD. No. We've doubled the sample in housing be-

cause we found that the sample that we had before was really not
as large as we thought it ought to be as our testing and our model
showed it ought to be.

We have also got a new sample of areas for collecting prices in
the index and of course new population weights, bringing the 1980
population census weights in to replace the 1970 population
weights. We're moving more toward the South and the West and
away from the Northeast. That is where the population is and
that's how the prices should be weighted, and there are a lot of
other changes.

There will also be some changes that will be introduced over the
next 2 years. We have a process for revising the sample of retail
establishments in which we collect data. Those will be done in
more cities as we move through this year and the next, and there
are some other things that we have planned.
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We did make an announcement that the work that we have done
so far on the aging bias of the housing units seems to be extremely
promising. We are now discussing that work with our advisory
committees and we would hope if it seems as good after all of the
review to bring that into place a year from now. We also feel that
it is time for us to change the arithmetic base of the index because
we are still on 1967 as a hundred. We now have had OMB approval
to change the base to the same timeframe as the weights of the
index, that is 1982-84, and we hope to do that next year in Janu-
ary.

Senator SARBANES. Between January 1986 and January 1987 real
average weekly earnings declined a 10th of a point for workers on
private nonagricultural payrolls, and in some industries such as
mining, public utilities, and retail trade weekly earnings declined
even before adjusting for inflation.

Now this is a pattern that is typical of a recession or a period of
high inflation, and neither conditions holds right now. How do you
explain this decline in real earnings?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I don't know. Those data have been bouncing
around considerably. It may be the particular set of months that
are being compared. As we have just commented, the CPI for the
month of January went up. Whether that will stay up or not, we
really don't know, although as I've said, insofar as the gasoline is
concerned there has been some turnaround. So I would like to wait
to look at that.

What we are seeing clearly in our employment cost index is a
little over 3 percent change, year over year. If you compare that to
the rate of inflation over the year, you would have a positive
change in real ECI, which is really a better measure of compensa-
tion than average earnings.

Senator SABRANES. I guess my concern is that at the end of a
slow but continuous 5-year period of some growth that we see a
pattern of real earnings different from that characteristic of past
recovery periods.

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's right.
Senator SARBANES. Your response, as I understand it says that

perhaps it's not quite that way because of the January 1987 figure,
which may have thrown if off because the seven-tenths of a percent
was too much, and so forth.

But if you take a broader period to look at, I'm really concerned
about trend lines. Is it an accurate perception that in this recovery
period real earnings are not coming back the way they have in the
previous recovery periods?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, it's quite clear, and what I was addressing
really was just the particular points, you're quite right, and not the
trend. It is clear that earnings have been going up much less in
this recovery than in the past in large part because of the weak-
ness in manufacturing which is where so much of the increase was
going on.

We are seeing really fairly flat unit labor costs in this country
now. We can take a look at this and report back to you. We had
very high rates of inflation in the late 1970's which would have af-
fected that measure. Therefore, that period probably would have
had smaller gains in real earnings than now, but I'm not sure
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about that and I would like to check those data. We do know we
had double-digit rates of inflation in the late 1970's.

What we are seeing that is important I think is reduced labor
costs. You can look at this in two ways. You can look at it in terms
of employer costs and then you look at it in terms of worker bene-
fits.

Senator SARBANES. But in terms of past trends in a period nei-
ther of recession nor of high inflation, what has happened to real
earnings in the last few years represents a historical departure,
does it not?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Mr. Mark has just given me some data which
maybe he could describe to you. I'm not sure those are in real
terms, are they, Jerry?

Mr. MARK. The nominal hourly compensation for the business
sector in this recovery, from the fourth quarter of 1982 to the cur-
rent quarter, was at an average annual rate of 3.6 percent a year,
and the average of the previous cycle of recovery was about 6.6. I
don't have the CPI change during that period, but at least a strong
proportion of it does show a much smaller increase in the current
recovery.

Senator SARBANES. So people's standard of living, unlike in past
recoveries, is not recovering.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. There is a great deal of data which when
looked at over the last decade show very little change in family
income.

Senator SARBANES. I wanted to ask about your chart 3 that
shows that the unemployment rate for women is currently almost
as low as it was at the peak of the last major expansion, while the
unemployment rate for men is much higher.

Also, for the first time in almost three decades the unemploy-
ment rate for women is no higher than for men. Is that an accu-
rate reading of your chart?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. The question then is why have women fared

so much better in this recovery than men?
Mrs. NORWOOD. That is in large part I think because women

fared a lot better during the recession than men did. Men had a lot
more to recover from because of the very high rates of unemploy-
ment that they suffered during the recession and the fact that for
so many of the men their jobs were in manufacturing industries,
particularly durable manufacturing industries, which have recov-
ered only about 50 percent of the jobs lost during the recession.

Senator SARBANES. Would your last point explain why the
women fared better in the recession? If you tell me the reason they
did better now is because they did better during the recession, then
the next question is why did they do better during the recession,
and in that also related to the durable goods situation?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, and the fact that so many women, whether
fortunately or unfortunately are working in the service producing
sector which held up quite well in the recession and has done re-
markably well in the recovery.

Senator SARBANES. How are women earning now relative to
men?
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Mrs. NORWOOD. Their earnings as a proportion of men have gone
up a little bit. They are, what, two-thirds on average. I think the
latest data show that they are about-I'll find the exact figure in a
moment. That ratio has been edging up over the last several years,
but it is still roughly only two-thirds that of men.

Senator SARBANES. Finally, just to underscore it in the record,
Congressman Solarz raised a line of questions about the question of
debt overhang. I simply note that in our annual report we have a
chart showing a very sharp increase in total debt as a percent of
GNP.

It shows Federal debt as a percent of GNP, and then it shows pri-
vate debt as a percent of GNP. What has happened, as the text
makes clear, is that in the past the ratio of domestic nonfinancial
debt to GNP, Federal Government debt plus private sector, has
stayed at a remarkably constant level of approximately 1.40. That
is this line here.

What happened in the past was that when the private debt went
up the Federal debt came down and vice versa, which in part, I
guess, would reflect countercyclical activity. But the total stayed at
roughly the same level of GNP.

What has happened in recent years is very different. Both have
gone up-both private debt and the Federal debt-and the conse-
quence is a shift from this kind of trend line for total debt as a
percent of GNP to this very sharply rising line. So we now have a
tremendous overhang of debt, and the debt has really grown very
significantly as percent of GNP.

Mrs. NORWOOD. The figure for the ratio of women's earnings to
men is 66 percent.

Senator SARBANES. Well, Commissioner, thank you very much.
Mrs. NORWOOD. Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. We appreciate your testimony.
The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:05 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SD-

628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Paul S. Sarbanes (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Sarbanes, Proxmire, and Bingaman; and Rep-
resentative McMillan.

Also present: William R. Buechner, Christopher J. Frenze, and
Dena G. Stoner, professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES, CHAIRMAN
Senator SARBANES. The Joint Economic Committee will come to

order.
We are pleased to welcome back before the committee the very

able Commissioner of Labor Statistics, Janet Norwood, accompa-
nied by Thomas Plewes and Ken Dalton. We are once again
pleased to have this panel before us.

This is but another in the regular monthly hearings that the
JEC holds to review the employment and unemployment situation
and it takes place on the morning on which the Bureau of Labor
Statistics issues the latest unemployment figures.

Commissioner, we're pleased to have you back before us. Why
don't you please go ahead and proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET L. NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED BY THOMAS J. PLEWES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSION-
ER, OFFICE OF EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATIS-
TICS; AND KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER,
OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS
Mrs. NORWOOD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It's always

a pleasure to be here to try to supplement our press release with a
few comments.

Employment growth slowed in March. Job gains were modest
when compared to the average monthly increases of the past 6
months. Both the overall and the civilian unemployment rates-at
6.5 and 6.6 percent, respectively-were little changed from Febru-
ary. However, both rates were about half a percentage point lower
than a year ago.

(331)
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The number of payroll jobs, as measured in our business survey,
rose by 165,000 from February to March. As has been the case
during the entire current recovery period, the service-producing in-
dustries continued to show strong growth. Paced by significant in-
creases in finance, insurance, and real estate, as well as in business
and health services, service-sector employment grew by about
230,000 jobs over the month.

The goods-producing sector did not fare so well. In March, as
winter recedes and good weather sets in, employment generally in-
creases. After seasonal adjustment, however, nearly 70,000 jobs
were lost in the goods-producing sector. The seasonal gains in con-
struction may have been dampened in March because of improve-
ment earlier in the year. Working hours also declined, and the
manufacturing workweek returned to its January level. At 40.9
hours, however, factory hours are still quite high. In addition, over-
time hours rose slightly.

Employment in durable goods manufacturing was somewhat
weaker than in nondurables. After growing sharply in the first 2
years of the recovery, employment in durables manufacturing gen-
erally has been weak. Nondurables manufacturing jobs picked up
in the last quarter of 1986 but have shown little overall growth this
year. Within nondurables, however, the textile, printing and pub-
lishing, and rubber and plastics industries have made some job
gains. During the 52 months of the current recovery, only about
half of the 1.8 million durable goods manufacturing jobs lost during
the recession were regained. In nondurables, nearly three-fifths of
the 500,000 jobs lost have been recovered.

Total civilian employment, as measured in our household survey,
was unchanged from February to March. However, among the em-
ployed, the number of persons working part time for economic rea-
sons fell by more than 300,000. At 5.5 million, this group is now
closer to the levels of recent months.

Both the number of people unemployed and the unemployment
rate were little changed from February to March. And little over-
the-month movement occurred among the major population groups.
The rate for blacks-at 13.9 percent-remained more than twice
that for whites. Although joblessness among Hispanics has come
down some over the last 2 months, we need a longer time series to
see a trend in this quite volatile number.

In summary, job growth continued in March, but at a somewhat
slower pace than in recent months. The gains were concentrated
entirely in the service-producing sector. The unemployment rate,
although half a percentage point lower than a year ago, remained
at about the level of the last few months.

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Plewes, Mr. Dalton, and I would be glad to
try to answer any questions you might have.

[The table attached to Mrs. Norwood's statement, together with
the press release referred to, follows:]



Unemployment rates of all civilian workers by alternative seasonal adjustment methods 

Month Unad- Concurrent 
and jus ted Official (as first 

y_ear rate I procedure computed) 
(1) (2) (3) 

1986 

March ••••••• 7.5 7.2 7.2 
April ••••••• 7.0 7.1 7.1 
May ••••••••• 7.0 7.2 7.2 
June •••••••• 7.3 7.1 7.1 
July •••••••• 7.0 7.0 7.0 
August •••••• 6.7 6.8 6.8 
September ••• 6.8 7.0 7.0 
October ••••• 6.6 6.9 6.9 
November •••• 6.6 6.9 6.9 
December •••• 6.3 6.7 6.7 

1987 

January ••••• 7.3 6.7 6.7 
February •• ;. 7.2 6.7 6.7 
March ••••••• 6.9 6.6 6.6 

SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 
April 1987 

X-II ARlHA method X 11 method 
(official 

Concurrent Stable Total Residual method 
(revised) before 1980) 

(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.1 7.2 7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 
7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.0 7.0 6.9 7.0 7.0 
6.8 6.8 6.9 7.0 6.8 
7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 
6.9 7.0 6.9 6.9 7.0 
6.9 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.0 
6.7 6.6 6.7 6.7 6.7 

6.7 6.7 6.8 6.6 6.7 
6.7 6.6 6.7 6.5 6.7 
6.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.6 

Range 
(cola. 
2-8) 
(9) 

.1 

.1 
-
-
.1 
.2 
-
.1 
.1 
.1 

.2 

.2 

.1 
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(1) Unadjusted race. Unemployment rare for all civilian workers, not seasonally adjusted.

(2) Officfal procedure (X-il ARIMA method) The published seasonally adjusted rare for
all civilian rkers Eac of the 3 major civilian labor force csponents-agriculcural
employment, nonagricultural employment and unemployment-for 4 age-sex groups-ales and
females, ages 16-19 and 20 years and over-are seasonally adjusted Independently using data
from January 1975 forward. The data series for each of these 12 components are extended by
a year at each end of the original series using ARIKA (Auto-Regressive, Integrated, Moving
Average) models chosen specificaily for each snries Each ascended series is then seasonaliy
adjusted with the K-li portion of the X-li ARIMA progrm. The 4 teenage unemployment and
nonagricultural employment components are adjusted with the additive adjustment model,
while the other components are adjusted with the multiplicative model. The unemployment
rate is computed by sunning the 4 seasonally adjusted unemployment components and calcularing
that total as a percent of the civilian labor force total derived by sutning a11 12 seasonally
adjusted components. All the seasonally adjusted series are revised at the end of each year.
Extrapolated factors for January-June are computed at the beginning of each year; extrapolated
factors for July-December are computed in the middle of the year after the June data become
available. Each set of 6-month factors are published in advance, in the January and July
issues, respectively, of Employment and Earnings.

(3) Concurrent (as first computed, X-li ARIMA method). The official procedure for
computation of the rate for all civilian workers using the 12 components is followed
except that extrapolated factors are not used at all. Each component is seasonally adjusted
with the X-li ARIMA program each month as the most recent data become available. Rates for
each month of the current year are shown as first computed; they are revised only once each
year, at the end of the year when data for the full year become available. For example.
the rate for January 1985 would be based, during 1985, on the adjustment of data from
the period January 1975 through January 1985.

(4) Concurrent (revised. X-l ARIMA method). The procedure used Is identical to (3)
above and the rate for the current month the last month displayed) will always be the
some In the two columns. However, all previous months are subject to revision each month
banl on the seasonal adjustment of all the components with data through the current month.

(5) Stable (K-li ARMUA method). Each of the 12 civilian labor force components Is extended
using ARIMA models as In the official procedure and then run through the X-l1 part
of the program using the stable option. Thin option assuses that seasonal patterns
are basically con tant from year-to-year and computes final seasonal factors as
unelighted averages of all the seasonal-irregular components for each month across
the entire span of the period adjusted. As in the official procedure, factors are
extrapolated In 6-month intervals and the series are revised at the end of each year.
The procedure for computation of the rate from the seasonally adjusted components
is also Identical to the official procedure.

(6) Total (X-1l AREMA method). This is one alternative aggregation procedure, in
whIch total unemployment and civIlian labor force levels are extended with ARIMA models
and directly adjusted with multiplicative adjustment models in the X-il part of the
program. The rate Is computed by taking seasonally adjusted total unemployment as a
percent of seasonally adjusted total civilian labor force. Factors are extrapolated
In 6-month intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(7) Residual (X-li ARI!A method). This is another alternative aggregation method, in
which total civliian employment and civilian labor force levels are extended using ARItA
models and then directly adjusted with multiplicative adjustment models. The seasonally
adjusted unemployment level is derived by subtracting seasonally adjusted employment
fros seasonally adjusted labor force. The rate is then computed by taking the derived
unemployment level as a percent of the labor force level. Factors are extrapolated In
6-month Intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(8) X-li method (official method before 1980). The method for computation of the official
procedure Is used except that the series are not extended with ARIMA models and the factors
are projected In 12-month Intervals. The standard X-li program Is used to perform the
seasonal adjustment.

Methods of Adjustment: The X-li ARIMA method was developed at Statistics Canada by the
Seasonal Adjustment and Times Series Staff under the direction of Estels See Dag-. The
method is described in The X-li ARIMA Seasonal Adjustment Method, by Estela Hee Saga,
Statistics Canada Catalogue No. 12-564E, February 1980.

The standard K-Il method Is described In X-il Variant of the Census Method 11 Seasonal
adjustment Pogroam by Julius Shiskin, Allan Young and John Musgrave (Technical Paper
N.o 15, Sureasu of the Census, 1967).
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: MARCH 1987

The number of jobs on nonfarm payrolls rose slightly in March, and
unemployment was about unchanged, the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the
U.S. Department of Labor reported today. The overall unemployment rate was
6.5 percent and the civilian rate was 6.6 percent; these rates had been 6.6
and 6.7 percent, respectively, for 3 consecutive months.

Nonagricultural payroll employment--as measured by the survey of
business establishments-edged up by 165,000 in March, following several
months of more substantial increases. Civilian employment--as measured
through the household survey-was unchanged in March, after also showing
large increases in recent months.

Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

Both the number of unemployed persons-7.9 million in March--and the
civilian worker unemployment rate-6.6 percent--were little changed from
their Febrqary marks, after seasonal adjustment. Likewise, jobless rates
for most of the major labor force groups showed little or no over-the-month
change. March's unemployment rates for adult men (5.8 percent), adult
women (5.8 percent), teenagers (18.1 percent), whites (5.6 percent), blacks
(13.9 percent), and Nispanics (9.0 percent) were either the same or little
different from February. Jobless rates have declined, however, for most of
these groups over the past year. (See tables A-2 and A-3.)

The number of persons employed part time for economic
reasons--sometimes referred to as the partially unemployed--decreased by
325,000 in March to 5.5 million, following a rise of a similar magnitude in
February. (See table A-4.)

Civilian Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Civilian employment, at 111.4 million in March, was unchanged after
seasonal adjustment. There were no substantive over-the-month changes
among any of the major demographic groups. At 61.1 percent, the proportion
of the civilian population with jobs edged down 0.1 percentage point from
its record high of the prior month. Over the past 12 months, civilian
employment has risen by 2.6 million. About half of the increase has
occurred within the managerial and professional occupations, and one-fifth
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has taken place in sales and administrative support occupations. (See
tables A-2, A-3, and A-l1.)

The civilian labor force was also unchanged over the month, and the
labor force participation rate edged down to 65.4 percent. Over the year,
the labor force has risen by 2.0 million.

Table A. Major Indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted

Quarterly Monthly data
averages

Category Feb.-
1986 1987 1 1987 Mar.

- I ~~~~~~change
IV I Jan. I Feb. I Mar.

EOUSEHOLD DATA
Thousands of persons

Labor force 1/.........
Total employment 1/..

Civilian labor force...
Civilian employment..
Unemployment.........

Not in labor force.....
Discouraged workers..

Unemployment rates:
All workers 1/....
All civilian workers.

Adult men..........
Adult women.......
Teenagers..........
White..............
Black..............
Hispanic origin....

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm employment .....
Goods-producing ......
Service-producing ....

Average weekly hours:
Total private........
Manufacturing ........
Overtime............

120,308 120,943 120,782 121,089 120,958 -131
112,170 112,995 112,759 113,122 113,104 -18
118,558 119,202 119,034 119,349 119,222 -- 127
110,420 111,254 111,011 111,382 111,368 -14

8,138 7,948 8,023 7,967 7,854 -113
62,807 62,800 62,793 62,649 62,957 308

1,127 1,168 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Percent of labor force

6.8 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 -0.1
6.9 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.6 -.1
6.1 5.9 6.0 5.9 5.8 -.1
6.0 5.8 5.9 5.8 5.8 0

17.8 17.9 17.7 18.0 18.1 .1
6.0 5.7 5.9 5.7 5.6 -.1

14.1 14.2 14.3 14.3 13.9 -.4
10.2 9.7 10.6 9.6 9.0 -.6

Thousands of lobs
-- --- --e --- -- --- -- --- -- --- ---Z ._ . A . ^ E ^
101,072101,838 101,626 p101,862 10p2,026
24 892 p25,007 25,008 p25,040 p24,972
76,180 p

7 6
,g

3
l 76,618 p

7 6
,
8 2 2

p
7 7

,
0

54

p164
p-68
p232

Hours of work

34.7 p34.9 34.8 p35.0 p34.8 p-0.2
40.8 p41.0 41.0 p41.2 p40.9 p-.3

3.5 p3.6 3.6 p3.6 p3.7 P.1

1/ Includes the resident Armed Forces.
p-preliminary.

N.A.-not available.
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Discouraged Workers (Household Survey Data)

In the first quarter of 1987, there were 1.2 million discouraged
workers--persons who wanted to work but had not looked for jobs because
they believed that they could not find work. The number of discouraged
workers has fluctuated between 1.1 and 1.3 million for the past 3 years.
Blacks and women continued to be disproportionately represented among the
discouraged. (See table A-14.)

Industry Payroll Employment (Establishment Survey)

Total nonagricultural employment rose by 165,000 in March, a modest
increase compared to those of the prior 6 months. Virtually all of the
over-the-month employment gain occurred in the service-producing
industries. (See table B-i.)

The services industry continued its strong expansion, with a 75,000
increase in jobs, two-thirds of which occurred in business and health
services. Employment growth also continued in finance, insurance, and real
estate. In retail trade, where there had been strong increases in the
prior 2 months (after seasonal adjustment), there was a relatively small
employment gain in March.

In the goods-producing sector, manufacturing employment edged down by
25,000. At 19.2 million, factory employment was about the same in March as
it was at the end of 1986. Much of the over-the-month decline was
concentrated in motor vehicles and in electrical and electronic equipment;
each has lost about 30,000 jobs over the past year. Construction
employment was down about 45,000, seasonally adjusted, but was still 50,000
above its year-end level. Mining employment changed little over the month,
and has experienced little further erosion since the rapid job losses that
occurred in its oil and gas extraction component during the first 9 months
of 1986.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek of production or nonsupervisory workers on
private nonagricultural payrolls was down 0.2 hour to 34.8 hours,
seasonally adjusted, the same as the January level. The manufacturing
workweek also reversed its increase of the prior month with a decline of
0.3 hour to 40.9, still quite high by historical standards. (See table
B-2.)

Due to the drop in hours, the index of aggregate weekly hours of
production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonagricultural payrolls
was down 0.4 percent to 120.4 (1977-100), seasonally adjusted. The
manufacturing index fell by 0.8 percent to 93.8, reflecting both the
decline in hours and in employment. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings rose 0.3 percent in March after allowance for
seasonality, while weekly earnings decreased 0.2 percent. Before seasonal
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adjustment, hourly earnings increased by I cent to $8.90, and weekly
earnings were up by $1.23 to $307.94. Over the year, hourly earnings rose
by 17 cents and weekly earnings were up $5.01. (See table B-3.)

The Hourly Earnings Index (Establishment Survey Data)

The Hourly Earnings Index (HEI) was 171.8 (1977-100) in March,
seasonally adjusted, an increase of 0.3 percent from February. For the 12
months ended in March, the increase was 2.0 percent. The PEI excludes the
effects of two types of changes unrelated to underlying wage rate
movements--fluctuations in manufacturing overtime and interindustry
employment shifts. In dollars of constant purchasing power, the HEI
increased 0.1 percent during the 12-month period ended in February. (See
table B-4.)

The Employment Situation for April 1987 will be released on Friday,
May 8, at 8:30 A.M. (EDT).
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Explanatory Note

This news release presents statistics from two major surveys,
the Current Population Survey (household survey) and the
Current Employment Statistics Survey (establishment survey).
The household survey provides the information on the labor
force, total employment, and unemployment that appears in
the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD DATA. It is a sample
surrey of about 59.500 bou eholds that is conducted by the
Bureau of the Census with most of the findings analyzed and
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (sas).

The establishment survey provides the information on the
employment, hours, and earnings of workers on
nonagricultural payrolls that appears in the B tables, marked
ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This information is collected
from payroll records by ass in cooperation with State agencies.
The sample includes 250,000 establishments employing over 38
million people.

For both surveys, the data for a given month are actually
collected for and relate to a particular week. In the household
survey, unless otherwise indicated, it is the calendar week that
contains the 12th day of the month, which is called the survey
week. In the establishment survey, the reference week is the
pay period including the 12th, which may or may not corres-
pond dineetly to the calendar week.

The data in this release are affected by a number of technical
factors, including dermitions, survey differences, seasonal ad-
justments, and the inevitable varmiance in results between a
survey of a sample and a census of the entire population. Each
of these factors is explained below.

Coweraing, dtdinhtions, and differences
belww Suom

The sample households in the household survey am selected
so as to reflect the entire civilian noninstitutional population
I6 years of age and older. Each person in a household is
classifsed as employed, unemployed, or not in the lhbor force.
Those who hold more than one job are classified according to
the job at which they worked the most hours.

People are classified as employed if they did any work ast all
as paid civilians; worked in their own business or profession or
on their own farm: or worked 15 hours or more in an enter-
prise operated by a member of their family, whether they were
paid or not- People are also counted as employed if they were
on unpaid leave because of illness, bad weather, disputes be-
tween labor and management, or personal reasons. Members
of the Aimed Forces stationed in the United States are also in-
cluded in the employed total.

People are classified as unemployed. regardless of their
eligibilisy for unemployment benefits or public assistance, if
they meet all of the following criteria: They had no employ-
mentsluring the survey week; they were available for work at

that time; and they made specific efforts to find employment
sometime during the prior 4 weeks. Persons laid off from their
former jobs and awaiting recall and those expecting to report
to a job within 30 days need not be looking for work to be
counted as unemployed.

The lnborfom equals the sum of the number employed and
the number unemployed. The unempioyment race is the
percentage of unemployed people in the labor force (civilian
plus the resident Armed Forces). Table A-5 presents a special
grouping of seven measures of unemployment based on vary-
lug defmitions of unemployment and the labor force. The
definitions are provided in the table. The most restrictive
defmiiton yields U- I and the most comprehensive yields U-7.
The overall unemployment rate is U-5a, while U-5b represents
the same measure with a dvilian labor force base.

Unlike the household survey, the establishment survey only
counts wage and sdalry employees whose names appear on the
payroll records of nonagricultural fuims. As a resuh, them are
many differences between the two surveys, among which are
the following:

- 5,nmo hatb d ser. aWtont sod suane -pk, otu.
hoes sen oftd- IMstasun. on ebilh- mv -hodf as
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eesd no. ur itnbbo sa du at;
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ombhn vs s sr fa Uod bo n;
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dhidiaJ il as W o.1Yta ; Asobm i sner. sabr- , smbsp u ko. .
n buo n ivb m onmns ua on non shin use Msrg wd be

mnd wp...4m so. spsp .

Other differences between the two surveys are described in
"Comparing Employment Estimates from Household and
Payroll Surveys," which may be obtained from the ass upon
request.

Seasonal adjustment
Over the course of a year, the size of the Nation's labor

force and the levels of employment and unemployment
undergo sharp fluctuations due to such seasonal events as
changes in weather, reduced or expanded production, har-
vests, major holidays, and the opening and closing of schools.
For example, the labor force increases by a large number each
June, when schools close and many young people enter the job
market. The effect of such seasonal variation cm be very
hrge; over the course of a year, for example, seasonality may
account for as much as 95 percent of the month-lo-month
changes in unemployment.
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Because these seasonal events follow a more or less regular
pastern each year, their influence on statistical trends can be
eliminated by adjusting the statistics from month to month.
These adjustments make nonseasonal devetopmsets, such as
declines in economic activity or increases in the participation
of women in the labor force, easier to spot. To return to the
school's-out example, the large number of people entering the
labor force each June is likety to obscure any other changes
that have taken place since May, making it difficult to deter-
mine if the level of economic activity has risen or declined.
However, because the effect of students finishing school in
previous years is known, the statistics for the current year can
be adjusted to allow for a compacable change. Insofar as the
seasonal adjastment is made correctly, the adjusted figure pro-
vides a more useful tool with which to analyze changes in
economic activity.

Measures of labor force, employment, and unemployment
contain components such as age and sex. Statistics for all
employees, production workers, average weekly hours, and
average hourly earnings include components based on the
enmploye's industry. AD these statistics can be seasonally ad-
justed either by adjusting the total or by adjusting each of the
components and combining them. The second procedure
usually yields more accurate information and is therefore
followed by ass. For example, the seasonally adjusted figure
for the labor force is the sumn of eight seasonally adjusted
civilian employment componests, plus the resident Armed
Forces total (not adjusted for seasonality). and four seasonally
adjusted unemployment components; the total for unemploy-
ment is the sum of the four unemployment components; and
the overall unemployment rate is deived by dividing the
restlting estimate of total unemployment by the estimate of
the labor force.

The numerical factors used to make the seasonal ad-
jwutments are recalculated regularly. For the household
survey, the factor are calculated for the January-June period
and again for the July-December period. At the time the first
half year's factors are calculated (upon availability of data for
December), historical data for the previous 5-year period are
subject to revision. For the establishment survey, updated fac-
ton for seasonal adjustment are calculated only once a year,
along with the introduction of new benchmarks which are
discussed at the and of the nest section.

Sampling veaeability
Statistics based on the household and establishment surveys

are subject to sampling error, that is, the estimate of the
number of people employed and the other estimates drawn
from them surveys probably differ from the figures that would
be obtained from a complete census, even if the same question-
naires and procedures were used. In the household survey, the
amount of the differences can be expressed in terms of stand-
ard eror. The numerical value of a standard error depends
upon the size of the sample, the results of the survey, and other
factors. However, the numerical value is always such that the
chances are approximately 68 out of 100 that an estimate based
an the sample will differ by no more than the standard error

from the results of a complete census. The chances are approx-
imately 90 out of 100 that an estimate based on the sample will
differ by no more than 1.6 times the standard error from the
results of a complete census. At approximately the 90-percent
level of confidence-the confidence limits used by sLs in its
analyses-the error for the monthly change in total employ-
ment is on the order of plus or minus 328,000; for total
unesmploymsent it is 220,000; and, for the overall unemploy-
ment rate, it is 0.19 percentage point. These figures do not
mean that the sample results are off by these magnitudes but,
rather, thau the chances are approximately 90 out of 100 thau
the "true" level or rate would not be expected to differ from
the estimates by more than these amounss.

Sampling errors for monthly surveys are reduced when the
data are cumulated for several mouths, such as quarterly or
annually. Also, as a general rule, the smaller the estimate, the
larger the sampling error. Therefore, relatively speaking, the
estimate of the size of the labor force is subject to less error
than is the estimate of the number unemployed. And, among
the unemployed, the sampling error for the jobless rate of
adult men, for example, is much smaller than is the error for
the jobless rate of teenagers. Specifically, the error on monthly
change in the jobless rate for men is .26 percentage point; for
teenagers, it is 1.25 percentage points.

In ohe establishment survey, estimates for-the 2 most current
months are based on incomplete retums: for this reason, these
estimates are labeled preliminary in the tables. When all the
returns in the sample have been received, the estimates ae
revised. In other words, data for the month of September are
published in preliminary form in October and November and
in final form in December. To remove errors that build up
over time, a comprehensive count of the employed is con-
ducted each year. The results of this survey are used to
establish new benchmarks-comprehensive counts of
employment-against which month-to-month changes can be
measured. The new benchmarks also incorporate changes in
the classification of industries and allow for the formation of
new establishments.

Additional astatstics and other Information
In order to provide a broad view of the Nation's employ-

mnct situation, aLs regularly publishes a wide variety of data
in this news release. More comprehensive statistics are contain-
ed in Employment and Earnings, published each month by
aLS. It is available for S4.50 per issue or S31.00 per year from
the U.S. Government Printing dffice, Washington, D.C.,
20204. A check or money order made out to she Superinten-
dnnt of Documents must accompany all ordems.

Employment and Earnings also provides approximations of
the standard errors for the household survey data published in
this release. For unemployment and other labor force
categories, the standard maors appear in tables B through J of
its "Explanatory Notes." Measures of the reliability of the
data drawn from the establishment survey and the actual
amounts of revision due to benchmark adjustments are pro-
vided in tables M, 0, P, and Q of that publication.
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Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, Commissioner.
I have a couple of almost technical questions at the outset.
The overall unemployment rate includes the military as being in

the work force and as employed, is that correct?
Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct.
Senator SARBANES. And then the civilian rate, of course, excludes

them. That's the essential difference?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. I notice that they differ by a tenth of a point

this month and my recollection is that that has been about the dif-
ference-well, let me ask the question without recollecting. What
has the difference been between those two rates since you made
that change-which was, what, about 2 years ago?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. Generally, the civilian rate is a tenth higher
than the overall rate, including the Armed Forces. Once in a while,
there may be a two-tenths difference, but that's due to rounding
differences. There generally is a one-tenth difference between the
two rates.

Senator SARBANES. Between overall and civilian?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. I've been looking at the level of long-term un-

employment and according to the figures we've been looking at
there are more than 2 million who have been unemployed for 15
weeks or longer.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. And more than half of them-in other words,

something over a million-have been unemployed for 27 weeks or
longer.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. My first question is, are these figures unchar-

acteristic, and in effect very high for this stage of a recovery
period?

Mrs. NORWOOD. They are much higher than they were this
number of months after the recession in the 1970's. Of course they
had been considerably higher right after the 1981-82 recession.
They were about double what they are now. So they have come
down considerably since the recession, but they are higher than
they were before the recession.

Senator SARBANES. According to our calculation, if you look at
the long-term unemployed as a percentage either of the labor force
or of the total number of unemployed, you really have to go back
quite far to find a comparable situation. As we calculate it, cur-
rently 26 percent of the unemployed have been out of work for 15
weeks or more. In other words, more than a quarter have been out
of work for more than 15 weeks and our historical survey would
indicate that we have to go back to the recession of the early 1970's
and the recession at the end of the Eisenhower years to find long-
term unemployment as severe as it is today.

Would that be correct?
Mrs. NORWOOD. I haven't made those calculations, but it would

not surprise me. We can go over them, but that sounds about right.
Senator SARBANES. Let me turn then, having focused on this

aspect of the problem, to the number of the unemployed covered by
unemployment insurance.
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What we see is a sharp drop in the percentage covered by unem-
ployment insurance, compared to the past situations. In fact, I
think the figure is now down to about 30 percent of the unem-
ployed. Would that be correct?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, if we look at actual unemployment insur-
ance claimants as a percentage of total unemployment in our
survey, it's 37 percent.

Senator SARBANES. 37 percent?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. It's gone up slightly.
Senator SARBANES. How does that compare with past periods?
Mrs. NORWOOD. It's considerably lower coverage than occurred

early in the 1980's and very much lower than in the 1970's. The
rate of coverage in May 1975 was 67.2 percent. It's now 37.1 per-
cent.

Senator SARBANES. And what explains that?
Mrs. NORWOOD. I'm not sure. Some of it may be changes that

have occurred in the administration of the laws by the States.
Many States have reviewed their procedures to ensure proper eligi-
bility. So there may be some effect there, but it's unmeasureable,
at least with the data that we have.

Second, we did have a recession in 1980 and then another steep
recession in 1981-82. There were two back-to-back recessions. Some
people say this was just one. In any case, there are many people
who lost their jobs and probably used up their eligibility.

So I think there were several reasons. I might add also that I
have-as I've explained to this committee before-some concerns
about the use of the UI data as a statistical data base. It's a very
good administrative data base, but there are variations in proce-
dures from one local area to another which make it difficult to look
at the statistical validity of the data.

Senator SARBANES. That leads right into my next question. Let
me put a question to you on that point because I'm concerned
about some very sharp variations. Even accepting the point you've
just made on the statistical validity, it seems to me the discrepancy
is so great that there's a bigger problem.

We took a look at the trigger notice dated March 31, which gives
each State's current insured unemployment rate, and compared
that with the State's total unemployment rate. One of the things
we were struck by-we being the staff of the committee that's been
doing some work on this-was the wide variation among the per-
cent of each State's unemployed that are covered by unemployment
insurance.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator SARBANES. We've just established the point that looking

at it nationally there's been a vary sharp drop in the percent of the
unemployed covered by unemployment insurance, from 67 percent
in I think it was the mid-1970's to 37 percent today. So we've gone
from roughly two-thirds to one-third-not quite.

Now if you do it on a State-by-State basis, you have very wide
variations. For example, slightly less than half the unemployed in
Maryland appear to be covered by unemployment insurance com-
pared to almost 90 percent in Rhode Island and less than 30 per-
cent in Texas.
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So my question is, What accounts for these State-by-State vari-
ations in the percent of total unemployment covered by unemploy-
ment insurance?

Mrs. NORWOOD. There are at least two explanations and there
may be many others.

One is that there are different administrative requirements State
by State. That's one of the reasons that in the calculation of local
area unemployment estimates our Bureau has found it necessary
to use data from the Current Population Survey to try to get all
States on the same definitional plane. So that's one of the prob-
lems.

The second problem, of course, is that there's a big difference in
the coverage for people who have lost a job and for people who
have just entered or reentered the labor force, perhaps having used
up eligibility before or perhaps not having had any. The ratio of
unemployment compensation claimants to job loses is almost 70
percent. That is still less than the proportion in the 1970's, when it
was nearly 100 percent, but there may be, and probably are, some
variations from one State to another in the proportions of entrants
and reentrants compared to job losers within the State.

Senator SARBANES. Well, my time is up.
Congressman McMillan.
Representative MCMILLAN. Pursuing a little bit the current level

of unemployment, it strikes me that this expansion, unlike most in
the post-World War II period, I believe it's correct to say is the
second longest sustained expansion since World War II or in the
post-World War II period, has been characterized by something
that the Congress is attempting to address right now that has to do
with the import problem.

And it strikes me that it has been a very strong performance for
the economy to achieve the unemployment levels that we have
achieved when we all know that there are heavy pockets of secular
unemployment caused by import problems which, as we all know,
have grown to record proportions in the past 2 to 3 years.

Do you have any data to indicate to what degree the current un-
employment level is impacted by the import problem or is it simply
too complex to develop that kind of information?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I believe it is too complex to develop a direct
causal relationship. We import things into this country because
they are cheaper or perhaps because consumers find them more de-
sirable. If we were to produce those items, the factors of production
would shift completely and we really don't know any way to devel-
op any effective statistical mechanism for measuring them.

I think the most that we can do is what has been done in a varie-
ty of reports-and the International Trade Commission has done a
good deal of work in this area-is to try to look at the obvious
places. We've seen a lot in the news about the electronic chip in-
dustry. We talk about automobiles and so on.

One of the major problems, of course, is the effect of imports on
prices and the kinds of reaction to import competition that our do-
mestic producers producing for export take. That can have a very
big effect on our export volume.

Represenative MCMILLAN. Well, it has been my experience, look-
ing at the State of North Carolina and my own district, I believe
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the figures this month confirm that the unemployment rate in
North Carolina dropped. My own district has among the lowest un-
employment rates in the country and yet we've lost close to 10,000
textile-related jobs in that district over the past 6 years.

It speaks well for the general health of the economy in this ex-
pansion in terms of its capacity to create jobs. It perhaps would be
interesting to consider doing some studies of particularly well-docu-
mented impacted industries to see what in fact has occurred with
respect to the former textile employees or perhaps other industries
as steel to see what they have done to recover.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Congressman, I believe that such studies, if they
were done, really would be extremely difficult and I think quite ex-
pensive. What is really needed is-as you say, the textile industry,
for example-would be to look at the response in terms of technolo-
gy, in terms of price, in terms of marketing, that is taken by indi-
vidual firms to the competition, whether the competition comes
from imports or from the domestic market, and then assess the via-
bility of the industry.

It seems to me that what we are seeing in many cases, particu-
larly in the textile industry, has been a reaction to competition. As
we find obsolete plants or plants with old technology facing compe-
tition, sometimes those plants close down and sometimes they are
refurbished. But even in the textile industry, we are finding new
plants coming into existence. Those plants are usually very effi-
cient plants.

I just don't think that one can do some sort of aggregate study to
look at those issues and it would be an extremely difficult job to do
comprehensive studies by industry. It would require personal visits.

We are trying to look at some of the technological change in
some industries. We have added a few questions as a pilot to our
industry wage surveys to see whether we can identify any changes.
But it has been many years since the Bureau of Labor Statistics
had a problem to actually send data collectors out to plants to do
real surveys of new technology and I think that's what would be
required.

Representative MCMILLAN. Well, I will admit it's difficult be-
cause often aggregate figures tend to mask the problem and there-
fore don't provide any clear indications as to potential solutions.
Just using the phrase textile industry as if it were one industry
and that a given participant in the industry can modify their prod-
uct mix or their equipment with any ease, some elements of the
industry may be doing extremely well while others are severely im-
pacted.

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's right.
Representative MCMILLAN. And I think it's really that issue of

masking performance that troubles me a little bit about simply
viewing unemploymnent rates in the aggregate for the Nation, ig-
noring the fact that in the longest expansion in the post-World
War II period, despite heavy impact that we would generally ac-
knowledge has occurred because of imports, we have had perhaps
one of the longest sustained periods of new job creation that we've
experienced.

On that note, could you characterize-because claims have been
made that we've created 12 million new jobs in the 53 months of
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this expansion-how that rate of job creation might compare with
other expansions in the post-World War II period?

Mrs. NORWOOD. It has been extremely vigorVus. In the 1970's we
created about 13 million jobs during the same period of recovery-
that is 52 months after the trough of the recession. We have cre-
ated a little over 12 million jobs in this recovery.

So both of them have been extremely strong. The period of the
1970's was a little bit stronger than now.

Representative MCMILLAN. Would the same be true basically in
terms of the employment-population ratios?

Mrs. NORWOOD. The unemployment-population ratio is extraordi-
narily high now. It reached an all-time high last month at 60.2 per-
cent. It has gone down a tenth of a point, but it is extraordinarily
high. Last month was an all-time high and this one is an all-time
high except for last month. So it is very high.

Representative MCMILLAN. And compared with the 1970's, how
would that compare roughly?

Mrs. NORWOOD. It's much higher. It's approximately the same
rate of increase during the two recoveries-that is, the one in the
1970's and now-but we started in the 1980's from a higher level of
employment. Employment-population ratios started at a higher
level.

So clearly there are more people working as a proportion of the
population than in the past. That's quite true.

Representative MCMILLAN. I think my time is up, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.

Senator SARBANES. Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROXMIRE. Commissioner, your statement emphasized

that the 6.6 percent unemployment rate of March was little
changed from February. Would you say that the one-tenth percent
improvement was mainly due to rounding the rate to 1 decimal
point?

Mrs. NORWOOD. There is some rounding in it, but the unemploy-
ment rate has to change by almost two-tenths of a percentage point
in order for the change to be statistically significant over a single
month.

Of course, over a period of time, a succession of tenths can accu-
mulate and become significant. But that's why I said that the un-
employment rate was about the same.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, I notice in your household data tabula-
tion you show an actual decline in the total employed between Feb-
ruary and March, seasonally adjusted. It dropped from 113,122,000
to 113,104,000. It's a small drop, but it's a drop. Isn't that right?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, but it's not a statistically significant drop.
Senator PROXMIRE. Well, the reason apparently that unemploy-

ment improved was because the labor force dropped and the
number of people working dropped.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. Now the March household survey shows an

increase in the number of discouraged workers in the first quarter.
How do you interpret that? Isn't it unusual for the number of dis-
couraged workers to increase during a period of economic growth?

Mrs. NORWOOD. The number of discourage workers is about the
same as in the previous quarter I believe. It's 1,168,000 and in the
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previous quarter it was 1,127,000. So there is really no significant
difference.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now the diffusion index-that's one we've
had fun with in the past and it's a pretty good index because I un-
derstand that that indicates the proportion of industries that actu-
ally increased employment compared to those who have lost em-
ployment.

What happened in 1 month's time to cause that drop? It dropped
from 63 percent in February to 49.7 percent in March. In view of
the fact that there wasn't much of a change, by and large, in the
statistics, that diffusion index is pretty spectacular.

Would you interpret that decline as a sign that the economy is
weakening?

Mrs. NORWOOD. The diffusion index is heavily weighted toward
manufacturing. Manufacturing employment from February to
March was quite weak and the diffusion index is showing that.

Nevertheless, almost 50 percent is still not cause for panic.
Senator PROXMIRE. Well, we usually say that the industrial

sector is in trouble when the diffusion index falls below 50 percent.
It's not much below 50 percent, as you say, but it is below it. Does
that mean that the industrial sector, the manufacturing sector,
faces a weak spring?

After all, it was a big drop.
Mrs. NORWOOD. It's quite clear that employment in durable goods

manufacturing in particular is weak. On the other hand, a lot will
depend on whatever the response is in the volume of export sales.
That will depend in large part on price relationships and also on
how that might translate or not translate into employment.

The employment growth that we are seeing and that we have
been seeing for many years now is largely focused in the service-
producing sector, as we have discussed many times.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now the payroll employment figures for each
of the first 2 months of the year were revised down by more than
100,000. This month you show no growth in employment when
measured by the household survey, but the payroll survey shows a
growth of 165,000.

Do you believe that this month's payroll employment growth
might be another overestimate and you will shortly have to revise
the figures downward?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, you will recall, Senator, that when I was
here in the previous couple of months I emphasized some concern
about the retail trade figure. I said that I thought that might be an
exaggeration. It actually was something of an exaggeration when
we got full reports in. That's where the problem was.

Retail trade is up only slightly now, 36,000 this month. So I don't
see any really serious problem there.

Another area that we have some concern about is in government,
which seems to be very difficult to measure, but the total private
has still gone up. So I don't think that's a problem.

Senator PROXMIRE. As you know, Members of Congress are espe-
cially sensitive to the regional changes.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. And we have some regions of the country

that are dominated by energy production or by agricultural produc-
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tion which have suffered a great deal. We notice that especially in
the banking industry and in other areas.

Can you give us a quick r6sume-it's hard for me to interpret
your figures because I don't understand the acronyms. They seem
to be contradictory. At any rate, give me a brief r6sume by what
the six or eight or nine regions that you have, whether unemploy-
ment is up or down?

Mr. PLEWES. This will take a minute because we don't have the
columns lined up exactly, but taking a look just over the past year,
for example, from March 1986 to March 1987, and take a look at
the unemployment experienced in each of the regions, in the
Northeast region the unemployment rate has gone down by 1.2 per-
centage points.

Senator PROXMIRE. That's probably the most prosperous part of
the country.

Mr. PLEWES. Yes, sir. It surely is. In the Middle Atlantic area,
the unemployment rate went down by 16 percentage points. The
East-North Central area unemployment rate was down about six-
tenths.

Senator PROXMIRE. That includes Wisconsin?
Mr. PLEWES. That includes Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Iowa,

and Indiana.
Senator PROXMIRE. Six-tenths down?
Mr. PLEWES. Six-tenths down. Not as much as the Northeast but

the direction is down. Going through some other areas, in the farm
areas, West-North Central area, eight-tenths down, starting from
reasonably low levels actually, but eight-tenths down. In the South
Atlantic region, two-tenths down. That's the North Carolina, South
Carolina, Virginia areas down to Georgia and Florida. In the Ken-
tucky, Tennessee area, the East-South Central, down 1.5 percent.

In the West-South Central-that's the area hit by the oil and gas
problems-Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas-up two-
tenths of a percent. Most of their increase was prior to this year,
but it's still up two-tenths.

Senator PROXMIRE. So that area, Oklahoma and so forth, they're
worse off now than they were?

Mr. PLEWES. That's correct.
The Mountain Area in the West, that's also impacted-Wyoming,

Colorado, New Mexico, down in Nevada and in that area, up nine-
tenths, again fairly largely through mining-losses in both metal
mining and oil and gas extraction.

Senator PROXMIRE. When you say "up," you mean unemploy-
ment?

Mr. PLEWES. Unemployment is up nine-tenths of a percentage
point on average in that region.

The Pacific region is down-California, Hawaii, Washington,
Oregon, and Alaska-down eight-tenths percent.

Senator PROXMIRE. So it sounds as if the healthier are getting
healthier and the sicker are getting sicker.

Mr. PLEwES. That's correct. And I think if we could characterize
it right now, we have problems in oil and gas and mining that
affect certain areas. We have problems in farming, in agriculture,
that are affecting that area. And we have continued problems, of
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course, in some of the manufacturing industries that affect certain
areas.

Senator PROXMIRE. I think maybe I have time for one more ques-
tion.

This month you reported that we lost 68,000 jobs in the goods-
producing sector. I find that rather startling because it was report-
ed that the operating rate of the Nation's factories had begun to
rise to 79.8 percent in February. New orders for manufactured
goods rose 4.3 percent in February. Inventories lowered in the last
quarter of 1986 should probably need rebuilding.

Can you explain why goods-producing employment should drop
so dramatically?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, as you well know, Senator, the fact that
employment goes down does not always have a relationship to
output. Output in manufacturing has held up much more firmly
than has employment in manufacturing.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, that's hard to understand. I would
think that as production goes up jobs go up, as production goes
down jobs go down. Why not?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, there are two things going on. One is new
technology, of course, and the other is the distinct effort by employ-
ers to become more competitive. Labor costs are quite high and
they are paying a great deal of attention to trying to reduce labor
costs and to get as much production as they can by using capital
equipment and workers more effectively and more efficiently.

So we are finding in the newspaper almost every week some indi-
cation by large corporations of reductions in their work force with-
out necessarily affecting the output of those factories.

Senator SARBANES. We have a rollcall. I think we are in a posi-
tion to adjourn the hearing, but Congressman McMillan wanted
some answers to some questions as I understand it.

Representative MCMILLAN. I have some questions with respect to
drawing a historical and a profile of people at the minimum wage
level classifications by age, part time, head of household, joint head
of household, which I would like to pursue with in writing, Mrs.
Norwood, if that would be permissible, Mr. Chairman.

Senator SARBANES. Certainly.
Representative MCMILLAN. Thank you very much.
Senator SARBANES. Commissioner, I thank you and your associ-

ates very much. We appreciate you appearing before us.
The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 10:10 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room SD-628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Paul S. Sarbanes (chair-man of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senator Sarbanes and Representative Wylie.
Also present: William R. Buechner and Christopher J. Frenz,professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES, CHAIRMAN
Senator SARBANES. The Joint Economic Committee will come toorder.
We are pleased again to welcome Commissioner Janet Norwood

for her testimony this morning on the employment and unemploy-
ment figures for April 1987.

This is one in a continuing series of such hearings that this com-mittee has held and we are very pleased to have Commissioner
Norwood back before us.

I am going to depart from the usual statement that the chairman
makes on the unemployment figures when we hold these monthlyhearings and take a moment to say that since Commissioner Nor-wood's last appearance before us we have received the very wel-come news that President Reagan has nominated her to be theCommissioner for a third term as the head of the Bureau of LaborStatistics.

Commissioner Norwood has had a very distinguished career; shehas been a Bureau of Labor Statistics employee for almost a quar-ter of a century. Before her nomination to her first full term asCommissioner of Labor Statistics, she had served as Deputy Com-missioner for 5 years, from October 1973 to April 1978, and asActing Commissioner from April 1978, following the death of Com-missioner Julius Shiskin, to May 1979.
She then got her first 4-year term. She was reappointed to asecond 4-year term in 1983, and she's now been nominated-and Ihave every confidence will be confirmed-to a third 4-year term.
Throughout her nearly 25-year career at the BLS, she's unfail-

ingly adhered to the highest professional standards of competence
and integrity, and her pending reappointment is a most welcome
development.

(363)
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I have talked to the leadership of the Labor and Human Re-
sources Committee. I gather they hope to act on this nomination in
the next few weeks.

So, Commissioner, I simply say congratulations and we are very
pleased about this nomination for your further reappointment, and
we are very pleased to welcome you once again before the commit-
tee.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Thank you very much.
Senator SARBANES. Congressman Wylie.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE WYLIE

Representative WYLIE. Mr. Chairman, it gives me a great deal of
pleasure to welcome Commissioner Norwood here this morning and
I, too, would like to congratulate her on her nomination and cer-
tainly voice my strong support. She has become a real expert in
her field and is looked to for advice and guidance in the area of
employment and unemployment.

I see this morning that the Commissioner brings us very good
news indeed, that there is a sharp three-tenths of a percentage
point decline in the civilian unemployment rate and that its level
is down to 6.3 percent. I think that's probably the lowest rate since
way back in 1980, if I read my figures correctly. But it seems as if
this increased employment is across the board and I would just
make the observation that over the course of the upswing almost
13 million jobs have been created, if I read your report correctly,
and this is the longest economic recovery I think for a long time.
But we are clearly it seems moving in the right direction, but I
want to hear from you and I look forward to your testimony.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SARBANES. Commissioner, we would be pleased to hear

from you.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET L. NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED BY THOMAS J. PLEWES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSION-
ER, OFFICE OF EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATIS-
TICS; AND KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER,
OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS

Mrs. NORWOOD. Thank you. Mr. Dalton is on my right and Mr.
Plewes is on my left.

We are always very, very pleased to be here to supplement the
press release.

Unemployment fell sharply in April, and employment growth
was quite strong. Both the overall and the civilian jobless rates de-
clined three-tenths of a percentage point-to 6.2 and 6.3 percent,
respectively. In addition, both the household and the business sur-
veys recorded healthy job growth.

Jobless rates declined for most worker groups. The rates for
adult men and women dropped three-tenths of a point to 5.5 per-
cent. Unemployment rates for men and women have been quite
similar for some time now and identical for the last 2 months. This
shift away from the historical pattern of a higher rate for women
than for men, especially in a recovery period, is an interesting one.
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During the late 1970's, for example, the rate for women generally
exceeded the rate for men by 1½/2 to 2 percentage points. In the1980's, however, the male unemployment rate rose steeply during
the recession. Partly because of the industrial restructuring that
has occurred, it has remained well above its historical level, where-as the unemployment rate for adult women is now back to 1979levels. The adult male unemployment rate is still very much affect-
ed by the relative weakness of mining and of several key manufac-
turing industries. Women, on the other hand, have traditionally
been more concentrated in some of the fast-growing service indus-tries. The service-producing sector is now the primary source of in-
creased jobs for both men and women. In addition, the trend hasbeen for women to shift more and more into full-time, career-ori-
ented employment. Their educational attainment has risen, and
they have sharply reduced their movement out of the labor force asthey have children.

Jobless rates for whites declined to 5.4 percent, and the rate forblacks dropped to 13.0 percent. Over the past year, the rate for
blacks has fallen by nearly 2 percentage points. The proportion ofthe black population at work, while still well below the 62.1 per-cent for the white population, has risen from 54.3 to 54.7 percent.
The unemployment rate for the Hispanic population-at 9.2 per-cent in April-was down from the 10.5 percent rate of a year ago,and their employment population ratio picked up by about 2 per-centage points over the year.

Despite the decline in overall unemployment, there was no sig-nificant reduction in the number of jobless for 6 months or longer,
or in the number of persons working part time for economic rea-
sons. After 53 months of expansion in the labor market, there stillare more than a million persons with very long-duration unemploy-
ment and another 5.4 million working part time when they wantfull-time jobs.

As I indicated earlier, both the household and the business sur-veys showed strong employment growth in April. In fact, since lastSeptember, both surveys have registered gains of about 1.8 million.
The fastest growth over the year continued to take place in the rel-atively well-paid precision production, craft and repair occupations
and in the managerial and professional specific occupations.

Growth in the business survey followed its now familiar pattern.
Most of the 315,000 growth was in the service-producing sector.Services, the largest industry group, with almost one-fourth of all
payroll jobs, accounted for 100,000 of the over-the-month gain. Fi-nance, insurance and real estate continued strong, adding about
35,000 jobs, and retail trade rose by 65,000.

In the goods-producing sector, construction, which had experi-
enced unusual seasonal patterns during the winter months, rose
slightly on a seasonally adjusted basis. In mining, the long down-
ward slide in employment seems to have bottomed out. Although
there has been little increase in mining employment in recent
months, we are no longer seeing the large and consistent job losses
that occurred in the last 2 years.

Employment in manufacturing continued the lackluster perform-
ance of recent months, with little change occurring in April. The
15,000 job drop in the motor vehicles and equipment industry was
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due to a temporary layoff. The workers affected by that layoff are
now back at work.

Although factory employment held steady in April, the average
factory workweek declined by half an hour, and overtime declined
by three-tenths of a hour. As a result, aggregate hours in manufac-
turing declined by 1.0 percent. Our experience shows, however,
that these declines was probably associated with religious observ-
ance, both of which fell within the reference week.

In summary, the labor market in April was quite strong. Sizable
job growth resumed, especially in the service-producing sector, and
unemployment declined.

I would like to take a moment, Mr. Chairman, to comment brief-
ly on the first quarter 1987 price data which suggest that the ef-
fects of the declining dollar are influencing the prices of consumer
products. Prices paid by importers for commodities other than
fuels, which has been rising since 1985, rose appreciably again
during the first quarter of this year. In the CPI, a sharp turn-
around in energy prices was the major cause of the 6.2 percent rise
in the overall index during the first quarter of this year; the CPI
had risen only 1.1 percent in all of 1986. Nevertheless, consumer
prices for commodities other than food and energy also accelerated.

Many product areas that are heavily influenced by imports had
substantial annual rates of increase in the first quarter, and I list a
few examples-wine, apparel, and jewelry.

While one should not make too much of a single quarter's data,
evidence that the dollar's decline is putting some upward pressure
on domestic prices is beginning to accumulate. There is even some
limited evidence that domestic producer prices may be responding
to the advent of higher import prices. After rising 2.9 percent
during 1986, the index for prices received by domestic producers of
consumer goods other than food and energy rose at a somewhat
more rapid annual rate of 3.7 percent during the first quarter. The
evidence for price accelerations among domestic producers is very
limited, but the large increases for such things as apparel and
home electronics suggest that prices of domestically produced and
import-sensitive commodities bear watching in the coming months.

Mr. Chairman, we would be glad to try to answer any questions.
[The table attached to Mrs. Norwood's statement, together with

the press release referred to, follows:]



Unemployment ratea of all civilian workers by alternative seasonal adjustment methods 

Month Unad- Concurrent 
and justed Official (as first 

y_ear rate ,procedure computed) 
(1) (2) (3) 

1986 

April ••••••• 7.0 7.1 7.1 
May ••••••••• 7.0 7.2 7.2 
June •••••••• 7.3 7.1 7.1 
July •••••••• 7.0 7.0 7.0 
August •••••• 6.7 6.8 6.8 
September ••• 6.8 7.0 7.0 
October ••••• 6.6 6.9 6.9 
November •••• 6.6 -6.9 6.9 
December •••• 6.3 6.7 6.7 

1987 

January ••••• 7.3 6.7 6.7 
February •••• 7.2 6.7 6.7 
March ••••••• 6.9 6.6 6.6 
April ••••••• 6.2 6.3 6.3 

SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 
May 1987 

X-II ARIHA method X-ll method 
(official 

Concurrent Stable Total Residual method 
(revised) before 1980) 

(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

7.1 7.2 7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 
7.1 . 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 
7.0 7.0 6.9 7.0 7.0 
6.8 6.8 6.9 7.0 6.8 
7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 
7.0 7.0 6.9 6.9 7.0 
6.9 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.0 
6.7 6.6 6.7 6.7 6.7 

6.7 6.7 6.8 6.6 6.7 
6.6 6.6 6.7 6.5 6.7 
6.5 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.6 
6.3 6.4 6.3 6.3 6.3 

Range 
(colB. 
2-8) 
(9) 

.1 
-
-
.1 
.2 
-
.1 
.1 
.1 

.2 

.2 

.1 

.1 
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(1) Unadjusted race. Une.ployrment rate for all cJiIian workers, not seasonaily adjusted.

(2) Off1cial procedure (X-li ARIDIA nethod). The published seasonally adjusted rate for

a1l civilian work rs. Each of the 3 oajor civilIao labor force va-ponents--agricultural

employment, nonagricultural ep Poynent and unemployment-for 4 age-sex groupso-ales and

femalei, ages 16-19 and 20 years and over-are seasonally adjusted Independently using data

from Jaouary 1975 forward. The data series for each of these 12 components are extended by

a year at each end of the original series using ARIKA (Auto-Regressive. Integrated. Hoving

Average) models chosen specifically for each series. Each extended series is then seasonally

adjusted with the X-1l portion of the X-li ARIMA program. The 4 teenage unemployment and

nonagricultural employment components are adjusted with the additive adjuatment model,

while the other components are adjusted with the multiplicative model. The unemployment

rate Is computed by sumaing the 4 seasonally adjusted unemployment components and calculating

that total as a percent of the civilian labor force total derived by summing all 12 seasonally

adjusted components. All the seasonally adjusted series are revised at the end of each year.

Extrapolated factors for January-June are computed at the beginning of each year; extrapolated

factors for July-December are computed in the middle of the year after the June data become

available. Each set of 6-month factors are published in advance, In the January and July

issues, respectively, of Employment and Earnings.

(3) Concurrent (as first computed. -ll ARIMA method). The official procedure for

computation of the rate for all ciia-n workers using the 12 components Is followed

except that extrapolated factors are not used at all. Each component Is seasonally adjusted

with the X-ll ARIMA program each month as the most recent data become available. Rates for

each month of the current year are shown as first computed; they are revised only once each

year. at the end of the year when data for the full year become available. For example,

the rate for January 1985 would be based, during 1985, on the adjustment of data from

the period January 1975 through January 1985.

(4) Concurrent (revised, K-l ARIMA method). The procedure used is identical to (3)

above and the rare for the current month (the last month displayed) will always be the

same In the two columns. However, all previous months are subject to revision each month

based on the seasonal adjustment of all the components with data through the current month.

(5) Stable (X-Il ARMA method). Each of the 12 civilian labor force components Is extended

using ARIMA as in the official procedure and then run through the X-il part

of the program using the srable option. This option assumes that seasonal patterns

are basically constant from year-to-year and computes final seasonal factors as

unweighted averages of all the seosonal-irregular components for each month across

the entire span of the period adjusted. As In the official procedure, factors are

extrapolated In 6-onth intervals and the series ace revised at the end of each year.

The procedure for computation of the rate from the seasonally adjusted components

is also Identical to the official procedure.

(6) Total (K-li ARIMA method). This is one alternative aggregation procedure. in

which total unemployment and civilian labor force levels are extended with ARIMA models

and directly adjusted with multiplicative adjustment models In the X-il part of the

program. The rate Is computed by taking seasonally adjusted total unemployment as a

percent of seasonally adjusted total civillan labor force Factors are extrapolated

in 6-monCh intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(7) Residual (X-ll ARIMA method). This Is another alternative aggregation method, in

which total civilian employment and cIvilian labor force levels are extended using ARIMA

models and then directly adjusted with multiplicative adjustment models. The seasonally

adjusted unemployment level Is derived by subtracting seasonally adjusted employment

from seasonally adjusted labor force. The rate Is then computed by taking the derived

unemployment level as a percent of the labor force level. Factors are extrapolated In

6-month Intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(8) X-Il method (official method before 1980). The method for computation of the official

procedure is used except that the series are not extended with ARIMA models and the factors

are projected in 12-month intervals. The standard X-li program is used to perform the

seasonal adjustment.

Methods of Adjustment: The X-1l ARIMA method was developed at Statistics Canada by the

Seasonal Adjootment and Times Series Staff under the direction of Estela Bee Dlgua. The

method is described in The X-il ARIMA Seasonal Adjustment Method, by itela e.e Orgun,

Statistics Canado CAralogue No. 12-564E, February 1980.

The standard C-li method is described in X-il VaOtast of the Census Method 11 Seasonal

Adjustment Prograom, by Julius Shskin, Allan Young and John Musgrave (Technical Paper

No. 15, Burean of the Census, 1967).
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: APRIL 1987

Unemployment declined in April and employment rose substantially, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today.
The overall unemployment rate and the rate for civilian workers each were
down three-tenths of a percentage point to 6.2 percent and 6.3 percent,
respectively.

Total civilian employment--as measured by the monthly survey of
households--rose by 470,000 in April, and nonagricultural payroll
employment--as measured by the monthly survey of establishments--was up by
315,000. The two employment series have advanced by 2.8 and 2.5 million,
respectively, over the past year.

Unemployment (Nousehold Survey fata)

The number of unemployed persons declined by 350,000 in April to a
seasonally adjusted level of 7.5 million. The civilian worker unemployment
rate fell by 0.3 percentage point to 6.3 percent, matching the rates last
reached in January-March of 1980.

Unemployment rates for virtually all labor force groups declined to
their lowest levels for the current expansionary period. The rates for
adult men and adult women each decreased by three-tenths of a point to 5.5
percent, while the rate for teenagers edged down to 17.4 percent. Jobless
rates for both whites (5.4 percent) and blacks (13.0 percent) improved over
the month, while the rate for Hispanics (9.2 percent) was about unchanged.
(See tables A-2 and A-3.)

Most of the over-the-month decline in unemployment occurred among
those jobless for less than 15 weeks. The average (mean) duration of
unemployment was unchanged at 14.9 weeks, while median duration edged up to
7 weeks. (See table A-7.)

Civilian Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Civilian employment rose more than usual in April and, after
adjustment for seasonality, advanced by 470,000 to 111.8 million. Adult
women accounted for more than half of this increase. The proportion of the
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civilian population that was employed rose 0.2 percentage point to 61.3

percent. (See table A-2.)

The civilian labor force participation rate, at 65.4 percent, was

unchanged in April. Over the past 12 months, the civilian labor force has

Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted

Quarterly Monthly data
averages

Category Mar.-

1986 1987 1987 Apr.

HOUSEHOLD DATA IV I Feb. I Mar. I Apr. change
_ Thousands f --r-ns

Labor force 1/ .........
Total employment 1/. .

Civilian labor force...
Civilian employment..
Unemployment .........

Not in labor force.....
Discouraged workers..

Unemployment rates:
All workers 1/.......
All civilian workers.

Adult men..........
Adult women.......
Teenagers.........
White.............
Black.............
Hispanic origin....

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm employment.....
Goods-producing ......
Service-producing....

Average weekly hours:
Total private........
Manufacturing.......

Overtime ............

120,308 120,943 121,089 120,958 121,070 112
112,170 112,995 113,122 113,104 113,570 466
118,558 119,202 119,349 119,222 119,335 113
110,420 111,254 111,382 111,368 111,835 467

8,138 7,948 7,967 7,854 7,500 -354
62,807 62,800 62,649 62,957 63,009 52

1,127 1,168 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Percent of labor force

6.8 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.2 -0.3

6.9 6.7 6.7 6.6 6.3 -.3

6.1 5.9 5.9 5.8 5.5 -.3

6.0 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.5 -.3

17.8 17.9 18.0 18.1 17.4 -.7

6.0 5.7 5.7 5.6 5.4 -.2
14.1 14.2 14.3 13.9 13.0 -.9
10.2 9.7 9.6 9.0 9.2 .2

Thousands of jobs
1010/ p101,0)0 1010)4I Ac pclULUS pnlawh,3Lwo palu
11,7pl ,310101/z , 84P10 U OUZ ADZ")

24,892 p
2 5

,
0 1 7

25,038 p
2 5

,
0 0 4

p
2 5

,
0 4 6

76,180 p
7 6 8 1 3

76,816 177'005 p
7 7

,
2 7 9

p'10
p42

p2
7 4

Hours of work

34.7 p34.9 35.0 p
3 4

.
8

p
3 4

.
7

p-
0
.
1

40.8 p
4 1

.
1

41.3 p
4 1

.
0

p
4 0

.
5

p-.
5

3.5 p
3
.

6
3.6 p

3
.
7

p3.4 p-.
3

1/ Includes the resident Armed Forces.
p-preliminary.

_ .. . _ ~~~~~~.A.-o ava __ II labe
N.A.-not available.
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grown by 2.0 million to 119.3 million persons. Adult women have accountedfor three-fifths of this increase.

Industry Payroll Employment (Establishment Survey)

Total nonagricultural payroll employment rose by 315,000 in April. Asusual, the increase was mostly among service-producing industries, wherethere was a gain of 275,000 jobs. Since April 1986, the industries in thissector have added over 2.5 million workers to its payrolls, accounting forpractically all of the over-the-year job growth. (See table B-I.)

Jobs in the services industry increased by 105,000 in April, withalmost half of the gain occurring in business and health services. Over Imillion jobs have been added in this industry during the past year. Retailtrade also posted strong gains, increasing by about 65,000. Employmentgrew by 35,000 in the finance, insurance, and real estate industry, withfinance alone rising by 20,000.

In the goods-producing sector, the construction industry posted a gainof about 25,000 jobs (seasonally adjusted). Manufacturing employment waslittle changed, as a decline in motor vehicles and equipment offset smallbut widespread gains elsewhere. Jobs in mining and its oil and gasextraction component have edged up over the last 3 months, in contrast tothe large and steady losses of the prior 2 years.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek of production or nonsupervisory workers onprivate nonagricultural payrolls edged down 0.1 hour to 34.7, afterseasonal adjustment. Weekly hours in manufacturing declined by 0.5 hour to'40.5 hours, and factory overtime declined by 0.3 hour to 3.4; bothmovements resulted from religious observances in the reference period.(See table B-2.)

Despite employment gains, declining hours caused the index ofaggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory workers on privatenonagricultural payrolls to edge down 0.1 percent to 120.5 (1977-100) inApril. This level was still 2.4 percent higher than a year earlier. (Seetable B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings were down 0.2 percent in April, and averageweekly earnings declined by 0.5 percent, after adjustment for seasonality.Before seasonal adjustment, hourly earnings were unchanged at $8.89, whileaverage weekly earnings were down 88 cents to $306.71. (See table B-3.)
The Hourly Earnings Index (Establishment Survey Data)

The Hourly Earnings Index (HEI) was 172.2 (1977-100) in April,seasonally adjusted, an increase of 0.3 percent from March. For the 12
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months ended in April, the increase was 2.2 percent. The HEI excludes the
effects of two types of changes unrelated to underlying wage rate
movements-fluctuations in manufacturing overtime and interindustry
employment shifts. In dollars of constant purchasing power, the HEI
decreased 0.9 percent during the 12-month period ended in March. (See
table B-4 .)

Revisions in the Establishment Survey Data

The Employment Situation news release of data for May will Introduce
revisions in the establishment-based series on nonagricultural payroll
employment, hours, and earnings to reflect the regular annual benchmark
adjustments and updated seasonal adjustment factors.

The Employment Situation for May 1987 will be released on Friday,
June 5, at 8:30 A.M. (EDT).
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Explanatory Note

This news release presents statistics from two major surveys,
the Current Population Survey (household survey) and the
Current Employment Statistics Survey (establishment survey).
The household survey provides the information on the labor
force, total employment, and unemployment thatappears in
the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD DATA. It is a sample
surey of about 59,500 households that is conducted by the
Bureau of the Census with most of the findings analyzed and
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics at~ss.

The establishment survey provides the information on the
employment, hours, and earnings of workers on
nonagricultural payrolls that appears in the B tables, marked
ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This information is collected
from payroll records by Bns in cooperation with State agencies.
The sample includes 250,000 establishments employing over 38
million people.

For both surveys, the data for a given month are actually
collected for and relate to a particular week. In the household
survey. unless otherwise indicated, it is the calendar week that
contains the 12th day of the month, which is called the survey
week. In the establishment survey, the reference week is the
pay period including the 12th, which may or may not cores.
pond directly to the calendar week.

The data in this release are affected by a number of technical
factors, including definitions. survey differences, seasonal ad-
justments, and the Inevitable variance in results between a
survey of a sample and a census of the entire population. Each
of these factors is explained below.

Coverage, deIfnitllo , and diferences
between surveys

The sample households in the household survey are selected
so as to reflect the entire civilian noninstitutional population
16 years of age and older. Each peon in a household is
classified as employed, unemployed, or not in the labor force.
Those who hold more thin one job are classified according to
the job at which they worked the most hours.

People are classified as employed if they did any work at all
as paid civilians; worked in their own business or profession or
on their own farm; or worked 15 bour or more in an enter-
prise operated by a member of their family. whether they were
paid or not. People are also counted as employed if they were
on unpaid leave because of illness. bad weather, disputaes be-
tween labor and management. or personal reasons. Members
of the Armed Forces stationed in the United States are also in-
cluded in the employed total.

People are classified as unemployed, regardless of their
eligibility for unemployment benefits or pubhc assistance, if
they meet all of the following criteria: They had no employ-
ment luring the survey week; they were available for work at

that time; and they made specific efforts to find employment
sometime during the prior 4 weeks. Persons laid off from their
former jobs and awaiting recall and those expecting to report
to a job within 30 days need not be looking for work to be
counted as unemployed.

The laborforee equals the sum of the number employed and
the number unemployed. The unemployment rule is the
percentage of unemployed people in the labor force (civilian
plus the resident Armed Forces). Table A-5 presents a special
grouping of sene measures of unemployment based on vary-
ing defimitions of unemployment and the labor force. The
definitions are provided in the table. The most restrictive
defmition yields U-I snd the most comprehensive yields U-7.
The overall unemployment rate is U-5a, while U-5b represents
the same measure with a civilian labor force base.

Unlike the household survey, the establishment survey only
counts wage and salary employees whose names appear on the
payroD records of nonagriculturad firms. As a result, there are
many differences between the two surveys, among which are
the following:

- Thre houed mny. _.A t.d ma *undo sre. f -
ta sWom, of she rau. : Or m _btdms err snde ftaeksm.
Ac reti-rYoyd. md Wm b, vne sh.d emrs, and
.mebo- of re dW Amod Ians;

- The hosld mery wnd. peapl aped trer avonas she
ealooeyd: Or nhubtlms mr don a;

* - The h bWd mery h trebed re sue O 16 sn of ae ad aldo:; h.
easiurems emy b m tbed by p;

- Tth htead meorr bre - dpaue oa rediduab. bame h tI
dsvdu.] a Ounued eony n: no d.e sbtfidomt snl. oaploy werko.irm
m Aoe Ih b as oaeele ao*gvan aut An oar psv wor.d be

naseled peya fSm esb ppe.

Other differences between the two sunreys are described in
"Comparing Employment Estimates from Household and
Payroll Sueyns," which may be obtained from the BaS upon
request.

Seanonal adjustment
Over the course of a year, the size of the Nation's Labor

force and the levees of employment tnd unemployment
undergo sharp fluctuations due to such seasonal events as
changes in weather, reduced or expanded production, har-
vests, major holidays, and the opening and closing of schools.
For example, the Labor force increases by a large number each
June, when schools close and many young people enter the job
market. The effect of such seasonal variation can be vesy
large; over the course of a year, for example, seasonality may
account for as much as 95 percent of the month-to-month
changes in unemployment.
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Because these seasonal events follow a more or less regular
pattern each yea, their influence on statistical trends can be
eliminated by adjusting the statistics from month to month.
These adjustments make nonseasonal developments, such as
declines in economic activity or increases in the participation
of women in the labor force, easier to spot. To return to the
school's-out example, the large number of people entering the
labor force each June is likely to obscure any other changes
that have taken place since May, making it difficult to deter-
mine if the level of economic activity has risen or declined.
However, because the effect of students finishing school in
previous years is known, the statistics for the current year can
be adjusted to allow for a comparable change. Insofar as the
seasonal adjustment is made correctly, the adjusted figure pro-
vides a more useful tool with which to analyze changes in
economic activity.

Measures of labor force, employment, and unemployment
contain components such as age and se.. Statistics for all
employees, production workers, average weekly hours, and
average hourly earnings include components based on the
employer's industry. All these statistics cmn be seasonally ad-
justed either by adjusting the total or by adjusting each of the
components and combining them. The second procedure
usually yields more accurate information and is therefore
followed by sLs. For example, the seasonally adjusted figure
for the labor force is the sum of eight seasonally adjusted
civilian employment components, plus the resident Armed
Forces total (not adjusted for seasonality), and four seasonally
adjusted unemployment components; the total for unemploy-
ment is the sum of the four unemployment components; and
the overall unemployment rate is derived by dividing the
resulting estimate of total unemployment by the estimate of
the labor force.

The numeescal factors used to make the seasonal ad-
justmeants are recalculated regularly. For the household
survey, the factors are calculated for the January-June period
and again for the July-December period. At the time the first
half yea's factors ae calculated (upon availability of data for
December), historical data for the previous 5-year period are
subject to revision. For the establishment survey, updated fac-
tors for seasonal adjustment ae calculated only once a yea,
along with the introduction of new benchmarks which are
discussed at the end of the next section.

Sampling varlabillty
Statistics based on the household and establishment surveys

are subject to sampling error, that is, the estimate of the
number of people employed and the other estimates drawn
from these surveys probably differ from the figures that would
be obtained from a complete census, even if the same question-
naires and procedures were used. In the household survey, the
amount of the differences can be expressed in terms of stand-
ard errors. The numerical value of a standard error depends
upon the size of the sample, the results of the survey, and other
factors. However, the numerical value is always such that the
chances are approximately 68 out of 100 that an estimate based
on the sample will differ by no more than the standard error

from the results of a complete census. The chances are approx-
imately 90 out of 100 that an estimate based on the sample will
differ by no more than 1.6 times the standard error from the
results of a complete census. At approximately the 90-percent
level of confidence-the confidence limits used by BLS in is
analyses-the error for the monthly change in total employ-
ment is on the order of plus or minus 328,000; for total
unemployment it is 220,000; and, for the overall unemploy-
ment rate, it is 0.19 percentage point. These figures do not
mean that the sample results are off by these suagnitudes but,
rather, that the chances we approximately 90 out of 100 that
the "true" level or cate would not be expected to differ from
the estimates by more than these amounts.

Sampling errors for monthly surveys me reduced when the
data are cumulated for several months. such as quarterly or
annually. Also, as a general rule, the smaller the estimate, the
larger the sampling error. Therefore, relatively speaking, the
estimate of the size of the labor force is subject to less error
than is the estimate of the number unemployed. And, among
the unemployed, the sampling error for the jobless rate of
adult men, for example, is much smaller than is the error for
the jobless rate of teenagers. Specifically, the error on monthly
change in the jobless rate for men is .26 percentage point; for
teenagers, it is 1.25 percentage points.

In the establishment survey, estimates for the 2 most current
months are based on incomplete returns: for this reason, these
estimates are labeled preliminary in the tables. When all the
returns in the sample have been received, the estinates are
revised. In other words, data for the month of September are
published in prelminary form in October and November and
in final form in December. To remove errors that build up
over time, a comprehensive count of the employed is con-
ducted each year. The results of this survey ae used to
establish new benchmarks-comprehensive counts of
employment-against which month-to-month changes can be
measured. The new benchmarks also incorporate changes in
the classification of industries and allow for the formation of
new establishments.

Additional stataitics and other Informatlon
In order to provide a broad view of the Nation's employ-

ment situation, ass regularly publishes a wide variety of data
in this news release. More comprehensive statistics are contain-
ed in Employment and Earnings, published each month by
aLS. It is available for S4.50 per issue or $3 1.00 per year from
the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
20204. A check or money order made out to the Superinten-
dent of Documents must accompany all orders.

Employment and Earnings also provides approximations of
the standard errors for the household survey data published in
this release. For unemployment and other labor force
categories, the standard errors appear in tables B through J of
its "Explanatory Notes." Measures of the reliability of the
data drawn from the establishment survey and the actual
amounts of revision due to benchmark adjustments are pro-
vided in tables M, 0, P, and Q of that publication.
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Table A4- Employwent status of the ohi[an population by race. Oex, age, L.d Hpanic aflin
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Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you very much, Commissioner.
I have a couple of definitional questions first. How is "adult" de-

fined when you talk about the jobless rates for adult men and
women?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Twenty years and over.
Senator SARBANES. I take it that for that age group the unem-

ployment rate now for men is 5.5. percent and separately for
women is 5.5 percent.

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's correct.
Senator SARBANES. The unemployment rate among black work-

ers seems to have fallen more rapidly since February than for
other groups.

Is that decline statistically significant and is there an explana-
tion for it?

Mrs. NORWOOD. The unemployment rate for the black workers
needs to be a little more than nine-tenths of a percent in a single
month to be statistically significant.

Over the last several months, there clearly has been an improve-
ment for black workers, but, of course, their unemployment rate
has been extraordinarily high. Their rate fell this past month from
13.9 percent to 13.0 percent in January and February.

Senator SARBANES. Now do you have any theory on why this is
happening?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, I would like to believe that it's because of
job growth and that that is being shared now by more people in the
economy.

I am concerned, nevertheless, that the unemployment rates, even
though improved over the past year for the black and the Hispanic
population, remain fairly high.

Senator SARBANES. Now that rate is for-when we say 13 percent
for blacks--

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's the total black population. If you look at
the individual groups, there are some significant differences. The
rate for black teenagers is extraordinarily high. It's in the 38 per-
cent range.

Senator SARBANES. And do you have it separately for adult black
men and adult black women?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. It's 10.9 percent for black men 20 years and
over and 11.5 percent for black women 20 years and over, and then
it's 38 percent for black teenagers.

Senator SARBANES. And do you have the same figures for
Hispanics?

Mrs. NORWOOD. No. All that I have for the Hispanics is the over-
all rate. That's a smaller group of the population and we really
need to use annual average data, which we can supply to you, to
have further breakdowns.

Senator SARBANES. If you would do that, we would appreciate it.
Mrs. NORWOOD. We'd be glad to. They generally fall in between

the black and the white.
Senator SARBANES. In your statement this morning you pointed

out that most of the decline in unemployment occurred among
workers who had been jobless for a short period of time, while long-
term unemployment remained quite high.

Mrs. NORWOOD. That's quite right.
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Senator SARBANES. I understand that in Europe, where unem-
ployment has been more severe than here in recent years, there's a
growing concern that employers are simply refusing to hire those
who have been out of work for a year or more on the assumption
that they have lost their job skills. That's an issue that's now ap-
parently being debated there.

Do your figures suggest that the same phenomenon is occurring
in the United States, that we are increasingly structuring a perma-
nent class of unemployable individuals?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I'm not sure that it is a matter of losing job
skills. I am sure that 1,100,000 out of work for more than 6 months
suggest that they are in some very real difficulty.

There are, of course, some specific geographic problems that we
have. They tend to be concentrated in central cities. They tend to
be heavily minority. They have different experiences in different
industries which also exacerbates the geographic problem.

So I'm not sure that it's entirely a training problem, though
clearly that is important.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you.
Congressman Wylie.
Representative WYLIE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Clearly, you have brought us good news this morning for which

we are all very pleased.
Is this decline in unemployment soft or would you say it's fairly

firm?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, I always look at the data and try to report

them as best I can. There has been, I believe, extraordinarily vigor-
ous employment growth.

We did have a little bit later survey week this month and that
may possibly have brought a little of the employment that the sea-
sonal adjustment process would normally pick up next month into
this month.

But my belief is that if that happened, it would be a relatively
small amount and that we would still have very vigorous employ-
ment growth even so.

Representative WYLIE. Much of the unemployment that we've ex-
perienced over the last several months-maybe 2 or 3 years back-
was in the manufacturing employment area.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Representative WYLIE. And I noticed that that's down consider-

ably for the April figures.
Does that seem to be fairly firm to you? This is a big area of un-

employment-or it was at one time, and caused the big unemploy-
ment figure that we first say.

Would you care to comment on what impact that might have?
Mrs. NORWOOD. It's quite clear that factory employment doesn't

seem to be going anywhere. It has been relatively unchanged, with
slight upticks and slight downticks, over the past year. Very little
has happened over the past year and over the course of the recov-
ery period, the 53 months of the recovery period, we have really
recovered only about half of the employment that we lost in manu-
facturing.
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Now we're talking about employment I want to emphasize, and
not about output. Output has remained relatively high in manufac-
turing. We are just producing more with fewer employees.

Representative WYLIE. Now Senator Sarbanes touched on the sta-
tistics as they relate to geography. You have in your cover sheet
here-let's see, it says "Household Data Table A-13," and it indi-
cates in Illinois that the unemployment rate is about 8.2 percent,
whereas in New Jersey-and I'm just trying to figure out how to
compare these-the unemployment rate is 3.9 percent.

Is unemployment more than twice as much in Illinois than it is
in New Jersey or is that just a comparison figure with the number
of persons who are employable in New Jersey?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Unemployment, according to those figures, is
higher in Illinois than in New Jersey and I would expect it to be
higher in Illinois than in New Jersey because of the industrial
structure of the economy in Illinois.

I would point out to you that there are larger errors surround-
ing-or wider confidence band surrounding-the data for each of
the States. You will note that Texas had an increase in unemploy-
ment and that many of the others seem to be relatively stable,
going up or down a little bit, within the band of statistical confi-
dence.

I think what we are seeing is a fairly widespread drop in unem-
ployment, which is not concentrated in any particular place, but
there are marked differences by locality in this country and, as I've
said many times here, I believe that they are getting larger in
some ways, that the industrial restructuring that's occurring in
this country should make us pay a great deal more attention than
we have in the past to differences in geography.

Representative WYLIE. Okay. Well, I'm especially interested in
my own home State of Ohio and I noticed that the unemployment
rate has dropped by three-tenths of a percentage point, which is a
pretty healthy drop I guess. I wouldn't expect you to know from a
statistical standpoint what happened in all the 50 States, but can
you tell me how that decline is reflected in Ohio?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, in Ohio, there has been a sizable drop in
unemployment over the last year. The drop in unemployment this
month is within the bound of statistical error, so it probably is not
very much of a change.

There has been some increase in employment and a relatively
small increase in the labor force in Ohio. So things look fairly opti-
mistic.

Representative WYLIE. Okay. I was taken with your statement
where you say that many product areas are heavily influenced by
imports and had substantial annual rates of increase in the first
quarter. For example, wine, apparel, and jewelry.

Is there any linking with imports that can explain this?
Mrs. NORWOOD. It's very hard to link product by product. In our

micro data and data that are on import prices, all that we have
been able to do is to pick out some commodity areas that clearly
are known to be very much affected by imports in which a large
part of domestic sales are imports, and look at what has happened
to their prices. And that's really essentially what we were doing.
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One must be careful, too, to look not just at the prices of import-
ed commodities in this country, but also at domestically produced
commodities that compete with imports. As prices of imports go up,
there is more of an opportunity for domestic manufacturers to con-
sider what they will do with their price levels and still remain com-
petitive.

So we can expect a variety of things to go on there. But it is an
extremely hazardous place to do a lot of analysis at this point. We
are beginning to see some effects and I thought it was important to
point that out.

Representative WYLIE. I'm not sure that I got the full import of
that, but you say that domestic producers are raising their prices
vis-a-vis some of these products?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. I'm saying there are two effects that we can
expect to see. One is that as the value of the dollar falls, the prices
of a product imported from another country, particularly from
Japan and some other countries whose currencies are affected by
the value of the dollar, would go up. That's the price of the import-
ed product itself.

The other side of that is to look at the competitive situation that
a domestic manufacturer finds himself in, and if he finds that his
competitors have higher prices, then he has more of an opportunity
to consider where he is going to put his prices and has an opportu-
nity to decide whether he wants to try to go out to get more of the
market share or whether he wants to increase his own profit mar-
gins.

Those are decisions which individual businessmen will be making
as we go through the next several months.

Representative WYLIE. It could have an impact on employment?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Representative WYLIE. Well, one other observation I would like

to make then is that this kind of places us in the horns of a dilem-
ma. We hear all the talk about our trade imbalance, $170 billion
deficit, and we need to do something about that, but here is a sta-
tistic which indicates that maybe in some areas at least imports
are creating American jobs.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Oh, yes. Imports are not always a source of job
decline. It seems to me that we are getting into a much better posi-
tion to really position ourselves to increase our share of export
markets. That's what's really needed if we're going to keep the em-
ployment levels in manufacturing rising.

Representative WYLIE. What are the fastest growing occupational
categories over the last 12 months?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Well, they have generally been the professional,
technical and management occupations.

Representative WYLIE. Are the jobs generally in the poor-paying
sectors? We hear that they are.

Mrs. NORWOOD. The jobs tend to be in the occupations which in
the past have paid more. They are spread out among industries.

Certainly one of the fastest growing industries has been what we
call eating and drinking places, otherwise known as restaurants,
and many of those are rather low-paying jobs clearly. But there are
many others in the service-producing sector that are high-paying
jobs.
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Representative WYUE. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SARBANES. Commissioner, thank you very much. We ap-

preciate your testimony and we appreciate your colleagues accom-
panying you and we look forward to seeing you next month.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 10:05 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SD-

628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William Proxmire
(member of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senator Proxmire.
Also present: Judith Davison, executive director; and William R.

Buechner and Christopher J. Frenze, professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PROXMIRE, PRESIDING
Senator PROXMIRE. The hearing will come to order. On behalf of

the members of the Joint Economic Committee, I would like to wel-
come Commissioner Janet Norwood before the committee this
morning to testify on the employment and unemployment figures
for May 1987.

Today the Bureau of Labor Statistics is releasing revised payroll
employment data that show slower job growth during the past 2
years than was originally reported. These figures will give us a
much better picture of how the economy has been performing
during the past 2 years and may clear up the inconsistency that
many have seen between the slow growth reported in the GNP fig-
ures and the strong job growth reported by BLS. I hope Commis-
sioner Norwood will discuss this in her prepared statement, but if
not, it can be addressed during the question period.

The unemployment figures for May show no change from April.
The only major changes occurred for blacks, whose unemployment
rate returned to the March level after a significant decline in
April, and for Hispanics, where the unemployment rate declined to
8.7 percent. The labor force and household employment rose by
more than 600,000 in May after seasonal adjustment, both much
larger than normal. By contrast, payroll employment rose only
123,000, all in the service-producing sectors. Weekly hours were up,
with large increases in manufacturing.

Representative McMillan is unable to attend today's hearing and
has requested that his opening statement be included; which I will
do at this point, without objection.

[The written opening statement of Representative McMillan fol-
lows:]

(393)
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WRITTEN OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE MCMILLAN

It gives me great pleasure to welcome Commissioner Norwood here this morning.
This morning Commissioner Norwood once again brings us very good news. April's
plunge in the civilian unemployment rate has been sustained, and its level stands at
6.3 percent. This is the lowest rate of unemployment since March 1980.

During May employment gains were also impressive, with the household survey
posting an increase of 600,000. Even if this may be somewhat overstated, the strong
employment performance indicates economic strength. The recent employment data
certainly do not support those who constantly voice pessimism about the economic
outlook.

Another encouraging sign is the rise in the employment-population ratio, an im-
portant measure of our economy's ability to create enough jobs. The May increase
brings the level of the E-P ratio up to 61.6 percent, an alltime record high.

With this expansion now entering its 55th month, it is already the second longest
peacetime recovery since World War II. During this upswing over 13 million jobs
have been created. With economic growth continuing, we may look forward to solid
employment gains in the months to come. This will provide expanded opportunities
for all of our citizens, especially the less fortunate. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator PROXMIRE. The committee will now turn to Commission-
er Norwood for her analysis of the employment and unemployment
data for May.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET L. NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-

COMPANIED BY THOMAS J. PLEWES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSION-

ER, OFFICE OF EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATIS-

TICS; AND KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER,

OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS

Mrs. NORWOOD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is
always a pleasure to be here. The labor market improvements of
recent months held in May. Increases occurred both in the labor
force and in employment, while the number of unemployed persons
in May was the same as in April. Both the overall jobless rate and
the civilian rate-at 6.2 and 6.3 percent, respectively-were un-
changed. Both rates were about 1 percentage point lower than a
year ago.

May 1987 marks the 4V2 year point in the current economic ex-
pansion. The civilian worker jobless rate has fallen during this
period, but the pace of the decline has varied. The rate fell steeply
during the first 2 years of the recovery, dropping by 3.6 percentage
points from its high of 10.8 percent in November 1982. As usually
occurs during the course of a recovery, the decline then slowed
down; from November 1984 to November 1986, the unemployment
rate edged down only three-tenths of a point-to 6.9 percent. Over
the last 6 months, however, the pace of decline in unemployment
picked up, with the rate dropping by 0.6 point since November of
last year.

Most of this recent decrease has occurred among adults, both
men and women. The jobless rate for teenagers-at 17.7 percent in
May-has shown little improvement in the last 6 months. Over this
same period the rate for whites fell, but that for blacks has dis-
played no clear pattern. Joblessness among persons of Hispanic
origin has dropped. In May their rate was below 9 percent for the
first time since early 1980.

Total civilian employment, as measured by the household survey,
showed an unusually large increase in May-about 600,000-and
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the labor force rose by about the same amount. A large part of the
increase occurred among adult women. Even though employment
normally increases strongly between April and May as outdoor ac-
tivity picks up and young people enter the labor market, the size of
the April-to-May change is probably somewhat exaggerated.

Payroll employment, as measured by the business survey, rose by
only 125,000 in May. This change, however, followed much larger
job gains during the first 4 months of this year. All of the May in-
crease occurred in the service-producing sector. The services indus-
try itself continued to expand, adding about 100,000 jobs, and the
finance, insurance, and real estate industry also continued its long-
term job gain.

As has been the case for several months, factory employment
was unchanged over the month. However, the factory work week
rebounded strongly in May from the holiday-induced April decline.
Overtime in manufacturing rose simply, to 3.8 hours, the highest
level since the spring of 1978.

I want to call your attention to the fact that these data from our
business survey reflect the usual benchmark adjustment as well as
updated seasonal factors. BLS practice each year is to adjust the
establishment survey estimates to the comprehensive employment
counts from the unemployment insurance tax records for the pre-
ceding year. The revisions this year were larger than usual; they
have brought the trend in the payroll survey estimates closer to
that of the household survey. The current levels of payroll employ-
ment have been reduced by about 700,000, or by 0.7 percent. The
largest revisions downward were in manufacturing and in whole-
sale and retail trade.

In summary, the data released this morning corroborate the
labor market improvements of the last few months. The April job-
less rate drop was sustained in May and employment in the serv-
ice-producing sector continued to increase.

Mr. Chairman, my colleagues, Mr. Dalton and Mr. Plewes, and I
will try to answer any questions.

[The table attached to Mrs. Norwood's statement, together with
the Employment Situation press release, follows:]

79-018 0 - 88 - 14



Unemployment rates of all civilian workers by alternative seasonal adjustment methods

X-11 ARIMA method X-11 method

Month Unad- Concurrent (official Range

and justed Official (as first Concurrent Stable Total Residual method (cols.

year rate procedure computed) (revised) ________before 1980) 2-8)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1986

May ......... 7.0 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 -

June ........ 7.3 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 _

July ........ 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 6.9 7.0 7.0 .1

August ...... 6.7 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.9 7.0 6.8 .2

September .. 6.8 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 -

October ..... 6.6 6.9 6.9 6.9 7.0 6.9 6.9 7.0 .1

November .... 6.6 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 7.0 7.0 .1

December .... 6.3 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.6 6.7 6.7 6.7 .1

1987

January ..... 7.3 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.8 6.6 6.7 .2

February .... 7.2 6.7 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.7 6.5 6.7 .2

March ....... 6.9 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.5 6.6 .1

April ....... 6.2 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.4 6.3 6.3 6.3 .1

May ......... 6.1 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.4 6.3 6.4 6.3 .1

SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Bureau of Labor Statistics
June 1987
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(1) Unadjusted rare. Unemployment rate for all clvilian woriters. noc seasonally adjusted.

(2) Official procedure (X-ll ARLMA method). The published seasonally adjusted rate for
all civilian wrkers. Each of che 3 major civilIam labor force componeots-agricultural
employment nonagrlculcural employment and unemploymemt-for 4 age-sex groups-males and
females, ages 16-19 and 20 years and over-are seasonally adjusted Independently using data
from January 1975 forward. The data series for each of these 12 components are extended by
a year at each end of the origlnal series using ARLMA (Auto-Regressive. Integrated. Moving
Average) models chosen specifically for each series. Each extended series Is then seasonally
adjusted with the X-ll portion of the X-1l ARIMA program. The 4 teenage unemployment and
nonagricultural employment components are adjusted with the additive adjustment model.
while the other components are adjusted with the multiplicative model. The unemployment
rate Is computed by suning the 4 seasonally adjusted unenploynent components and calculating
that total as a percent of the civilian labor force total derived by summing all 12 seasonally
adjusted components. All the seasonally adjusted series are revised at the end of each year.
Extrapolated factors for January-June are computed at the beginning of each year; extrapolated
factors for July-December are computed In the middle of the year after the June data become
available. Each set of 6-month factors are published In advance, In the January and July
issues. respectively, of Employment and Earnings.

(3) Concurrent (as first computed, CX-ll ARIMA method). The official procedure for
computation or the rate or * civil~an worlers using the 12 components Is followed
except that extrapolated factors are not used at all. Each component Is seasonally adjusted
Wth the X-1l ARLMA progras each month as the most recent data become avallable. Rates for
each month of the current year are shown as fIrst computed; they are revised only onre each
year, at the end of the year when data for the full year become available. For example.
the rate for January 1985 would be hosed, during 1985, on the adjustment of data from
the period January 1975 through January 1985.

(4) Concurrent (revised. X-1l ARIMA ethod). The procedure used Is Identical to (3)
above, and the rate for the current nooth (the last sonth dIsplayed) will *Iways be the
some in the two columns. Rowever, all previous sonths are subject co revision each month
based on the seasonal adjustment of all the components with data through the current monch.

(5) Stable (X-ll ARIMA method). Each of the 12 civilian labor force components I extended
using ARIMA models as In the official procedure and then run through the X-Il part
of he program using the stable option. This option assuwes that seasonal patterns
are basically constant from year-to-year and computes final seasonal factors as
unweighted averages of all the seasonal-irregular components for each month across
the entire span of the period adjusted. As In the official procedure, factors are
extrapolated In 6-month Intervals and the series are revised at" the end of each year.
The procedure for computation of the rate from the seasonally adjusted components
Is also Identical to the official procedure.

(6) Total (X-lI AREtA method). This Is one alternative aggregation procedure, in
which cotal unemployment and civilian labor force levels are extended with ARIMA sodels
and directly adjusted with multiplIcative adjustment models In the X--l part of the
program. The rate Is computed by taking seasonally adjusted total unemployment as a
percent of seasonally adjusted total civilian labor force. Factors are extrapolated
In 6-month Intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(7) Residual (X-11 ARLEA method). This Is another alternative aggregarion method, In
which total civilian eaployment and civil an labor force levels are extended using ARIMA
sodels and then directly adjusted with multiplinative adjustment models. The seasonally
adjusted unemployment level Is derived by subtracting seasonally adjusted employment
from seasonally adjusted labor force. The rate Is then computed by taking the derived
unemployment level as a percenc of the labor force level. Factors are extrapolated In
6-aomth Intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

(X) I-Il method (official method before 1980). The method for computation of the official
procedure Is used except that the series are not extended with ARItA models and the 'actors
are projected in 12-month intervals. The standard X-Il progrom is used to perform the
seasonal adjustment.

Methods of Adjustment: The X-1l ARIMA method was developed at Statistics Canada by the
Seasonal Adjustment and Times Series Staff under the direction of Estela Bee Dagun. The
method Is described In The X-11 ARIMA Seasonal Adjustment Method, by Estela lee Dagum.
Statistics Canada Catalogue No. i2-564E, sebruary 1980.

The standard X-11 method Is described In X-l1 Variant of tbe Ceosus ItIhd EI Seasonal
Adjustment program, by Julius Shiskin Allan Young and Jon Muagrave (T chnical Paper
No. 15. Bureau of the Census. 1967).
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: MAY 1987

Employment rose in May and the unemployment rate was unchanged, the

Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today.

Following a marked decline in April, the overall unemployment rate remained

at 6.2 percent and the civilian worker rate at 6.3 percent. Both were

nearly a percentage point lower than a year earlier.

Total civilian employment--as estimated through the monthly survey of

households-showed an increase of about 600,000, seasonally adjusted,

whereas nonagricultural payroll employment-as measured by the monthly

survey of establishments-rose by 125,000.

Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

The civilian unemployment rate was unchanged at 6.3 percent in May,

and the number of persons unemployed remained at 7.5 million, about 800,000

less than a year earlier. The unemployment rates for adult men (5.5

percent) and women (5.4 percent), while unchanged over the month, have

dropped substantially during the last year. The unemployment rates for

teenagers (17.7 percent), whites (5.3 percent), and Hispanics (8.7 percent)

were little changed, although the Hispanic rate has fallen 2 percentage

points so far this year. The jobless rate for blacks (13.8 percent)

returned to its March level after falling in April. (See tables A-2 and

A-3.)

Among the unemployed, there was a small increase in May in the number

seeking their first jobs. In terms of duration, there was also a small

increase in the number of persons unemployed ror less than 5 weeks. The

median duration of unemployment declined to 6.5 weeks. (See tables A-7 and

A-B.)

Civilian Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Civilian employment rose to 112.4 million,- a seasonally adjusted gain

of about 600,000. Most of the increase was among adults, particularly

women. The employment-population ratio--the proportion of the working age

population who held jobs-increased by three-tenths of a percentage point.

(See table A-2.)
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The civilian labor force also showed a sharp increase (660,000),

following 2 months of little change. The labor force participation rate
was up three-tenths of a percentage point to 65.7 percent.

Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted

quarterly Monthly data
averages _

Category Apr.-
1986 1987 1987 May

l | ~~~~~~~~change
IV I I Mar. Apr. May

--------- ----p
HOUSBKULU UAIA

Labor force 1/.........
Total employment 1/..

Civilian labor force...
Civilian employment..
Unemployment .........

Not in labor force.....
Discouraged workers..

Unemployment rates:
All workers 1/. /.
All civilian workers.

Adult men..........
Adult women........
Teenagers..........
White.
Black..............
Hispanic origin....

ESTABLISHMENT DATA2/

Nonfarm employment.....
Goods-producing ......
Service-producing ....

Average weekly hours:
Total private........
Manufacturing........
Overtime............

120,308 120,943 120,958 121,070 121,719 649
112,170 112,995 113,104 113,570 114,173 603
118,558 119,202 119,222 119,335 119,993 658
110,420 111,254 111,368 111,835 112,447 612
8,138 7,948 7,854 7,500 7,546 46

62,807 62,800 62,957 63,009 62,540 -469
1,127 1,168 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Percent of labor force

6.8 6.6 6.5 6.2 6.2 0
6.9 6.7 6.6 6.3 6.3 0
6.1 5.9 5.8 5.5 5.5 0
6.0 5.8 5.8 5.5 5.4 -0.1

17.8 17.9 18.1 17.4 17.7 .3
6.0 5.7 5.6 5.4 5.3 -.1

14.1 14.2 13.9 13.0 13.8 .8
10.2 9 9. 9.0 9.2 8.7 -.5

Thousands of jobs
.100I,37 ATI 11,1 I I A1,JLV pl<l~bU9 p|~/.. .. ..
100,3971 101,1331 1U01,3291 l ',U' plUI,73Z
24 ,634 24,733 24,749 p

2 4
,

7
5

7
p24, 747

75 ,773 76,399 76,580 p
7 6

,
8 5 2

p
7 6

,
9 8 5

p-
1 0

p
1 3 3

Hours of work

34.7 34.8 34.8 p
3 4

.
7

p
3 4

.
8

pO.
1

40.8 41.0 40.9 p4l0.6 p
4
l.0 p.

4

3.5 3.6 3.6 p
3
.
5

p3.8 p.3

I/ Includes the resident Armed Forces. N.A.-not available.
2/ Establishment data have been revised to reflect March 1986

benchmarks and updated seasonal adjustment factors.
p-preliminary.

_

I ae nno ann
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Industry Payroll Employment (Establishment Survey Data)

The data from the establishment survey showed a relatively small job

gain for May, bringing nonagricultural payroll employment to a level of
101.7 million, after seasonal adjustment. This level reflects the results

of the annual benchmark adjustment of these data, which has produced a

downward revision. (See the explanatory note on pages 4-5 for a

description of the benchmark process.)

Gains in May were essentially limited to the services industry and in

finance, insurance, and real estate. Continuing the strong growth in

evidence during the current expansion, employment in the services industry

rose by 95,000 in May. About half of the increase was in business and
health services. Finance, insurance, and real estate also continued to

expand with an over-the-month employment gain of 15,000. Employment in

both wholesale and retail trade was unchanged after seasonal adjustment.
(See table B-i.)

In the goods-producing sector, construction employment rose a little
less than expected for this time of the year and, after seasonal
adjustment, was down slightly from the April level. Mining and its oil and
gas extraction component have shown small increases over the last few
months. Manufacturing employment remained unchanged in May, as movements
among individual industries were small and generally offsetting.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek of production or nonsupervisory workers on

private nonagricultural payrolls edged up 0.1 hour to 34.8 hours,
seasonally adjusted, returning to the March level. In manufacturing, the
workweek rose by 0.4 hour to 41.0, rebounding from the previous month's
dip, which had stemmed from religious observances in the reference week.
Factory overtime rose by 0.3 hour to 3.8, the highest level since April
1978. (See table B-2.)

Largely as a result of the increase in hours of work, the index of

aggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory workers on private
nonagricultural payrolls rose by 0.4 percent to 120.1 (1977-100),
seasonally adjusted. This was 2.5 percent higher than the May 1986 index.
(See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings rose by 0.4 percent in May, while average
weekly earnings rose 0.7 percent, seasonally adjusted. Prior to seasonal
adjustment, hourly earnings increased by 2 cents to $8.92, and weekly

earnings were up $2.48 to $310.42. (See table B-3.)

The Hourly Earnings Index (Establishment Survey Data)

The Hourly Earnings Index (HEI) was 172.6 (1977=100) in May,

seasonally adjusted, essentially unchanged from April. For the 12 months
ended in May, the increase was 2.2 percent. The HEI excludes the effects

of two types of changes unrelated to underlying wage rate
movements-fluctuations in manufacturing overtime and interindustry
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employment shifts. In dollars of constant purchasing power, the HEI
decreased 1.3 percent during the 12-month period ended in April. (See
table B-4.)

Revisions in the Establishment Survey Data

In accordance with annual practice, the establishment survey data
published in this release have been revised to reflect complete counts of
employment (benchmarks). The counts are principally derived from
unemployment insurance tax records for the first quarter of 1986. In
addition, new seasonal adjustment factors have been calculated to take
account of the experience through March 1987.

The effects of these adjustments on current data are shown in table B,
which presents data prior to seasonal adjustment for February 1987, the
last month of final published estimates prior to this benchmark revision.

To reflect these changes, establishment data series have been revised
from April 1985 forward, and seasonally adjusted series have been revised
back to January 1982. The June 1987 issue of Employment and Earnings will
contain a discussion of the effects of the benchmark, seasonal adjustment
factors for use in the ensuing 12-month period, and revised data for all
regularly published tables containing national establishment survey data on
employment, hours, and earnings. All of the revised historical series will
be published in a special supplement to Employment and Earnings, which is
expected to be issued in about a month. This supplement, when combined
with the historical volume, Employment, Hours, and Earnings, United States,
1909-84, Bulletin 1312-12, will comprise the full historical series on
national data from the establishment survey.

The Employment Situation for June 1987 will be released on Thursday,
July 2, at 8:30 A.M. (EDT).
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Table B. Establishment survey employment estimates for February 1987, not
seaso ly adjusted

(In thousands)

February 1987
employment
estimates

Industry Difference

As Before
revised revision

Total nonfarm employment ...................... 99,792 100,494 -702

Total private ............................... 82,587 83,316 -729
Mining .................................... 713 723 -10
Construction ......... ..................... 4,506 4,559 -53
Manufacturing ......... .................... 18,853 19,061 -208
Transportation and public utilities ....... 5,252 5,321 -69
Wholesale trade ....... .................... 5,707 5,827 -120
Retail trade .............................. 17,644 17,872 -228
Finance, insurance, and real estate ....... 6,438 6,462 -24
Services .................................. 23,474 23,491 -17

Government .................................. 17,205 17,178 27
Federal ................................... 2,897 2,897 -
State ..................................... 4,020 4,072 -52
Local .1 8.................................... 1288 10,209 79
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Explanatory Note

This news release presents statistics from two major surveys,
the Current Population Survey (household survey) and the
Current Employment Statistics Survey (establishment survey).
The household survey provides the information on the labor
force, total employment, and unemployment that appears in
the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD DATA. It is a sample
survey of about 59,500 households that is conducted by the
Bureau of the Census with most of the findings analyzed and
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (sBas.

The establishment survey provides the information on the
employment, hours, and earnings of workers on
nonagricultural payrolls that appears in the B tables, marked
ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This information is collected
from payroll records by BLS in cooperation with State agencies.
The sample includes over 290.05W establishments employing
over 38 million people.

For both surveys, the data for a given month are actually
collected for and relate to a particular week. In the household
survey, unless otherwise indicated, it is the calendar week that
contains the I2th day of the month, which is called the survey
week. In the establishment survey, the reference week is the
pay period including the 12th, which may or may not corres-
pond directly to the calendar week.

The data in this release are affected by a number of technical
factors, including deftnitions, survey differences, seasonal ad-
justments, and the inevitable variance in results between a
survey of a sample and a census of the entire population. Each
of these factors is explained below.

Coverage, definitlons, and dlffranens
between surveys

The sample households in the household survey are selected
so as to reflect the entire civilian noninstitutional population
16 years of age and older Each person in a household is
classified as employed, unemployed, or not in the labor force.
Those who hold more than one job are classified according to
the job at which they worked the most hours.

People are classified as employed if they did amy work at all
as paid civilians; worked in their own business or profession or
on their own farm: or worked 15 hours or more in an enter-
prise operated by a member of their family, whether they were
paid or not. People are also counted as employed if they were
on unpaid leave because of illness, bad weather, disputes be-
tween labor and management, or personal reasons. Members
of the Armed Forces stationed in the United States ace also in-
cluded in the employed total.

People are classified as unemployed, regardless of their
eligibility for unemployment benefits or public assitance, if
they meet all of the following criteria: They had no employ-
ment during the survey week; they were available for work at

that time; and they made specific efforts to find employment
sometime during the prior 4 weeks. Persons laid off from their
former jobs and awaiting recall and those expecting to report
to a job within 30 days need not be looking for work to be
counted as unemployed.

The labo-fome equals the sum of the number employed and
the number unemployed. The anemploymenr rate is the
percentage of unemployed people in the labor force (civilian
plus the resident Armed Forces). Table A-5 presents a special
grouping of seven measures of unemployment based on vary-
ing definitions of unemployment and the labor force. The
definitions are provided in the table. The moss restrictive
definition yields U-I and the most comprehensive yields U-7.
The overall unemployment rate is U-5a, while U-5b represents
the same measure with a civilian labor force base.

Unlike the household survey, the establishment survey only
counts wage and salary employees whose names appear on the
payroll records of nonagricaltural firms. As a result, there are
many differences between the two surveys, among which are
the following;

- The houshod ervey, ahohgh bhaed on a ertr .awek. fLeuss a
irsu rwestal or the wpopotioo: the .abhmhmoet srve rdae aarmhrde.

the olteroyrd. ucraid avdv siy -otho. pri-e hosehod worrkos od
wenb- of th o -ide.i Anoed Fore:

- The houshold suroeI inctuds people us orraid lrate amora the
wpbyolod: th esihbthhmi server does -r:

- The houshold .oy a hwisEd o rh 16 ye or sue ad a.des: the
enahbttoimivery ao th olieihd by ear:
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Other differences between the two surveys are described in
"Comparing Employment Estimates from Household and
Payroll Surveys," which may be obtained from the BLS upon
request.

Seasonal adjustment
Over the course of a year, the size of the Nation's labor

force and the levels of employment and unemployment
undergo sharp fluctuations due to such seasonal events as
changes in weather, reduced or expanded production, har-
vests, major holidays, and the opening and closing of schools.
For example, the labor force increases by a large number each
June, when schools close and many young people enter the job
market. The effect of such seasonal variation ca be very
large; over the course of a year, for example, seasonality may
account for as much as 95 percent of the month-to-month
changes in unemployment.
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Because these seasonal events follow a more or less regular
pattern each year, their influence on statistical trends cam be
eliminated by adjusting the statistics from month to month.
These adjustments make nonseasonal developments, such as
declines in economic activity or increases in the participation
of women in the labor force, easier to spot. To return to the
school's-out example, the large number of people entering the
labor force each June is likely to obscure any other changes
that have taken place since May, making it difficult to deter-
mine if the level of economic activity has risen or declined.
However, because the effect of students finishing school us
previous yeaws is known. the statistics for the current year can
be adjusted to allow for a comparable change. Insofar as the
seasonal adjustment is made correctly, the adjusted figure pro-
vides a more useful tool with which to analyze changes in
economic activity.

Measures of labor force, employment, and unemployment
contain components such as age and sex. Statistics for all
employees, production workers, average weekly hours, and
average hourly earnings include components based on the
employer's industry. All these statistics can be seasonally ad-
justed either by adjusting the total or by adjusting each of the
components and combining them. The second procedure
usually yields more accurate information and is therefore
followed by aLS. For example, the seasonally adjusted figure
for the labor force is the sum of eight seasonally adjusted
civilian employment components, plus the resident Armed
Forces total (not adjusted for seasonality. and four seasonally
adjusted unemployment components; the total for unemploy-
ment is the sum of the four unemployment components; and
the overall unemployment rate is derived by dividing the
resulting estimate of total unemployment by the estimate of
the labor force.

The numerical factors used to make the seasonal ad-
justments are recalculated regularly. For the household
survey, the factors ace calculated for the January-June period
and again for the July-December period. The January revision
is applied to data that have been published over the previous 5
years. For the establishment survey, updated factors for
seasonal adjustment are calculated only once a year, along
wthb the introduction of new benchmarks which are discussed
at the end of the next section.

Sampling variability
Statistics based on the household and establishment surveys

are subject to sampling error, that is, the estimate of the
number of people employed and the other estimates drawn
from these surveys probably differ from the figures that would
be obtained from a complete census, even if the same question-
naires and procedures were used. In the household survey, the
amount of the differences can be expressed in terms of stand-
ard errors. The numerical value of a standard error depends
upon the size of the sample, the results of the survey, and other
factors. However, the numerical value is always such that the
chances are approximately 68 out of 100 that an estimate based
on the sample will differ by no more than the standard error

from the results of a complete census. The chances are approx-
imately 90 out of 100 that an estimate based on the sample will
differ by no more than 1.6 times the standard error from she
results of a complete census. At approximately the 90-percent
level of confidence-the confidence limits used by aLS in its
analyses-the error for the monthly change in total employ-
ment is on the order of plus or minus 328,000, for total
unemployment it is 220,000; and, for the overall unemploy-
ment rate, it is 0.19 percentage point. These figures do not
mean that the sample results are off by these magnitudes but,
rather, that the chances are approximately 90 out of 100 that
the "true" level or rate would not be expected to differ from
the estimates by more than these amounts.

Sampling errors for monthly surveys are reduced when the
data are cumulated for several months, such as quarterly or
annually. Also, as a general rule, the smaller the estimate, the
larger the sampling error. Therefore, relatively speaking, the
estimate of the size of the labor force is subject to less error
than is the estimate of the number unemployed. And, among
the unemployed, the sampling error for the jobless rate of
adult men, for example, is much smaller than is the error for
the jobless rate of teenagers. Specifically, the error on monthly
change in the jobless rate for men is .26 percentage point; for
teenagers, it is 1.25 percentage points.

In the establishment survey, estimates for the 2 most current
months are based on incomplete returns; for this reason, these
estimates are labeled preliminary in the tables. When all the
returns in the sample have been received, the estimates are
revised. In other words, data for the month of September are
published in preliminary form in October and November and
in final form in December. To remove errors that build up
over time, a comprehensive count of the employed is con-
ducted each year. The results of this survey are used to
establish new benchmarks-comprehensive counts of
employment-against which month-to-month changes can be
measured. The new benchmarks also incorporate changes in
the classification of industries and allow for the formation of
new establishments.

Additional statistics and other Information
In order to provide a broad view of the Nation's employ-

ment situation, BLs regularly publishes a wide variety of data
in this news release. More comprehensive statistics are contain-
ed in Employment and Earnings, published each month by
BLS. I is available for$8.50 per issue or522.00per year from
the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C..
20204. A check or money order made out to the Superinten-
dent of Documents must accompany all orders.

Employment and Earnings also provides approximations of
the standard errors for the household survey data published in
this release. For unemployment and other labor force
categories, the standard errors appear in tables B through J of
its "Explanatory Notes." Measures of the reliability of the
data drawn from the establishment survey and the actual
amounts of revision due to benchmark adjustments are pro-
vided in tables M, 0, P. and 0 of that publication.
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Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you Mrs. Norwood.
Mrs. Norwood, as I indicated, both the labor force and employ-

ment grew more than 600,000 in May after seasonal adjustment.
Before seasonal adjustment total employment rose more than 1.2
million in May. All the other economic signs suggest the economy
has been flat. How can a flat economy create more jobs and how
can a flat economy sustain this kind of an increase that we had in
April and that was carried over into May?

Mrs. NORWOOD. We always create this number of jobs, some-
where between 2 and 4 million jobs, between April and July, be-
cause in the summer as the weather improves and schools close,
there are a lot of people who are looking for work and most of
them are successful in finding jobs.

Senator PROXMIRE. Let me interrupt. I am trying to get behind
that. All these data are seasonally adjusted, right?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, but this May the increase was more than
seasonally adjusted.

Senator PROXMIRE. If you make an adjustment for the normal in-
crease you would have in May, and yet we have a big drop in April,
the indications are that that was sustained in May, carried through
in May, but at the same time we seem to have a flat economy on
every other measurement.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes, that's correct.
Senator PROXMIRE. I know that unemployment is a lagging indi-

cator.
Mrs. NORWOOD. Unemployment, of course, was flat this month.

Moreover the establishment survey shows a relatively small em-
ployment increase. Clearly construction has not been doing well,
and that, as you indicate, certainly fits together with the data in
the housing area. I think that even though the economy is not
growing very rapidly, it is still growing, and we would still expect
to have an increase in jobs in the summer months. However as I've
indicated in my prepared statement, I believe that the size of the
May employment and labor force increases are probably exaggerat-
ed.

Senator PROXMIRE. The economy is growing, but the economy is
growing at a rate which on the basis of past experience is not
enough to diminish unemployment. In fact, at a rate of about 2.5
percent or so, or less-the last figure we had was 1.4 percent or
something like that-that normally results in an increase in unem-
ployment, particularly if productivity is increasing, and there has
been some increase in productivity.

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. Much of the research has suggested a 3 per-
cent growth rate for the economy is necessary to keep the unem-
ployment rate from increasing. That research was based on condi-
tions that were quite different from now. The labor force increase
has slowed down and we project for the future that it will continue
to be slower than it has been in the past. That means that you
don't need to create quite as many jobs as you did before. If you
look at the current recovery period compared to the recovery
period of the 1970's, there is clearly a much smaller labor force in-
crease as well as a somewhat smaller employment increase.

Senator PROXMIRE. Average weekly hours and overtime hours in
manufacturing rose significantly in May. That is another indica-
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tion of economic activity and it is particularly noteworthy in view
of the fact that we had a relatively flat economy. Was that just a
reversal of the April decline that you attributed to the fact that
Good Friday and Passover both occurred in the April survey week,
or is it a sign of strengthening in manufacturing?

Mrs. NORWOOD. As we said last month, we thought the drop in
hours last month was holiday related. I think this month's figure
proves that to be the case. Therefore, there is no real increase in
hours. The one thing that is different is that overtime hours are
rather high. But, of course, employment in manufacturing is really
very flat.

Senator PROXMIRE. I notice in your diffusion index you have an-
other contrary indicator here. In February the percentage of indus-
tries in which employment increased was 56.8 percent; that in-
creased in March to 58.6 percent; it increased in April to 59.7 per-
cent; and then last month it dropped to 55.9 percent and wiped out
all of the gains over the past 4 months.

Mrs. NORWOOD. That is correct, but it is still a fairly high
number.

Senator PROXMIRE. It's still a high number, but it dropped below
February, below March, and below April, and quite a significant
drop.

Let me ask you about something else. I am certain you are aware
that Irvin Kelner, the chief economist at Manufacturers Hanover,
has developed what he calls the nuisance index. That index follows
the prices of frequently purchased goods and services, such as
toothpaste, ground coffee, haircuts, dry cleaning of a suit, and a 2-
mile taxi ride. Because these items are bought all the time, the
changes in their prices may heavily influence consumers' percep-
tion of the rate of inflation. The nuisance index rose an average of
15 percent a year in 1985 and 1986, or four times faster than the
official Consumer Price Index.

Since we can postpone buying a new car but must have our
morning cup of coffee, does the nuisance index better reflect the
short-term perception of inflation than does the standard CPI and
does the BLS have anything similar to the nuisance index?

Mrs. NORWOOD. No, we don't have any nuisance index. I would
be very disturbed, Senator, if we tried to look at inflation without
taking account of the price of basic food and shoes and clothing
and transportation, subway transportation and buses, the kinds of
things that people of this country really have to buy.

Senator PROXMIRE. Nobody is asking that. I am just saying could
you have something of this kind that would supplement it to a
modest extent? You are absolutely right. What we are concerned
about are the fundamental increases in the cost of living that go to
the necessities. At the same time I think that is an interesting per-
ception. Politically it is a good perception, at least.

Mrs. NORWOOD. It certainly is an interesting concept. I think
there would be a great deal of disagreement on what should be in-
cluded in it. BLS issues a number of indexes with specific exclu-
sions and there are people who redefine inflation by looking at
what they call an underlying rate, which excludes food, housing,
and cars, for example. There are lots of different approaches to
this.
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Senator PROXMIRE. There is another statistic that indicates that
the workers in this country are being left out, that people who
work are not getting their share; the people who own stock, the
people who benefit from higher profits are doing well. A headline
in yesterday's New Times proclaimed "As Output Gains Wages
Lag." According to the article real hourly compensation of Ameri-
can manufacturing workers rose an average of only eight-tenths of
1 percent annually from 1981 through 1986. During the same
period the U.S. manufacturing sector enjoyed annual productivity
growth which averaged 4 percent.

What has happened to unit labor costs and profit margins in the
U.S. in the past 5 years and would you please compare the changes
in labor costs over the past 5 years in the U.S. to those in its major
trading partners?

Mrs. NORWOOD. It is quite clear that unit labor costs and wage
rate increases in the last 5 years have been much lower than in
previous years, partly because the rate of inflation has decelerated
in manufacturing. For example, over the last year unit labor costs
were negative. I think we had a period during the 1970's and the
1960's when wages were increased more than productivity and
where because of the tremendous inflation that we had we were
finding an even greater increase built into collective bargaining
agreements that had cost-of-living adjustments. So everything got
out of line.

It is clearly true that increases in productivity now are not being
reflected in increases in wages. You are quite right about that. We
have become noncompetitive in a number of areas, and somehow
costs have to be reduced in order to reduce prices. That does not
mean it has to come out of wages, of course, but labor costs have
been considered to be four-fifths or more of the total cost. That is a
continuing problem and I think will be with us for a long time.

Senator PROXMIRE. Is that in part because of a relatively high
level of unemployment compared to what we had in the 1950's and
1960's when unemployment averaged 5 or 6 percent? It is much
less than it was a little while ago, but it is still substantially higher
than it was in the 1950's and 1960's, and therefore, I presume that
labor's bargaining position is weaker.

Mrs. NORWOOD. That is certainly a factor. I think a greater
factor is the restructuring of industry that is occurring. Those
workers who have had the largest bargaining power tend to be in
the industries that are going through the greatest difficulty right
now.

Senator PROXMIRE. Does that mean the labor unions are weaker?
Mrs. NORWOOD. I wouldn't say that the unions are weaker, but

the unions have been strongest in the past in those industries
which now are going through tremendous structural change, where
plants are closing down and where the emphasis both of the union
and of management seems to be to keep jobs rather than to worry
about trying to increase wage rates. The union movement is clearly
recognizing the need to move into many of the service-producing
industries to strengthen their position there, but they have lost
membership disproportionately to the decline in employment.
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Senator PROXMIRE. Last Sunday's New York News Day featured
an article entitled "Inflation Comes Back for More." The subtitle
reads "The 1987 rate is already 6 percent. Are rough times ahead?"

For the 3 months ending in April the CPI rose at a 5.3 percent
annual rate compared to 2.5 percent the 3 months ending in De-
cember. What caused this increase in the inflation rate and do thefigures suggest to you that inflation is returning?

Mrs. NORWOOD. We don't see any evidence of very high rates of
inflation, but we may be seeing and are seeing somewhat higher
rates of price increase than in the past. We are anticipating and we
are beginning to see increases in the price of imports, and that is
going to go through the economy. The big issue, as I indicated lastmonth or the month before, is what will be the reaction of Ameri-
can producers as import prices go up. If we raise our prices along
with the prices of imports we will have more inflation. If, on the
other hand, we keep our prices low and try to expand our markets
we would have a different situation.

Perhaps Mr. Dalton has something more to say about that.
Mr. DALTON. No, I don't think so. Specifically, the reason for the

acceleration is we no longer have the ameliorating effects of lowerenergy prices. In part that is the explanation. We also had some
very, very substantial increases in the last 2 months in apparel
prices, which are apparently associated with higher import prices.

Senator PROXMIRE. Except for 1986 the inflation rate has been
just under 4 percent for every year since 1982. In 1986 the inflation
rate would have been 4 percent except for the decline in oil prices.
What explains this 4 percent ceiling over the inflation rate?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I don't know. Perhaps, stickiness of prices, agrowing economy, expansionism.
Senator PROXMIRE. In previous testimony you listed a number of

industries that have not regained all the jobs lost during the 1981-
82 recession. Are there currently any industries that still have notrecovered all the jobs lost during that recession, in view of the
recent increase in employment?

Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes. There happen to be 10 industries that have
lost employment during the recovery period.

Senator PROXMIRE. They still have lost even as of May 1987?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. Can you tell us what those 10 industries are?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Mining lost close to 300,000; primary metals and

steel, nonelectrical machinery, instruments, tobacco, apparel,
chemicals, petroleum and coal, and leather. All have lost employ-
ment since November 1982. Textile employment is about at the
same level it was in November 1982. In addition several other in-
dustries have not regained all of the jobs lost during the 1981-82
recession.

Senator PROXMIRE. For most of the recovery from the 1981-82 re-
cession the unemployment for adult women was higher than for
adult men. By March 1987, the unemployment rate for women had
fallen to 5.8 percent, the same rate as for men, and both fell to 5.5
percent in April. Since women work predominantly in service in-
dustries, does the decline in the unemployment rate for women
suggest that the service industries can expect labor shortages? Are
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there any service industries that are currently experiencing labor
problems?

Mrs. NORWOOD. I think women are beginning to move into some

of the occupations in the service industries which require greater
education and training. At the moment we don't see any real evi-
dence of labor shortages.

Senator PROXMIRE. Let me ask you about one other area of labor

shortage that might tie into that. According to your May 14 release
on the youth labor force, the overall population of 16- to 24-year-
olds will be about 450,000 lower this summer than it was last

summer. I am wondering how that will affect employment opportu-
nities and wages for young people this summer, and are there any
industries that are being adversely affected by the decline in the

number of young people available?
Mr. PLEWES. I think that there are a couple of things going on.

First of all, the total number of young people in the population is

going down, but that is somewhat counterbalanced by the increas-
ing tendency for those young people who are around to participate
in the labor market. So, on balance there seems to be an offset.

Some industries may be having shortages and some areas of the

country, as well. We can look at the New England economy as an

example, with a very low unemployment rate not only in Massa-
chusetts, which we have on a monthly basis, but in other States up

there. We are beginning to see some real shortages in certain in-

dustries in New England. There may also be other areas of the

country and certain industries where there are shortages. How
these are related to the amount of wages that the industries are

offering to pay to people is not quite clear.
Mrs. NORWOOD. This demonstrates, I think, Senator, the problem

that we have in the statistical system. We have quite good data,
high quality at the national level, but the labor market develop-
ments are really occurring at local levels, and our data at local
levels are not as good as we would like. There seems to be a clear

shift; that is, increases in employment seem to be in the western
States and decreases in unemployment seem to be in the East. We
have graphed that, and it is quite striking. This really fits in with
what Mr. Plewes was saying. In some parts of the country the

labor force is smaller than the economy would seem to need and in

other parts of the country employment is growing and people may

be beginning to move now.
Senator PROXMIRE. I am going to have to leave to go to the floor,

but let me ask one more question. The revised payroll figures show
that manufacturing employment is about 200,000 less than we

originally thought. Since September of 1986 we have seen a slow
but steady rise in payroll employment in manufacturing under the

old figures. Do the new figures change that picture?
Mrs. NORWOOD. Not really. Over the past year manufacturing

has been flat. There has been no increase in employment over the

past year. But since January there has been an increase of about
60,000. It is small, a little bit each month, but there seems to be a

slightly different pattern since the beginning of this year in manu-
facturing.
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Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you very, very much. I apologize for
having to leave. I think you made an excellent appearance, as you
always do.

The committee will stand in adjournment.
[Whereupon, at 10 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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